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Cool Chicago
Kathleen Maguire

The coolest souvenir book a Chicago visitor
could pick up

Aimed at the casual acquaintance of Chicago,
this book is the first in a new city-specific series
from the publishers behind the My Cool series
(My Cool Caravan, My Cool Shed), using the
same blend of high-end photography coupled
with stylish design.Written by a Chicago guide,
it features a diverse range of locations from vis-
itor hotspots and street art to some favorite local
destinations. Featured locations include Cloud
Gate, Aragon Ballroom, Second City, Poetry
Foundation, Hot Doug’s, Music Box Theatre,
Pilsen murals, 57th Street Bookstore, DuSable
Museum of African American History, the Orig-
inal Rainbow Cone, Signature Room at the 95th,
and many more.

Kathleen Maguire earned postgraduate degrees
from the University of Illinois at Chicago and De-
Paul University. In her role as a guide for Walk
Chicago Tours, she brings Chicago’s brilliance and
magic firsthand to its visitors. She is the author
of Chicago Then and Now. She lives in Chicago.

Photography/Travel • 160 pp • 9 x 7.5
100 Color Photos
9781909815612 • December
$22.95 (Can $27.95) Cloth • Pavilion
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Lost Brooklyn
Marcia Reiss

From Coney Island’s Dreamland to Schaefer Brewery, here are the build-
ings, industries, and sites that have been lost to the wrecking ball

Brooklyn has had many faces over the course of its fascinating history,
from a major center of industry in the 19th century to the hippest and
most populous of New York’s five boroughs today. Organized chrono-
logically, starting with the earliest losses and ending with the latest, Lost
Brooklyn features the much-loved buildings, industries, and modes of
transportation that have been lost, replaced, or transformed in the name
of progress. Losses include Brooklyn Shipping Piers, Brooklyn Sugar Re-
fining Co., Brooklyn Velodrome, Coney Island Clubhouse, Ebbets Field,
the Elevated Railway, Fort Lafayette, Fox Theatre, Luna Park, Sheepshead
Speedway, Steeplechase Park, and Williamsburg Plaza.

Marcia Reiss is the author of Architectural Details, Brooklyn Then and
Now, Lost New York,New York Then and Now, and a series of guides
to historic Brooklyn neighborhoods for the Brooklyn Historical Soci-
ety. A former resident of Brooklyn and Manhattan, she lives in upstate
New York.

9781909815667

Lost Los Angeles
Dennis Evanovsky and Eric J. Kos

Astonishing images of vanished Los Angeles, from the landmark Am-
bassador Hotel to the original life-sustaining Zanja Madre

Los Angeles is less than 150 years old, yet in that short time a great deal
has been built and torn down. Like most cities it has suffered the loss of
classic old cinemas, Victorian hotels, and grand railroad stations, but L.A.
has also seen the passing of major industries, film companies, film lots,
hills, airfields, piers, and a speedway. Citrus groves have come and gone,
oil derricks have sprung up in their place and been replaced by housing
tracts. The movie industry moved in from New York and Chicago, ex-
panded, contracted, and then sold off their lots. National radio sta-
tions built, then soon vacated, grand art decos studios around Sunset &
Vine. Abbot Kinney’s vision of a Venetian suburb was largely filled in
after the banks eroded. This book displays an extraordinary variety of
lost glories from this unique city: Barker Brothers, Beverly Hills Speed-
way, Bradbury Residence, Casa Don Vincente Lugo, Chaplin Airfield, the
community in Chavez Ravine, Church of the Open Door, the City of Los Angeles train, County Records Building, Court
Flight, the Egyptian marquee, Eternity Street, Fort Moore Hill, Grand Central Air Terminal, Helms and Van de Kamp bak-
eries, La Grande Station, the MGM backlots, Mount Lowe Railway, Pan Pacific Stadium, Jayne Mansfield’s Pink Palace,
Richfield Oil Building, Sears, the Temple Block, Theme Building at LAX, and Wrigley Field.

Dennis Evanosky and Eric J. Kos publish the Alameda Sun, a weekly newspaper in the Bay Area. They are the coauthors
of East Bay Then and Now, Los Angeles from the Air Then and Now, and Lost San Francisco.

9781909815599

LOST

“The pictures alone are worth the price of admission.” —Publishers Weekly on Lost New York

“Beautifully illustrated in aged black-and-white photos and burnished with charming prose
based on many years of research.” —Library Journal on Lost New York

This historical series celebrates the cherished places in a city that time, progress, and fashion have swept aside.
In loving detail, it looks back at many of the things that have helped create a city’s unique identity and have
since disappeared—the streetcars, the shops, the parks, the churches, the amusement parks, even the annual

parades. In one city-centric collection, it brings together the architectural gems that failed to be preserved, the
hotels that could not be adapted and fell to the wrecking ball, and the novelty buildings.

Each: Photography • 144 pp • 11 x 9.5 • December • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Cloth • Pavilion
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LOST

Lost Baltimore
9781909108431

Lost Boston
9781909815049

Lost Chicago
9781862059924

Lost Detroit
9781909108714

Lost Las Vegas
9781909815032

Lost New York
9781862059351

Lost Philadelphia
9781909108448

Lost Seattle
9781909108639

Lost Washington, D.C.
9781862059931

Lost San Francisco
9781862059344

Also available:
Each: $18.95 (Can 22.95) Cloth
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Austin: Then and Now®

William Dylan Powell

Extensively revised, redesigned, and rephotographed, a host of
local landmarks as they once looked, alongside the same view-
point photographed today

Austin is known for its impressive streets and period architecture,
particularly the imposing State Capitol and the view down Con-
gress Avenue. It offers a blend of outstanding natural attractions
including Barton Springs and Town Lake, as well as international
venues such as the stunning new Circuit of the Americas, the home
of the U.S. Grand Prix. From its beginnings as a sleepy village to
its current position as the Texas state capital, Austin has witnessed
incredible growth. This captivating chronicle of a fascinating city
matches historic images with specially commissioned views of the
same scenes as they appear today. Locations include Driskill
Hotel, Sixth Street, O. Henry Museum, Pierre Bremond House, Para-
mount Theatre, Millet Opera House, Texas Capitol, St. Mary’s
Cathedral, Lundberg Bakery, Old Travis County Courthouse, Gov-
ernor’s Mansion, Old Land Office, Moonlight Towers, Custer House,
University of Texas Tower, Pemberton Heights, Texas State Hos-
pital, Barton Springs, and Circuit of the Americas.

William Dylan Powell is a regular contributor to theHouston Chron-
icle and the author of Houston Then and Now. He lives in Houston.

9781909815575 (Replaces 9781592236589)

Denver: Then and Now®

Josh Dinar and Jeffrey Steen

Follow Denver’s history from a mining town to a booming city
through photographs of well-known locations as they once stood,
and what they look like today

This new edition, containing a host of local landmarks as they once
looked, alongside the same viewpoint photographed today, has been
extensively revised from the original version with new sites, new text,
and additional photos. Much has changed since Denver was dubbed
“Queen City of the Plains” more than a century ago. Denver’s birth
coincided with the dawn of the photography age, and so the trans-
formation from frontier town to metropolis has been recorded at every
step of the way. Go on a journey through the life of the Mile High
City and explore this tribute to its ever-changing façade, chronicling
the sad losses but also the preservation triumphs. Locations include
Union Station, Lower 17th Street, Larimer Square, Palace Theatre,
the Old Elephant Corral, Old City Hall, Tabor Opera House, City
Auditorium, Curtis Street, Paramount Theater, Kittredge Building, Re-
public Building, Daniels and Fisher Tower, Denver Gas and Electric
Building, Post Office, Colorado Bank, Brown Palace Hotel, Milwaukee Brewing, Denver Club, Coors Brewery, Denver
Bears, and Montclair.

Joshua Dinar has worked as a contributing editor for Ski magazine and as the editor in chief of Inside Denver. He is the
publisher of Dining Out Magazine in Denver. Jeffrey Steen has done extensive freelance writing for OutFront Colorado,
YellowScene magazine, the Denver Post, and other regional media. They both live in Boulder, Colorado.

9781909815551 (Replaces 9781571457936)

THEN AND NOW®

Each: Photography/Architecture • 144 pp • 11 x 9.5 • 175 Color Photos • 175 B/W Photos
November • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Pavilion
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Nashville: Then and Now®

Karina McDaniel

Extensively revised, a host of local landmarks are shown as they
once looked, alongside the same viewpoint photographed today

Originally known as Nashborough, Nashville was named as the cap-
ital of Tennessee in 1843. The city’s economic recovery after the
Civil War was slow, hampered by two major cholera epidemics. How-
ever, the Centennial Exposition of 1897, for which a reproduction
of the Greek Parthenon was built, led to the city’s gradual estab-
lishment as one of the finest cities in the South. Although Nashville
was known as the home of the Maxwell House Coffee empire in
the early 20th century, it was the Grand Ole Opry, established in
1925, that turned the city into a major country music venue. Using
some extraordinary images from the city’s past, paired with the same
views today, this book shows how the city has evolved into a bright,
modern city that is synonymous with country music. Locations in-
clude the State Capitol, Hotel Hermitage, Maxwell House Hotel,
Ryman Auditorium, Union Street, James K. Polk Home, German-
town, Watson House,Woodland Street Bridge, Broad Street, Union
Street, Market Street, Customs House, Union Station, Fisk University, Country Music Hall of Fame, the Parthenon, Ten-
nessee Centennial, Vanderbilt University, Hillsboro Turnpike, Fort Negley, and East Bank.

Karina McDaniel works as an archivist for the Tennessee State Library and Archives, specializing in the restoration, repro-
duction, and preservation of historic photographs and documents. Her work has been published in many books, including
Tennessee and the Great Smokies, TheWorld of Stereographs, and Nashville: City of Note. She lives in Nashville, Tennessee.

9781909815582 (Replaces 9781592235032)

Philadelphia: Then and Now®

Edward Mauger and Bob Skiba

Extensively revised from the original version with new sites, new
text, and additional photos of local landmarks as they once
looked, alongside the same viewpoint photographed today

Philadelphia has Athens to thank for its classical structure, Lon-
don for its Georgian and Victorian treasures, Paris for its grand
boulevard, and William Penn for its name. Translated from the
Greek, Philadelphia means “City of Brotherly Love.” Ben Franklin’s
guiding hand also appears, the great polymath was involved in the
world’s first lending library and America’s first hospital, medical
school, think tank, and nondenominational college. This book pairs
rare old archive images with modern views to show how the city
has fared since the 19th and 20th centuries. Locations include the
Betsy Ross House, Elfreth’s Alley, London Coffee House, Reading
Terminal,Wannamakers, Poe House, Carpenter’s Hall, Second Bank,
Bourse Building, Masonic Temple, Eastern State Penitentiary,
Philadelphia Waterworks, Fairmount Park, University of Philadel-

THEN AND NOW®

Each: Photography/Architecture • 144 pp • 9.5 x 11 • 175 Color Photos • 175 B/W Photos
November • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Pavilion

phia, Shibe Park, League Island, Penn Cottage, and Girard College.

Edward Mauger is the founder of Philadelphia on Foot, through which he fashions unique walking tours based on his
in-depth knowledge of city history and architecture and of the streets and byways of old Philadelphia. He has appeared
on Good Morning America, History Detectives, and the History Channel and is the author of Lost Philadelphia and
Philadelphia Then and Now. He lives in Philadelphia. Bob Skiba is the president of the Association of Philadelphia Tour
Guides and the editor of the Tour Guides’ Handbook. He is the head archivist at the LGBT Archives at the William Way
Center in Philadelphia.

9781909815568 (Replaces 9781592238644)
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Eiffel by Eiffel
Philippe Coupérie-Eiffel

An all-inclusive panorama of the many achievements of
Gustave Eiffel, one of the 19th century’s most remark-
able architects

• The 125th anniversary of the opening
of the Eiffel Tower was March 31, 2014

Gustave Eiffel was the man behind the landmark that became
the symbol par excellence of Paris, and so the dominant image
of France around the world. However, the work of Gustave
Eiffel (1832–1923) is not limited to the tower that bears his
name. From 1856, when he was commissioned to design a
railway bridge in Bordeaux (his first large-scale metal con-
struction), he imposed his style all around the world. The
bridge across the Douro in Portugal, the Garabit viaduct, the
church in Manila, the Manaus Municipal Market in Brazil,
and even the framework of the Statue of Liberty are just some
of his more than 300 masterpieces. Then, disaster struck in
1892, when a report directly linked him to the Panama scan-
dal that had come to light three years before. This was the
start of a nightmare that would ultimately turn out to be com-
pletely unjustified. Deeply wounded, Eiffel withdrew, cloak-
ing himself in his pride. His eldest daughter stuck by him,
not only offering support, but also building up a remarkable
collection of memorabilia and documents, a precious legacy
which she left to her nephew Philippe Coupérie-Eiffel. For
the first time, to mark the 90th anniversary of his famous
ancestor’s death, Coupérie-Eiffel has updated this treasure
trove and offers us the chance to get to know the great ar-
chitect and family man through a wide range of previously
unpublished archives. This year also marks the 100th an-
niversary of the opening of the Panama Canal, whose lock
gates Eiffel designed and patented.

Philippe Coupérie-Eiffel is the direct descendant of Gustave
Eiffel. He is the keenest advocate of his ancestor’s memory.

Biography/Architecture • 176 pp • 11 x 13
200 B/W Photos
9783283012397 • November
$65.00 (Can $78.00) Cloth • Edition Olms
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Elsa Schiaparelli’s Private Album
Marisa Schiaparelli Berenson

An elaborately illustrated, highly personal look at one of
the most prominent fashion figures of the 20th century

Elsa Schiaparelli is one of the most important couturiers and
taste-makers of the 20th century. She numbered among her
collaborators the artists Salvador Dalí, Jean Cocteau, Chris-
tian Berard, and Marcel Vernet, resulting in such extraordi-
nary couture collaborations as the lobster and parsley dress,
based on a print by Salvador Dalí, and the Circus collection
of gold-embroidered jackets, based on drawings by Cocteau.
These artists also became personal friends of Schiaparelli’s
and made wonderful screens and other works of applied art
for her house in Paris, photographs of the interiors of which
have never been published. Now, the actress Marisa Beren-
son reveals her private archive of pictures of her much-loved
grandmother’s house in all its wit and eccentricity and pens
an affectionate firsthand memoir of “Schiap.”

Marisa Schiaparelli Berenson, granddaughter of Elsa Schia-
parelli, is a renowned actress, having starred in many films,
including Stanley Kubrick’s Barry Lyndon.

Biography/Fashion & Appearance
320 pp • 10.25 x 11.75
50 Color Photos • 100 B/W Photos
9780957150072 • October
$75.00 (Can $90.00) Cloth • Double-Barrelled Books
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STYLE ME VINTAGE

Also available:

Style Me Vintage:
Step-by-Step

Retro Look Book
9781862059764

$29.95 (Can $32.95)

Style Me Vintage: Clothes
9781862059368

$15.95 (Can $17.95)

Style Me Vintage: Accessories
Naomi Thompson and Liz Tregenza

How to finish off your vintage look to authentic
perfection—as always, in a retro-glam Style Me
Vintage package

The accessories and smaller details are always the key
to creating a final polished look. Whether it’s an hom-
age to the 1920s or the 1980s or something in between, it’s
oh-so-easy to get those details wrong and ruin the effect.
Here to help the retro-obsessed are vintage experts of-
fering invaluable advice on how to correctly identify and
source vintage jewelry, sunglasses, hats, gloves, scarves,
bags, and shoes. With informative and beautiful pho-
tography and no-nonsense tips, this is every vintage fan’s
ideal go-to guide.

Naomi Thompson is a stylist, a vintage expert, and a vin-
tage personal shopper who runs the acclaimed
website www.vintagesecret.com. She is the author of
Style Me Vintage: Clothes. Liz Tregenza is a vintage fash-
ion specialist and historian who has worked for a num-
ber of museums.

Fashion & Appearance • 160 pp • 8 x 8
100 Color Photos
9781909815001 • December
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Cloth • Pavilion
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STYLE ME VINTAGE

Also available:
Each: $15.95 (Can $17.95)

Style Me Vintage: Hair
9781862059023

Style Me Vintage:
Make Up

9781862059184

Style Me Vintage:
Tea Parties

9781862059733

Style Me Vintage: Home
Keeley Harris

The Style Me Vintage treatment is now given to homes—
real stylish homes feature owners’ stories and style notes

Celebrating the perennial interest in incorporating vintage
flea-market finds into interior schemes, this book is a feast
of retro inspiration. With practical information on how to
identify and source original vintage homewares, there is also
plenty of inspiration on how to style your rooms accord-
ing to your favored decade, whether it be the 1920s or the
1970s. There’s also plenty of advice on how to mix eras and
incorporate vintage into contemporary schemes. This book
will provide a sourcebook of inspiration to all those hun-
gry for nostalgic design. From ideas for display (fab 1960s
artwork, kitsch figurines, retro plates, and crockery) to
larger furniture finds (1950s sideboards, classic fabrics, re-
upholstered armchairs) see how vintage design can be made
to work today.

Keeley Harris is a vintage store owner and event organizer,
specializing in vintage fairs, who can be found online under
the webname Discover Vintage. She is frequently asked to
write about vintage interior styling and her work has ap-
peared in several magazines.

Design/Home Improvement • 176 pp • 8 x 8
100 Color Photos
9781862059405 • June
$24.95 (Can $29.95) Cloth
Pavilion
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William Morris Décor & Design
Elizabeth Wilhide

A practical and inspirational guide suggesting simple, cost effective ways
of creating an interior decor that aspires to purity, color, and crafts-
manship, as defined by William Morris

“While the book is well written and researched, its special appeal is
the inclusion of numerous lush photos of historic rooms decorated by
Morris & Co., along with contemporary rooms decorated from cur-
rent sources.” —Library Journal

Rich natural colors, liquid floral patterns, light airy rooms, and simple
wooden furniture are all radical principles of the Arts and Crafts movement,
and are also the fundamentals of most modern decor. There has never been
a better time for introducing Morris designs into the home, whatever the
size or shape. Willow Bough, The Strawberry Thief, and Compton are just
some of the many authentic Morris designs that are available today in sym-
pathetic color renderings. Elizabeth Wilhide shows how these sumptuous
wallpapers and fabrics can be combined with bare floorboards, oriental car-
pets, or simple paintwork in every modern living space—be it a small apart-
ment, country cottage, or large townhouse. Chapters provide information on pattern-matching, wall and window treatments,
floor coverings, tiles, and furnishings, so that a “Morris style” can be extended to whatever degree of authenticity desired. A
comprehensive suppliers’ list details where to buy Morris and Co. fabrics and wallpapers, and Arts and Crafts furnishings, while
an illustrated glossary containing 60 of the best-known designs allows for easy pattern selection and identification.

Elizabeth Wilhide was born in the United States and has lived in England since the 1960s. She is a leading expert on interior
design and has written numerous books on the subject, including Eco, Lighting: A Design Source Book, New Loft Living, and
The Ultimate House Book.

Design • 192 pp • 9 x 10 • 200 Color Photos
9781909815537 (Replaces 9780810936232) • January • $32.95 (Can $39.95) Cloth • Pavilion

Vintage London
The Capital in Colour 1910–60

Gavin Whitelaw

A collection of previously unpublished color images of vintage
London

Vintage London showcases the capital as it was in all its vintage glory.
A London with shops and fashions that have been consigned to his-
tory; a London of smart, neon-lit West End theaters contrasting with
the squalid docklands of the East End; a London of ceremonial splen-
dor and grimy, soot-blackened majesty; and a London of the past
brought vividly to life in full color.

GavinWhitelaw has collected original color images for the past 20 years
and has an extensive collection of unpublished transparencies. He is
the coauthor of London’s Big Day: The Coronation 60 Years On.

Photography • 120 pp • 9 x 10 • 150 Color Photos
9780750952088 • October • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth
The History Press
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Audrey Hepburn
A Life in Pictures

Edited by Yann-Brice Dherbier
Foreword by Hubert de Givenchy

This lavishly produced chronicle of a unique and glamorous life includes many
never-before-seen pictures, in a miniedition reissue

From her captivating Roman Holiday appearance in 1953, Audrey Hepburn re-
defined notions of Hollywood elegance and sophistication. This gorgeously illus-
trated book celebrates her popularity as an enduring icon and is accompanied by
more than 160 photographs taken by some of the world’s top photographers, many
reproduced for the first time. Famous quotes on and from Hepburn complement
the numerous family pictures and the information from private collections, press
agencies, and newspapers. From her enchanting appearances on the big screen to
her charity work for UNICEF and family life, this book is a highly individual por-
trait of a beloved movie and fashion legend.

Yann-Brice Dherbier edited the A Life in Pictures series, which includes Cary Grant,
Frank Sinatra,Grace Kelly, andMichael Jackson, and contributed to Elizabeth Tay-
lor and Sophia Loren. Hubert de Givenchy is a fashion designer and the founder
of the House of Givenchy. He designed much of Audrey Hepburn’s wardrobe.

192 pp • 9781909815353 (Replaces 9781862058286)

Grace Kelly
A Life in Pictures

Pierre-Henri Verlhac

A lavish chronicle of the glamorous life of a unique woman, Hollywood star, and
princess, released in a new gift-sized format

Grace Kelly—whose cool, blond beauty defined the aloof sexiness of the classic Hitch-
cock heroine—left a lasting impression on Hollywood and the world. Although her
career was brief, she lit up the screen in films like High Society, Rear Window, and
The Country Girl, for which she won an Oscar. She was not only a fine actress, great
beauty, and icon of American style, but she was also a passionate philanthropist, known
for her generosity and kindness. This ambitious photographic biography with 160
images shows it all—capturing the early years, film career, royal marriage, and pri-
vate life of this remarkable woman. Handwritten documents and famous quotes on
and from Grace Kelly complement this impressive iconographic research.

Pierre-Henri Verlhac is the cocreator of the Life in Pictures series, and from the se-
ries, he edited Marilyn Monroe.

208 pp • 9781909815360 (Replaces 9781862057760)

A LIFE IN PICTURES

Each: Biography/Photography • 7 x 8 • 160 Color Photos • September • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Pavilion

Also available:
Each: Cloth

Elizabeth Taylor
9781862058323

$44.95 (Can $49.95)

Cary Grant
9781862059245

$39.95 (Can $43.95)

Frank Sinatra
9781862059252

$39.95 (Can $43.95)

Sophia Loren
9781862058316

$44.95 (Can $49.95)

Steve McQueen
9781862058149

$40.95 (Can $44.95)
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The Deface It Yourself Art Book
Release Your Inner Artist, Critic or Vandal

Prion Books UK

The first book to allow you to actively improve famous works
of art, boxed with wipe-clean pens

We’ve all felt strongly about a work of art.Whether it was wish-
ingGuernica had a bit of color or thatMona Lisa cracked more
of a smile some of us go to greater lengths than others to deal
with our opinions. Some go so far as to vandalize a work of
art, but that’s getting a bit carried away. This book allows you
to happily “improve” a variety of 12 artworks from the com-
fort and safety of your armchair, including The Birth of Venus,
The Last Supper, The Creation of David, Night Watch, Girl
with a Pearl Earring, and more. Using the supplied pens you’ll
be making your point in less time than it takes an art critic to
denounce Banksy. Then you can wipe it clean and start again.

Art/Humor • 30 pp • 5 x 6.5 • Four-color Interior
9781853759079 • September • $14.95 (NCR) Board Book
Prion
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Mick Rock: Exposed
Mick Rock
Foreword by Tom Stoppard
Afterword by Andrew Loog Oldham

A new, small-format edition of the acclaimed rock pho-
tographer’s definitive collection

Mick Rock is the foremost rock photographer of his gen-
eration. Here, he reveals his definitive collection of images,
telling the story in his own words of his early career and
the larger-than-life characters with whom he mixed, from
Bowie to Pharrell, Deborah Harry to Karen O. As well as
being a retrospective of his work, it is a cultural journey
through a time when rock ruled. It is a compendium of ex-
periences, eyewitness accounts, and intimate detail, all cul-
minating in candid incidental visual insights and time-tested
iconic imagery that we all recognize today. This is a vivid
and memorable account of Rock’s adventures behind the
camera, a colorful blend of the overt and the intimate, the
beautiful, and the irreverent truly exposed.

Mick Rock’s career was launched when he photographed
an almost unknown David Bowie in 1972. The two es-
tablished an instant rapport and Rock went on to direct
several of his music videos. His reputation as “the man
who shot the 70s” was cemented with iconic images of
Lou Reed, Syd Barrett, Iggy Pop, Queen, the Sex Pistols,
the Ramones, and Blondie. His other collections include
Blood and Glitter, Classic Queen, Glam! An Eyewitness
Account, and Iggy & the Stooges: Raw Power. He lives
in New York City. Tom Stoppard is an Academy Award–
winning and Tony Award–winning playwright. Andrew
Loog Oldam is a record producer, the former manager and
producer of the Rolling Stones, and a daily host on Un-
derground Garage on Sirius.

Photography/Music • 256 pp • 7.5 x 9
200 Color Photos
9780957148345 (Replaces 9780811871365)
September • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Paper
Palazzo Editions
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Sex and Horror
The Art of Emanuele Taglietti

Korero Press

A long overdue look at the famed fumetti work of
Emanuele Taglietti, a legendary comic book cover artist
known for his outrageous artwork

In the course of his acclaimed career in the 1970s and 1980s,
Emanuele Taglietti painted more than 500 covers for such
books as Zora the Vampire, Sukia,Mafia, and 44 Magnum.
Taglietti was one of most outstanding artists of the golden
age of Italian comics, and crime and horror were his spe-
cialties. His iconic work, overflowing with violence and
eroticism, is unforgettable. This highly visual biography dis-
plays dozens of his amazing full-color paintings, explores
his fascinating life and career, and takes a look behind the
scenes at his exacting technique.A must-have for comic book
fans, artists, and popular culture aficionados alike, the book
features never-before-seen photos and art. A unique col-
lection of retrospective of the work of one of the greats of
the golden age of Italian comics, this book will appeal to
pulp art, comic, and illustration fans.

Emanuele Taglietti studied stage design at the Experimen-
tal Center of Cinematography in Rome. Inspired by the art
of Frank Frazetta and Averardo Ciriello, he became a comic
book cover artist for such magazines as Playcolt, la
Poliziotta, Vampirissimo, and Sexy Favole.His realistic style
and ability to cross genres have defined his work.

Art • 160 pp • 8.5 x 10 • 120 Color Photos
9780957664944 • March • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper
Korero Press
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Sorayama: XL – Masterworks Edition
Hajime Sorayama

The complete works of the acclaimed illustrator best-
known for his sexy robots—with new work since
Sorayama Masterworks

“Sorayama is an artist of extraordinary talent, won-
drous imagination, and impressive skill.”
—Bob Guccione, Penthouse

“With joyful freedom he combines and morphs fear
with happiness, pain with pleasure, repulsion with at-
traction, past with future, flesh with metal, the organic
with ethereal.” —Thierry Mugler, fashion designer
and photographer

A reference catalog to Sorayama’s rich and highly de-
tailed work, this thorough volume presents many new il-
lustrations and is beautifully printed to showcase his
extraordinary talent, wondrous imagination, and impecca-
ble skill.

Hajime Sorayama is an illustrator known worldwide for his
precisely detailed, erotic airbrush portrayals of women and
feminine robots. He designed the female borg Romulan for
the Star Trek series, provided art for Terminator 3, designed
the first generation of Sony AIBO robotic pets, and was one
of 25 Japanese artists to be commissioned by Nike to cre-
ate a tribute to the company’s White Dunk. His art has been
featured in Penthouse and Playboy, and is in the permanent
collections of MOMA and the Smithsonian Institution.

Art/Erotica • 480 pp • 9.5 x 12
1,000 Color Illustrations
9783037666524 (Replaces 9783037665992) • October
$99.00 (Can $120.00) Cloth • Edition Skylight
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Just One More . . .
A Photographer’s Memoir

Gemma Levine

A stunning illustrated memoir by one of the leading photographers of her gener-
ation, featuring tales of her encounters with prominent artists and public figures,
including Diana, Princess of Wales; Margaret Thatcher; Tony Blair; Judi Dench;
and many more

With a gift for creating unobtrusive settings that reflect the individual style of her sit-
ters, Gemma Levine’s career has encompassed hundreds of encounters with the most
well-known and fascinating people in Britain. Her unique relationship with the sculp-
tor Henry Moore led her to create intimate photographs of his working practices over
a 10-year period, until his death in 1986, providing invaluable insights into his work
during his later years. Gemma has also spent many years visiting and photographing
Israel and its people. In this rich and diverse memoir, these fascinating tales are re-
counted alongside the striking imagery with which she has made her name. Incorpo-
rating personal reflections, amusing anecdotes, and handwritten letters from the great
and the good, along with observations on the complex relationship between pho-
tographer and sitter, this stunning book is a treat for photography enthusiasts and
anyone interested in British arts and society over the past 30 years.

Jack Vettriano: A Life
Jack Vettriano

Jack Vettriano’s powerful canvases of an alluring yet sinister world are beauti-
fully captured in a miniedition

Vettriano’s images are a gateway to a timeless place where past and present inter-
twine. Daylight scenes of heady optimism, painted against backdrops of beaches
and racetracks, are counterbalanced by more disquieting canvases of complex night-
time liaisons in bars, clubs, bedrooms, and ballrooms. Emerging from the unlikely
background of the Scottish coalfields, unknown and untutored, Jack Vettriano has
become Scotland’s most successful and controversial contemporary artist, his paint-
ing The Singing Butler selling for close to $1.3 million. Appearing on posters and
cards, mugs and umbrellas, prints of his work outsell van Gogh, Dalí, and Monet,
and his paintings have been acquired by celebrities around the world.

Jack Vettriano’s solo exhibition in Edinburgh was a sellout and since then he has
had solo exhibitions in London, Hong Kong, New York City, and Rome.

Art • 208 pp • 6.75 x 8.25 • 115 Color Photos
9781909815278 • September • $27.95 (Can $33.95) Cloth • Pavilion

Gemma Levine has published 20 books and shown more than 60 exhibitions around the world, including a celebration
of 25 years of her work at London’s National Portrait Gallery. Images from her extensive archive are regularly seen in the media.

Photography/Autobiography • 224 pp • 7.5 x 10 • 100 B/W Photos
9781909653825 • October • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth • Elliott & Thompson

Also available:

A Man’s World
9781862058569

$13.95 (Can $15.95) Cloth

Women in Love
9781862058552

$13.95 (Can $15.95) Cloth

Jack Vettriano: Studio Life
9781862057432

$35.00 (Can $39.00) Cloth
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Wildlife Photographer of the Year:
Portfolio 24
Rosamund Kidman Cox

A powerful collection of nature photography features each of the winning
pictures from the prestigious 50th competition

• The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition tour will
go to the Royal Alberta Museum, Canada (December 31, 2014
to April 12, 2015) and Durham Museum in Omaha, Nebraska
(October 3, 2015 to January 3, 2016) with additional venues
and dates to be announced

For 50 years, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has cham-
pioned honest and ethical wildlife photography, while pushing the bound-
aries of artistic freedom, technical skill, and narrative excellence. The collection
represents the work of many international photographers, both profession-
als and amateurs. The photographs are chosen by an international jury for
their artistic merit and originality, from categories that together represent a
diversity of natural subjects. The range of styles is also diverse, as is the genre
of photography, whether action, macro, underwater, landscape, or environ-
mental reportage. Together this outstanding collection is a reminder of the
splendor, drama, and variety of life on Earth. Each stunning photograph is
accompanied by an extended caption and there is an introduction by one of
the world’s most respected nature photographers.

Rosamund Kidman Cox was the editor of BBCWildlife Magazine for 23 years.
She is the coeditor of books including Frozen Planet, Life, and Planet Earth
for BBC Books.

Photography/Nature • 160 pp • 10 x 10
125 Color Photos • 25 B/W Photos • Four-color Interior
9780565093426 • December
$39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth
Natural History Museum, London

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR

Ethiopian Mountain King © Joe McDonald, taken from
Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Portfolio 19

Also available:
Each: $39.95 (Can $43.95) Cloth

Wildlife Photographer
of the Year: Portfolio 22

9780565093174

Wildlife Photographer
of the Year: Portfolio 23

9780565093310
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The Art of Skiing
Vintage Posters from the Golden Age of Skiing

Jenny De Gex

From the 19th to the 20th century, skiing underwent great
changes as it rose in popularity—as did the advertisements
and art of the sport, which are now collectors’ items

“Style met speed in the twenties and thirties, when
swanky mountain resorts were the places to holiday.
With more than 200 colorful images, [the book] cap-
tures the spirit of the age.” —Outside

“Chock-full of colorful and graphic art deco images of
the snowy good life.” —Aspen Magazine

“This is far more than just a gorgeous collection of im-
ages; text covers everything from fashion and resorts to
equipment and transportation, resulting in a fascinating
overview of the sport.” —Time Out

Immigrant Scandinavian gold miners chasing the Gold Rush
in the mid-19th century introduced skiing to the United States.
By the turn of the 20th century, skiing had emerged from its
utilitarian origins to become a fashionable sport in both Eu-
rope and North America, and a wave of new, stylish resorts
emerged. By the 1930s, skiing was by far the most popular
winter pastime for the rich and famous—combining adven-
ture, fashion, and exclusivity. The graphic art of the posters
advertising this burgeoning sport have become collectors’
items. The Art of Skiing is a beautiful collection of the finest
examples of poster art. Organized by country and resort, it
uses posters from the Beekley Collection—the largest private
collection of ski art in the world—to reflect the changing trends
in skiing fashion and technique, and investigates the most pop-
ular resorts, their establishment, and their development.

Jenny De Gex has brought her expertise as a visual interpreter
to more than 100 books, on subjects from 17th-century food
to modern travel and interior design.

Art/Sports • 160 pp • 9.25 x 11 • 150 Color Illustrations
9780957148376 • November • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Paper
Palazzo Editions
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The Kelpies
Making the World Largest Equine Sculptures

Andy Scott

A stunning photographic and text record of the making of Europe’s largest and most
iconic public sculptures

• Kelpies maquettes have been exhibited in Chicago and New York City
Weighing a whopping 300 tons each, the Kelpies are two 100-foot-high steel horse sculp-
tures by internationally renowned artist Andy Scott. They form a dramatic gateway to the
entrance of the Forth and Clyde canal in central Scotland and promise to become one of
the most globally recognizable pieces of sculpture in the UK. This coffee-table book col-
lects previously unpublished behind-the-scenes photos of the creative and manufacturing
process, beautiful photography of these iconic public sculptures in all seasons, and short
essays on the sculptor’s work and the significance of the kelpies. A monument to the horse-
powered heritage that helped build the nation during the industrial revolution, they are
also inspired by the Scottish myth of supernatural sea horses.

Andy Scott’s public art has been commissioned and exhibited in Scotland, England, Ire-
land, Australia, and the United States.

Art • 224 pp • 12 x 9 • 120 Color Photos
9781908754851 • February • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth • Freight Books

Colour
A Journey

Victoria Alexander

An exploration into the relationship every person has with color, from inspiring cre-
ative choices in wardrobes, homes, and lives, to the power color has to completely
transform your mood

Color is intrinsically linked to how individuals make sense of the world. It has the power
to completely transform mood, often subliminally. It’s capable of being energetic or rest-
ful, passive or aggressive, harmonious or dull, and that’s just the beginning. Explore the
implications, history, and cultural meanings of color. With chapters on individual col-
ors, their history, and their influence, this book will inspire you to make creative choices.
Chapters are broken up by color, and interspersed by reminders for every day living. It
also includes a section of tear-out swatches arranged in color families, and a pocket for
readers to collect their own colors. Lyrically written and thoughtfully illustrated with
photography by Victoria Alexander, Colour is interspersed with poignant reminders on
how to use color to transform your mood and brighten your life. Includes a bright or-
ange journal-style elastic band.

Victoria Alexander was a fashion editor for Vogue and Cosmopolitan. She has also been
a freelance stylist and art director for stills and television commercials, established the
television production company, the Film Business; Sydney’s first small boutique hotel,
the Russell; and the Bathers Pavilion restaurant and cafe in Balmoral.

Design • 304 pp • 7 x 9
9781743361887 • September • $32.95 (NCR) Paper • Murdoch Books
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Eat Drink Nap
Bringing the House Home

Soho House

The quintessential cooking, style, and decoration book from Soho
House, the world’s leading private club—with U.S. locations in
Miami, New York, Hollywood, and Chicago

In the 17 years since the first Soho House opened its doors, they’ve
perfected the art of entertaining: how to make people feel at home, how
to cook food they love, how to make a room stylish but welcoming,
how to throw a party, get the lighting right, mix a cocktail, design a
bedroom, build an art collection. This sumptuous book with a fore-
word from founder Nick Jones and newly commissioned photography
from leading food and interiors photographers Mark Seelen and Jean
Cazals, will share with readers the secrets of the Soho House way of
doing things. Contemporary, global, yet with something quintessentially
homey at its heart, this is Soho House style explained by its experts:
the grit and the glamour, the style and the coziness. Packed with recipes
and design tips, this book shows how to transport a slice of Soho House
right to one’s home. Whether you want to re-create your favorite mac-
aroni cheese or choose the right sofa for your sitting room, the clubs’
experts share their blueprint for stylish, contemporary living the Soho
House way. Recipes include dual measurements.

Soho House is a group of private members’ clubs, with the original
location in Soho, London. Other Houses are in Berlin, Miami, New
York, Toronto, and West Hollywood, and a Chicago location is pro-
jected for August 2014.

Design/Cooking • 316 pp • 9.5 x 11 • 300 Color Photos
9781848094116 • September • $49.95 (NCR) Cloth
Preface Publishing
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The Bookery Cook
Art to Eat

Jessica Thompson, Georgia Thompson, and
Maxine Thompson

From the authors of one of the quirkiest foods blogs around
comes a unique cookbook full of recipes which have been vi-
sually interpreted with original artwork by more than 60 dif-
ferent artists from around the world

Family meals have always played a significant role in the lives of
the Thompson sisters—Jessica, Georgia, and Maxine—so much
so that they created a blog, thebookerycook.com, to celebrate their
love of food. Instead of photographing their chosen dishes, how-
ever, they made contact with artists all over the world who sup-
plied dedicated artwork in a huge variety of styles and media to
illustrate the recipes. This book will appeal to lovers of art as much
as lovers of food and will find its place equally in the kitchen or
on the coffee table. Recipes include dual measurements.

Jessica Thompson, Georgia Thompson, and Maxine Thompson
created and run the blog The Bookery Cook. Jessica lives in Mel-
bourne, Georgia lives in Brisbane, and Maxine lives in New York.

Cooking/Art • 224 pp • 8 x 10 • 200 Color Illustrations
9781742667560 • September • $35.00 (NCR) Cloth
Murdoch Books

• Featuring original artwork from King Adz,
Seamus Ashley, Funny Banana, Rachael Bartram,
Max Berry, Jade Borjesson, Luke Brown,
Benjamin Clarke, Adel Cox, Femke de Jong,
Sarah Dennis, Emily Devers, Jimmy Dodd,
Fanny Dolhain, Jack Douglas, Brad Eastman,
Alexandra Emmons, Trent Evans, Drew Funk,
Arran Gregory, Warren Handley, Thembi Hanify,
Felicity Harrold, Gabriele Herzog, Clay Hickson,
Jennifer Hill-house, Kitty Horton, Ines Iglesias,
Emico Isobe, Lucy James, Camilla Jones,
James Kape, Mark Lazenby, Archie Lee Coates,
Naomi Lees, Erin Lightfoot, Simon MacEwan,
Rhiannon McLay, Rosalind Monks, Kai Nodland,
Daniel O’Toole, Pammy Oberman, Adam Oehlers,
Jo Pole, Elliott Routledge, Josh Rufford,
Riki Salam, Nadine Sawyer, Helen Schroeder,
Erin Smith, Tai Snaith, Liam Stevens,
Belinda Suzette, Hilde Thomsen,
Billie Justice Thomson, Victoria Topping,
Yvette Vexta, Dave Williams, Kirsty Williamson,
Katie Willmett, Hayato Yoshinari, Mumptown,
Ryoono, and Teebs & HAW
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The Buenvino Cookbook
Recipes from Our Farmhouse in Spain

Jeannie Chesterton and Sam Chesterton
Photographs by Tim Clinch

Using ingredients native to Spain’s Andalucía, this is an original take on classic Span-
ish and Mediterranean dishes

“Every now and then I come across a really special place, a gem so special that
I have mixed feelings about revealing its whereabouts . . . it is Jeannie’s cooking
which sets the seal on a perfect visit and in this book she shares some of her
recipes which I know you will enjoy as much as I have.” —Darina Allen,
author, Forgotten Skills of Cooking

For more than 30 years, Jeannie and Sam Chesterton have lived high in the hills of Spain’s
western Andalucía at Finca Buenvino, their welcoming pink farmhouse, which they have
run as a guesthouse, achieving international acclaim for their cooking and their cook-
ing courses. Drawing on local ingredients like pork, sherry, Serrano ham, chestnuts, olives,

scented honey, and the wild mushrooms that abound
in the local countryside, this book encapsulates the
real essence of what makes this place so special. The
book will transport readers to their little corner of paradise through delicious recipes and stun-
ning photographs. Recipes include metric measurements with a conversion chart.

Stefano Manfredi is one of Australia’s leading exponents of modern Italian cuisine. He first
opened the Restaurant Manfredi in 1983, which a decade later earned the coveted three hats
by the Sydney Morning Herald’s Good Food Guide. His inclusion as one of Italy’s interna-
tionally recognized chefs in the first English translation of The Silver Spoon firmly cemented
his reputation as a leader of modern Italian cooking.

Cooking • 640 pp • 7.5 x 10 • 60 Color Illustrations • 60 Color Photos • 1 Map
9781743311172 • November • $45.00 (Can $53.95) Cloth • Allen & Unwin

Jeannie Chesterton received a Cordon Bleu training, after which she cooked the Bollinger
directors’ lunches, ran a chalet in the Alps, and cooked for house parties at remote lodges
in the Scottish Highlands. She taught cooking in Hong Kong, and opened and managed a
wine bar there before returning to Scotland. Sam Chesterton learned to cook in his early teens.
Sam and Jeannie created Finca BuenVino Bed and Breakfast. Tim Clinch is a photographer
whose work has been featured in a variety of magazines, including Conde Nast Traveller,
Forbes Life, Town & Country, Food Illustrated, House & Garden, and Traditional Home.

Cooking • 224 pp • 7.5 x 9.5 • 250 Color Photos
9781909657298 • October • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • Bene Factum Publishing

Stefano Manfredi’s Italian Food
Over 500 Recipes from the Traditional to the Modern and from the North
to the South of Italy

Stefano Manfredi

Charting the best traditions and flavors across Italy, this cookbook looks at each re-
gion’s signature dishes and reinvents them with fresh, contemporary interpretations

In 1961 the Manfredi family—father Luigi, mother Franca, and sons Stefano and
Franco—arrived in Australia from Lombardy in the north of Italy. Stefano brought
the food and memories from the kitchen of his mother and grandmother, one of Lom-
bardy’s finest cooks, to his new home. Manfredi has been an award-winning chef and
restaurateur since the early 1980s, and this mag-
nificent volume is the culmination of Stefano’s culi-
nary journey, chronicling the food and wine from
each Italian region and the dishes that make them
famous. With more than 500 recipes from the tra-
ditional to the modern, this monumental and de-
finitive cookbook will become an instant classic.
Includes dual measures and placeholder ribbon.
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Hidden Kitchens of Sri Lanka
Bree Hutchins

An evocative journey into the heart and culture of the real Sri Lanka with beau-
tifully photographed cooking and heartwarming stories

Divided into geographical regions, this stunning book, beautifully packaged with
blue placeholder ribbon, offers recipes from that region along with stories of the
people who live there. On the reawakening Jaffna Peninsula, war widows cook crab
curry and fry spicy snacks, while in a remote eastern village, Sumith stirs vats of
smoky milk toffee over an open fire in a factory behind his home. Bamini cooks
thosai for the Hindu temple feast, and old William boils up his Ceylon tea at Colombo’s
dawn wholesale market, just as he’s done every day for 60 years. And at Monara-
gala Prison, in one of the poorest districts in Sri Lanka, the inmates prepare a fra-
grant fish curry with pol roti. Far more than a collection of traditional recipes, this
book also weaves stunningly vivid photographs with heartfelt stories about the peo-
ple who opened not only their kitchens, but their homes and hearts, to create this
moving yet hopeful picture of Sri Lanka today. Recipes include metric measurements.

Bree Hutchins is a food and travel photographer.

Cooking • 272 pp • 8.5 x 10.5 • 155 Color Photos
9781743360552 • November • $39.95 (NCR) Cloth • Murdoch Books

My Barcelona Kitchen
Eating, Living and Dreaming in Spain

Sophie Ruggles

For lovers of Spanish food, more than 140 recipes, from Sweet Red Piquillo Pep-
pers Stuffed with Crab to Slow-Baked Lamb Shoulder with Garlic Mayonnaise to
Coffee & Cognac Flans with Pistachio Praline

Sophie Ruggles brings to life this vibrant city with her colorful collection of recipes,
stories, and images, sharing her quirky insights and personal cooking touches, as well
as her understanding of the heartwarming and approachable local cuisine that made
her fall in love with the place and its food. This collection will inspire readers to dis-
cover the traditional and contemporary culinary diversity Spain has to offer, from So-
phie’s take on authentic alioli, a hearty Catalan fishermen’s stew, and melt-in-the-mouth
baked caramel custard, to irresistible tapas treats, including the guaranteed life-chang-
ing taste sensation of Bombas de bacalao, and much more. Include a black placeholder
ribbon and recipes include dual measurements.

Sophie Ruggles is the former proprietor of EMU Bar, Barcelona’s first Australasian
eatery. She now provides informal cooking classes for visitors to Barcelona looking
for a hands-on food experience of the local cuisine.

Cooking • 240 pp • 8.5 x 11.5
155 Color Photos • 20 B/W Photos
9781743361757 • November
$37.95 (NCR) Cloth • Murdoch Books
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Colour of Maroc
A Celebration of Food & Life

Rob Palmer and Sophie Palmer

A sumptuous collection of delicious Moroccan recipes, both
traditional and contemporary, interwoven with stories and an-
ecdotes inspired by people, food, and travel experiences

Unveil Moroccan cuisine, both traditional and contemporary, that
is brimming with flavor. Photographer Rob Palmer and his wife
Sophia venture to the heart of Morocco to rediscover Sophia’s
rich heritage of food and people. Their passion for Morocco is a
delight to share as they are guided by Sophia’s friends and fam-
ily through overflowing cities and remote dusty villages, explor-
ing this country of vitality and contrasts. Through their eyes,
Morocco dazzles with life and color, and offers up an inspiring
collection of more than 70 recipes bursting with flavor, from rich
Berber tagines, Arabic-influenced b’silla, and couscous from the
Ottoman Turks, to today’s urban “Nouveau Marocain” where
French techniques and flavors meld with traditional Moroccan
recipes. Recipes include dual measurements, and the book features
a placeholder ribbon and small booklet inserts containing stories.

Rob Palmer shoots a range of work for lifestyle, food, and ad-
vertising clients. Sophia Palmer’s marketing and communications
career has taken her across the world over the past 12 years, work-
ing as an account director for big advertising agencies to mar-
keting director of some top luxury brands.

Cooking • 288 pp • 9 x 11.5
200 Color Photos • 20 B/W Photos
9781743360712 • October • $45.00 (NCR) Cloth
Murdoch Books
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Salt Grill
Fine Dining for the Whole Family

Luke Mangan

With an emphasis on foods that can be shared, this elegant cookbook from a top
Australian chef demystifies restaurant food for the home cook

Luke Mangan opened his first Salt restaurant in Sydney in 1999, and there are now
several Salt and Salt Grill restaurants worldwide. Salt Grill brings together the sig-
nature dishes from these restaurants, alongside Luke’s favorites. Suitable for the home
cook, this book offers more than 140 recipes, including Oyster Tempura with Leek
and Wasabi; Fig, Red Onion Jam & Roquefort Tarts; Green Beans with Confit Shal-
lots & Toasted Almonds; and Salt Liquorice Parfait. Salt Grill captures the signature
freshness and elegance of Luke’s food, in recipes that you can cook at home for your
family and friends. Recipes include dual measurements.

Luke Mangan is one of Australia’s leading chefs and restauranteurs. He is the au-
thor of At Home and in the Mood.

Cooking • 216 pp • 8.5 x 11.5 • 65 Color Photos
9781743315163 • November • $49.95 (NCR) Cloth • Murdoch Books

Wild Blackberries
Recipes & Memories from a New Zealand Table

Rosie Belton
Foreword by Margaret Mahy

A delightful cookbook-cum-memoir that explores, decade by decade and era by era,
what New Zealanders eat and how that food defined a country

The preparation of food, the smells and tastes and textures, have accompanied me through-
out the journeys of my life. In fact, looking back the food memories have become the
marker posts—defining boundaries in the years, demarcating the challenges and the
changes. In times of joy, food has enhanced the celebration; in times of sadness, it has
colored and comforted. And in times of anxiety and emptiness its preparation has given
rhythm and meaning to the day, and its offering to others continues to bring a sense of
accomplishment and fulfillment. When all else fails—cook!

In Wild Blackberries Rosie Belton has written not only her own story but also a social
history of food in New Zealand. Decade by decade, era by era, she looks at what they
ate, and how that food defined them. Recipes include metric measurements.

Rosie Belton is a drama teacher, director, producer, businessperson, and the author of
Just a Bang on the Head. Margaret Mahy (1936–2012) was a children’s author and a
recipient of the Carnegie Medal and Hans Christian Andersen Medal.

Cooking/Memoir • 280 pp • 6 x 8 • 150 Color Photos
9781877505331 • November • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Paper • Allen & Unwin
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Tasty Express
Simple, Stylish & Delicious Dishes for People on the Go

Sneh Roy

Full of simple,wholesome, and adventurous cooking, this is your
invitation to sample more than 100 exciting recipes from multi-
talented food blogger, Sneh Roy, creator of the award-winning
blog Cook Republic

Sneh Roy’s simple but imaginative approach to cooking and her
luscious photography have earned her legions of devoted fol-
lowers. Here she presents a stunning range of new recipes and
a scattering of her most popular creations. Sneh’s inspirations in-
clude the cosmopolitan eats of the urban food truck and inner
city café, the fresh variety of a lively market, and the unforget-
table aromas of her childhood in India. She embraces healthy takes
on modern classics like tacos, flatbreads, veggie burgers, granola,
and froyo, plus a few irresistibly naughty treats. Many of her hard-
working creations can be easily packed away in a lunchbox or
picnic basket for work, your next camping trip, or a potluck
evening. The recipes are predominantly vegetarian, and they can
be easily repurposed with your own favorite ingredients. Recipes
include dual measurements.

Sneh Roy is a food photographer, food stylist, and designer. She
is also the creative force behind the blog Cook Republic, which
won Best Australian Blog of the Year in 2013. She has a food
column in Elle magazine and is regularly featured in leading on-
line and print publications all around the world.

Cooking • 240 pp • 7.5 x 9.5 • 150 Color Photos
9780857983527 • September • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Paper
Random House Australia
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At Home
Michael Caines

A two-star Michelin chef takes readers into his family kitchen and cooks delicious
homemade food, with some irresistible twists

“Caines’ cooking has beaten Heston Blumenthal’s Fat Duck, the Roux brothers’
Waterside Inn and Marcus Wareing at the Berkeley Hotel into cocked hats.”
—Independent

The first cookbook from this acclaimed chef offers nearly 100 exciting, delicious recipes
suitable for cooking in domestic kitchens, distilled from a lifetime of passionate cook-
ing, and with an emphasis on seasonality. These approachable, personal recipes are
inspired by his own experiences and knowledge; they are meals he cooks and bakes

at home with his family. Recipes include Cold Gaz-
pacho Soup with Soured Cream, Rosemary Gnocchi
with Basil Pesto and Parmesan, Crab Tortellini with
Lemongrass and Ginger Sauce, Braised Smoked Belly
Pork, and Caramelized Bananas with Butterscotch
Sauce and Gingerbread Ice Cream. Recipes include
metric measurements.

Michael Caines is a truly original British chef, who has earned him two Michelin stars and nu-
merous awards and accolades. For the last three years his flagship restaurant, Gidleigh Park in
Devon, has been voted second only to Heston Blumenthal’s Fat Duck as Britain’s best restaurant.
With 20 years at Gidleigh Park under his belt, Michael is now a partner and director of the Abode

The Essential Slow Cooker Cookbook
Lorna Brash

With as little as 20 minutes prep at the start of the day, come home to
a hearty bowl of soup, a warming stew, or a succulent roast, with this
retitled edition of Slow Cooker Magic

Many cooks who want to prepare healthy, homey meals feel that they don’t
have the time, but this cookbook proves them wrong. Slow cooking is ideal
for people with all kinds of lifestyles, from parents and students to busy
professionals, all who want to come home to a great meal. These simple
recipes cut down the shopping bill too. Cheaper cuts of meat are ideal for
a slow cooker, as are inexpensive pulses such as lentils. Recipes include Thai
Pumpkin Soup; Creamy Potato, Thyme and Bacon Bake; Slow-cooked Ham
in Cola; Chinese Duck with Star Anise and Plum Sauce; Butter Chicken;
Strawberry, Apple and Lavender Jam; and Cardamom Rice Pudding with
Honey-Roasted Figs. With so many quick and easy recipes, this stylish book
will prove an invaluable addition to every cook’s kitchen. Recipes include
dual measurements.

Lorna Brash is a food writer and menu consultant. She writes
for numerous magazines, including BBC Good Food
andDelicious, and was food editor of BBCVegetarian Good

Hotels group. He has cooked for the Prime Minister and taken part in the BBC’s Great British
Menu chefs’ competition for the Queen’s 80th birthday.
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Love Your Lunchbox
James Ramsden

Save money and eat more healthily with 101 recipes to
replace the daily purchased sandwich, drink, and snack

There is a new trend toward lunch boxes as people are cut-
ting back on daily spending, trying to eat more healthily, and
aspiring to use things up, creating less waste. Fitting perfectly
into this trend, this cookbook is a creative, inspiring source
of lunch box recipes and ideas for urbanites, with quirky,
original yet practical ideas. Each of the 101 recipes are health-
ier and cost less than the average café-bought sandwich and
drink. As well as recipes for eating straight out of the box,
there are ideas for utilizing the office kettle, toaster, or mi-
crowave to finish off. From super noodles with tofu and
lemongrass, to smoked mackerel salad, there are ideas for
winter warmers, light summer lunches, and delicious
snacks as well as recipes for the budget conscious. Recipes
include dual measurements.

James Ramsden’s supper club, the Secret Larder, is one of
the most popular in London and was described by one jour-
nalist as “harder to get into than the Ivy.” He is the author
of Do-Ahead Dinners and Small Adventures in Cooking.
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Wholefood Baking
Wholesome Ingredients for Delicious Results

Jude Blereau

The author of Wholefood turns her skilled hand and discerning eye to the
popular field of baking, exploring organic and wholefood philosophy in every-
day recipes

Wholefood baking combines two of food expert Jude Blereau’s great loves. In this
collection of her favorite recipes, she teaches readers how to bake with whole flours,
natural sweeteners, and organic ingredients, offering advice on choosing the right
ingredient for the best baking results. Thoroughly researched and beautifully pho-
tographed, this book includes failsafe recipes for more than 120 cakes, scones, bis-
cuits, and pastries as well as delectable creams and icings and jams. This book is
ideal for every passionate baker, but especially for those who want to cook for fam-
ilies and friends in the healthiest way possible. Recipes include Pumpkin, Ched-
dar, Rosemary and Sage Gluten-Free Scones; Quinoa, Cocoa Nib and Hazelnut
Chocolate Sandwiches; Meyer Lemon, Barley and Olive Oil Cake; Dairy-free and
Egg-free Vanilla and Coconut Cupcakes; and Cinnamon Apple Pie with Oat and Bar-
ley Rich Shortcrust. Recipes include dual measurements.

Jude Blereau is a natural foods chef, author, food coach, cooking teacher, and real food activist who has been involved with the
organic and wholefoods industry for more than 18 years. In 1997, Jude cofounded the Earth Market, an Australian wholefood
store and café. In 2001 she founded the Whole Food Cooking school and website. She is the author of Wholefood.
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Dorset Cereals® The Breakfast Book
Wonderful Recipes for Eggs, Bacon, Muesli & More . . .

Dorset Cereals®

From a company synonymous with breakfast, recipes from Lemon Ricotta
Pancakes with Raspberries to Pancetta and Tomato Tart

From classics with a twist, such as French toast with Passion Fruit Curd, to in-
ventive new dishes, such as Rhubarb and Clementine Bruschetta, 80 delicious
recipes offer 80 perfect ways to start the day. Breakfast treats are divided into
chapters such as Mood Lifting, Power Breakfasts, Lazy Sundays, Big Brunch, Ro-
mantic Mornings, Outdoors, Takeaway, and Comfort. Every recipe is easy to fol-
low, and d i shes inc lude Savoury Bread & But te r Pudd ing wi th
Maple-Glazed Bacon, Chocolate & Sea Salt Bagel Crisps, Cheese & Herb Share
Bread, Baked Roasted Hazelnut & Ginger Oatmeal, and Cheese & Bacon Pop-
corn. Recipes include dual measurements.

Dorset Cereals® is one of the most successful and recognizable food brands in
the UK. Every year, 25 million packs are sold in the UK and abroad. It is sold
in such U.S. stores as Whole Foods and Target.
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No-Bake Baking
Easy Oven-Free Cakes & Treats

Sharon Hearne-Smith
Photographs by Donal Skehan

Make delicious cakes, pies, bars, cookies, and desserts with-
out even turning on the oven—perfect for summer months,
or whenever time is short

Who says baking has to be hard work? This cookbook ex-
plains how to create more than 100 impressive sweet treats
with absolutely no need for conventional baking. These easy
recipes can be magicked up in the fridge, freezer, microwave,
or blender—or even the slow cooker, bread machine, or sand-
wich press. Sharon cleverly transforms simple ingredients like
Rice Krispies®, pancakes, cookie crumbs, popcorn, and
marshmallows into stunning desserts, saving hours in the
kitchen and guaranteeing gorgeous results every time. Bak-
ers will find an array of jaw-dropping temptations, includ-
ing Iced Lemon Meringue Cake, Striped Blueberry Cheesecake,
Deep-pan Double-Chocolate Mousse Pie, Rocky Road White
Knuckle Ride, Trillionaire’s Toffee Tiffin, and Orange & Hazel-
nut “Brownie” Bars. Enjoy sweet mouthfuls like Mini Pecan
Pies with Pretzel Bases, Chocolate Peanut Butter Cups, and
Super-Cute Doughnut Pops, plus inventive layered refriger-
ator cakes, frozen bombes, a back-to-front trifle cake, and
more. These ingenious recipes are fast, fuss-free, and every
bit as rewarding as anything from the oven. Recipes include
metric measurements.

Sharon Hearne-Smith has more than 15 years of experience
writing, recipe testing, and foodstyling for cookbooks, food
magazines, and TV cooking shows. She has worked with some
of the biggest names in the business, including Jamie Oliver,
Rachel Allen, Lorraine Pascale, Gordon Ramsay, James Mar-
tin, and on BBC’s Ready Steady Cook. This is her first solo
cookbook. Donal Skehan is a photographer.
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Seasonal Baking
Fiona Cairns

The official cake designer for Prince William and Kate Middleton’s wedding offers
stunning new taste combinations that will change the way you bake cakes

“Fiona Cairns conjures up cakes that are quite extraordinary and otherworldly. . . .
This book is full of magic. And all the recipes work.” —Delia Henry,
author, Plenty

Royal cake maker Fiona Cairns knows how important the seasons are when creating
delicious cakes. Not only are ingredients at their very best and cheapest, but it also makes
sense to be in tune with the changing colors, moods, and celebrations of the seasons.
In the spring, why not try baking Rhubarb and Vanille Custard Cupcakes? On a hot
summer’s day enjoy a Peach Melba Gateau, and on a cold winter’s afternoon curl up
by the fireside and share a slice of Chocolate and Cardamom Tart, or Cranberry and
Amaretto Stollen Cake. Fall is made for Maple and Pecan Autumn Leaves, or Spiced
Butternut Mini Loaf Cakes. From edible gifts to party and celebration cakes, this cook-
book is full of inspiration whatever the time of year or occasion. Many of the cakes in
this book are accompanied by decorating ideas, as well as seasonal drink suggestions—
Elderberry Cordial, Homemade Lemonade. The book includes four placeholder ribbons
and recipes include dual measurements.

Fiona Cairns is the proprietor of Fiona Cairnes, Ltd. The company began on her kitchen table 25 years ago, and in 2012 they
were chosen to make the official wedding cake for Prince William and Katherine Middleton.
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Bake Yourself Happy
Cheering Food for the Soul

Summersdale

A collection of recipes tailored to improve your mood and lift your spirits

“Seize the moment. Remember all those women on the Titanic who waved off the dessert
cart.” —Erma Bombeck

We all know that baked treats can warm our hearts as well as our stomachs, and that
everything tastes better when you’ve made it yourself. This collection of delicious recipes
is peppered with thoughtful quotes and bursting with fail-safe pick-me-ups, from pip-
ing-hot pies to sinful double-chocolate muffins. Bake these recipes and be down in the
dumplings no more. Recipes include dual measurements.

Summersdale is one of the UK’s top independent nonfiction publishers, with a focus
on entertaining and informative books that people will love.
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Primrose Bakery Celebrations
Lisa Thomas and Martha Swift

A lavish collection of celebratory cakes, cupcakes,
and treats from the internationally known London
cake shop, Primrose Bakery

“Each themed section includes tips on creating
the perfect spreads for your chosen event, right
down to ideas for decoration and presentation.
It also deserves a nod for its beautiful photogra-
phy.” —Sunday Business Post

“These are simple, classic cakes, expertly executed
and presented with Primrose’s own quirky sensi-
bility.” —Bon Appetit on Cupcakes from the
Primrose Bakery

Learn how to throw parties Primrose Bakery–style
with this collection of brand new recipes from Prim-
rose Bakery. Eight themed celebrations cover every age
group and event, with sweet and savory treats for small
children, cocktail-laced cupcakes for grown-ups, and
inspiring ideas for everything in between. As always,
the recipes are simple to make, easy to source, thor-
oughly tested and utterly delicious, with plenty of
Primrose Bakery wit and creativity thrown in. Each
one features quirky recipes for centerpiece cakes, cup-
cakes, drinks, and other delectable treats, plus ideas
for how to accessorize the perfect celebration. Recipes
include Chocolate Chilli Moustache Cake; Coconut
and Elderflower Cake; Orange, Pistachio and Almond
Cake; Sake Macaroons; Bellini Cupcakes; Mint
Marshmallows; and even some dog treats. The per-
fect cookbook for parties or simply for treats to make
humdrum days that little bit special. Recipes include
metric measurements.

Lisa Thomas and Martha Swift set up Primrose Bak-
ery seven years ago in Lisa’s home kitchen. Their
celebrity clients have included Kate Moss, Elton
John, and U2. They are the authors of Cupcakes from
the Primrose Bakery and The Primrose Bakery Book.
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Doughnuts
A Classic Treat Reinvented: 60 Easy, Delicious Recipes

Rosie Reynolds

The humble doughnut is given a much-needed makeover, turn-
ing it into an elegant confection to delight over

Sixty imaginative recipes offer up all manner of doughnuts—baked,
fried, iced, glazed, filled, shaped, dipped, or piled up and drizzled with
chocolate.There are eye-catching recipes for special occasions—Candy
Cane for Christmas,Maple Pumpkin for Halloween, and Passionfruit
for Valentine’s—as well as some more virtuous vegan and gluten-free
recipes.As versatile as cupcakes and easy to make, take your pick from
such options as Lemon Meringue; Boozy Chocolate Cherry; Orange
Blossom and Pistachio; Rhubarb and Custard; Blueberry Cheesecake;
Ice Cream Sandwiches; Pizza Triangles; Chilli Margarita; or Ricotta,
Rosemary, and Honey. The recipes also take inspiration from native
doughnuts around the world, with Indian milk doughnuts Gulab
Jamun, fried Mexican Churros dipped in spicy chocolate sauce, and
Dutch Olibollen drizzled with toffee sauce. There are recipes that can
be made with doughnut makers, doughnut tins, or a simple baking
tray. Recipes include dual measurements.

Rosie Reynolds has worked for BBC Good Food and Olive maga-
zines. She is a integral member of Bill Granger’s food team, work-
ing as a food stylist and recipe developer for his book range, magazine
columns, and features.
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The Little Book of Scones
Liam D’Arcy and Grace Hall

Pistachio & Nutella Fancies or Steak & Ale Pie with a Cheesy Scone Lid—move
over cupcakes, scones are here

“A creative explosion and charming celebration of the humble scone . . . you may
never eat an ordinary scone again—be warned.” —Angel Adoree, author,
The Vintage Tea Party Book

“Just about the most charming food book I’ve come across this year.”
—Independent

Meet the 21st-century scone: Cherry & Almond Hearts; Zingy Lemon with Mascar-
pone & Lemon Curd; Sun-dried Tomato & Jalapeno Swirls; Baileys and Salted Caramel
Fancies; Good Morning Drop Scones with Bacon, Banana & Maple Syrup; and Or-
ange and Cardamom Scones. The authors have pushed the humble scone to new heights
with 30 unique sweet and savory recipes that will get mouths watering and stomachs
rumbling across the land. They’ve also included adorable illustrations of animals at
tea and suggestions for a song to accompany each recipe, from Prince to Frank Sina-
tra to MGMT. Recipes include dual measurements.

Liam D’Arcy and Grace Hall run a market stall on London’s trendy Broadway Mar-
ket, selling traditional scones with a twist.
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The Candy Cookbook
Alice Bradley

Discover a delicious array of recipes in this classic 1917 cookbook, the first ever to con-
tain recipes for cooking with chocolate

This is a groundbreaking work first published in 1917 that features a variety of mouth-
watering recipes for fudge, meringues, marshmallows, fondants, cakes, macaroons, and all
kinds of other sweets. Reprinted in a beautiful edition, with brand-new striking illustra-
tions, this is a book both to treasure and to use practically, helped along the way with the
handy lists of instructions and desirable utensils. Still as tasty today as when they were first
published, these recipes display a perennial fascination with confectionary. MakeWild Rose
Ornamental Frosting, Cream Butterscotch with Nuts, and perhaps even the intriguing Mush-
room Meringues—all soon to become family favorites. Recipes include ____ measurements.

Alice Bradley was principal of Miss Fanny Farmer’s School of Cookery, and cooking edi-
tor of Woman’s Home Companion.
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Tracklements Book of Savoury Preserves
The Definitive Guide to Making Pickles, Chutneys, Relishes, Sauces,
Ketchups, Savoury Jellies and Cheeses

Guy Tullberg

A leading authority on preserving offers 80 recipes for pickles, chutneys, jellies,
sauces, ketchups, and more

Preserving is an ancient way to make summer and autumn fruits and vegetables last
into the winter. Guy Tullberg’s family has been preserving for generations, and their
pickles, jellies, sauces, and relishes are among the most applauded in the world. He
reveals the tips and techniques for successful preserving that have been handed down
from generation to generation. There are 80 recipes in this book, including traditional
preserves such as Chilli Jam, Farmhouse Pickle, and Rosemary Jelly, and preserves
with more modern, fresher flavors such as Sweetcorn Relish, Gooseberry and Elder-
flower Jelly, and Tarragon Mustard. The book includes fully illustrated guides to all
the preserving processes and a glossary of all the equipment you need. Recipes in-
clude dual measurements.

Tracklements is the UK’s leading preserves company. They are also sold internation-
ally, including in the United States and Canada.
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Do-Ahead Christmas
How to Feed Friends and Family Without the Frenzy

James Ramsden

100 creative recipes that can all be made ahead at a leisurely, stress-free pace,
so that the cook is free to enjoy the festivities

The festive season is when most of us need a bit of help in the kitchen, with par-
ties to prepare for and the big day itself, when family and friends converge for a
Christmas feast. This is where the “do-ahead” approach to cooking advocated
here comes into its own, allowing the cook to enjoy being with their guests in-
stead of stuck in the kitchen. Cooks can do all the work ahead of time with this
range of fresh, modern recipes, from amuse-bouches to little sweet things. With
practical advice for making delicious and creative festive food well in advance,
from party canapés to Christmas lunch with all the trimmings, even drinks and
edible gifts, ideas for scaling up, menu planning, and storage, this is the book that
no foodie can do without. Recipes include dual measurements.

James Ramsden’s supper club, the Secret Larder, is one of the most popular in
London and was described by one journalist as “harder to get into than the Ivy.”He
is the author of Do-Ahead Dinners and Small Adventures in Cooking.
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Gluten-Free & Easy
Healthy & Delicious Dinners & Desserts

Sara Lewis

Gluten-free recipes for breads, pies, pizzas, and cakes make adapting to a
gluten-free diet easy

With 75 recipes and step-by-step guides to making gluten-free pastries,
breads, cakes, and more, and a glossary of gluten-free ingredients such as flour
mixes and xanthan gum, this is the only book home chefs need to change their
diet forever. The wide range of dishes also includes other treats that are con-
ventionally gluten based, such as dumplings, pancakes, pasta, and Chinese sauces.
The chapters are based around mealtimes, with lots of ideas for meals that are
conventionally gluten heavy, such as portable lunches and speedy suppers. A
simple guide to ingredients to avoid and gluten-free alternatives completes this
invaluable cookbook and resource. Recipes include dual measurements.

Sara Lewis is the author of numerous cookbooks, including 200 Slow Cooker
Recipes, The Bread Book, and Bread Machine Easy.
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The Metabolic Clock Cookbook
Recipes to Speed Up Your Metabolism

Julie Rennie

Discover what to eat, and when, to speed up your metabolism and lose weight eas-
ily with this cookbook companion to The Metabolic Clock

“The motivational tone along with the practical advice makes this a good choice
for readers looking for encouragement as they make positive changes. It will ap-
peal particularly to readers with an interest in holistic and natural medicine.”
—Library Journal on The Metabolic Clock

Using the core principles of The Metabolic Clock healthy life plan, this book is filled
with recipes that are designed to speed up your metabolism and improve your health.
This is an inspiring cookbook filled with nourishing and delicious meals covering break-
fast, midmorning fruit, lunch, dinner, snacks, and treats. Keeping healthy and vital is
made easy with the simple and nutritious recipes that are family friendly and for those
who want to improve their health and energy levels. You owe it to yourself to nour-
ish your body and gain the energy to live life to the fullest. Living the metabolic clock
lifestyle is easy, these recipes are healthy and delicious and more fun than a
diet. Recipes include dual measurements.

Julie Rennie is an inspirational speaker with a background in elite sport and 10 years
in the personal growth industry. She is the author of The Metabolic Clock.
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5:2 Vegetarian
Over 100 Easy Fasting Diet Recipes

Celia Brooks

100 quick, simple, and satisfying meals each under 300 calories that are ideal for match-
ing the 5:2 fasting lifestyle—includes options for vegetarians, vegans, and celiacs

“A groundbreaking book. I was surprised to discover that a vegetarian tradition exists
in all of the world’s great cultures. And with its inspired recipes, there’s something for
everyone here. This book rocks!” —Chrissie Hynde

“[Includes] numerous dishes that will pleasantly surprise vegetarians who think
they’ve tried everything. . . . With its beautiful presentation of a well-rounded selec-
tion of dishes, this book should take a prominent place on the shelf of any vegetarian
who loves to cook.” —Publishers Weekly on World Vegetarian Classics

The 5:2 Diet, also known as the Fast Diet or Intermittent Fasting Diet, is hugely effective for
weight loss and improving well-being. Celia Brooks has created this book to make fast days
interesting, fun, and painless. Everything here is healthy and vegetarian, with many vegan-
friendly and gluten-free recipes. The recipes are all quick, satisfying, and nutrient rich, yet all
under 300 calories. If the reader is also cooking for nonfasters, there are suggestions for mul-
tiplying and bulking out the meals. With advice on meal planning and stocking the kitchen,
detailed nutrition counts, and easy and delicious fast-day recipes for break-
fast, snacks, main meals, flavor bombs, and drinks, this is the book to
change a dieter’s life for good. Recipes include dual measurements.

Celia Brooks was born in Colorado and now lives in London. Under
the name Celia Brooks Brown she is the author of Entertaining Veg-
etarians, Low-Carb Vegetarian, New Vegetarian, andWorld Vegetar-
ian Classics.
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The 2-Day Diet Cookbook
Dr Michelle Harvie and Prof. Tony Howell

The authors of The 2-Day Diet offer 65 delicious, healthy recipes to lose weight
by dieting just two days a week and eating normally for five

The 2-Day Diet is not about counting calories, fasting, or going hungry—simply fol-
low the straightforward low-carb eating plan for two days per week then eat normally
but sensibly for the other five. This new, beautifully illustrated cookbook offers 65
delicious, healthy recipes for every day of the week, with ideas for both restricted and
unrestricted days. Dieters can enjoy filling, tasty food from breakfast through to din-
ner, and still lose more weight and up to twice as much fat as on a standard calorie-
controlled diet. Readers will also benefit from a wide range of health benefits associated
with the diet, such as reducing insulin and levels of other hormones and inflamma-
tion in the body known to cause cancer, lowering high blood pressure, and improv-
ing well-being, mood, and energy levels. Recipes for restricted days include Stuffed
Tarragon Chicken with Bacon and Roasted Veg; Chimichurri Steak; Spiced Turkey Burg-
ers with Guacamole; Salmon with Roasted Fennel, Leeks, and Tomatoes; Blackberry
Frozen Yoghurt; and Melon, Mint, and Pineapple Granita.With nutritionally balanced,
easy-to-prepare, and delicious recipes like these, along with tips, meal plans, and a
quick-reference guide to what to eat, this cookbook teaches readers how to love food,

Also available:

World Vegetarian
Classics

9781862058491
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lose weight, and keep it off forever. Recipes include dual measurements.

Dr Michelle Harvie is an award-winning research dietician at Genesis Breast Cancer Prevention. Prof. Tony Howell is a professor
of medical oncology and the research director of Genesis Breast Cancer Prevention. They are the coauthors of The 2-Day Diet.
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CAMRA’s Brew Your Own British
Real Ale
Over 100 Recipes to Try

Graham Wheeler

All of the authoritative advice and instructions of the pre-
vious edition in a new hard-wearing, lavishly illustrated
format to better show methods and equipment

Written by a home-brewing authority, this guide includes de-
tailed instructions for both novice and more advanced home
brewers, as well as comprehensive recipes for re-creating some
of Britain’s best-loved beers at home. Recipes are grouped
by beer style, allowing home brewers to re-create popular
and classic milds, pale ales, bitters, stouts, porters, old ales,
and barley wines. Full instructions are included for both malt
extract and full-grain brewing while sections on brewing
methods and equipment helps readers to choose the right
brewing method for them and the right equipment to brew
successfully. Recipes include dual measurements.

Graham Wheeler is the author of Brew Classic European
Beers at Home and Home Brewing.
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Buyer’s Guide to New Zealand Wines 2015
Michael Cooper

The most authoritative guide to New Zealand wines, now in its 23rd year of publication

Updated yearly with new tasting notes and vintage ratings, including the most current vin-
tage, this is a must-have publication for the new initiate and the established wine buff alike.
This book will help the buyer to make informed choices about the best value and best qual-
ity New Zealand wines available. Divided by grape variety to help selection, this compre-
hensive guide includes vintage ratings, star ratings for quality, dryness/sweetness guide, retail
price, and value-for-money ratings. Other features include Classic Wines—wines that con-
sistently achieve an outstanding level of quality for at least three vintage—as well as sec-
tions on “Best Buys of the Year” and a vintage report.

Michael Cooper is New Zealand’s most acclaimed wine writer with 38 books and hundreds
of magazine articles to his credit. He is the author of the prestigiousWineAtlas of New Zealand.
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CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide Belgium
Seventh edition

Tim Webb and Joe Strange

Recommended reading in the Rough Guide to Belgium, this guide to breweries, beers, and
bars is acknowledged as the standard work for Belgian beer lovers, even in Belgium itself

“An extraordinary resource for the beer traveler. . . . If you are planning a trip to Bel-
gium, you must have this book!” —Celebrator Beer News

Building on 20 years of research, this is not just a beer guide, but a side door into the cul-
ture of a nation. Information for tourists traveling to one of the great beer nations includes
comprehensive advice on getting there, being there, what to eat, where to stay, and how to
bring beers back home. Tourists are guided to more than 600 quirky beer cafés of every style
and genre, and also given background history and an insight into all of Belgium’s eccentricities.
Full-color throughout with both province-by-province and city maps, this guide is suitable
for both leisure and business travelers, as well as for armchair drinkers looking to enjoy a
selection of Belgian brews from their local beer store.

TimWebb has been a professional beer writer for more than 20 years. He is the author of 100
Belgian Beers to Try Before You Die! and The World Atlas of Beer. Joe Strange is a freelance
writer and editor who has contributed to a variety of magazines, specializing in Belgian ales,
Brussels, North and Latin American craft beer, and beer travel in general. He is the author
of Around Brussels in 80 Beers.
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The Milk Mutation
The Hidden Danger in Our Dairy

Damien McCrystal

Why most of the world’s milk is potentially harmful to humans—a debate that now resembles
that around tobacco 50 years ago

“Argues that we should be more aware that most of the milk we consume is the A1 type,
which is associated with bloating, abdominal pain, nausea, diarrhoea, and constipation,
and has been linked to type 1 diabetes, heart disease, autism, sudden infant death syn-
drome.” —Bookseller Buyer’s Guide Spring Books 2014

The vast bulk of the Western world’s milk (A1 milk) comes from cows descended from a ge-
netically mutated“founder.”The mutation meant that the dominant protein in their milk changed.
An alternative protein, A2, predates the A1 protein. Human breast milk (as well as that of goats
and sheep) shares the characteristics of A2 milk. The full effects are still being unraveled, but it
is clear that A1 milk does not digest as easily as A2 and is associated with bloating, abdominal
pain, nausea, diarrhea, and constipation. All babies have permeable digestive systems and are
therefore particularly susceptible. Older children and adults who have a “leaky gut” are also in
danger.More worryingly, numerous studies have linkedA1 to type 1 diabetes, heart disease, autism,
sudden infant death syndrome, asthma, and eczema. In Australia increasing numbers of people
are turning their backs on A1 milk, and the debate is now taking off in the UK and elsewhere around the world. The vested in-
terests of the dairy industry are resisting the coming revolution, but this book allows the public to start the real debate.

Damien McCrystal is a journalist, broadcaster, and media and PR Consultant. His writing has appeared in the Daily Mail, the
Guardian, the Independent on Sunday, the New Statesman, the Observer, and more.

Science/Health • 112 pp • 4.5 x 7
9781909653740 • March • $17.95 (Can $21.95) Cloth • Elliott & Thompson

DUCHESS OF NORTHUMBERLAND

Also available:

Each:
$17.95 (Can $19.95) Cloth

The Duchess of
Northumberland's
Little Book of Jams,
Jellies and Preserves

9780752494500

The Duchess of
Northumberland's
Little Book of
Poisons, Potions
and Aphrodisiacs
9780752494517

Little Book of Cocktails, Cordials and Elixirs
The Duchess of Northumberland

Featuring some of the oldest recipes for cocktails and cordials ever recorded, this gift
book combines cocktail making and history

Combining the fascinating archive of the first Duchess of Northumberland with the expertise
of the present Duchess and creator of the famous Poison Garden at Alnwick Castle, Jane,
this unique compilation of historical cocktails, cordials, and elixirs has been taken from
the vast store of letters and papers in the Alnwick archive. They reveal delicious recipes for
cocktails, cordials, and elixirs long forgotten, including Rhubarb Champagne,Alnwick Rum,
Hot Gin, and Aphrodisiac Elixir. The collection is brought fully up to date by the present
Duchess of Northumberland with the inclusion of her famous Deadly Jane cocktail.

The Duchess of Northumberland is the mistress of Alnwick Castle and the author
of The Duchess of Northumberland’s Little Book of Jams, Jellies and Preserves; The
Duchess of Northumberland’s Little Book of Poisons, Potions and Aphrodisiacs; and The
Poison Diaries.

Cooking • 128 pp • 4.5 x 7 • 30 Color Photos
9780750956314 • September • $17.95 (Can $21.95) Cloth • The History Press
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The Honey Diet
Mike McInnes

With just a spoon full of honey and a night’s sleep, you can watch excess weight fall off
you, according to the sweetest, easiest diet—it couldn’t be simpler or easier

Honey has always been regarded as a food with almost magical, health-giving, and heal-
ing properties. Now the latest scientific research backs this up. We are always being told
that sugar is bad for us, and that is true of most types of sugar—but science shows that
honey is good sugar. Just a tablespoon of honey every night before you go to bed will give
your body exactly the right type and quantity of food it needs to burn off excess weight
during the night, and help to reduce your craving for other—bad—sugars during the day.
This honey will also give you golden slumbers—deep, long-lasting, dream-filled sleep that
will help you wake up happy and refreshed, and help restore your immune system and your
body’s natural balances. Nutrition expert and former chemist Mike McInnes here reveals
the secrets of his revolutionary diet, gives a step-by-step guide to complementary meals
and simple, easy resistance exercises, suitable for people of all ages and fitness levels.

Mike McInnes worked as a pharmacist for many years before turning to study on sports
nutrition, researching the specifics of energy partition and selection during exercise.

Health • 288 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781444775914 • March • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Coronet

The DODO Diet
Rapid Results, Permanent Fat Loss and Indulgent Days Off

Drew Price

The simple Day On, Day Off diet to lose weight fast, burn fat, build muscle, and improve over-
all health

The DODO Diet will help dieters lose weight quickly and easily while dropping fat, build-
ing muscle, restoring energy levels, and dramatically improving fitness and health (it can help
reduce your risk of cancer and diabetes as well as slow the aging process). Unlike other 5:2
diets, dieters are not tied to two set diet days a week. Depending on individual goals they
can diet one, two, or three days a week to get the desirable results and eat whatever you like
the rest of the week. On “days on” dieters drink plenty of fluids and eat one light meal a day
(about a quarter of a normal calorie intake) and there are clear guidelines, meal plans, and
simple recipes to help. On “days off” dieters can eat exactly what they want, although they
are encouraged to follow everyday eating guidelines to make the best food choices and to
get the full health benefits of the diet. A revolutionary approach to weight loss, health, and
fitness, this plan ends the tyranny of everyday dieting and calorie counting and gets results,
whether dieters just want to lose weight, are training for a specific sports event, or want to
protect their long-term health. Recipes include dual measurements.

Drew Price is a nutritionist specializing in working with athletes to help them reach peak
performance, shed fat, build muscle, and lose weight as part of their training. His clients (past
and present) include medal-winning Olympians, Premier League soccer players, Rugby League,
and Rugby Union players. He writes regularly for Men’s Health and Men’s Fitness.

Health • 320 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9780091954796 • September • $19.95 (NCR) Paper • Vermilion
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50 Tips to Help You De-Stress
50 simple, easy-to-follow tips to better stress management

There are times for all of us when, no matter how hard we try, the stresses and strains of
daily life start to pile up. This book of simple, easy-to-follow tips gives you the tools and
techniques you need to recognize your stress triggers and learn to take life as it comes
with a calm and balanced outlook. Whether it’s practicing mindfulness or getting a B vi-
tamin boost, these short, simple tips will appeal to those with busy lives who do not nec-
essarily have the time to read a large health book.

Self-Help/Health • 9781849534024

50 TIPS

Anna Barnes

Anna Barnes is the author of several titles in the 50 Tips series.

Each: 96 pp • 4 x 5 • September • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Cloth • Summersdale

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Increase Your Fertility

9781849531191
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Anxiety

9781849530392
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Arthritis

9781849530545
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Back Pain

9781849531207
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

Also available:

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Eczema

9781840247213
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Fibromyalgia

9781849532037
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Hay Fever

9781849530170
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage IBS
9781849530187

$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Insomnia

9781840247237
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Menopause

9781840247206
$11.95 (Can $13.95) Paper

50 Things You Can Do Today
to Manage Migraines

9781840247220
$10.95 (Can $11.95) Paper

50 Tips to Help You Sleep Well
50 simple, easy-to-follow tips for a better night’s rest

There are times for all of us when, no matter how many sheep we have counted, falling
asleep just isn’t as easy as it should be. This book of simple, easy-to-follow tips pro-
vides you with the tools and techniques needed to understand your sleep patterns and
to make changes that will steer you on the path towards restful sleep.Whether it’s chang-
ing your pillow or getting more exercise, the short, simple tips will appeal to those with
busy lives who do not necessarily have the time to read a large health book.

Health • 9781849534017
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Understanding and Dealing with Depression
Foreword by Robbie Foy

People suffering from depression can feel helpless and lost, but a basic understanding of
the condition can go a long way to helping to treat it and its symptoms

Depression affects one in five adults at some point during their lives, and for many people it
can seriously affect their quality of life, as well as having a significant effect on family and
friends. This book gives the basic information needed to understand what depression is, how
to recognize it, and, most essentially, how to deal with it, including details on the different
types of depression, what depression can feel like, medical and holistic ways of treating de-
pression, and things you can do yourself to control the symptoms.

Robbie Foy is professor of primary care at Leeds Institute of Health Sciences at the Univer-
sity of Leeds.

Self-Help • 224 pp • 9781849533911

Understanding and Dealing with Stroke
Foreword by Dr John Bamford, MD, FRCP

It is estimated that there are up to 30 strokes every minute throughout the world

A stroke can be fatal or disabling, while others are purely temporary with a recovery time
of less than 24 hours. Whatever the case, a stroke is always serious and, as well as hav-
ing physical and mental consequences for the sufferer, it can also have a significant effect
on other family members. This book gives the basic information needed to understand
what a stroke is, how to spot the risk factors that may contribute to a stroke, and how
to take steps to deal with the repercussions, including details on what happens in a stroke,
the different types of stroke, stroke recovery and rehabilitation, and medication and aids
and equipment for independent living.

Dr John Bamford, MD, FRCP, is a consultant stroke physician.

Health • 208 pp • 9781849533904

PERSONAL HEALTH GUIDES

Dr Keith Souter

Dr Keith Souter is a doctor, medical writer, and novelist with a holistic medical practice.

Each: 5 x 8 • November • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Summersdale
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Back Pain
How to Build Core Stability for Long-Lasting Relief

Adam Gavine and Rod Bonello

A self-help guide for sufferers of back pain who want long-lasting relief, with simple
exercises that can be done at home

Back pain gets in the way of everything we want to do, and it can stop us from sleeping too.
It can be difficult to find the right treatment and expensive to keep visiting a chiropractor,
osteopath, physiotherapist, or masseuse. If you are looking for long-lasting relief from your
back pain or trying to avoid back problems, it’s essential to treat the cause, not just the symp-
tom. Research shows building your core muscle stability is the most effective way to deal
with most forms of back pain. Drawing on their extensive clinical experience and the lat-
est research, this book explains how to find the best possible treatment for one’s back and
get the most out of treatment. It provides safe exercises that can be can done at home to
develop and maintain core muscle stability, illustrated by easy-to-follow photographs.

Adam Gavine is a chiropractor with special interest in sports medicine and spinal and func-
tional rehabilitation. He represented Canada in decathlon and has experience working with
top football and basketball teams, as well as members of the Canadian Olympic team.
Rod Bonello is a researcher with an international reputation as a consultant in health care
research. He is currently National President of the Chiropractic and Osteopathic College
of Australasia.

Health • 248 pp • 6 x 9 • 106 Color Photos • 2 B/W Photos • 11 B/W Illustrations
9781743317129 • September • $26.95 (Can $31.95) Paper • Allen & Unwin

Free Your Back
Ease Pain and Regain Natural Poise with Gentle Exercises
Based on the Alexander Technique

Penny Ingham
Illustrations by Colin Shelbourn

Using the Alexander method, learn how to better stand, walk, and sit, and watch stiff
necks, backaches, and posture problems fade away

First developed by Frederick Alexander in 1890, the Alexander technique retrains the body
to work in a more economical and less stressful way, and can be used for improved breath-
ing and joint mobility and staying calm under pressure. This practical book offers easy and
effective solutions to posture problems at home and at work, with illustrated exercises to
help you break bad habits and learn to let your body relax. Free Your Back will change the
way you stand, walk, and sit. The advice provided will help you to ease those painful stiff
necks and backaches and allow you freer movement and better balance throughout your
body, for a healthier life free of back pain.

Penny Ingham is a professional Alexander technique teacher. Colin Shelbourn is a student
of Penny’s and a professional cartoonist.

Health • 192 pp • 5 x 8 • 100 Line Drawings
9781849533782 • October • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper • Summersdale
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Coming Clean
Living with OCD

Hayley Leitch and Veronica Clark

An honest and heart-breaking description of one woman’s daily battle with a much mis-
understood illness: OCD

Hayley Leitch was just four when she felt the need to jump into her father’s fishpond. Small
for her age and unable to swim, Hayley almost drowned, but she couldn’t stop herself. One
compulsion followed another until soon Hayley was performing exhausting rituals and plagued
by intrusive thoughts every day. She washed her hands with bleach and scrubbed her house
for hours on end in order to combat her obsession with germs. Her fear of contamination
was so crippling it prevented her from holding her babies at birth. On the eve of her wed-
ding, Hayley cleaned her house for 18 hours solid. Her husband Robin pleaded with his
wife to seek help. He suspected postnatal depression, but he was wrong: Hayley was suf-
fering with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD). The illness had blighted her life and al-
most driven her to suicide. Hayley knows she will never be “cured” of OCD but explains
how professional help saved her life by bringing her illness under control. It’s Hayley’s wish
to give hope to other OCD sufferers and allow them to lead a happier life.

Hayley Leitch was diagnosed with OCD is 2007. She is a personality on the UK television show
Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners. Veronica Clark is the author of A Dog Called Dez, Justice
for Colette, and Stolen Girl.

Biography/Medical • 288 pp • 5 x 8 • 8 Color Photos
9781782199175 • October • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • John Blake

Trying
Love, Loose Pants & the Quest for a Baby

Mark Cossey

A laugh-out-loud and completely honest memoir of a man and his wife’s attempts to
get pregnant, through whatever means possible

“Here again, Mr. Cossey?” asked the young Spanish embryologist, shooting me a welcoming
smile as I followed him down the corridor. He had recognized me by sight, and that was-
n’t good. I was now the one thing you don’t want to be in a fertility clinic. A regular.

Martha wanted a baby. Mark wanted a baby.What’s the worst that could happen? In four
years of baby-making boot camp, Mark and Martha face the Calendar; the joy of sober,
scheduled sex; hostile cervical mucus; IUI; and IVF. Through a combination of ignorance
and outrage, Mark survives ejaculating into a small jar, stabbing his wife, having his sperm
turned pink, and group sex with whales. This no-holds-barred welcome to the world of in-
fertility is written by a man who has lived through it all and come through with his ulti-
mate dream realized—his own family. It says a lot when you can call two years of sleepless
nights a happy ending.

Mark Cossey is an executive producer for the BBC.

Health/Autobiography • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781849533980 • November • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Summersdale
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The Grumpy Dieter’s Handbook
All the Diets You’ve Ever Given Up, Including the 5:2

Ivor Grump

A humorous antidote to the 5:2 diet—making light of the misery of dieting, with cop-
ing strategies for living with a 5:2 dieter

The phenomenon of the 5:2 diet is tackled in this guide, as are almost all of the bestselling
diets of the last 20 years: Atkins, Dukan, South Beach, and many more. The book hands
out advice on how to recognize a 5:2 dieter, what they should do on their fast days, and
what you can do to irritate them. You will find a host of (un)helpful tips, get introduced
to the “Ceremony of the Scales,” and learn about alternative diets, such as the Tramp’s
Diet and the Father Ted. Plus you will discover the worst fad diets of all time, from Lord
Byron’s dieting advice for ladies to cotton wool balls for lunch.

Ivor Grump is one of the founding members of the Professional Grumps Association.

Humor • 144 pp • 5 x 8
9781909396685 • September • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Pavilion

Damn You Autocorrect! 2
More Hilarious Text Messages You Didn’t Mean to Send

Lyndsey Saul

You’ll cringe, you’ll laugh, you’ll cry, and you’ll triple check all of your texts

“Completely and utterly hilarious.” —Stephen Fry on Damn You, Autocorrect!

It’s back, and it’s more awkward than ever. Ever been mortified by predictive text on your
smart phone? You are not alone. This brings together more of the laugh-out-loud funny and
painfully embarrassing posts from damnyouautocorrect.com, which highlight the hilarity that
often ensues when text messaging goes wrong. This second volume of epic autocorrect fails is
packed with never-before-seen content, as well as the most cringe-worthy posts from the site.

Lyndsey Saul is an editor of Damnyouautocorrect.com

Humor • 288 pp • 4.5 x 7
9780753541999 • September • $9.95 (NCR) Paper • Virgin Books
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Wanksy
Interpreting a Graffiti Virtuoso

Marc Blackwill and James Harris

You’ll never look at a crudely drawn penis in the same
way again

Wanksy is the unheralded genius behind some of the most
iconic urban images of our time: the seminal “cock and
balls,” the timeless “Leroy loves Sarah,” the devastating
brevity of “sod,” and countless other masterpieces. For
the first time, this book collects Wanksy’s most signifi-
cant works to date together with expert critiques that an-
alyze and illuminate their hidden depths.

Marc Blakewill and James Harris have been a writing part-
nership for many years. They have written for various TV
and radio comedy shows such as The Weakest Link.

Humor/Art • 128 pp • 6 x 8.5 • 53 Color Photos
9781849534741 • September
$15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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Hunks in Trunks
Alex Knight

Amusing captions pair alongside photos of
male eye candy, stripped down to just their
swimming trunks

Hunks. In trunks. Big trunks, small trunks,
trunks so teeny you can barely tell they’re there.
Bringing together some of the most delectable
photographs of scantily clad eye candy from
across the globe, this collection is sure to bring
a glint to your eye and a flush to your cheek.

Alex Knight is a gift book author.

Humor • 96 pp • 8 x 5.5 • 50 Color Photos
9781849534987 • October
$9.95 (Can $11.95) Paper • Summersdale

The Little Book of Moustaches
Rufus Cavendish

An amusing volume, perfect for any facial hair aficionado, outlining various mous-
taches and how to grow, make, and wear them

Sport the Chaplin when making elegant pratfalls. Simply must be paired with bowler,
cane, and ill-fitting trousers for best effect.

Dust off your Dalí and shake out your Selleck, the ’stache is back. This impeccably turned-
out little guide to the world’s most famous upper-lip embellishments will teach you how
to groom, craft, style, and quote your way to Moustache Greatness.

Rufus Cavendish is the author of The Little Book of Beards and The Little Book of
Cocktails.

Health/Humor • 96 pp • 4 x 6 • 48 B/W Illustrations
9781849534901 • October • $7.95 (Can $9.95) Paper • Summersdale
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The Intern’s Manifesto
How to Survive Your First Ever Office Job

Matthew Cross

A humorous office survival guide for those crazy enough to consider an internship
or apprenticeship, with tips, tricks, and techniques to get you through the day

Being an intern in the modern world of corporate and creative offices is—without ques-
tion—one of the most challenging, rewarding, enjoyable, and frustrating jobs in the world.
Young, talented, and hard-working, interns and apprentices are the future of business
yet are often treated as cheap labor whose name no one can be bothered to remember. This
book is the only survival guide for all first-time workers entering into the work sector—
and the perfect present from the concerned parent. Expertly written by a former intern,
the book delves deep into all you need to know to make it in the big bad world. From
the world of daily commuting (be prepared to get the flu) through to the different types
of bosses and shifty staff to keep an eye on, right down to the all-staff emails you should
NEVER send, this book will prepare your mind for surviving the working day, even if
your body and soul have given up many hours before that.

Matthew Cross started his career as an intern in the publishing industry and has never
looked back. Though that’s because of a stress-related back injury he sustained while
doing lots of heavy lifting of books during his time as an intern. He loved it though.
Malcolm is now a writer of popular culture and humor books.

Humor/Career • 128 pp • 5 x 8 • 30 B/W Illustrations
9781909396500 • October
$15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Pavilion

Office Genius
An Innovative Approach to Office Life

James Andrews

Rethink the way you work with these tricks, scams, and inventions to solve all of your
worktime woes

Admit it, after a tough morning in the office there’s nothing like the taste of somebody
else’s coffee. That’s why Somebody Else’s Coffee has been specially roasted to give you
that unique taste of coffee that doesn’t belong to you.

Are you being held back by cheap office furniture? Is your team experiencing one of the
worst gossip droughts in living memory? It’s no wonder you’re not enjoying your job.
But never fear: this ingenious catalog of ideas has the solution to all your office prob-
lems. Improve staff access to the photocopier with a photocopier ladder. Make up new
acronyms with Acronym Boggle. Motivational posters are great, but have you tried Mo-
tivational Urinal Blocks? What could urinal motivation mean for your annual turnover?
Whether you need help lifting the morale of a sad and droopy team, or if you simply
want to look like you’re working when you’re not, this is the fresh, new, innovative ap-
proach that you’ve been waiting for.

James Andrews is the author of The Art of Teaching and The Bitter Root.

Humor • 96 pp • 7.5 x 10.5
9781849534833 • September • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Summersdale
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Excuses, Excuses
I Am Unable to Come into the Office Today Because . . .

Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar

A side-splitting collection of excuses for getting out of work—if you can get your
boss to believe them

Most people will admit to telling the odd white lie in order to wangle a day off work,
but only a master excuse-maker could conceive of alibis including milking a walrus,
contracting “osmosis,” and FOHP (Fear of Having Peaked)—all of which, and more,
are presented in this surreal and off-the-wall book. Caution: not recommended for
use in actual workplace scenarios.

Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar are the authors ofMeWithout You,We Without You,
and If Our Love Were a Book . . . This Is How It Would Look. They have won nu-
merous awards, including the Washington Post Book of the Week and the U.S. Par-
ents’ Voice Award, twice. They live in California.

Humor • 64 pp • 4 x 6
9781849533690 • November • $10.95 (Can $12.95) Cloth • Summersdale

Swear Like Daddy
Darren Cezanne

Grow up to be just as disgraceful as Daddy with
this crude compendium of his best swears

Wonderful felt-tip illustrations show how best to use
Daddy’s colorful language, with an obscene alpha-
bet that takes us all the way from A is for arseholes
to Z is for—well, you can find out what it’s for when
you read the book. Isn’t Daddy ever so clever!

Darren Cezanne is the colorful alter ego of author and
illustrator Bryn Jones, an award-winning advertising
creative and television scriptwriter.

Humor • 64 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9781849534697 • October
$12.95 (Can $15.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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Jibber Jabber & Giffle Gaffle
A Collection of Salacious Slang and Popular Profanities Through the Ages

Elanor Clarke

An essential volume for all lovers of weird and wonderful wordage

WHISTLING BREECHES n.19th century. Noisy trousers, specifically corduroys, for the sound
they make when the wearer walks.

TO PUT THE DEVIL INTO HELL. v. 19th century. To have sex, the ‘devil’ being the penis,
and ‘hell’ being the vagina.

Banter like a bowsered giflurt and swear like a sparrow-mouthed snick fadger with the help
of this illustrated dictionary of long-lost words and phrases. This crude and quirky volume
contains the most amusing vocabulary from the murky Middle English of Chaucer right up
to the more eloquent but equally obscure parlances of the early 1900s.

Elanor Clarke grew up surrounded by Southern slang and the Estuary accent.

Humor/Language & Linguistics • 224 pp • 4 x 7 • 50 B/W Illustrations
9781849534703 • December • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale

The Meaning of Shit
A Scatalogicon

Summersdale

A comical collection of altered quotes and sayings, ideal for anyone who can see
that the world’s going to shit

What is the meaning of shit? Philosophers and fools all around the world have searched
for the answer to this question, and now the world’s extensive shit wisdom has been
collected in this informative and meaningful collection. From doctors—take two shits
and call me in the morning—to waiters—you want fries with that shit?—whether you’re
a Darwinist—it’s survival of the shittest—or Catholic—if shit happens we deserve it—
there’s enough shit for everyone!

Summersdale is one of the UK’s top independent nonfiction publishers, with a focus
on entertaining and informative books that people will love.

Humor • 160 pp • 4 x 5
9781849535021 • September • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Cloth • Summersdale

F**K This Shit
Sam Dixon

A collection of angry quotations, just the thing when you’re feeling a little steamed

“I wander about hating everything I behold.” —Lord Byron

“The truth will set you free. But first, it will piss you off.” —Gloria Steinem

“I shit on the chest of Fun.” —Hunter S. Thompson

When life is getting on top of you and you’ve nowhere left to turn, there’s no better
remedy than some loud hostility and swearing. Let off some steam with this belliger-
ent collection of crabby quotations and irate outbursts.

Sam Dixon is the author of Don’t Let the B*stards Get You Down and Life’s a B*tch
and Then You Die.

Humor • 160 pp • 4 x 5
9781849535045 • October • $7.95 (Can $9.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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LOL
A laugh-out-loud collection of odd facts partnered with hilariously hash-
tagged comments

The southwestern coast of Africa is home to penguins called jackass penguins.
#youshouldhearwhattheycallus Ringo Starr originally wanted to be a hair-
dresser. #illhavethebowlcut

9781849534864

WTF
A collection of interesting facts and hilarious hashtags that can only provoke
one baffled response

An Ohio teacher took her employers to court to claim that she had a phobia
of young children. #notinmyjobdescription

There is a species of bacteria which can make tiny nuggets of gold. #true-
meaningofgoodbacteria

9781849534888

OMG
A collection of shocking facts and hilarious accompanying hashtags that
can only provoke one response—and who has the time to say “Oh my God!”

There is no evidence that Vikings wore horns into battle. #couldhavesome-
oneseyeout Beavers are able to hold their breath underwater for 45 minutes.
#usefulfordambuilding #wellillbedamned

9781849534871

SuMMERSDALE

Summersdale

Summersdale is one of the UK’s top independent nonfiction publishers, with
a focus on entertaining and informative books that people will love.

Each: Humor • 96 pp • 4 x 5 • September • $7.95 (Can $9.95) Cloth • Summersdale

YOLO
A collection of interesting facts and hilarious hashtags to remind the world
to seize the day

The reason the first CDs were designed to hold 74 minutes of music
is that Beethoven’s 9th Symphony is that length. #techieswithsoul
#beethoven:stillhip

Presidents George Washington and Jimmy Carter both started their careers
as farmers. #mrpresidenthadafarmeieio

9781849534895
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Cheer Up
(It Could Be Worse)

A fun compendium of happy quotes that will help lift anyone out of the dumps

“The harder you fall, the higher you bounce.” —Doug Horton

“To succeed in life you need three things: a wishbone, a backbone, and a funny bone.”
—Reba McEntire

Sometimes no amount of chocolate or chirpiness can help our friends out of the doldrums. Luckily,
this stylish and heartwarming book is packed with offbeat cheer and witty quotes on positivity to help
put a smile back on their faces.

9781849533751 • October

I’m Sorry
(Can We Still Be Friends)

A collection of repentant quotes to help even the most stubborn person find the right words to
express their apologies

Let me buy you dinner. It will be a tasty mountain of scrumptious.

Today I’m wearing my sorry socks and my apology pants.

Try as we might, everybody can muck up and sometimes there’s nothing we can do but pull up our
socks, grasp the thistle, and say, “I’m sorry.” Luckily, this stylish and heartwarming book is packed
with off-beat apologies and witty quotes on forgiveness to help make your apology sincere.

9781849533768 • November

SuMMERSDALE

Each: Humor • 80 pp • 4 x 5 • $7.95 (Can $9.95) Cloth • Summersdale

You Are My Sunshine
(You Brighten My Day)

A collection of quotes to remind any cheery person that their existence brightens up the lives
of those around them

“Those who bring sunshine into the lives of others cannot keep it from themselves.” —J. M. Barrie

There are some people who always make you feel “sunny side up,” even when the toast is burning
and there’s no milk. This stylish and heartwarming book is packed with off-beat praise and witty
quotes on friendship to help you show that special someone how much they brighten your day.

9781849534079 • October

You’re Perfect
(Just the Way You Are)

A quirky collection of quotes to remind anyone just how fantastic they are

“Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You.”
—Dr. Seuss

“A friend is someone who gives you total freedom to be yourself.” —Jim Morrison

Sometimes it’s easy to forget just how fab we are in the eyes of the people around us. Luckily, this
stylish and heartwarming book is here to tell you just how perfect you are, and is packed with off-
beat compliments and witty quotes on being a wonderful person, just like you.

9781849534086 • October



On YOuR

Summersdale

Summersdale is one of the UK’s top independent nonfiction publishers, with
a focus on entertaining and informative books that people will love.

Each: 96 pp • 4 x 5 • $7.95 (Can $9.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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On Your Retirement
This collection of thought-provoking and often funny quotes is ideal for anyone who
has finally earned their retirement

“You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough.” —Mae West

“I’m now as free as the breeze—with roughly the same income.” —Gene Perret

Ah, retirement! At last you’re escaping the trials and tribulations of work and you
have all the time in the world to do the things you enjoy. This collection of inspiring
and witty quotations is the perfect gift for anyone launching into the fun and free-
dom of retired life.

Humor • 9781849534215 • November

On Your Wedding
This collection of charming, love-centered quotes is perfect for those lovely couples
about to embark on a new life together

“Now join your hands, and with your hands, your hearts.” —William Shakespeare

“Whatever our souls are made of, his and mine are the same.” —Emily Dickinson

Love stories are packed with beautiful moments, from the butterflies before a first date
to the romance of a marriage proposal, but nothing is as special as the day you both
say “I do.” Bringing together heartwarming and inspiring quotations, this book is the
perfect way to celebrate the start of a new life of married bliss.

Weddings/Reference • 9781849534239 • November

On Your Birthday
This collection of birthday-related quotes are the perfect gift for anyone celebrat-
ing another revolution around the sun

“We turn not older with the years, but newer with everyday.” —Emily Dickinson

“The only source of knowledge is experience.” —Albert Einstein

Alongside the gifts and cake, your birthday is a time to reflect on the happy years of
your life so far and to look forward to what’s to come.This collection of joyful and thought-
ful quotations is an ideal gift and keepsake for anyone celebrating their birthday.

Humor • 9781849534840 • October
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So You’re 50!
Smile, and remember that being 50 won’t be all that bad

You may now expect a dirty weekend to involve nothing more exciting than
cleaning out the garage, and you may find yourself being snubbed even by
street peddlars. On the bright side, you can take delight in the fact that you
will never again have to force yourself into groaningly tight fashion jeans—
or pretend to like tequila slammers.

9781849534383 (Replaces 9781840245639)

SO YOu’RE . . .

Mike Haskins and Clive Whichelow

Mike Haskins is a comedy writer. He has written for Alistair McGowan, Dead Ringers, Simon Pegg, Smack the
Pony, and Steve Coogan, and has worked closely with Griff Rhys Jones on Smith and and Jones, among others.

Clive Wichelow is a journalist and comedy writer. He has written for Jonathan Ross, Rory Bremner, Spitting Image,
and many others, as well as for the Daily Express, the Daily Mirror, and the Mail on Sunday.

Each: Humor • 96 pp • 4 x 6 • September • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Cloth • Summersdale

So You’re 60!
You might be 60, but at least you’ve still got it—though you might have
to ask someone younger what “it” happens to be these days

Your life may now consist of sleeping during sex instead of after it and going
to more funerals than weddings. On the bright side, you can get away with
making no effort whatsoever to lose weight. And all those charities you gave
to—it’s payback time!

9781849534390 (Replaces 9781840245646 )

So You’re 70!
Welcome in your 70s with a smile—if you can find your teeth, that is

You may now be bored of the novelty of a free bus pass, hair may be grow-
ing in unusual places, and you’ll never make it through the late night fea-
ture without nodding off. On the bright side, you can look forward to tearing
up the pavement on your own top-of-the-range mobility scooter.

9781849534406 (Replaces 9781840246469 )

So You’re 80!
Read with caution—at 80 years old, you probably shouldn’t be laughing
too hard

You may be too late to take up pole dancing and the closest thing you get
to extreme sports these days is prizing the top off a ketchup bottle. On the
bright side, you can now lie back and take it easy—just not so far back that
you can’t get up again.

9781849534413 (Replaces 9781849530217)

So You’re 40!
Take a brighter look at life on the other side of 40

You may never now become a rock star or regain the waist size you had at 18.
On the bright side, you can feel smug that you have better grammar than a col-
lege student and don’t have to dig out your embarrassing passport photo to
get into bars or buy alcohol.

9781849534376 (Replaces 9781840245622)



In PRAISE Of

Paul Harper

Paul Harper is the author of In Praise of England, In Praise of England, and In Praise of Scotland.

Each: History • 160 pp • 4 x 5 • November • $9.95 (Can $11.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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In Praise of Ireland
Celebrate the timeless beauty and fascinating history of Ireland

Ireland’s beautiful landscapes and rich histories have long moved great writers and poets
to capture their glory. Ranging from timeless prose to lyrical poetry, from incisive wit to
thoughtful social commentary, these stirring volumes collect the most inspiring praise
for our beloved countries.

9781849535618

In Praise of Scotland
Celebrate the timeless beauty and fascinating history of Scotland

Scotland’s beautiful landscapes and rich histories have long moved great writers and
poets to capture their glory. Ranging from timeless prose to lyrical poetry, from inci-
sive wit to thoughtful social commentary, these stirring volumes collect the most in-
spiring praise for our beloved countries.

9781849535601

In Praise of England
Celebrate the timeless beauty and fascinating history of England

England’s beautiful landscapes and rich histories have long moved great writers and poets
to capture their glory. Ranging from timeless prose to lyrical poetry, from incisive wit
to thoughtful social commentary, these stirring volumes collect the most inspiring praise
for our beloved countries.

9781849535595
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Irish and Proud of It
Eileen Fitzgerald

Celebrate Irish roots and explore some of Ireland’s most fascinating facts and charming quotes
in this miscellany fit for any lover of the emerald isle

Ireland is loved for its lush, green countryside, its historical cities and picturesque towns, and for
being the birthplace of celebrated figures such as Oscar Wilde and Van Morrison. Yes, without
further ado, it’s time to show the world that you’re proud to be Irish! Celebrate your roots and
explore some of Ireland’s most fascinating facts and charming quotes in this miscellany fit for
anyone who loves the Emerald Isle.

Eileen fitzgerald is a gift book author.

9781849535229

Welsh and Proud of It
Cerys Jones

Celebrate Welsh roots and explore some of Wales’ most fascinating facts and charming quotes
in this miscellany fit for anyone who loves the Land of Song

Wales is loved for its idyllic countryside and beaches, an accent more sonorous than the song of
a bird, and for being the birthplace of legendary cultural figures such as Dylan Thomas and Richard
Burton. Yes, without further ado, it’s time to fly the Red Dragon high and show the world that
you are proud to be Welsh!

Cerys Jones is a gift book author.

9781849535243

. . . AnD PROuD Of IT

Each: Humor • 160 pp • 4 x 5 • February • $9.95 (Can $11.95) Cloth • Summersdale

Scottish and Proud of It
Greig Findlay

Celebrate Scottish roots and explore some of Scotland’s most fascinating facts and charming quotes
in this miscellany fit for any bonnie lad or lass proud of their heritage

Scotland is loved for its sublime mountain ranges, its breathtaking castles, and for being the birth-
place of legendary cultural figures such as Sir Walter Scott and Sean Connery.Without further ado,
it’s time to fly St. Andrew’s Cross high and show the world that you are proud to be Scottish! Cel-
ebrate your roots and explore some of Scotland’s most fascinating facts and charming quotes in
this miscellany fit for any bonnie lad or lass.

Greg findlay is a gift book author.

9781849535236

English and Proud of It
William Moore

Celebrate English roots and explore some of England’s most fascinating facts and charming quotes
in this miscellany made just for proud anglophiles

England is loved for its beautiful landscapes, its great sporting history, and for being the birth-
place of celebrated figures such as William Shakespeare and Florence Nightingale. Yes, without
further ado, it’s time to show the world you’re proud to be English! Celebrate your roots and ex-
plore some of England’s most fascinating facts and charming quotes in this miscellany fit for any
lover of this green and pleasant land.

William Moore is a gift book author.

9781849535212
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Get Well Soon
Summersdale

A soothing collection of quotes for when you’re feeling under the weather

“To climb steep hills require a slow pace at first.” —William Shakespeare

“After two days in the hospital, I took a turn for the nurse.” —W. C. Fields

When we’re under the weather, few things are as comforting as the kind words of friends,
family, and colleagues; they give us strength and courage, and they brighten our day.
This cheering collection of quotes is just what the doctor ordered to warm the heart and
lift the spirits.

Summersdale is one of the UK’s top independent nonfiction publishers, with a focus on
entertaining and informative books that people will love.

Health • 96 pp • 4 x 5
9781849534208 • November • $7.95 (Can $9.95) Cloth • Summersdale

New Baby
Summersdale

A collection of stirring quotes focused on the wonders and joys of a new baby

“Every baby born into the world is finer one than the last.” —Charles Dickens

“A baby is God’s opinion that the world should go on.” —Carl Sandburg

What can compare to the miracle of birth? Whether it’s their first cry, their tiny little
fingers, or their gurgles of contentment, nothing compares to the wonder of having a
new bundle of joy in the family. This beautiful collection of heartwarming quotes is the
perfect gift for anyone welcoming a new baby into the world.

Summersdale is one of the UK’s top independent nonfiction publishers, with a focus on
entertaining and informative books that people will love.

Family & Relationships • 96 pp • 4 x 5
9781849533720 • October
$9.99 (Can $11.99) Cloth • Summersdale
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The Joy of Running
Paul Owen

This miscellany, filled to the brim with facts, quotes, and more, is perfect for anyone who
can appreciate just how wonderful running truly is

“Every day is a good day when you run.” —Kevin Nelson

This pocket-sized miscellany, packed with fascinating facts, handy hints, and captivating sto-
ries and quotes from the world of running, is perfect for anyone who knows the incompara-
ble joy and freedom of lacing up your trainers and hitting the road.

Paul Owen has completed more than 50 marathons and ultramarathons.

Running & Jogging • 192 pp • 4.5 x 7
9781849534581 • October • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale

The Joy of Cycling
Ray Hamilton

A miscellany of facts, quotes, and more, perfect for any bike lover or cycling enthusiast

“Be at one with the universe. If you can’t do that, at least be one with your bike.”
—Lennard Zinn

This pocket-sized miscellany, packed with fascinating facts, handy hints, and captivating sto-
ries and quotes from the world of bikes, is perfect for anyone who knows the incomparable
joy of cycling.

Ray Hamilton is a freelance writer and editor. He has edited books on a wide range of sub-
jects, including politics, history, travel, and sports.

Cycling • 192 pp • 4.5 x 7
9781849534574 • October • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale

Rugby Wit
Quips and Quotes for the Rugby-Obsessed

Richard Benson

A collection of rugby-themed quotes for every player and fan of this rough-and-tumble game

“I think you enjoy the game more if you don’t know the rules. Anyway, you’re on the same
wavelength as the referees.” —Jonathan Davies

Some might say there’s nothing funny about scrums, cauliflower ears, and the sin bin. Rugby
Wit begs to differ. Bulging with wit, this book brings you hundreds of rugby-related quotes
that range from the hilarious to the philosophical. Whether you know your league from your
union or you think a hooker is a scantily clad lady of the night, this chucklesome tome is worth
a try.

Richard Benson is the author of Blackboard Blunders, F in Exams, and Cricket Wit.

Rugby/Humor • 208 pp • 4 x 7
9781849534604 • November • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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Bike Porn
Volume 1

Chris Naylor

All bikes are beautiful, but some of them are
downright sexy

Bike Porn brings together some of the most seduc-
tive and tantalizing bikes ever to be photographed,
from the slickest single-speeds to the most teched-
out racing machines and beyond, captured in all their
finely crafted glory. Featuring luscious color pho-
tographs of rare and hard-to-find bikes from around
the world, this book will appeal to bike lovers of all
kinds, regardless of their preferred riding style.

Chris naylor is the author of The Cyclist’s Friend.

Cycling/Photography • 128 pp • 7 x 9
9781849534819 • October
$19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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Fifty Thrifty Tips for Your Dream Wedding
Vicky Edwards

use this wallet-conscious guide to help you plan and put on a dream wedding—with-
out going into debt after the big day

Do you dream of your perfect wedding, but want to make it happen without breaking the
bank? Then this is the book for you. Packed with clever DIY suggestions for everything from
the invites to the venue, this little guide will ease your planning woes and help you create a
thrifty and fabulous wedding you will never forget. Learn how to create simple and stylish
invitations, look your best for less on the big day, and celebrate tastefully not wastefully.

Vicky Edwards is the author of The Joy of Ex, The Little Book of Pigs, and Tea, A Drink
with Jam and Bread.

Weddings • 128 pp • 4 x 7
9781849533874 • November • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Cloth • Summersdale

Country Wisdom
Felicity Hart

A collection of nature-themed quotes for those who love fresh air and the great out-
doors

“In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks.” —John Muir

The farmer allows walkers across the field for free, but the bull charges. —Sign on
an Irish gate

Whether you enjoy strolling gently through the hills, admiring trees and flowers, or
seeking out native wildlife, your experience of the great outdoors will be enriched with
the help of this charming book of country wisdom. With musings on everything from
bird watching to wild food foraging, along with thought-provoking quotes to inspire
and delight, this book will be a breath of fresh air all the year round.

felicity Hart is the author of Garden Wisdom.

Nature/Reference • 128 pp • 4 x 5
9781849534277 • October • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Cloth • Summersdale

Glad to Be Grey
Clive Whichelow

A wise collection of quotes on aging—and how wonderful it is to turn grey

The rumors are true—it’s great to be grey! So what if the last tweet you had was from
your pet; he makes more sense than young people these days anyway. And at least you
don’t have to worry about having the latest gadget or keeping a trim waistline anymore.
So cast off the cares of youth and join the ranks of those who are glad to be grey.

Clive Whichelow is a journalist and comedy writer. He has written for Rory Bremner,
Jonathan Ross, Spitting Image, and many others, as well as for the Daily Express, the
Daily Mirror, and the Mail on Sunday.

Humor/Reference • 96 pp • 4 x 6
9781849534536 • November • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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The Wind in My Ears
Milly Brown

A laugh-out-loud photo collection celebrating
dogs enjoying their car rides to the fullest

Is it a bird, is it a plane, no . . . it’s me, but with the
windiest ears that anyone has ever seen!

A collection of sweet, humorous photographs, this
book celebrates the feeling of freedom from a ca-
nine’s perspective, while unveiling the real meanings
behind some of the most memorable looks from the
dogs with the wind in their ears.

Milly Brown is the author of Animals in Love, The
Cat Lover’s Companion, and Pooches.

Humor/Animals • 64 pp • 5.5 x 5.5
29 Color Photos
9781849534802 • September
$10.95 (Can $12.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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Dogs
A Portrait in Pictures and Words

Charlotte Fraser

An inspiring and amusing collection of pictures and quotes, all fo-
cused on man’s best friend

“To sit with a dog on a hillside on a glorious afternoon is to be back
in Eden.” —Milan Kundera

A dog is a creature of love. Their never-ending loyalty and boundless
enthusiasm is the light in any dog lover’s life. This handsome photo-
graphic collection of the most eye-catching and enchanting dogs, packed
with witty quotes and heartwarming poems, is guaranteed to capti-
vate and charm anybody who has ever known the companionship of
a dog.

Charlotte fraser is the author of Cats: A Portrait in Pictures andWords.

Pets/Animals • 160 pp • 7 x 7 • 77 Color Photos
9781849534543 • October • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth
Summersdale
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Moments of Mindfulness
Esme Fielding

A calming collection of quotes, images, and thoughts to allow readers to take a
step back, breathe in, and feel at peace

“In still moments by the sea life seems large-drawn and simple. It is there we can see
into ourselves.” —Rolf Edberg

We could all use a little more peace and tranquility in our daily lives. Full of beauti-
ful photographs, words of wisdom, and quotations,Moments of Mindfulness will help
you to live in the present and approach life’s challenges in a calm and focused way.

Esme fielding is the author of Moment of Serenity and Moments of Spirituality.

Inspirational • 96 pp • 5 x 6.5 • 46 Color Photos
9781849534062 • September • $10.95 (Can $12.95) Cloth • Summersdale

Poetry First Aid Kit
Poems for Everyday Dilemmas, Decisions and Emergencies

Abbie Headon

When normal self-help books or first aid kits just aren’t enough, try using poetry to seek
a solution for your problems

Whether your problem is an everyday conundrum or a life-changing decision, the world of
poetry is sure to provide an inspiring answer. If you are so sad that you feel you will never
smile again, read a selection from Kahlil Gibran’s “Joy and Sorrow.” If you are tired of being
told to act your age, read Lewis Carroll’s “Father William.” Seek a solution within these
stanzas and let the rhymes and rhythms help you resolve the dilemmas in your life.

Abbie Headon works in publishing and frequently finds modern life quite puzzling and
stressful.

Self-Help/Poetry • 192 pp • 4 x 6
9781849534659 • November • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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The Art of Being Ill
Jill Sinclair

A wry and highly practical look at the forgotten art of being ill, with retro illustra-
tions and plenty of tried, tested, and forgotten remedies of older generations

Have you ever worried that you’re doing a poor job of feeling poorly? Have you despaired
that you’re failing in your ailing? Have you felt you’re missing out on TLC? You’re not
alone—it seems that most people these days just don’t know how to make the most of
being ill. In a society where there is a pill to cure more or less everything, this how-to
guide will teach readers about the subtle art of being an invalid. It covers age-old reme-
dies for common maladies, all but forgotten treatments, and the vital preparations that
should be made to make being bed-ridden as comfortable and productive as possible. At
times practical and at times hilarious, this is an always-honest instruction manual for
those who are truly terrible at being ill.

Jill Sinclair is a freelance television producer who has worked for the BBC.

Humor • 128 pp • 5 x 7
9781908754837 • February • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Freight Books

Bed, Wed, Behead
Adam Nightingale

Given the choice of three historical British figures, who would
you bed, who would you wed, and who would you behead?

This book contains 90 men and 90 women from history, all of
whom you must consider to answer an age-old question: who
is the hottest of them all? Will you have a wild fling with Welling-
ton before you settle down to a life of married bliss in a French
farmhouse with Napoleon (having given Nelson the old heave-
ho)? Or will you try your luck with Anne Boleyn before send-
ing Catharine of Aragon to the block (no more nagging exes)
and settling down with Jane Seymour,“the fairest of all the king’s
wives?”With kings and queens, heroes and heroines, Tudor mis-
tresses, Victorian inventors, and countless scandalous lords and
ladies, get ready to bed, wed, and behead your way through 1,000
years of British history.

Adam Nightingale is the author of Heroes and Villains of Not-
tingham, Masters of Crime: Fiction’s Finest Villains and Their
Real Life Inspirations, and Murder & Crime.

Humor • 160 pp • 6 x 9 • 180 Color Illustrations
9780750956116 • February • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper
The History Press
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The Prime Minister’s Ironing Board and Other State Secrets
True Stories from the Government Archives

Adam Macqueen

A remarkable collection of British state secrets—from Imelda Marcos and her son Bong
Bong’s trip to Buckingham Palace to President Eisenhower’s particular problem with Win-
ston Churchill’s trousers

“Here’s the perfect bedside book to keep Julian Assange entertained in his embassy
refuge.” —Guardian

“Delightfully gossipy.” —Financial Times

Stored in Whitehall’s archives are everything from blood-chilling warnings of imminent nu-
clear attacks to comical details of daily life in the corridors of power. Concerned notes from
ministers on the subject of the Heir to the Throne’s potential brainwashing by Welsh terrorists
are shelved alongside worries about housemaids “on the wobble” at Chequers. Detailed and
surprising plans for royal funerals sit beside reports on suspected spies in the showbiz world
and bawdy poetry about the monkeys on the Rock of Gibraltar. And Mary Whitehouse’s com-
plaints about the sex education syllabus nestle next to thank you notes from prisoner 13260/62,
also known as Nelson Mandela. Adam Macqueen has searched high and low to present us
with some of the most unlikely revelations since the Official secrets act was inaugurated 100
years ago, starring not only Mrs. Thatcher’s ironing board, but also Ted Heath’s car and Harold
Macmillan’s bedroom carpet.

Adam Macqueen has worked at Private Eye on and off for 14 years. He is a former editor
of The Big Issue and is on the editorial team of Popbitch.com.

Humor/Political Science • 286 pp • 5.5 x 8.5 • 12 B/W Photos
9781408704233 • December • $19.95 (NCR) Cloth • Little, Brown

Talking Dirty
A Collection of Sexual Innuendo, Toe-curling Confessions and Sexy Bons Mots

Carole McKenzie

A hilarious, tongue-in-cheek collection of fun, jokes, judgments, and observations on
the subject of sex

“Women should be obscene and not heard.” —John Lennon

“The only unnatural act is that which you cannot perform.” —Alfred Kinsey

“Fat people are brilliant in bed: if I’m sitting on top of you, who’s going to argue?”
—Jo Brand

Sex has proved irresistible, producing wide-ranging responses, contradictory remarks, de-
nouncements, and appraisals; something seen as harmless by one is often condemned as
damnable by another. Whatever your sexual preferences, Talking Dirty is a hugely enter-
taining treasury of wit on this endlessly entertaining and controversial topic.

Carole McKenzie is a former teacher who later moved into management training. Having
coached hundreds in the art of public speaking, she has since written several books on the
subject, as well as three other anthologies of quotations.

Humor • 272 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9781780575964 • October • $18.95 (NCR) Paper • Mainstream Publishing
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Sex
369 Facts to Blow You Away

Sadie Cayman

After reading these titillating facts, you won’t be able to control yourself

Did you know that the most orgasms experienced by a woman in one hour is 134, and the
record for a man is 16? That 30 minutes of active sex burns approximately 200 calories
(as if you needed an excuse)? That the proteins in sperm make a very effective antiwrinkle
treatment (although we wouldn’t recommend walking around with it on your face in
public!)? This is a randy romp through the glorious world of sex. Discover the longest
orgasm on record, the world’s first penis museum, and why every man can travel as fast
as Usain Bolt—well, his sperm can, that is.

Sadie Cayman is a gift book author.

Sexuality • 160 pp • 4 x 5
9781849535014 • October • $9.95 (Can $11.95) Cloth • Summersdale

The Devil Inside
Portia Da Costa

Alexa comes back from her vacation with new desires unleashed

When the usually conventional Alexa Lavelle suffers a minor head injury while vacation-
ing in the Caribbean, she unleashes a devil inside of her. In order to satisfy her strange and
voluptuous new appetites, she is compelled to seek the enigmatic and sophisticated doctors
at an exclusive medical practice in London. Their specialist knowledge of psychosexual med-
icine takes Alexa into a world of bizarre fetishism and erotic indulgence, and one particularly
attractive doctor has concocted a plan which will prove to be the ultimate test of her senses.

Portia Da Costa is one of the most internationally renowned authors of erotica. She is the
author of Continuum, Gothic Blue, and The Tutor.

Erotica • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9780352346773 (Replaces 9780352329936) • October • $12.95 (NCR) Paper
Virgin Black Lace

Also available:

Each: $14.95 (NCR)

The Apprentice
9780352347640

Dramatic Affairs
9780753541609

A Private
Collection

9780352346766

To Seek
a Master

9780352346896

BlACK lACE ClASSICS



FIFTy ShEDS
C. T. Grey

C. T. Grey is the author of the Sunday Times bestselling Fifty Sheds of Grey.

Each: Humor/Erotica • 144 pp • 6 x 7 • $16.95 (NCR) Cloth • Boxtree
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Fifty Sheds Damper
A Parody

The hilariously erotic sequel to the smash hit, bestselling parody Fifty Sheds
of Grey

Each firm stroke was bringing me closer and closer to that moment of relief and
satisfaction. Soon my shed would be completely weatherproof.

Multimillionaire Colin Grey thought he’d escaped a dark, forbidden world of pleas-
ure and pain, until one day he suddenly awakes to find himself bound and gagged.
But by whom—kidnappers, the secret service, or his ex-wife? In this sequel to
the parody Fifty Sheds of Grey, Colin wrestles with his inner demons, several
women, and fungal root rot. Fifty Sheds . . . Hotter. Steamier. Damper! Disclaimer:
Fifty Sheds of Grey is not prepared, authorized, licensed, approved, or endorsed
by any person or entity involved in the making of Fifty Shades of Grey.

9780752265513 • October

Fifty Sheds of Grey: Three in a Shed
A Parody

The hilariously erotic third and final parody in the bestselling Fifty Sheds trilogy

‘Which whip today?’ she rasped, tightly clad in black leather. ‘I don’t know,’ I replied.
‘I can never decide between banana and butterscotch.’

In the pulsating climax to the trowel-egy, multimillionaire Colin Grey finds him-
self with the ultimate dilemma. Having accidently mixed his Viagra with his hear-
ing aid, and ending up with a hard of hearing on, he must finally man up and choose
between the great loves of his life. Should he go with Lady Christina Mellors—the
sophisticated cougar who first deflowered him all those years ago? Or his long-
suffering wife, Brenda? Or can Colin finally break free and return to his one true
love—his shed?

Humor/Erotica • 144 pp • 6 x 7
9780752265568 • December • $16.95 (NCR) Cloth • Boxtree
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IDP: 2043
A Graphic Novel

An environmentally themed graphic novel brings together a
dream team of European artists and writers—including Denise
Mina and Irvine Welsh—to imagine Scotland in 30 years

A graphic novel in collaboration with the Edinburgh International
Book Festival to mark its 30th anniversary, IDP (short for “in-
ternally displaced person or persons”) imagines a Scotland 30 years
in the future. Six teams of major names in European comics and
graphics novels collaborate on a single narrative. Celebrated French
graphic novelist and illustrator Barroux, Dotter of Her Father’s
Eyes author Mary Talbot, artist Kate Charlesworth, “grandfather
of British comics” and cocreator of 2000AD Pat Mills, graphic nov-
elist Hannah Berry, enfant terrible of Scottish letters and author
of Trainspotting Irvine Welsh, graphic artist Dan McDaid, and
graphic novelists Adam Murphy and Will Morris have been
brought together by story editor, crime writer, and graphic novel-
ist, Denise Mina. The story, a single narrative divided into six chap-
ters, follows the catastrophic effects of a small rise in sea levels
on the county’s heavily populated low-lying areas and how soci-
ety reimagines itself in the face of a huge population shift in a world
of scarce resources.

Graphic Novels • 276 pp • 7 x 9
Color Illustrations Throughout
9781908754639 • November • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Cloth
Freight Books
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Drowntown
Book One

Robbie Morrison
Illustrations by Jim Murray

The first part of an awesome new graphic novel by two of the
field’s very brightest talents

“Flooded civilizations have long been a staple of post-apoc-
alyptic fiction. . . . Few have executed their dystopian vision
with quite as much panache as Robbie Morrison and Jim
Murray do here.” —SFX

“A super read. Drowntown reaches high and achieves much
of it, comedy, adventure, intrigue, entertainment and sump-
tuous art—I think you’ll be hard-pressed to find anything
else quite like it for a while.” —Forbidden Planet

Just had a romanticWaterloo sunset spoiled by the sight of a corpse
being dredged from the Thames? Welcome to Drowntown . . .

The name’s Noiret, Leo Noiret. I’m a Minder, which means peo-
ple hire me to protect them, figuring that my beer belly and mon-
umental streak of bad luck are big enough to intercept any blades,
bullets or bad feelings heading their way.

Staying alive isn’t easy, though, when everyone who’s anyone in
Drowntown wants your new client dead in the water. I’m going
to need a bigger belly . . .

The world has changed forever, ravaged by climatic upheaval. The
flooded metropolis of London has adapted to the rising sea lev-
els, remaining a center for international commerce and a magnet
for environmental refugees. The elite gaze out over the ever-ex-
panding Thames from their ivory towers, while the denizens of
submerged pubs peer into the sunken streets like specimens in an
aquarium. Hired by notorious underworld figure Alexandra
Bastet, Leo Noiret uncovers a terrifying conspiracy that stretches
from the depths of Drowntown to the highest echelons of power
and influence. Struggling aqua-courier Gina Cassel learns that
young love can be a dangerous game when she becomes roman-
tically involved with the heir to the Drakenberg Corporation, which
aims to control both the environment and the future of human
evolution. There’s a storm brewing in Drowntown, with Gina and
Noiret at its heart.

Robbie Morrison is best known for the Eagle Award–winning
Nikolai Dante graphic novels, serialized in 2000AD from 1997
to 2012. A regular writer of Judge Dredd, he has also scripted Bat-
man and Spider-Man. Jim Murray’s brilliant and distinctive art-
work ranges from Judge Dredd and Batman comics to character
designs for Virgin Studios, set designs for live shows of the band
the Prodigy, and fantasy playing cards for Wizards of the Coast.
He is currently character designer for Valve Studios in Seattle.

Graphic Novels • 56 pp • 8.5 x 12
Color Illustrations Throughout
9780224085878 • September • $23.95 (NCR) Cloth
Jonathan Cape
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Eustace
S. J. Harris

A blackly comic, surreal, and exquisitely rendered work—and an
assured debut

“Shades of Tim Burton and Edward Gorey twine tantalizingly
about. . . . Harris’ angular stylistics and feathered pencil work
is outstanding.” —Metro

“There’s a sniff of the great Robert Aickman in the mix of brit-
tle comedy with murky sexual threat, and the whole thing is
beautifully conceived and illustrated. Disturbingly confident,
too, in its refusal to quite make sense.” —Daily Telegraph

Poor Eustace is not very well. Convalescing in bed, his world is con-
fined to the four walls of his grand and gloomy room. His days are
spent in wild imaginings, punctuated by the occasional visit from his
mother and a legion of aunties, who fuss and smother Eustace. But
then his wicked uncle arrives in a cloud of pipe smoke, accompanied
by a swelling cast of prostitutes, hoodlums, drunkards, and assorted
hangers-on. Suddenly Eustace finds himself transformed from invalid
to the star of a glittering and decadent social scene, serving drinks
and holding court from his enormous bed. That is, until his uncle’s
past begins to catch up with him. Set in the 1930s, and with a de-
lightfully charming and precocious central character, Eustace marks
the debut of a wonderful new graphic novelist.

S. J. harris is a cartoonist and writer, and the author of the long-
running web comics Paper Cuts and Eustace, both published on H2G2
under the pseudonym spimcoot. Eustace is his first full-length
graphic novel.

Graphic Novels • 280 pp • 6.5 x 9 • B/W Illustrations Throughout
9780224093583 • October • $26.95 (NCR) Cloth
Jonathan Cape
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Rise of TaiGethen
The second in Barclay’s trilogy about the epic Elven war against mankind

“A phenomenally good book. Barclay always writes well, but I’m not sure I’ve seen
stronger storytelling from him.” —SFF Chronicles

Calaius is occupied by an implacable, relentless enemy. The great elven cities are little more than
prison camps. Elven slaves are forced to destroy their beloved rainforest to harvest timber for
their masters. The enemy has no mercy, no honor, and little skill in battle. The enemy is Man.
Those few elves who remain free are fragmented, in squabbling factions, and they must unite
before they can take a stand against Man. Many believe that the battle is already lost, but Auum
is not one of them. He knows Men’s numbers are great but their tactics are weak; he knows
Men think the Elves are already beaten; he is convinced that his people must fight now, or see
their race destroyed. Takaar disagrees. He believes Elven salvation lies in unlocking their magic,
not in fighting pitched battles against Man. He is determined to save his people too, but his tac-
tics are entirely different—and if some Elves must die now to ensure Calaius will be free of Man
in the future, it’s a sacrifice he is willing to make. The Elves must choose their sides. Whatever
they decide, victory will win their freedom and failure will mean extermination.

416 pp • 9780575085220 • December

ElvES

James Barclay

James Barclay is the author of the trilogies Chronicles of the Raven, which includes
Dawnthief and Noonshade, and Legends of the Raven, which includes Elfsorrow.

Each: Fantasy • 5 x 8 • $15.95 (NCR) Paper • Gollancz

Beyond the Mists of Katura
An epic conclusion to the Elves trilogy—can centuries of war be overcome or will hatred ul-
timately win?

Thousands of years ago the elves were enslaved by the Wytch Lords. Murdered in the thousands,
worked to death in slave gangs, and divided against themselves, the wounds inflicted by man
run deep—and elves have very long memories. Two of them, Auum and Takaar, led the rise against
their enslavers and united their people against men in order to free their nation. Now Calaius is
at peace—but that doesn’t mean their nation is safe. Men need their help. The Wytch Lords have
rallied, men’s magic has grown more powerful, and their politics have become altogether more
dangerous. Especially now: one of the mages has created a spell, called Dawnthief, which has
the potential to destroy all living things on the planet. All four magical colleges are fighting to
seize it and, in the background, the Wytch Lords have schemes of their own; schemes which in-
volve crushing the elven nation for good. Whoever seizes the spell, it places the elves in tremen-
dous danger. But can Auum and Takaar overcome their differences and work together to save
Calaius? And even if they can, is it not already too late?

368 pp • 9780575085268 • February

Once Walked with Gods
James Barclay tells the whole story of his immortal elven race in a trilogy set 3,000 years be-
fore his other series

“Death, honor, betrayal, and double dealing abound within this title and it’s clearly a
demonstration of James’ talent that he manages it with skill to spare.” —Falcata Times

The elves have fled to Calius, seeking to escape the overwhelming power of the demonic Ga-
ronin. A desperate last stand in their own dimension saved the race, at the cost of 100,000 elves
lost to the Garonin. The elf who led that fight, Takaar, is blamed for the losses and has gone
into hiding. Now the weakened elf race is tearing itself apart in civil war, human mercenaries
have arrived in Calius and are ripping the continent apart. Only one elf can unite the elves, and
only one elf believes in him. A young warrior named Auum sets out to bring back the shamed
hero and save the elven race. Fans of James Barclay will welcome a return to one of their fa-
vorite creations and will also love seeing one of their favorite characters again—the Tai Gethan
warrior Auum destined to be one of the Raven.

416 pp •9780575085039 • October
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Docking Is Difficult
Gideon Defoe

Set in the world of Elite: Dangerous, a hilarious adventure in deepest space from the au-
thor of the hysterical The Pirates! series

On what might be the worst planet in the universe, a young man dreams of the stars. Ad-
venture! Lasers! Women! And the ultimate goal—to become Elite! Unfortunately, Misha has
to do his chores first. And learn how to talk to Phoebe, the beautiful customs officer. And
leave the planet. But the death of a famous author unexpectedly drags Misha and Phoebe
into a system-wide conspiracy, complete with smuggling, international art thieves, multisys-
tem corporations, canapés, and exploding pigs. This is Misha’s chance to prove he has what
it takes! After all, surely anyone can be Elite if they dream.

Gideon Defoe is the author of the series The Pirates!, which includes The Pirates! in an Ad-
venture with Scientists.

9781473201309 • December

Nemorensis
Simon Spurrier

X-Men and Judge Dredd author Simon Spurrier offers a blood-drenched tale of crime and
redemption, set inside the world of Elite: Dangerous

Two lovers steal a spaceship and go on the run, attacking at random and reveling in the fame
and glory their violence brings them. Celebrated by the jaded youth of the Federation and urged
on to ever more flashy acts of destruction, they know it won’t be long before they are caught
and killed. But someone is following the couple—someone who knows why they are so obsessed
with each other, where they are heading, and why. This someone knows more about them than
they do themselves and has another plan for their deaths.

Simon Spurrier has written for such Marvel comics series as Ghost Rider, Silver Surfer, and X-
Men. He has also written for 2000 AD and Judge Dredd. He has also written several Warham-
mer 40,000 and 2000 AD-related novels, including Fire Warrior and Lord of the Night.

9781473201262 • December

ElITE

• Elite: Dangerous is the fourth installment in the Elite video game series. Funded through Kickstarter, it
will be released in a Windows version at the end of 2014, with a Mac OS version three months later

Three distinct but subtly linked novels written by major authors who are fans of the game, these books
will be a must-buy for not only the 25,000 plus people who funded the new game on Kickstarter

but also for those fans of the original game.

Each: Science Fiction/Games • 256 pp • 5 x 8 • $17.95 (NCR) Cloth • Gollancz

Wanted
Gavin Deas

A pulse-pounding tale of space piracy and law enforcement, set inside the world of Elite:
Dangerous

When a routine bit of piracy goes wrong, the crew of the Song of Stone realize that there’s a
bounty hunter on their tail—one who might, finally, be able to outclass them. TheDragon Queen
is feared across space, and for good reason. But even the bounty hunter doesn’t realize what
she’s been hired to do, or what is in the container she’s been sent to retrieve. And she’s not the
only hunter in the game.

Gavin Deas is the pseudonym used by Stephen Deas and Gavin Smith when writing together.
Stephen Deas is the author of The Adamantine Palace, The King of the Crags, and The Order
of the Scales. Gavin Smith is the author of Crysis: Escalation, Veteran, and War in Heaven.

9781473201286 • November
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Also available:

The Toyminator
9780575085473

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Da Da De Da Da Code
9780575085480

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Brightonomicon
9780575085466

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Hollow Chocolate
Bunnies of the Apocalypse

9780575085435
$12.95 (NCR) Paper

Knees Up Mother Earth
9780575085459

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

Necrophenia
9780575082427

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

Retromancer
9780575085008

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Japanese Devil Fish
Girl & Other Unnatural

Attractions
9780575088542

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Mechanical Messiah
and Other Marvels
of the Modern Age

9780575086388
$14.95 (NCR) Paper

The Educated Ape
and Other Wonders

of the Worlds
9780575086432

$14.95 (NCR) Paper

RoBERT RANKIN

The Witches
of Chiswick
9780575085442

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Chickens of Atlantis and Other Foul and Filthy Fiends
Robert Rankin

Darwin, the educated ape, sets off on another madcap adventure through time, space,
and chickens

Robert Rankin, the master of far-fetched fiction presents for the first time a book written
in “the first monkey.” Sure to be taken up as the newest of literary fads, Darwin, the edu-
cated ape here tells his life story to his legions of fans. Featuring chickens, Martians, doo-
dlebugs, the far future, the distant past, Sherlock Holmes, Winston Churchill, dynamite,
more monkeys than you can shake a stick at, barmen, pubs, the end of the world, and more,
this is the fourth in Robert Rankin’s series of steampunk-tinged Victoriana novels featur-
ing the master detective Cameron Bell and his companion Darwin, the educated ape.

Robert Rankin is the author of many books, including the Brentford Trilogy.

Fantasy • 368 pp • 5 x 8
9780575086470 (Replaces 9780575086463) • October • $15.95 (NCR) Paper • Gollancz
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Also available:
Each $29.95 (NCR) Paper

Barrington J. Bayley
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575103160

D. G. Compton
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575118102

Pat Cadigan
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575120211

John Sladek
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575110700

E. E. “Doc” Smith
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575122666

Bob Shaw
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575111202

Edmund Cooper
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575116382

Keith Roberts
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575105225

E. C. Tubb
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575105201

Garry Kilworth
SF Gateway Omnibus

9780575114197

SF GATEWAy oMNIBuSES

Richard Cowper SF Gateway Omnibus
Richard Cowper

Collected together in this omnibus is the acclaimed Corlay Sequence, written by one of
the most unique voices of British science fiction

The son of the famous critic John Middleton Murry, Cowper announced himself to the sci-
ence fiction world in 1967 with Breakthrough, which found favor for a subtlety and rich-
ness of characterization not seen in most contemporary sci-fi. The idea of a transformed future
England became his signature leitmotif, and it this theme that informs the Corlay tales con-
tained in this omnibus. This is the complete Corlay sequence, featuring introductory novella
Piper at the Gates of Dawn, and novels The Road to Corlay, A Dream of Kinship, and A
Tapestry of Time.

Richard Cowper (1926–2002) was the pseudonym of John Middleton Murry, Jr., a British sci-
ence fiction author.

Science Fiction • 640 pp • 6 x 9
9780575108042 • November • $29.95 (NCR) Paper • Gollancz
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The Eye of Winter’s Fury
Michael J. Ward

The third DestinyQuest book—where Fighting Fantasy meets World of War-
craft

War is coming to Valeron. From the west, the blood-thirsty Wiccans burn and
pillage their way toward the capital, where an ill and ineffectual king is beset
on all sides by the scheming of ambitious men. His youngest son, Prince Arran,
untested in combat and naïve to ways of the world, is sent on a fool’s errand—
to convince a cowardly lord to honor his oath and defend the realm from its
enemies. But the real threat is yet to be revealed. You are Prince Arran, son of
Leonidas and second heir to the throne of Valeron. They call you the ghost
prince—the sickly boy who haunts the palace library, filling your head with
dreams of high adventure. Now, as the shadows lengthen and danger threat-
ens your beleaguered kingdom, you must finally prove yourself. It is time to
take up your hallowed sword and forge your own destiny in a cruel and sav-
age world that has no mercy for weakling princes. Will you defy fate and be-
come a great hero of legend? You decide in this epic fantasy adventure, one
where you make the decisions. The cold north awaits you—are you ready for
the challenge?

Michael J. Ward is a writer and a gamer who works freelance, writing educa-
tion materials for teachers and children. He is the author of The Legion of
Shadow and The Heart of Fire.

Fantasy • 720 pp • 6 x 9
9780575095588 • September • $26.95 (NCR) Paper • Gollancz

DESTINyQuEST®

Unlike ordinary storybooks, DestinyQuest® puts you in charge of the action. As you guide your hero through
each adventure, you will be choosing the danger that they face, the monsters that they fight, and the

treasures that they find. Every decision that you make will have an impact on the story and, ultimately,
the fate of your hero. With hundreds of special items to discover in each book, you can completely customize

your hero. You can choose their weapons, their armor, their special abilities, even the boots on their feet
and the cloak on their back! No two heroes will ever be alike, which means your hero will always be
unique to you. And even better, you can take your hero into battle against your friends’ heroes too.

Visit destiny-quest.com for instructions on how to play.

Also available:
Each: $16.95 (NCR) Paper

The Heart of Fire
9780575118782

The Legion
of Shadow

9780575118737
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The Hidden Rune of Iron
Suzanne McLeod

The fifth and final installment in a kickass urban fantasy series about fae
Genny Taylor who works for Spelltrackers.com, run by witches—it pays the
rent, lets her do what she’s good at (magic and crack it), and it keeps the vamps
off her back

“A happy little vacation between two covers.” —Charlaine Harris on
The Sweet Scent of Blood

“Suzanne McLeod’s London is filled with magic, fantastic creatures, for-
bidden secrets, and dangerous desires. [A] fast, twisty-turny ride that will
keep you glued to the pages to the very end.” —Devon Monk, author,
Magic to the Bone, on Cold Kiss of Death

The final book in the Spellcrackers series is a rollicking, action-filled adventure.
Packed with humor, magic, romance, and a few revelations, and the cameo ap-
pearance of a few characters from Ben Aaronovitch’s Peter Grant novels (Mid-
night Riot, Moon over Soho, and Whispers Under Ground), this is a powerful
end to a fresh, fantastic, satisfying story.

Suzanne Mcleod is the author of the Spellcrackers.com series, which also in-
cludes The Bitter Seed of Magic, The Cold Kiss of Death, The Sweet Scent of
Blood, and The Shifting Price of Prey.

Fantasy • 352 pp • 5 x 8
9780575098442 • September • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Gollancz

SPEllCRACKERS.CoM

Also available:

The Shifting Price of Prey
9780575098404

$14.95 (NCR) Paper
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Vampire Seeker
The first in the originally self-published paranormal series that is already an online sensation

Samantha Carter believes a vampire is responsible for the brutal deaths of four women and
finally she has the chance to catch him. Desperate to prove the killer’s identity, she chases
him onto a late night subway train. But Samantha doesn’t reach the next station—instead
she’s pulled into a very different journey, back in time to the Wild West—where friendship,
desire, and even love all come hand in hand with deadly danger. To stay alive she’ll have to
work out who to trust and when to resist temptation. For Sammy’s nightmares are about to
come true—vampires are real and more lethal than she ever imagined.

9780349402109 • September • $12.95 (NCR)

Vampire Watchmen
Samantha Carter is back from her first adventure and ready for more in this darkly ex-
citing, incredibly sexy vampire time-travel series

It’s been a year since Samantha Carter blasted back to 1888, barely escaping with her life.
Now, returned to present-day London with only her nymphomaniac roommate for company,
she’s starting to believe that all of it—the blood-curdling vampires, her strange and sudden
skills with a gun, even her mysterious lover Harry—was just a dream. Just when Sammy is
about to lose all hope that her memories are real, it happens again. This time she’s pulled
back to a city she does not recognize: a London in the grip of a terrible plague, where death
haunts the night and a deeper, darker threat lurks underground, waiting for its chance. Fight-
ing side by side with her friends once again, Sammy encounters horrors beyond her imagin-
ing; yet what really terrifies her are the endless questions, one most of all: who is she really?

9780349402147 • February • $13.95 (NCR)

SAMANThA CARTER

Tim O’Rourke

• 300,000 books sold as a self-published author
Tim o’Rourke has written more than 20 novels and is the author of the Kiera Hudson series.

Each: Romance • 304 pp • 5 x 8 • Paper • Piatkus Books
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Final Days
The first installment in a riveting new SF series from the author of the Shoal Sequence

“A masterclass in genre fiction.” —Guardian

“High-octane action, terrific future tech, and a superbly imagined alien civilization help
to make this a page-turning belter from one of our best exponents of hardcore SF adven-
ture.” —Daily Mail

It’s 2235 and through the advent of wormhole technology more than a dozen interstellar colonies
have been linked to Earth; but this new mode of transportation comes at a price and there
are risks. Saul Dumont knows this better than anyone. He’s still trying to cope with the loss
of the wormhole link to the Galileo system, which has stranded him on Earth far from his
wife and child for the past several years. Only weeks away from the link with Galileo finally
being re-established, he stumbles across a conspiracy to suppress the discovery of a second,
alien network of wormholes that lead billions of years into the future. A covert expedition is
sent to what is named Site 17 to investigate, but when an accident occurs and one of the ex-
pedition, Mitchell Stone, disappears, they realize that they are dealing with something far be-
yond their understanding. When a second expedition travels via the wormholes to Earth in
the near future of 2245 they discover a devastated, lifeless solar system—all except for one
man, Mitchell Stone, recovered from an experimental cryogenics facility in the ruins of a lunar
city. Stone may be the only surviving witness to the coming destruction of the Earth. But why is he the only survivor—
and once he’s brought back to the present, is there any way he and Saul can prevent the destruction that’s coming?

384 pp • 5 x 8 • 9780330519694 • September

The Thousand Emperors
The second in a high-octane space adventure series from a master storyteller

Archivist Luc Gabion is dying slowly, victim of a forced technology implant while on assignment.
He brought down a powerful terrorist, but at great cost, and this new tech brings unexpected
dangers. Luc must investigate the Thousand Emperors, rulers of the Tian Di’s stellar empire.
One of their number has been murdered and he needs to find the killer. But the technology
he now carries supersedes anything he’s encountered, and Luc sees things he knows are for-
bidden. As the truth emerges, he’s in trouble. Any of these leaders could be guilty—and could
execute him on a whim. Worse, the murder victim was brokering the coming Reunification.
Two great warring civilizations, separated for centuries, due to unite in a new age of peace.
But it becomes clear that someone will do anything to ensure that day never comes.

368 pp • 5 x 7.75 • 9780330519724 • November

FINAl DAyS

Gary Gibson

Gary Gibson is the author of the Shoal Sequence and the Final Days series,
and the two stand-alone novels Angel Stations and Against Gravity.

Each: Science Fiction • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Tor

Against Gravity
9781447224136

Stealing Light
9781447224099

Angel Stations
9781447224129

Nova War
9781447224105

Empire of Light
9781447224112

Also available:
Each $13.95 (NCR) Paper
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The Sea Watch
The sixth novel in the thrilling, epic Shadows of the Apt series, taking place in a universe
populated by different races of humans with insect characteristics

A shadow is falling over Collegium. Despite the tenuous peace, Stenwold Maker knows that
the Empire will return for his city. Even as he tries to prepare for the resurgence of the black
and gold empire, a hidden threat is working against his people. Ships that sail from Col-
legium’s harbor are being attacked, sunk by pirates, and some just go missing. Lulled by
the spread of lies and false promises, Stenwold’s allies are falling away. He faces betrayal
on every side, and the Empire is just waiting for the first sign of weakness to strike. But the
Empire is not the only power that has its eyes on Collegium. And even the Wasp-kinden
may not be powerful enough to stave off the forces massing in the darkness.

720 pp • 5 x 8 • 9781447224921 • September

Heirs of the Blade
The seventh in the Shadows of the Apt series

Tynisa is running, but she cannot escape the demons of her own mind. Amid the fragment-
ing provinces of the Dragonfly Commonweal her past will at last catch up with her. Her fa-
ther’s ghost is hunting her down. At the same time, the Wasp Empress, Seda, is on the move,
and her eyes are on the city of Khanaphes, the fallen jewel of the ancient world. While her
soldiers seek only conquest, she sees herself as the heir to all the old powers of history and
has her eyes on a far greater prize.

640 pp • 5 x 7.75 • 9780330541299 • October

ShADoWS oF ThE APT

Adrian Tchaikovsky

“Readers who like their military fantasy to come with real consequences will be completely enthralled.”
—Publishers Weekly on Salute the Dark

“For readers who enjoy delving into the psychology of the characters, this installment fills the bill.
The series as a whole continues to be a well-woven tapestry.” —Booklist on Blood of the Mantis

“Empire in Black and Gold has enough going for it to make it one of the most enjoyable books that I’ve read
so far this year. I want more and there’s nothing I can do but sit it out and wait.” —Graeme’s Fantasy Book Review

Adrian Tchaikovsky is the author of the Shadows of the Apt series. The first five installments in the series are
Empire in Black and Gold, Dragonfly Falling, Blood of the Mantis, Salute the Dark, and The Scarab Path.

Each: Science Fiction • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Tor
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The Air War
The eighth in the Shadows of the Apt series

All is in turmoil as the world moves toward war. In Solarno, the spies watch each other and
ready their knives, while Myna sees the troops muster at its border and emotions run high
as it vows never to be enslaved again. In Collegium, the students argue politics, too late to
turn the tide. In the heart of the Empire, new pilots have completed their secretive train-
ing, generals are being recalled to service, and armies are ready to march. Their Empress,
the heir to two worlds, intends to claim her birthright—and nothing will stand in her way.
A conflict is coming, the like of which the insect-kinden have never seen.

672 pp • 5 x 8 • 9780330541329 • November

War Master’s Gate
The ninth in the Shadows of the Apt series

Relentlessly advancing towards Collegium, the Empire is again seeking to break down its
walls. The mighty imperial armies have learned from their failures, and Empress Seda will
brook no weakness in her soldiers. However, Stenwold Maker has earned his title, and
the War Master has strategies to save his city. His aviators rule the skies, but the Wasp
Kinden Empire has developed a terrifying new aerial weapon. Yet the campaign may be
decided far from marching armies and the noise of battle. In an ancient forest, where Man-
tis clans pursue their own civil war, the Empress Seda is seeking lost magic. Some dan-
gerous shadow of old night is locked up among these trees and she wants its power. Cheerwell
Maker must stop her, at any cost, but will their rivalry awaken something far deadlier—
something that could make even their clash of nations pale into insignificance?

736 pp • 5 x 7.75 • 9780330541343 • January

SHADOWS OF THE APT

Each: Science Fiction • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Tor
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The Blood of Angels
Johanna Sinisalo

Another haunting novel of eco-speculation from Johanna Sinisalo, the award-winning
author of Troll and a powerhouse of the Finnish science fiction and fantasy scene

“A sharp, resonant, prickly book that exists on the slipstream of SF, fantasy, horror
and gay fiction.” —Neil Gaiman on Troll

“A punk version of The Hobbit.” —USA Today on Troll

It is claimed Albert Einstein said that if bees disappear from the earth, mankind has four
years left. When bee-vanishings of unprecedented scale hit the United States, Orvo, a Finnish
beekeeper, knows all too well where it will lead. And when he sees the queen dead in his
hives one day, it’s clear the epidemic has spread to Europe, and the world is coming to an
end. Orvo’s special knowledge of bees just may enable him to glimpse a solution to catas-
trophe: he takes a desperate step onto a path where only he and the bees know the way but
it propels him into conflict with his estranged, but much-loved son, a committed animal ac-
tivist. A magical plunge into the myth of death and immortality, this is a tale of human blind-
ness in the face of devastation—and the inevitable.

Johanna Sinisalo is a Finnish science fiction and fantasy writer who won the James Tiptree
Jr. Award, as well as the most acclaimed Finnish literary prize, the Finlandia, for her novel
Troll. Her novel Birdbrain was one of Publishers Weekly’s Top 10: Science Fiction & Fan-
tasy titles and Locus’s Top 10 Fantasy Novels in 2011. She also edited The Dedalus Book
of Finnish Fantasy and was nominated for a Nebula Award for her short story “Baby Doll.”

Science Fiction • 240 pp • 5 x 8
9780720610048 • October • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Peter Owen Publishers

City of Endless Night
Milo M. Hastings

A fascinating and disturbing dystopian vision from a neglected sci-fi master, imagining an
all-too-terrifying alternate ending to World War I and its implications for the human race

The year is 2041. Since the end of WWI, Berlin has been an enormous subterranean city,
home to 300 million citizens who have never seen the sun and presided over by the auto-
cratic Hohenzollern dynasty. Every aspect of life is regimented, from controlled rations that
are issued on the basis of work-for-food to a press that works exclusively under the aus-
pices of the Information Service. Christianity has been abolished and all breeding is carried
out on the basis of strict eugenic principles. Lyman De Forrest, an American chemist, dis-
covers a way of neutralizing Berlin’s defenses and, assuming the identity of a dead German
man, enters the city to discover its hidden truths. The first outsider for decades to enter the
forbidden metropolis, he is horrified to find a society where women are kept in isolation
for breeding or the pleasuring of high status men. Can De Forrest escape this living tomb?
Published shortly after the end of WWI, this tremendous example of early dystopian sci-
ence fiction is thought to have been the inspiration behind Fritz Lang’s Metropolis.

Milo M. Hastings (1884–1957) was an American author who wrote extensively on a range
of subjects. He is best remembered for his eerily prescient science fiction.

Science Fiction • 206 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915058 • October • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Hesperus Classics

Birdbrain
9780720613438

$14.95 (Can $16.95) Paper

Also available:
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The Broken Isles
Mark Charan Newton

The fourth and final book in an epic series about a civilization on the brink of collapse

“A dark epic which shows its debt to Gormenghast. . . . This is fantasy with vast scope
and ambition . . . a complex, eldritch vision.” —Guardian

“Highly recommended . . . Newton’s compelling and visionary debut approaches epic
fantasy with a fresh eye.” —Library Journal, starred review, on City of Ruin

“Newton’s skills lifts the story beyond what might, in the hands of lesser fabulists, have
been merely a string of clichés. . . . The Book of Transformations is a dark and original
vision.” —Guardian on The Book of Transformations

War spills into the Boreal Archipelago, as two rival cultures bring their eternal battle into this
adjacent realm. Fresh from a military victory, Commander Brynd Lathraea plans to rebuild
the city of Villiren, where he is confronted with a dilemma. There are friendly forces who have
no other choice but to live alongside his own people, and their numbers will be required to
fight in the looming conflict. The commander turns politician as he seeks to build bridges and
embrace mysterious new technologies to further his ambitions. However, as many in Villiren
are skeptical of aliens coming to their city, tensions run high, and even the dream of a peace-
ful future brings with it inevitable clashes of beliefs. Meanwhile, Villjamur has been destroyed. A vast swathe of refugees
from the legendary city are now on the run from an immense alien presence in the sky. Villages are being cleared and peo-
ple are dying en masse, and Inquisitor Fulcrom finds himself at the helm of an operation to aid the refugee exodus to the
coast, but it’s a race against time before this threatened genocide is complete. Ancient civilizations line up on the field of
battle. Exotic creatures and a possible god walk alongside citizens of the Empire. As the Legends of the Red Sun series
draws to a close, there will be one final and immense conflict to decide the fate of multiple cultures forever.

Mark Charan Newton has worked in bookselling and publishing, specializing in film and media tie-in fiction, and later,
science fiction and fantasy.

Fantasy/Science Fiction • 416 pp • 5 x 8
9780330521680 • September • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Tor

Channel Blue
Jay Martel

Alien Execs are planning a disastrous finale to their Big Brother style show, in which earth
is the star. Only one man can save our planet, and he’s hardly a likely hero.

“Skip the blurbs and just start reading this very funny book.” —Michael Moore

“One part Waugh, one part Vonnegut, one part Truman Show.” —Tom Perrotta,
author, Little Children

“Delightful, Douglas Adams-esque. . . . Who knew that the end of the world could be
so bloody funny?” —tor.com

Earth used to be Galaxy Entertainment’s most lucrative show. The inhabitants of the West-
ern Galaxy—the savviest, richest demographic in the Milky Way—just couldn’t get enough
of the day-to-day details of the average Earthling’s life. But now Channel Blue’s ratings are
flagging and its producers are planning a spectacular finale. In just three weeks, their TV
show will go out with a bang. The trouble is, so will Earth.

Jay Martel is an award-winning writer and producer. He collaborated with Michael Moore
on his acclaimed documentary Fahrenheit 9/11 and was contributing editor at Rolling Stone.

Science Fiction • 374 pp • 5.5 x 9
9781781855805 • September • $17.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus

LEGENDS OF THE RED SUN
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Angel
When civilization has gone, who needs zombies to be scared of?

“I’m 18, going on death . . . and this is the age of terror.”

Months since the virulent flu-like pandemic known as “SuperSARS” wiped out 98 per-
cent of the world’s population, Britain has become a place of chaos, carnage, and terror
for the few survivors. After its bloody confrontation with the murderous paramilitaries
of “Muldane’s Army,” the community of Haven licks its wounds. Both Jim Reaper and
Sandra Hinchliffe harbor the pain of having lost loved ones in the conflict. More people
are flocking to the sanctuary. They bring new skills and the hopes of finding peace and
security and a return to civilization. But Reaper knows that just as decent people are com-
ing together in ever-greater numbers and with more sophisticated technology, so too, in-
evitably, are the predators and the depraved. And so Reaper and Sandra venture abroad
seeking early intelligence of the threats that lie over the horizon while dealing with evil
wherever they find it, and in the only way they know how. But Sandra is no longer an
apprentice: the loss of her husband has turned her hard, efficient, and ruthless. Across
the isolated settlements a modern legend spreads. It speaks of the Angel of Death.

378 pp • 9781905802845 • September

Redemption
The final, climactic volume of Jon Grahame’s hard-boiled apocalyptic trilogy

It’s been a year since the virulent flu-like pandemic known as “SuperSARS” wiped out more
than 98 percent of the world’s population. Ex-cop Jim Reaper and his small band of trained
“enforcers” have successfully defended the little community of Haven that Reaper founded
in North Yorkshire and it has become the hub of trade and cooperation between the dozens
of peaceful settlements that comprise most of what’s left of northern England. But not to the
north, the city of Newcastle has become invested by a feral horde that Reaper knows will
sooner or later turn rapacious gaze towards Haven. To the south is a regime called Redemption
that claims to be the new seat of British government—claiming Prince Harry as its patron
and with a full battalion of regular soldiers to enforce its authority. Reaper decides that what
is happening in the south can no longer be ignored, and together with his ruthless young pro-
tégé Sandra Hinchliffe, sets off to learn about Redemption for himself. Reaper and Sandra
are soon embroiled in a bloody struggle for power that threatens to engulf and then enslave
most of the country. And then, with Reaper and Sandra far from Haven, the feral horde takes
to the road.

384 pp • 9781905802869 • November

JOHN GRAHAME

Jon Grahame

Jon Grahame is the pseudonym of journalist and writer Denis Kilcommons
who won the John Creasey Award for his first book The Dark Apostle.

Each: Science Fiction • 5 x 8 • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Myrmidon Books

Reaper
9781905802524

$12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper

Also available:
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End of Empires
Toby Frost

Captain Isambard Smith and his crew are back for a fifth adventure fighting
alien foe in the 25th-century British Space Empire

“An ironic sense of British rectitude nicely contrasts with the satire of
1940s space opera.” —Publishers Weekly on Space Captain Smith

“Although part of a series, this outing stands on its own. . . . aliens and
strange societies build a pleasantly old-fashioned space opera atmosphere.”
—Publishers Weekly on God Emperor Didcot

The lemming men of Yullia are rushing headlong towards the cliffs of destiny,
and they intend to take the British Space Empire with them. When moral fiber
clashes with lemming spirit, only one thing is certain—surrender is no longer an
option. In the back-streets of Ravnavar, greatest planet of the Space Empire, rev-
olution stirs. Someone will have to go deep undercover, take on the robot un-
derworld, and reveal what lies behind the mysterious Popular Front. Worst of all,
Major Wainscott—commando and nudist—has gone renegade in the most dan-
gerous jungle in the galaxy. Someone will have to travel upriver, terminate Wain-
scott’s command, and make him put some trousers on. That someone is Isambard
Smith. Once more, Smith and his crew must leap into action, civilize the galaxy,
and force legions of angry rodents to stop their nonsense at once. Smith is des-
tined to topple a mighty empire. The only question is—whose empire will it be?

Toby Frost is the author of the Chronicles of Isambard Smith series.

Science Fiction • 352 pp • 5 x 8
9781905802883 • January • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Myrmidon Books

CHRONICLES OF ISAMBARD SMITH

God Emperor
of Didcot

9781905802241
$14.95 (Can $16.95) Paper

Wrath of the
Lemming Men
9781905802357

$12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper

Space Captain Smith
9781905802135

$14.95 (Can $16.95) Paper

A Game of Battleships
9781905802777

$12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper

Also available:
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THE DEMI-MONDE SAGA

The Demi-Monde:
Summer

9781849165075
$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper

Also available:

“I never laugh, Mr Kenton. I am taking this matter very seriously and that
is why, despite the enormous difficulties ParaDigm Rx has to overcome, it will
supply the seventy million doses within three months and hence save seventy
million American lives.” Bole took a sip of his honeyed water. “Of course, the
supply of the vaccine is just one of the challenges you will be facing.”

“I don’t follow.”

“You will need to tell those American citizens denied the vaccine—the un-
treated eighty million—that they are being condemned to death.”

Bole could tell by Kenton’s reaction that this was something that hadn’t oc-
curred to the man. “There’ll be panic.”

“Which could be avoided.”

“How?”

“It is not for me to dictate U.S. domestic policy, but it might be possible for
ParaDigm Rx to provide you with a quantity of placebo vaccines—imitation
vaccines—contaning nothing but purified water. These will be useless in fight-
ing the Plague, of course, but it will give some comfort to the recipients and
help avert panic. Everybody will think they are being vaccinated even though,
in reality, less than half the population will have been protected.”

“But how to choose who gets the real vaccine and who gets the fake?”

“Oh, I am sure a good Christian like you will be able to choose those Amer-
icans who most deserve to be protected from the Plague. Salvation, as I un-
derstand it, is only given to the righteous.”

And the white.

The Demi-Monde: Fall
Rod Rees

The Demi-Monde is about to reach its catastrophic conclusion

“Strong characters, along with the clever interweaving of seemingly
disparate plot threads, make this a standout selection for fans of high-
tech sf and cyberfiction.” —Library Journal starred review of
The Demi-Monde: Winter

“Novel and fresh. . . . An adventure tale wrapped in a computer simula-
tion.” —Pittsburgh Tribune-Review on The Demi-Monde: Winter

For thousands of years the Grigori have lain hidden, dreaming of the day when
they will emerge from the darkness. Now that day draws close. Norma, Trixie,
and Ella fight doggedly to frustrate these plans, but they need help. Percy Shel-
ley must lead Norma to the Portal in NoirVille so she can return to the Real World.
Trixie’s father must convince her that, if she is to destroy the Great Pyramid stand-
ing in Terror Incognita, she must be prepared to die. And Vanka Maykov—though
not the man she knew and loved—must guide Ella to the secret enclave of the
Grigori, where she will face the most chilling of enemies. In this explosive finale
to the Demi-Monde series, our heroes will come to understand that resisting evil
will require courage, resolve, and sacrifice.

Rod Rees is the author of the Demi-Monde Saga.

Fantasy • 554 pp • 6 x 9.5
9781849165099 (Replaces 9781849165082) • September
$19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper • Jo Fletcher Books
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Apartment 16
Adam Nevill

Some doors are better left closed—a sophisticated, spine-chilling horror novel from the
author of Last Days

“Britain’s answer to Stephen King.” —Guardian

“Superbly written.” —Suspense Magazine

“This exceptional macabre tale stuns in its ability to inspire abject, primal terror.
Readers will lose all hope of undisturbed, peaceful sleep. Highly recommended.”
—Library Journal starred review of Last Days

In Barrington House, an upmarket block in London, there is an empty apartment. No one
goes in and no one comes out, and it’s been that way for 50 years, until the night a watch-
man hears a disturbance after midnight and is drawn to investigate. What he experiences
is enough to change his life forever. Soon after, a young American woman, Apryl, arrives at
Barrington House. She’s been left an apartment by her mysterious Great Aunt Lillian who
died in strange circumstances. Rumors claim Lillian was mad, but her diary suggests she
was implicated in a horrific and inexplicable event decades ago. Determined to learn some-
thing of this eccentric woman, Apryl begins to unravel the hidden story of Barrington House.
She discovers that a transforming, evil force still inhabits the building, and that the door-
way to Apartment 16 is a gateway to something altogether more terrifying.

Adam Nevill is the author of The Ritual and Last Days, which won the 2013 British Fan-
tasy Award for Best Horror Novel.

Horror • 464 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781447263395 (Replaces 9780330514965) • October • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Pan Books

Banquet for the Damned
Adam Nevill

A reissue of award-winning horror author Adam Nevill’s first novel, perfect for fans of
Stephen King and M. R. James

“A substantial addition to the literature of the supernatural.” —Ramsey Campbell,
author, Curse of the Full Moon

Few believed Professor Coldwell could commune with spirits. But in Scotland’s oldest uni-
versity town something has emerged from the shadows and is stalking the streets. Now, the
young are being haunted by night terrors and those who are inflicted are disappearing. This
is certainly not a place for outsiders, especially at night. So what chance do a rootless mu-
sician and burned-out explorer have of surviving an entanglement with a ruthless, super-
natural evil and the secretive cult that serves it? This chilling occult thriller is both an homage
to the great age of British ghost stories and a pacy modern tale of diabolism and witchcraft.

Adam Nevill is the author of The Ritual and Last Days, which won the 2013 British Fan-
tasy Award for Best Horror Novel.

Horror • 544 pp • 5 x 7.5
9781447240921 • October • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Pan Books
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Creed
9780330522656

Also available:
Each: $12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Dark
9780330522076

Domain
9780330522083

The Jonah
9780330522663

Lair
9780330522052

Moon
9780330522670

Sepulchre
9780330522618

Shrine
9780330522625

The Spear
9780330522632

The Survivor
9780330522649

The Rats
James Herbert

Out of the sewers and streets comes the biggest threat London has ever
faced—rats, hungry for human flesh—in this 40th anniversary edition
of the classic bestseller

“The effectiveness of the gruesome set pieces and brilliant finale are
all its own.” —Sunday Times

It was only when the bones of the first devoured victims were discovered
that the true nature and power of these swarming black creatures with their
razor sharp teeth and the taste for human blood began to be realized by a
panic-stricken city. For millions of years, man and rats had been natural
enemies. But now, for the first time—suddenly, shockingly, horribly—the bal-
ance of power had shifted. This is a special 40th anniversary edition of the
classic bestseller that launched horror writer James Herbert’s career.

James Herbert is the author of 23 novels, which have sold more than 54
million copies worldwide, and have been translated into more than 30 lan-
guages. In 2010, he was made the Grand Master of Horror by the World
Horror Convention and was also awarded an OBE by the Queen for serv-
ices to literature.

Horror • 208 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781447264507 • October • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Pan Books
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The Darke Chronicles
9780752497709

$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper

Brothers in Blood
9780752492131

$15.95 (Can $17.95) Paper

Also available:

The Halloween Mask
And Other Strange Tales

David Stuart Davies
Foreword by Mark Gatiss

Sherlock cocreator Mark Gatiss lends a foreword to this collection of short
ghost stories, each with a shocking sting in the tail

“Charming, wistful, and pleasingly nasty, as is only proper.” —Mark Gatiss,
Sherlock cocreator

Prepare to have your blood chilled and your nerves tingled. This collection of 18
short stories specially designed to shock and surprise takes you into the misty world
of the supernatural where all kinds of dark mischief takes place. What is the se-
cret of “The Dolls’ House,” what horror lies behind the “Halloween Mask,” and
what is the terrible secret of “The Fly House”? David Stuart Davies, a modern
master of the unsettling narrative, provides a feast of ghoulish, ghostly, and grip-
ping tales guaranteed to unsettle even the hardiest soul.

David Stuart Davies is the editor of Sherlock Magazine and an expert on Sher-
lock Holmes, having written five novels, film books, and plays featuring the char-
acter. He also edits the Crime Writers’ Association’s monthly Red Herringsmagazine,
and is the author of the Johnny Hawke novels Forests of the Night and Without
Conscience. Mark Gatiss is the cocreator of Sherlock and one of The League of
Gentlemen. He has written episodes of DoctorWho and is the author of The Vesu-
vius Club.

Horror • 128 pp • 5 x 8
9780750959766 • February • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • The History Press
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Candlenight
9780857896940

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

Also available:
Each: $12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Chalice
9780857896964

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

Curfew
9780857896933

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

December
9780857896957

$15.95 (NCR) Paper

The Man in
the Moss

9780857896971
$16.95 (NCR) Paper

Night After Night
Phil Rickman

A spooky supernatural thriller by the author of the Merrily
Watkins series

“Few writers blend the ancient and supernatural with the mod-
ern and criminal better than Rickman.” —Guardian on the Mer-
rily Watkins series

Liam Defford doesn’t believe in ghosts. As the head of a production
company, however, he does believe in high-impact TV. On the lookout
for his next idea, he hires journalist Grayle Underhill to research the
history of Knap Hall—a Tudor farmhouse turned luxury hotel, aban-
doned by its owners at the height of its success. The staff has been paid
to keep quiet about what happened there, but the stories seep through.
They’re not conducive to a quick sale, but Defford isn’t interested in
keeping Knap Hall for more than a few months. Just long enough to
make a reality TV show that will run nightly. A house isolated by its
rural situation and its dark reputation; six people—known to the na-
tion but strangers to one another—locked inside; but this time Big
Brother is not in control.

Phil Rickman is the author of several books, including the John Dee se-
ries and the Merrily Watkins series.

Horror • 432 pp • 6 x 9
9780857898692 • January • $26.95 (NCR) Cloth • Corvus
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Lastnight
Stephen Leather

The fifth in a supernatural thriller series from the author of the Dan “Spider”
Shepherd series—edge-of-seat-narrative combined with the occult

“Leather’s choice to write it as if it were a straight thriller seems entirely ap-
propriate, grounding the story in reality and making the fantasy-horror ele-
ments that much more frightening. Quite popular in Britain, Leather is
relatively unknown on these shores. That deserves to change, and if this
novel finds its audience—Graham Masterton fans should love it—his profile
stands to be boosted dramatically.” —Booklist on Nightfall

A killer is murdering Goths with relish—skinning and butchering them. The cops
aren’t getting anywhere so Jack Nightingale’s nemesis, Superintendent Chalmers,
asks him for help. Nightingale discovers that the murdered Goths had one thing
in common: a tattoo connected to the secretive Satanic child-sacrificing cult called
the Order of Nine Angles. As Nightingale closes in on the killers, the tables are
turned and he finds himself in the firing line, along with his friends and family.
The Order will stop at nothing to protect their secrets and Nightingale realizes
that there is nothing he can do to protect himself. Nor can he run, for the Order
has connections across the world. It leaves him with only one way to stop the car-
nage—and that’s to take his own life.

Stephen Leather is the author of the critically acclaimed Dan “Spider” Shepherd
series and the Jack Nightingale supernatural detective novels. The previous Jack
Nightingale titles are Nightfall, Midnight, Nightmare, and Nightshade.

Fiction • 288 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781444742688 • September • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Hodder Paperbacks

JACK NIGHTINGALE

Hard Landing
9780340734117

$10.95 (NCR) Paper

Also available:

Soft Target
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$13.95 (NCR) Paper

Cold Kill
9780340834121

$10.99 (NCR) Paper

Hot Blood
9780340921692

$10.95 (NCR) Mass Market

Dead Men
9780340921715

$16.95 (NCR) Paper

Live Fire
9780340921753

$10.95 (NCR) Paper

Rough Justice
9780340924945

$15.95 (NCR) Paper

Fair Game
9780340924983

$11.95 (NCR) Paper

False Friends
9780340925010

$11.95 (NCR) Paper

True Colours
9781444736564

$11.95 (NCR) Paper
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Cold Grave
The sixth gripping installment in the series of crime novels to feature forensic patholo-
gist Anya Crichton, from the newest heir to Cornwell and Reichs

“Brilliant and breathtaking. . . . Lock your doors and read this book.”
—Linda Fairstein

It feels like the safest place on earth, a family-friendly, floating palace. But, as Anya Crich-
ton soon discovers, cruise ships aren’t all that they seem. Statistics tell us that a woman is
twice as likely to be sexually assaulted on a cruise ship than on dry land. Customers aren’t
screened, so the ships are a haven for sex offenders and pedophiles. Floating in international
waters without policing, sexual assaults and passenger “disappearances” are uncommonly
frequent. So when a teenage girl is discovered dead on the deck of the ship, Anya feels com-
pelled to get involved. There’s no apparent cause of death, but Anya’s forensics expertise
uncovers more than the ship’s doctors can—or want to. With the killer still on board, and
subsequently a crew-member found shot, it becomes clear that the safe haven of the cruise
ship is actually anything but. As Anya comes under increasing pressure to abandon her in-
vestigations, will she continue or do whatever it takes to keep her own family safe?

368 pp • 9781444709537 • September

DR. ANYA CRICHTON

Kathryn Fox

“Kathryn Fox has created a forensic physician who readers of Patricia Cornwell will adore.”
—James Patterson on the series

“Will keep you gripped from start to finish . . . What a compelling new talent!”
—Jeffery Deaver on the series

Kathyrn Fox is a general practitioner with a special interest in forensic medicine, a freelance medical journalist, and the
author of the Dr. Anya Crichton series, which includes Bloodborn, Skin and Bone, and Without Consent.

Each: Fiction • 5 x 7.75 • $10.95 (NCR) Paper • Hodder Paperbacks

Fatal Impact
The ambitious seventh thriller in the Dr. Anya Crichton series

When forensic pathologist Dr. Anya Crichton finds a dead child covered in blood and stuffed
into a toy box, her thoughts immediately turn to murder. Then the postmortem reveals that
the girl died from a deadly bacterial infection brought on by food poisoning. But does that
mean Anya can rule out foul play? Anya was only meant to be in Tasmania for a conference
and to visit her mother, but when more people fall sick, Anya becomes intimately involved
in the case. At the same time, her mother—with whom Anya has had a difficult relationship
ever since her little sister Miriam went missing 30 years ago—is acting strangely, talking about
conspiracies and exhibiting classic signs of dementia. As Anya deals with her increasingly
paranoid mother, she is also racing to discover the source of the fatal bacterial infection. But
Anya’s investigations into the close-knit Tasmanian agricultural community where the con-
taminated food originated soon put her in grave danger as someone tries to kill her. As the
deaths pile up, Anya’s search leads her to an old murder case, and soon it becomes clear that
her own family is closer to danger than ever before. Will Anya be able to discover the truth
behind the poisoning and unmask the killer in time to save them and herself?

400 pp • 9780340919149 • February

Death Mask
9780340919088

$10.95 (NCR) Paper

Also available:
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The Key Stone
A. M. Dean

A key lost for millennia, a religious order promising the end, and an attack shrouded in
mystery

While tracking down the relic hunters who murdered her cousin, Dr. Emily Weiss and her
husband Michael are seeking a dangerous artifact. This ancient key lies hidden in the Egypt-
ian desert and will wreak havoc in the wrong hands. In Chicago, the Magnificent Mile is
about to go down in history. A dangerous sect is preparing for an explosive Independence
Day parade and the finishing touches are being put on a device that will wreak untold havoc
on the city. Soon Emily, Michael, and the ruler of the sect are racing to Egypt. One party
craves retribution, the other seeks spiritual ascendancy, and both sides will do whatever it
takes to succeed. But can Emily and Michael stop the sect before they transform an ancient
promise into a very modern curse?

A.M. Dean is an authority on ancient cultures and the history of religious belief. His first novel
was The Lost Library.

Fiction • 512 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781447209522 • September • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Pan Books

Safe as Houses
Simone van der Vlugt

Her instinct is to run for home—but it’s the last thing she should do.A page-turning thriller
from one of Holland’s bestselling crime writers.

“A fast-paced example of suburban noir . . . a lean, stripped-down thriller that hits the
ground running and sprints full-tilt to its breathless climax.” —Irish Times

“Van der Vlugt propels her double-pronged story along with a spare conciseness that
has you flipping pages manically.” —Metro

Home should be the safest place to be. But when a man forces his way into Lisa’s house,
taking her and her young daughter hostage, there is nowhere to hide. Who is he? And what
does he want from her? In the coming hours and days, Lisa desperately tries to stay one
step ahead, doing the unimaginable to protect her child—and wondering why the only wit-
ness to the attack has not raised the alarm.

Simone van der Vlugt is one of Holland’s bestselling crime writers. She has written eight
thrillers, including The Reunion and Shadow Sister.

Fiction • 272 pp • 5 x 8
9781782110736 • January • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Canongate UK
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Pariah
How long could you last, cut off from your colleagues, your friends, your family, because
if you go near them they’ll die? NYPD detective Callum Doyle is about to find out.

“Recalls Harlan Coben—though for my money Jackson is the better writer.”
—Guardian

It’s a bad enough day for NYPD detective Callum Doyle when his cop partner is murdered.
It’s about to get a hell of a lot worse. When the dead man’s replacement is also brutally
killed, suspicion falls on Doyle himself. Then he receives an anonymous message. This is
just the beginning, it says. Anyone he gets close to will die—and that includes Doyle’s own
family. The only way to keep them alive is to stay away. For good. Doyle is desperate to
find out who is responsible, but when his every move puts others in danger he is forced
to back off. With the investigation getting nowhere and his isolation deepening, Doyle has
to ask himself an uncomfortable question: just how low is he prepared to sink in order to
get his life back?

336 pp • 9780330520263 • September

The Helper
Fast-paced and totally unforgettable second Callum Doyle thriller, for readers of Har-
lan Coben and Lee Child

“This fiendishly addictive thriller has more twists and turns than a bag full of
snakes.” —Peterborough Evening Telegraph

A grisly murder in a shabby New York bookstore seems to hold a special significance
for Detective Callum Doyle: the victim’s been marked with a message that could have
been left specially for him. But why? Then the sinister phone calls start. Doyle is told
more deaths are planned but the caller will give him clues—on condition he keeps them
to himself. So begins his dilemma. If he turns the offer down he will have nothing to go
on. But if he accepts and gets it wrong, he will have concealed knowledge that could have
stopped a killer. As more deaths follow, increasingly vicious and apparently random, the
pressure on Doyle to find a link becomes unbearable. Does he continue to gamble with
people’s lives, or must he sacrifice everything to defeat a ruthless and manipulative enemy?
Furiously fast-paced, totally unpredictable, and unforgettable, this is a masterful follow-
up to Pariah.

384 pp • 9781447202943 • November

CALLUM DOYLE

David Jackson

David Jackson’s first novel, Pariah, was Highly Commended in the Crime Writers’ Association Debut Dagger Awards.

Each: Fiction • 5 x 8 • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Pan Books
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Marked
The blistering third crime thriller featuring NYPD detective Callum Doyle

“Jackson is looming up in Lee Child’s rear-view mirror as a Brit writing superior
hard-boiled American crime. . . .The dialogue’s tough, the story slick, and Doyle’s a
hero with like-ably rough edges.” —Peterborough Telegraph

In New York’s East Village a young girl is brutally raped, tortured, and murdered. Detec-
tive Callum Doyle has seen the victim’s remains. He has visited the distraught family. Now
he wants justice. Doyle is convinced he knows who the killer is. The problem is he can’t
prove it. And the more he pushes his prime suspect, the more he learns that the man is ca-
pable of pushing back in ways more devious and twisted than Doyle could ever have imag-
ined. Add to that the appearance of an old adversary who has a mission for Doyle and won’t
take no for an answer, and soon Doyle finds himself at risk of losing everything he holds
dear, including his life.

384 pp • 5 x 7.75 • 9781447202974 • February

CALLUM DOYLE

Each: Fiction • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Pan Books

When Nights Were Cold
Susanna Jones

An unsettling, atmospheric tale of ambition and rivalry, madness and revenge, in the
vein of Sarah Waters and Beryl Bainbridge

“An atmospheric, beautifully controlled account of intense female friendship and am-
bition. And it’s also a gripping psychological thriller.” —Guardian

“A vivid, shivery tale of obsession and emancipation in Edwardian England. . . .
Eerily atmospheric, Jones’ novel is a pitch perfect study of the volatile emotions that
can transform friendships.” —Marie Claire

“In this taut, Highsmithian tale of psychological suspense, Jones visits physical and
emotional landscapes similar to those of her prize-winning debut novel, The Earth-
quake Bird.” —Publishers Weekly on Water Lily

As Queen Victoria’s reign reaches its end, Grace Farringdon dreams of polar explorations
and of escape from her stifling home with her protective parents and eccentric, agoraphobic
sister. But when Grace secretly applies to Candlin, a women’s college filled with intelli-
gent, like-minded women, she finally feels her ambitions beginning to be take shape. There
she forms an Antarctic Exploration Society with the gregarious suffragette Locke, the re-
served and studious Hooper, and the strange, enigmatic Parr, and before long the group
are defying their times and their families by climbing the peaks of Snowdonia and plan-
ning an ambitious trip to the perilous Alps. Fifteen years later, trapped in her Dulwich home,
Grace is haunted by the terrible events that took place out on the mountains. She is the
society’s only survivor and for years people have demanded the truth of what happened,
the group’s horrible legacy a millstone around her neck. Now, as the eve of World War
II approaches, Grace is finally ready to remember and to confess.

Susanna Jones is the author of The Earthquake Bird, The Missing Person’s Guide to Love,
and Water Lily. Her work has been translated into more than 20 languages and has won
the CWA John Creasey Dagger, a Betty Trask Award, and the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize.

Fiction • 352 pp • 5 x 8
9780330544849 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Picador
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Cold Courage
A gripping psychological thriller debut by award-winning Finnish author Pekka Hiltunen—
skillfully paced, intense, and intelligent

“Hiltunen has been compared to Stieg Larsson, and not without reason. . . . This is
how thrillers should be.” —Helsingin Sanomat

When Lia witnesses a disturbing scene on her way to work, she, like the rest of the city of
London, is captivated and horrified. As details unfurl in the media, the brutal truth emerges—
a Latvian prostitute has been killed, her body run over by a steamroller and then placed
in the trunk of a car to be found. As the weeks pass and no leads are found, the news story
dies but Lia finds herself unable to forget. When she meets Mari, another Finn living in
London, she thinks it fortuitous, but Mari has engineered the meeting for her own advan-
tage. There is much more to Mari than meets the eye: she possesses an unnatural ability
to “read” people, to see into their innermost thoughts and preempt their actions. Mari heads
up a unit she calls the “Studio”—a group she employs made up of four disparate people:
a hacker, a set designer, a private detective, and an actress. They are loyal to Mari, and she
has bound them to her by granting them life-changing favors. When Lia shares the thoughts
plaguing her about the murder, Mari thinks she and the members of the Studio can help
where the police have failed. But Mari and Lia are about to set foot into extremely dan-
gerous territory, especially as Mari is not above using the Studio to unscrupulous ends.

5 x 8 • 9781843914969 • September • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper

Black Noise
The second installment in the Studio series is an intelligent crime thriller pitting un-
likely heroines against London’s dark crime underworld

Ultraviolent videos of murder and torture are being uploaded to the internet and when
bodies start showing up on the streets of London, it begins to seem that the videos may
be real and that a gruesome, exhibitionist killer is on the loose. The news catches the at-
tention of Mari and Lia. Mari and Lia are two Finnish women living in London. Despite
bonding over their shared expat identity, they have rather different backgrounds. While
Lia is a graphic designer, Mari runs the mysterious “Studio,” a private crime-fighting or-
ganization that considers itself above the law. Taking matters into their own hands, they
take on cases where the police have failed or are indifferent. Lia has slowly found her
place in among this mysterious, morally motivated group of people who are not above
employing underhand tactics to make sure that justice is served. Backed by high-tech gadg-
ets and their team of fiercely loyal experts, the two women set about trying to stem the
recent surge of violence and track down the murderer. But the stakes are high and Mari
will have to risk much, even the lives of her companions, if she is to bring the perpetra-
tor to justice.

6 x 9 • 9781843915225 • February • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper

STUDIO

Pekka Hiltunen

Pekka Hiltunen is an author and journalist. He works as a managing editor at Mondo magazine.

Each: Fiction • 420 pp • Hesperus Nova
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The German Doctor
Lucía Puenzo

Now a major motion picture, this is a story of obsession, loyalty, and control as one man
with dark intentions charms his way into the lives of an innocent, unsuspecting family, based
on the true exile of Nazi doctor Josef Mengele to South America

• The movie was released on April 25, 2014
Patagonia, 1960: José is on the run. Having fled from his homeland of Germany, he has come
to South America to continue his work as a doctor seeking to manipulate genes to create the
“perfect” human race. In the small village of Chacharramendi he meets Lilith, a child he first
notices from the balcony of his motel who instantly fascinates yet repulses him. Lilith has a
growth defect, and the disproportionate size of her features represents all that José is trying
to exterminate from humankind. Yet, even more intriguing is the fact that her siblings are per-
fect examples of the Aryan race: tall, strongly built, and fair. The anomaly of Lilith’s existence
enthralls José, and when he discovers Lilith’s mother is pregnant, the temptation to involve
himself in their lives and even interfere with the pregnancy is too much for him to pass up. A
cold, calculating, but eerily charming man, José befriends Lilith and manipulates his way into
the family. And so begins a dark relationship between the doctor and the little girl, a kind of
love that cannot end well. For José is actually Nazi doctor Josef Mengele, infamous for per-
forming human experiments at Auschwitz, and sooner or later his past is going to catch up with him.

Lucía Puenzo is an Argentine author and film director. Her previous books include The Fish Child, and she wrote and directed
the award-winning film XXY. She was featured in Granta’s Best of Young Spanish Language Novelists 2010. She wrote, directed,
and produced the movie The German Doctor, which was screened in the Un Certain Regard section at Cannes and was Ar-
gentina’s entry for Best Foreign Language Film for the Academy Awards.

Fiction • 208 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915430 • Available • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Hesperus Nova

A Wolf in Hindelheim
Jenny Mayhew

A gripping novel from an exciting new voice for fans of The Snow Child and The Hun-
dred-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out of the Window and Disappeared

“Historical crime fiction is enjoying something of a golden moment and with her
often ingenious and unusual debut, Jenny Mayhew adds significantly to the genre.”
—Scotsman

“Mayhew can definitely write . . . [A Wolf in Hindelheim has] a wide-reaching subject
matter pinned down to a strong plot; and in every short chapter a sign that this is an
author to watch.” —Bookbag

Southwest Germany, 1926: the disappearance of a baby girl calls for Constable Theodore
Hildebrandt and his son Klaus to visit the remote village of Hindelheim, a place where noth-
ing ever happens. But the news of the missing baby has brought darkness to the community.
It is as if someone or something wicked is playing a game. As the wind blows and the mist
thickens, tensions rise among the villagers as everyone falls under suspicion. And when the
rumors begin and secrets unravel, the quiet village of Hindelheim is set to change forever.

Jenny Mayhew was nominated for a BAFTA special achievement award for her screenplay
for To Kill a King. This is her first novel.

Fiction • 346 pp • 5 x 8
9780099558972 • September • $16.95 (NCR) Paper • Windmill Books
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The Bird That Did Not Sing
Alex Gray

In the 11th DCI Lorimer crime novel, Detective Lorimer must protect his city
from a terrifying threat in the countdown to the 2014 Commonwealth Games

“Solid . . . should appeal to fans of both procedurals and psychological dis-
sections of crimes.” —Publishers Weekly on The Riverman

“The book succeeds when Lorimer’s superb memory and Solly’s profiling
expertise are put to task. Try with fans of Lynda La Plante.” —Library
Journal on A Pound of Flesh

2014: The Commonwealth Games are coming to Glasgow and security is extra
tight, particularly after a mysterious bomb explodes in a nearby rural town. As
the opening ceremony for the Games draws ever closer, the police desperately seek
the culprits. But Detective Superintendent Lorimer has other concerns on his mind.
One is a beautiful red-haired woman from his past whose husband dies suddenly
on his watch. Then there is the body of a young woman found dumped in coun-
tryside just south of the city who is proving impossible to identify. Elsewhere peo-
ple prepare for the events in their own way, whether for financial gain or to welcome
home visitors from overseas. And, hiding behind false identities, are those who
pose a terrible threat not just to the Games but to the very fabric of society. Alex
Gray’s stunning new Lorimer novel brings the vibrant setting to life in a race to
stop the greatest threat the city has ever known.

Alex Gray has been awarded the Scottish Association of Writers’ Constable and
Pitlochry trophies for her crime writing, and is the Scottish Chapter convenor for
the Crime Writers’ Association.

Fiction • 400 pp • 5 x 8
9780751548273 • December • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Sphere

DCI LORIMER

Also available:
Each: (NCR) Paper

Sleep Like the Dead
9780751543797 • $12.95

A Pound of Flesh
9780751543841 • $15.95

Five Ways to Kill a Man
9780751540789 • $11.95

The Riverman
9780751538731 • $8.99

Glasgow Kiss
9780751540772 • $12.95

Pitch Black
9780751538748 • $8.99
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The Doll Princess
Tom Benn

The arrival of an assured and exhilarating new voice in literary crime fiction

“A startlingly new, ridiculously stylish, home-grown voice. Despite more than a casual
nod to a rain-sodden Hulme dialect, Benn’s debut is so full of energy and sharp one-
liners, it will travel far and wide.” —Daily Mirror

“I’ve never wanted to listen to the soundtrack to a book so much.” —Independent

It’s Manchester, July 1996, the month after the IRA bomb, and the Evening News is carry-
ing reports of two murders. On the front page is a glamorous Egyptian woman, a socialite,
and heiress to an oil fortune, whose partially clothed body has been found in a basement.
In the back pages there is a 50-word piece on the murder of a young prostitute found dumped
on a roadside. For Henry Bane, fixer, loanshark and legman for one of Manchester’s established
ganglords, it’s the second piece of news that hits hardest. Determined to find out what hap-
pened to his childhood sweetheart he searches his bombed city for answers, finding that
these two stories belong on the same page, and that Bane’s world belongs to others—those
willing to profit from guns, human trafficking, and a Manchester in decay.

Tom Benn’s first novel, The Doll Princess, was short-listed for the 2012 Dylan Thomas Prize
and the Portico Prize, and long-listed for the Crime Writers’ Association’s John Creasey Dag-
ger.

Fiction • 304 pp • 5 x 8
9780099554066 • September • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage UK

Plan D
Simon Urban

Imagine a world in which the Berlin Wall never fell. A modern-day Cold War thriller:
Robert Harris’s Fatherland meets John le Carré’s The Spy Who Came in from the Cold

“A superb alt-timeline thriller that recalls Robert Harris’s Fatherland.”
—Financial Times

“The epitome of what a great thriller should be.” —William Ryan, author,
The Holy Thief

October 2011: While West Berlin enjoys all the trappings of capitalism, on the crowded,
polluted, Eastern side of the Wall, the GDR is facing bankruptcy. The ailing government’s
only hope lies in economic talks with the West, but then an ally of the GDR’s chairman is
found murdered—and all the clues suggest that his killer came from within the Stasi. De-
tective Martin Wegener is assigned to the case, but, with the future of East Germany hang-
ing over him, Wegener must work with the West German police if he is to find the killer,
even if it means investigating the Stasi themselves. It’s a journey that will take him from
Stasi meeting rooms to secret prisons as he begins to unravel the identity of both victim
and killer, and the meaning of the mysterious Plan D.

Simon Urban works as a copywriter for a leading German creative agency. His short sto-
ries have earned him numerous prizes.

Fiction • 528 pp • 5 x 8
9780099578352 • October • $15.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage UK
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Black Chalk
Christopher J. Yates

A compulsively readable psychological thriller set in New York City and
at Oxford University, in which a game of truth or dare ends with
tragic results

“Psychological thrillers don’t get much more complex or twisted than
Yates’ promising debut . . . Yates deftly interweaves past and present
as he doles out the backstory in pieces without sacrificing plausible
character development.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review

“Yates, a crossword puzzle editor, plots with tantalizing skill.”
—People

“With this dark, sometimes disturbing tale, we may have found a new
Stephen King, albeit with a British accent.” —New York Post

“Full of cunning twists and turns, this intense page-turner practically
demands a second reading.” —Booklist Online

“A truly chilling thriller, with campus-fun-gone-wrong echoes of
Donna Tartt’s The Secret History.” —Psychologies

“An inventive and intricate psychological puzzle thriller that mysti-
fies, torments, disturbs, beguiles . . . a powerfully intelligent debut.”
—Times

One game. Six students. Five survivors. It was only ever meant to be a game
played by six best friends in their first year at Oxford University—a game
of consequences, silly forfeits, and childish dares. But then the game changed:
the stakes grew higher and the dares more personal and more humiliating,
finally evolving into a vicious struggle with unpredictable and tragic re-
sults. Now, 14 years later, the remaining players must meet again for the

final round. Who knows better than your best friends what would break you? A gripping psychological thriller partly inspired
by the author’s own time at Oxford University, this is perfect for fans of The Secret History and The Bellwether Revivals. The
author’s background in puzzle writing and setting can clearly be seen in the plotting of this clever, tricky book that will keep
readers guessing to the very end.

Christopher J. Yates initially pursued a career in law before he began working in puzzles, representing the UK at the World Puz-
zle Championships. Since then he has worked as a freelance journalist, sub-editor, and puzzles editor/compiler. In 2007 he moved
to New York City, where he lives in the East Village.

Fiction • 464 pp • 5 x 8
9780099581628 (Replaces 9781846557286) • January • $15.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage UK

He phones early. England greets the world five hours ahead of us and I answer before my day has gained its groove.

Before long I have agreed to everything he says.

“Don’t worry,” he says. “I promise you, it’ll be fun.”

It’ll be fun. Pause. Click.

Yes, that’s what we said about the Game all those years ago. It’ll be so much fun!

I hold the phone to my chest for some time after the call has ended. And then, crossing the room, I open my curtains
for the first time in three years. Because now he has found me, tracked me down, and there remains no good reason to
stay hidden any longer. For three cloistral years the quantity of time I have spent inside this apartment has averaged twenty-
three hours and fifty-nine minutes each day. I am a hermit, as pale as my bones, as hairy as sackcloth. But now I intend
to grow stronger. I must ready myself for the impending visit of the ancient friend.

Because the timing of the call was of course no coincidence. In five weeks’ time, fourteen years to the day since last
we saw each other, this hermit turns thirty-four. And let me state from the outset that, whether I win or lose, I hope this
story will serve as my warning to the world. A cautionary tale. My confession.
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Dead Set
Will Carver

Following on from Girl 4 and The Two, DI January David is back in a fan-
tastic new thriller

“Detective Inspector January David doesn’t love me. He loves his missing sis-
ter. He loves his job. But he doesn’t love me. Not in the way he should. I am his
wife. I am still his wife. And I will do anything for him. No matter what I have
to sacrifice.”

Detective Inspector January David finds himself on forced leave when he receives
an urgent telephone call from a secretive FBI agent. A body has been found in
a vacant New York City theater, and the murder is reminiscent of a London se-
rial killer with whom David is well acquainted. Determined to help the investi-
gation—and find his estranged wife who is also now living in the United States—DI
January David risks his neck to travel to New York. At the same time, back in
London, there is a missing girl that’s shown up dead after being hugged to death
in an equally perplexing case. This fast-paced, psychological thriller told in the
first person will keep you guessing until the very end.

Will Carver is the author of Girl 4 and The Two.

Fiction • 458 pp • 5 x 8
9780099551058 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Arrow

DI JANUARY DAVID

Also available:

Girl 4
9780099551034

$16.95 (NCR) Paper

The Two
9780099551041

$14.95 (NCR) Paper
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Favour the Dead
Mackenzie Smith

A gripping, action-packed thriller following an undercover Black Ops team

“Gritty, authentic and unputdownable. The best military adventure I have ever read.”
—Bear Grylls on Who Pays the Piper

“The writing is good, the characters strong. . . . I would recommend this to anyone
who likes a good thriller.” —Soldier Magazine on Who Pays the Piper

My name is Christian McKie and a few months ago I was killed in military action in Sierra
Leone. I am undercover with the only people who know I am alive. We were all killed in
action. And now we turn death to our advantage. We are the Regiment of the Dead.

Mackenzie Smith is the author of Who Pays the Piper.

Fiction • 424 pp • 5 x 8
9780099576754 • September • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Arrow

Also available:

Who Pays
the Piper

9780099576761
$12.95 (NCR) Paper

Twin Truths
Shelan Rodger

A young woman’s life begins to fall apart after her twin disappears in Argentina

Jenny and Pippa are identical twins. Like many twins, they often know what the other
is thinking. They complete each other’s sentences. They complete each other. Working
as an English teacher in Argentina, Jenny is a lost soul. She has her English friends but
they seem to be reinventing themselves, keeping secrets. Jenny is sexually promiscuous
and forms an inappropriate relationship with her therapist. It seems that the root of her
problem is a traumatic breakup with a boyfriend in London, which coincided with Pippa
failing to board a flight from Argentina to England. She became one of the Argentinian
“disappeared,” leaving Jenny bewildered as to what happened to her twin. Is she still
alive? As the story of the twins unfolds, lies are peeled away to reveal unpalatable truths.

Shelan Rodger is the director of an education and learning organization.

Fiction • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9781908122698 • October • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Cutting Edge Press
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The Judas Scar
Amanda Jennings

A psychological family drama, perfect for fans of Gone Girl and The Stranger’s Child

Will and Harmony’s seemingly idyllic marriage is left shattered after she loses a baby she
didn’t realize she wanted. While at a friend’s party, she raises the subject of trying again,
and Will’s reaction leaves her hurt and confused. Removing herself from the crowd, she
encounters an enigmatic stranger whose advances she rejects, only to later discover that
the handsome man is Will’s childhood friend from boarding school, Luke.When Will, strug-
gling to confront the culture of bullying that marred his childhood, reveals a secret too
painful for her to bear, Harmony is left caught between the husband she loves and the prom-
ises made by an obsessive stranger.

Amanda Jennings works at the BBC.

Fiction • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9781908122711 • November • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Cutting Edge Press

Also available:

The Nearest Thing
to Crazy

9781908122582
$13.95 (NCR) Paper

Who Are You . . . ?
Elizabeth Forbes

A new psychological drama from the author of Nearest Thing to Crazy takes on mili-
tary PTSD and internet stalking

Alex, a career officer in an elite regiment, returns from Afghanistan a changed man. When
he leaves the army and attempts to forge a civilian career as a security advisor, his wife Juliet
is delighted. She, Alex, and their son, Ben, now live in a well-appointed house in a leafy
London suburb. But all is not well. Research on the internet suggests that Alex is suffering
from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) but pride means that he will not seek profes-
sional help. Juliet often antagonizes her husband as revenge for the sexual humiliation and
violence that has become routine. She finds solace in web forums and help in the form of
“Lil’ Miss Happy,” who offers the use of a cottage owned by her brother, Mark, and urges
Juliet to remove Ben to a place of safety. Juliet and Ben escape the tyranny of their home
with the hope of starting afresh. Lil’ Miss Happy is the only person on the internet to know
where they are but who is she? Juliet still feels vulnerable and, as events unfold, her worse
fears begin to become true.

Elizabeth Forbes is the author of The Nearest Thing to Crazy.

Fiction • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9781908122735 • September • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Cutting Edge Press
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Game Over
Hex II

Adam Chase

In a fast-paced follow-up toWicked Game, Joshua Thane, aka Hex, embarks on a mission
to defy the Mossad and rescue MI6 agent McCallen

“A wicked twist and a killer ending highlight this superior series debut. . . . Crisp writ-
ing enhances the thoughtful characterization that makes Hex an anti-hero whom readers
will want to see more of.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review,Wicked Game

Hex has returned to his old stomping ground in “Little London” (Cheltenham) and reinvented
himself as a property developer. But going straight is tough. He misses the buzz. He also misses
McCallen. So when McCallen comes to him with a private job, involving a trip to Berlin, Hex
can’t resist—and just a small step outside the UK risks the certain attention of Mossad. But
an Israeli hit squad is the least of his problems because someone with deadly intent is out to
get not just him but those closest to him. And whoever it is has modeled their skills on Hex.
As crime bosses and intelligence officers are picked off one by one, Hex realizes that Billy
Squeeze’s dead hand reaches far and wide beyond the grave. Then McCallen disappears and
Hex is forced to fall back on his old ways.

Adam Chase is the author of Wicked Game.

Fiction • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9781908122674 • October • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper
Cutting Edge Press

Also available:

Wicked Game
9781908122605

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

Pavement
Thoughts of a Serial Killer

Richard Butchins

A disenfranchised, unnamed loner decides to become a serial killer in this graphic, in-
sightful novel about a man living in a society that is broken

The unnamed hero in this novel feels invisible. With no job, no hobbies, no friends, and no
interests, he walks aimlessly looking at the size and types of paving stones on the London
streets to avoid staying in his seedy rented room. No one cares, no one registers or connects
with him. His doctor won’t look at him when he goes in for his regular mental health checks,
the job center staff process his claim with disdain, his landlady shouts at him through his
closed door. Suffering from depression, OCD, and compulsive masturbatory impulses, he
is a nobody. The disconnection from society leads him to believe that he could kill and get
away with it. Research at the library helps with drawing up a list of tools needed to dis-
member and dispose of a body. His first victim drowns in the canal after trying to rob the
withered-arm hero. As his lustful appetite increases the body count escalates, but there is
no police investigation to stop him. In what is the most shocking and vivid conclusion, Pave-
ment is sure to cause an outcry.

Richard Butchins is an award-winning documentary filmmaker and investigative journal-
ist. He has also been an advocate for disabled people’s rights, a war-zone photographer, and
a concert promoter.

Fiction • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9781908122650 • September • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Cutting Edge Press
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To Kill For
A poignant thriller about love, revenge, and redemption set in the savage ganglands of
East London

An ex-boxer and ex-paratrooper, Joe once had meaning in his life. People who cared for
him, people who needed him. Then he lost everything, and now he is a hitman for London’s
most vicious criminals. Brenda was the only woman who ever loved him, and the only woman
who believed he could escape the underworld. She died protecting others: now Joe wants
revenge on her killers. With nothing left to lose, Joe prepares for the fight of his life.

304 pp • 5.5 x 9 • 9781781853382 • March • $19.95 (NCR)

THE KILLING MACHINE

Phillip Hunter

Phillip Hunter has a degree in English literature and an MA in screenwriting.
He was also part of the team that sequenced the human genome.

Each: Fiction • Paper • Head of Zeus

To Die For
This superb first novel from a new British crimewriter is a poignant thriller starring a
damaged ex-boxer in London’s ganglands

Massive, glowering, and ugly as death, former soldier and ex-boxer Joe has always invited
violence. But now Hackney’s most vicious gangs all want to kill him. Why? As he tries to
unravel the knot of events that have made him a target, Joe is drawn back into his past, back
to the memory of the only woman he ever loved. Brenda was a prostitute who dreamed of
something better. Now she’s dead, and her murder, unsolved, haunts Joe every night. Then
a 12-year-old runaway enters his life. Kid is traumatized, mute, and sees Joe as her savior.
Life has made Joe a machine. Can Kid, as Brenda once did, make him human again? This
taut thriller about betrayal, vengeance, and redemption will grab you by the throat from
the very first line.

320 pp • 5 x 8 • 9781781852057 • December • $12.95 (NCR)
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The Babylon Gene
Alex Churton

Forget everything you think you know—here is the mother of all conspiracy thrillers, and
a secret that was written in blood at the dawn of history

When Jihadists bomb a Masonic lodge in Istanbul, maverick British agent and occult ex-
pert Toby Ashe is hurled into a race against the CIA to solve an intelligence puzzle encom-
passing genetic research, the origins of Freemasonry, a covert SAS mission, and the strange
disappearance of the leader of an ancient Kurdish tribe. His only lead is a coded, anony-
mous message that refers to the Tower of Babel and the Children of Seth. What if the su-
perpowers of the 21st century aren’t fighting over resources, regime change, or religion?
What if the world’s governments are seeking something far more dangerous—like a cen-
turies-old weapon of terrifying power?

Alex Churton is a writer and composer. He was the founding editor of Freemasonry Today
and is an acknowledged expert on Western Esotericism. He is the author of 10 nonfiction
titles on subjects such as alchemy, the Rosucrucians, and Judas. This is his first novel.

Fiction • 486 pp • 5 x 8
9781908800473 • September • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus

Traitor’s Gate
Michael Ridpath

A nerve-shredding, intelligent thriller based around the first plot to kill Hitler, the story
of a secret conflict ignited on the eve of World War II

“This is international thriller writing at its best; fine characters; page turning
suspense; and a great, fresh location.” —Peter James, author, Dead Like You,
on Where the Shadows Lie

Conrad de Lancey has seen enough of evil: the shadow of fear on the faces of innocents;
the roar of tanks through empty streets; the sudden lull before the slaughter begins. Franco’s
bloody insurrection taught this Englishman all about hell. Arriving in his mother’s coun-
try, the now Nazi Germany, Conrad is sick at heart. Even Berlin—infamous haven of deca-
dence and vice—salutes fascism. Himmler’s black-shirted troops rule the city, and every
German arm bears a swastika. But does every German heart belong to Hitler? When Con-
rad is arrested by the Gestapo on suspicion of spying, he is rescued by Theo, an old friend
from college, now a lieutenant of the Wehrmacht. Together they are drawn into a world of
danger and deceit, of plots, paranoia, and intrigue where the brave few are united by a sin-
gle ambition: to free the fatherland from the Führer.

Michael Ridpath is an author who spent eight years as a bond trader. His financial thrillers
include Final Venture, Free to Trade, and Trading Reality.

Fiction • 448 pp • 5 x 8
9781781851821 • October • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus
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The Boat
Clara Salaman

A young couple on the trip of a lifetime become trapped in a nightmare when they board
a stranger’s boat

Johnny and his new bride Clem have arrived in Turkey for a year-long honeymoon. Young,
blissfully happy, and poor, they are surviving on love, luck, and a spirit of adventure. So
when a boat appears out of a raging storm, crewed by a bohemian couple who represent
everything Johnny and Clem want to be, they do not think twice about stepping on board.
But all is not as it seems. And when they finally open their eyes to the truth, the boat is in
the middle of the vast open sea. With echoes of The Beach, this is a hypnotic, emotionally
charged novel about two sweet young lovers who lose their innocence in paradise.

Clara Salaman is a novelist, screenwriter, and actress.

Fiction • 352 pp • 5 x 8
9781781855850 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus

Baghdad Fixer
A Novel

Ilene Prusher

An American journalist in Iraq and her fixer struggle for the truth in a place where truth
is now a victim

“A fascinating story which gives the texture of life in Iraq as it was lived by foreign
journalists and Iraqis at the time of the invasion. It conveys a fresher sense of those
years than a thousand news reports.” —Patrick Cockburn, Iraq correspondent,
the Independent

Nabil al-Amari is an English teacher in Baghdad, in Saddam’s Iraq, when a chance encounter
with Samara “Sam”Katchens, an American journalist covering the war, changes his life for-
ever. It is April 2003 and American and British forces have recently invaded Iraq. Sam is
ambitious, cynical, and determined. Nabil is both fascinated and bewildered by her, and he
likes to show her things she doesn’t notice in her rush to cover the news. She is pushed by
her editor to seek concrete proof for a story concerning payments for false documents—a
practice that breaks all journalistic codes of ethics—as if truth were so hard in that way,
like rocks and concrete.” In Iraq it is rarely so. As Sam single-mindedly pursues this story,
she discovers a chasm between her editor’s expectations and the reality she faces in a city
torn apart by war and conflicting loyalties. And in her determination to uncover the truth,
she takes one gamble too many, endangering herself, Nabil, and his family.

Ilene Prusher was a staff writer for the Christian Science Monitor from 2000 to 2010, serv-
ing as bureau chief in Tokyo, Istanbul, and Jerusalem, and covering the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. She is now an independent journalist and teaches Reporting Conflict for NYU-
Tel Aviv. Ilene holds a graduate degree from the Columbia University Graduate School of
Journalism and has worked as a reporter at Philadelphia Inquirer, later freelancing from
the Middle East for Newsday, the New Republic, Financial Times, the Guardian, and the
Observer. Raised in New York, she now lives in Jerusalem.

Fiction • 688 pp • 6 x 9
9781905559473 • November • $17.95 (NCR) Paper • Halban Publishers
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Reprobates
R. C. Bridgestock

After a burglary at the mortuary, the body of 30-year-old Kirsty Gal-
lagher goes missing—but the body that searchers find belongs to some-
one else

The Harrowfield mortuary has been robbed, and Kirsty Gallagher’s body
has disappeared. Nearby, uniformed police are searching the canal along
with a small diving squad, following the discovery of some clothes by the
bank side. The body of a naked man is hoisted from the murky depths.
His ankles are tied by a piece of rope connected to concrete. Kirsty’s de-
composing corpse is eventually found and an arrest is made that leads to
a network of men whom D.I. Dylan can only describe as reprobates.

R. C. Bridgestock (Bob and Carol Bridgestock) are a husband and wife
writing team. They are the authors of the D.I. Dylan series, which includes
Consequences, Deadly Focus, and Snow Kills.

Fiction • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781907565724 • September • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
Caffeine Nights Publishing

D.I. DYLAN

Also available:
Each: $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
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White Lilies
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9781907565168

Snow Kills
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Cool Water
Pete Haynes

Set in Belfast after the signing of the Good Friday Agreement in 2000, this is a novel about
the intertwined relationship between the establishment and street criminals during this era

Donny Campbell is an infamous paramilitary figure who is a reflection of a violent society.
He is sexually repressed and vents his anger and sexual frustration in a cocktail of violence
and warped depravity, ultimately hidden in a world where murder and immorality are al-
most considered normal. Donny finds a kindred spirit in Lord Roddy Harding, a man work-
ing in the highest echelons of Ulster and London society. Their relationship fractures when
Donny becomes a liability as he becomes increasingly unstable and reckless. The British state
assassinate Campbell, and by dispatching one of its prolific foot soldiers maintain a fragile
peace, save Harding’s reputation and that of the government.

Pete Haynes began writing after success as the drummer in the punk group the Lurkers. He
is also a playwright.

Fiction • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781907565762 • October • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Caffeine Nights Publishing

The Last Room
Danuta Reah

A dark and haunting exploration of the aftermath of a death and the different ways that
a crime may present itself: suicide or murder, police ineptitude or corruption—and will
there be more deaths?

When Ania Milosz falls to her death in a Polish city, her father, Will Gillen, accepts the ver-
dict of suicide. Ania, an expert witness, was about to be exposed as a perjurer and a liar.
Will knows his daughter was neither, but he also knows the terrible burden she carried from
her past when her sister was abducted and murdered. He realizes there is one thing that
may have made her fabricate evidence in a harrowing murder case: after all these years, has
she found her sister’s killer, and has the prospect of his release driven her to the point of
suicide? Ania’s lover, Dariusz, won’t accept this. He knows Ania did not kill herself. Does
Will really know his daughter, or is there an even darker story behind Ania’s death?

Danuta Reah, who also writes as Carla Banks, is the author of Only Darkness.

Fiction • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781907565748 • October • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Caffeine Nights Publishing
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In the Rosary Garden
Nicola White

Winner of the Dundee International Book Prize, a powerful thriller from a startling new
voice in fiction

“A moving, intelligent, and courageous book—both a family story and a genuine
thriller.” —A. L. Kennedy, author, Day

“As good as it gets: a debut shot through with the real, horrifying cruelty of true
crime and a heart-race ending.” —Denise Mina, author, The End of the Wasp Season

Ali Hogan is leaving school, all the possibilities of adult life glistening before her, when
her discovery of a murdered newborn in the convent garden in Ireland shatters her world
and resurrects half-formed memories of her childhood. For detective Vincent Swan, this
baby’s resting place in the grounds of a prosperous school, in an Ireland driven by battles
of religion and reproduction, makes the case a media sensation even as the church moves
to suppress it. Swan is no friend of the Catholic church; Swan doesn’t have many friends.
Even his own wife is a mystery to him. Ali flees the media spotlight, seeking refuge at her
uncle’s farm in remote Buleen where she starts to put together the fragments of an older
tragedy, another child’s death. Meanwhile in Dublin, Swan’s investigation is stalling, forc-
ing him to consider that the scraps of evidence point to Ali Hogan herself.

Nicola White is a former art curator and BBC producer. Her short fiction has been in-
cluded in journals and anthologies.

Fiction • 324 pp • 5 x 8
9781908885661 • October • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Cargo Publishing

Swimming in the Dark
Paddy Richardson

A psychological thriller that moves between New Zealand and Soviet-dominated East
Germany

In this river she is herself only. In this silken water, swimming through the deep, cold pock-
ets and sun-warmed shallows, she is only skin.

German immigrants Gerda and Ilse Klein live sedate lives of seclusion and routine in a small
New Zealand town. Both mother and daughter are affected by their memories of Leipzig,
the city the family escaped from in the early 1980s while it was still under the rule of the
Stasi. For Ilse, these memories are of a home and friends she loved and still longs for. For
Gerda the memories bring the desperate depression that overwhelms her in the dark months
of winter. But for now the women look forward to summer, with the promise of peace and
rest as Ilse, now a teacher at the local high school, begins her weeks off. This expectation
of peace is fractured when Ilse, while swimming in the local river, discovers Serena, one of
the few students she has allowed herself to grow close to, alone, terrified and in the process
of giving birth. Suspecting that Serena is a victim of abuse, Ilse and Gerda take her and her
child into their home, a decision that becomes the catalyst for change; but when Serena and
her child come under threat from the man who brutalized and molested her, the women
unite to protect them.

Paddy Richardson is the author of five novels, including Cross Fingers and Traces of Red.

Fiction • 288 pp • 8.5 x 10.5
9781927262054 • October • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper • Upstart Press
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Extinction
J. T. Brannan

An extraordinary discovery in the Sahara Desert turns history on its head, and the fate
of the whole human race is at stake

A series of unexplained phenomena create shockwaves across the globe—a huge religious
statue moves its arm, and there’s a spate of floods and earthquakes. Many think it’s the end
of the world. Investigative journalist Alyssa Durham receives a call from an old friend claim-
ing that these phenomena may not be entirely natural, but when he is assassinated in front
of her, she finds herself on the run for her life. Alyssa teams up with Jack Murray, a scien-
tist from a secretive government research laboratory, to uncover the truth. But who wants
them dead, and what are they trying to protect? As chaos descends, Alyssa and Jack are
drawn into a battle against an unknown enemy with the highest possible stakes, because
one thing they’ve learned is that nothing is safe from extinction.

J. T. Brannan is a former British Army officer and former national karate champion. He teaches
karate, MMA, and his own system of reality-based self-defense.

Fiction • 400 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781472206800 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Book Publishing

Taking the Fall
A Novel

A. P. McCoy

From a champion jockey comes a tense and utterly gripping racing thriller

Duncan Claymore could have it all. He’s one of the country’s up-and-coming young jock-
eys and this season his sights are set on getting right to the top, but his demons threaten to
overwhelm him. Duncan was taught everything he knows by his father, Charlie, a former
trainer whose career and reputation were destroyed when a series of bitter rivalries got out
of hand. It ruined him and Charlie hasn’t been able to set foot on a racecourse since. Now,
with his father’s health rapidly declining, Duncan is desperate to beat the best and at the
same time take down the men responsible for Charlie’s ruin. But can he do both or must
he choose between his family and his future?

A. P. McCoy is a record-breaking Irish horse-racing jockey with a series of impressive wins
to his name, including the Cheltenham Gold Cup, Champion Hurdle, Queen Mother Cham-
pion Chase, King George VI Chase, and the 2010 Grand National. He is also the first Na-
tional Hunt jockey to ride 4,000 career wins.

Fiction • 400 pp • 5 x 8
9781409129585 • November • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Orion Publishing
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The Chimera Sanction
André K. Baby

Nothing is as it seems in this intriguing thriller in which a Pope is kidnapped, and an
Interpol inspector must take charge of the disorganized case

“What make Baby’s writing so strong and believable is that, as a former prosecutor,
he insists on testing every link in the chain of evidence.” —Hudson Gazette

Pope Clement XXI is kidnapped, and the Curia, the Swiss Guard, and the Italian police
are overwhelmed. Thierry Dulac from Interpol is called in, but he, too, is thwarted at every
turn. His investigations hint at secrets held for centuries, revenge, and omerta in the ar-
cane, twisting corridors of the Vatican itself. It seems the pontiff too has been less than
open. From the shadowy world of the Vatican to the bustling Parisian boulevards, from
the charms of the Florentine piazzas, to the searing bleakness of Libya’s Great Sand Sea
Desert, Dulac fights to prize open the plot that could cause havoc and disbelief among
the billions of Catholics across the globe and bring the pontiff back to safety.

André K. Baby is the author of Dead Bishops Don’t Lie. He lives in Montreal.

Fiction • 224 pp • 6 x 9
9780719813047 • October • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Cloth • Robert Hale

Test of Resolve
Peter Murphy

A denounced president, her kidnapped daughter, a Hindu extremist group, and the threat
of nuclear war: America is thrown into turmoil in this sequel to Removal

“The U.S. Constitution and the rule of law are at the heart of this action-packed
novel. . . . Fast-moving political and legal suspense.” —Booklist on Removal

As Ellen Trevathan settles into her presidency, she feels confident to come out as a lesbian
to the press, an announcement that unleashes a storm of criticism against her authority. Her
personal life becomes increasingly unstable when her daughter, Dani, is kidnapped by a Hindu
extremist group, Svatantra Kashmir (SK). Director of the FBI Kelly Smith is called in to in-
vestigate and is soon immersed in a situation with far wider implications. Under pressure
to comply with orders made by SK, Ellen has to tackle the threat of nuclear war between
India and Pakistan and ensure the safety of her daughter. As the crisis escalates, public duty
and personal concerns are thrown into conflict. The severity of the situation demands that
one has to be sacrificed, and only Ellen can choose.

Peter Murphy has had a career in the law, as an advocate and teacher, both in England and
the United States. His legal work included a number of years in The Hague as defense coun-
sel at the Yugoslavian War Crimes Tribunal. He is the author ofA Higher Duty and Removal.

Fiction • 384 pp • 5 x 8
9781843441885 • October • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • No Exit

Also available:

A Higher Duty
9781842436684

$14.95 (NCR) Paper
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Gun Street Girl
Third in the Nick Sharman crime series, from the Spillane of Brit Noir

“It is possible that South London contains some law abiding citizens in conventional
relationships but they make no appearance in Timlin’s immoral, wildly enjoyable
books.” —Times

It starts when Nick Sharman’s eye is caught by a woman in a fashionable West End store.
She is young, beautiful, classy—and she is shoplifting. In a moment of gallantry, Sharman
saves her from the indignity of being caught. The next thing he knows Elizabeth Pike is his
client. One evening a few weeks before, her father, multimillionaire Sir Robert Pike, took
his old service revolver and blew a hole in his head. Now the battle is on for control of his
massive media empire. And someone is out to get his illegitimate daughter Catherine, a lovely
young Australian with a checkered past. So Sharman has two women to protect. But from
whom? As Sharman swaps the grimy streets of south London for the glamour and glitz of
Mayfair, it soon becomes apparent that what lurks beneath the surface is as slimy and sleazy
as anything he’s encountered in Brixton, and twice as dangerous.

9781843441762 • September

Take the A-Train
As hard-boiled as they come, the fourth in the Nick Sharman series

“The king of the British hard-boiled thriller.” —Times

Nick Sharman is in traction, hospitalized for four months and desperate for a distraction.
Then Fiona arrives—a topless model for the tabloids who bullies him into convalescing in
her flat. After his last disaster-ridden case, Sharman has promised himself a quiet life.What
he gets—almost the minute his leg is out of the plaster—is more trouble. Emerald Watkins,
king of a black south London “firm,” has received a tip-off that he’s about to be arrested
after a large stash of cocaine is found in one of his lock-ups. He wants Sharman to help his
nephew Teddy find out who’s stitched him up. As Sharman roams the urban mayhem of
South London in search of his mystery man, he is in turn bribed, shot at, and set up for a
particularly gruesome murder. All in a night’s work.

9781843441809 • November

NICK SHARMAN

Mark Timlin

Mark Timlin is the author of more than 30 novels, including All the Empty Places, Answers from the Grave,
Guns of Brixton, and Stay Another Day, as well as Gangsters’ Wives and Lipstick Killers under the

pseudonym Lee Martin. His Nick Sharman novels were made into a television series starring Clive Owen.

Each: Fiction • 224 pp • 5 x 8 • $16.95 (NCR) Paper • No Exit
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Romeo’s Tune
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A Private Business
A new crime series from Barbara Nadel, author of the acclaimed Ikmen series

“A gutsy tale well-grounded in local color.” —Sunday Times

Former cop PI Lee Arnold and his Muslim assistant Mumtaz Hakim run a detective agency
in a community fraught with conflict and tension. It is London 2012 and Stratford in the
East End is at the center of the world; but next to the Olympic Park are some of the poor-
est and most crime-ridden streets in the city. Approached by a terrified woman, Arnold and
Hakim start to investigate her fears that someone is following her. But what they discover
turns the inquiry in an even more sinister direction.

464 pp • 9780857387769 • September

An Act of Kindness
The second in a new series featuring former policeman and solder PI Lee Arnold and his
Muslim assistant Mumtaz Hakim

Lee Arnold and Mumtaz Hakim run a detective agency—and their latest case could have
devastating consequences. A new client, Nasreen, has sought Hakim’s help. Recently moved
to a new house, and with a baby on the way, this should be an exciting time—but Nasreen
has made friends in the community that she cannot tell her husband, Abdullah, about. And
when a murder takes place close to their home, Nasreen suspects that Abdullah also has
something to hide. This case is a challenge for the agency, but provides a timely warning to
Mumtaz—debts spiraling, her life is in danger of spinning out of control. Both women are
on a path towards destruction, as the consequences of ignoring their instincts become ever
more dangerous.

344 pp • 9780857387806 • December

A HAKIM AND ARNOLD MYSTERY

Barbara Nadel

Barbara Nadel is the author of the acclaimed Ikmen series of crime novels,
set in Turkey, including Belshazzar’s Daughter and The Ottoman Cage.

Each: Mystery • 5 x 8 • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Quercus
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Death of a Scholar
Susanna Gregory

Trouble is afoot again in medieval Cambridge—Matthew Bartholomew has
reached his 20th case

“Superb. . . . The pace never slackens, despite the book’s length, and Gre-
gory again proves adept at weaving a plot complicated enough to be baf-
fling but not so intricate as to become confusing.” —Publishers Weekly
starred review, Mystery in the Minster

“Gregory again displays her mastery of complex storytelling and period
detail. . . . Unlike in many other long-running series, newcomers will find
nothing inaccessible in this installment.” —Publishers Weekly starred
review, Killer of Pilgrims

The University should have been delighted when an influential courtier decides to
found a new College in Cambridge, but the older Colleges are jealous of the new-
comer’s ostentatious wealth, and the townsfolk bitterly resent yet another academic
foundation thrust into their midst. Tensions between town and gown rise further
still when physician Matthew Bartholomew snatches an unpopular felon from the
jaws of death—an incident that coincides with a sudden increase in violent crime
across the whole region. As the new College is about to receive the charter that
will make it an official part of the University, an arrow flies through the air and
kills the Junior Proctor. With the townsfolk and the scholars blaming each other
for the murder, Bartholomew and his friend Brother Michael must find the cul-
prit before the whole region erupts in a frenzy of recrimination and revenge.

Susanna Gregory is a Cambridge academic and the author of the Matthew
Bartholomew Chronicles and the Thomas Chaloner series.

Mystery • 464 pp • 5.25 x 8.5
9780751549751 • September • $29.95 (NCR) Cloth • Sphere
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The Cheapside Corpse
Another excellent historical adventure from Susanna Gregory, featuring 17th-
century spy Thomas Chaloner

London in the spring of 1665 is a city full of fear. There is plague in the streets
of St. Giles, the Dutch fleet is preparing to invade, and a banking crisis threat-
ens to leave Charles II’s government with no means of paying for the nation’s de-
fense. Amid the tension, Thomas Chaloner is ordered to investigate the murder
of DickWheler, one of the few goldsmith-bankers to have survived the losses that
have driven others to bankruptcy—or worse. At the same time, a French spy stag-
gers across the city, carrying the plague from one parish to another. Chaloner’s
foray into the world of the financiers who live in and around Cheapside quickly
convinces him that they are just as great a threat as the Dutch, but their power
and greed thwarts him at every turn. Meanwhile, the plague continues to spread
across the city, and the body count from the disease and from the fever of avarice
starts to rise alarmingly.

5.5 x 8.5 • 9780751552805 • March • $29.95 (NCR) Cloth

EXPLOITS OF THOMAS CHALONER

Susanna Gregory

Susanna Gregory is a Cambridge academic and the author of the Thomas Chaloner series.

Each: Mystery • 448 pp • Sphere
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Murder on High Holborn
The ninth adventure for Chaloner sees the Restoration London spy foil a conspiracy

“Intrigue, detection, and action are blended perfectly with plot elements drawn
from historical details that make the era come to life.” —Publishers Weekly on
Death in St. James’s Park

“Crystal-clear prose and deliberate pacing ensure that the reader can follow the
twisted trails to the truth as well as Chaloner can.” —Publishers Weekly starred
review, The Piccadilly Plot

“Brilliantly evokes 1663 London . . . Gregory salts the plot with several tantalizing
subsidiary puzzles.” —Publishers Weekly starred review, The Butcher of Smithfield

In 1665 England faces war with the Dutch and the capital is awash with rumors of con-
spiracy and sedition. As an experienced investigator, Thomas Chaloner knows that there are
very few grains of truth in the shifting sands of the rumor mill, but the murder of Paul Fer-
ine, a Groom of the Robes, in a brothel favored by the elite of the Palace of White Hall makes
him scent a whiff of genuine treason. As well as investigating the murder, Chaloner is charged
with tracking down the leaders of a fanatical sect known as the Fifth Monarchists. As he comes
to know more about the group and their meetings on High Holborn, he discovers a puz-
zling number of connections—to both Ferine’s murder and those involved with the defense
of the realm. Connections that he must disentangle before it is too late to save the country.

5 x 8 • 9780751544381 (Replaces 9781847444332) • February • $14.95 (NCR) Paper

EXPLOITS OF THOMAS CHALONER

Each: Mystery • 448 pp • Sphere

Suddenly, there was a tremendous crack, followed by an explosion, and the ship heeled violently to one side. The
lurch was so great that it almost dislodged Captain Jeffrey Dare from his precarious perch, and for a moment, he
could do nothing but flail about in a desperate attempt to regain his balance. He glanced down as soon as he was
able, and was horrified to see clouds of billowing smoke and bodies in the sea, bobbing and lifeless.

With a tearing groan the main-mast behind him began to topple, taking with it a mass of sail and several shriek-
ing sailors. Dare did not understand what was happening. They could not have run aground, because they were
in the middle of a wide, deep channel. Had the powder magazine exploded then? But how? No one should have
been down there, and it was locked anyway. With a shriek of protesting timbers, London listed farther to star-
board. Dare swung in the air for a moment, then lost his grip to cartwheel sickeningly towards the churning brown
water below.

Yet there were survivors. Several clung to a mat of cordage and spars, while a few more flailed in the water. The
villagers began to pull them out, but their number was pitifully small.

“Twenty-four,”Westcliff eventually reported to the only officer they had found, identifiable by his fine blue coat.
“How many were aboard?”

“More than three hundred.” Dare’s face was grey with shock. He had no idea how he had survived his fall, al-
though the lower half of his body was numb and he wondered whether death might claim him yet. When his eyes
were drawn back to the horrible swirling wreckage and the bodies of his sailors, he hoped it would. “What hap-
pened?”

Westcliff shook his head uncomprehendingly. “One moment London was going along as proud as Lucifer, and
the next she was blown to pieces. Were you carrying much powder?”

“One magazine was full,” Dale replied hoarsely. “But we were going to load the others in Queenhithe.”

“Then it was an accident,” surmised Westcliff. “A tragic, dreadful accident.”

“No,” whispered Dale. “It was not.”
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BOB SKINNER MYSTERIES

Quintin Jardine

Quintin Jardine is the author of the Bob Skinner Mysteries,
the Oz Blackstone series, and the Primavera Blackstone series.
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9780755358663 • $13.95 Paper
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Autographs
in the Rain

9780747274469 • $29.95 Cloth

Head Shot
9780747263883 • $8.99 Paper

Hour of Darkness
The 24th Bob Skinner mystery breaks new ground as the uncompromising top
cop finds his judgment tested and every aspect of his life called into question

A woman’s naked body is found washed up on Cramond Island near Edinburgh. She
has been mutilated by a ship’s propeller, but there is no doubt that she was a mur-
der victim. Days later detectives are called to a flat in Edinburgh. The kitchen is
covered in blood, and the occupier is missing. The dead female’s name is revealed
and it stirs old, unwelcome memories for those who knew her, Skinner most of all.
Inquiries soon reveal demons in his past and suggest that they may have overcome
him. But Skinner, now Chief Constable of Strathclyde, is based in Glasgow and has
no reason to become involved. Yet he does, unwittingly setting a course that will
lead him to the toughest choice of his life. Twists and turns evolve and soon Skin-
ner is in the depth of a personal nightmare, career-threatening and life-changing.

Mystery • 384 pp • 6 x 9
9780755357017 • November • $26.95 (NCR) Cloth • Headline Book Publishing

A Rush of Blood
9780755357666
$12.95 Paper

Also available:
Each: (NCR)

Grievous Angel
9780755356942
$12.95 Paper

Funeral Note
9780755356973
$12.95 Paper

Pray for the Dying
9780755357000
$14.95 Paper

Skinner's Trail
9780755357727 • $13.95 Paper

Skinner's Round
9780755357734 • $13.95 Paper

Skinner's Ordeal
9780755357741 • $14.95 Paper

Skinner's Ghosts
9780755358649 • $13.95 Paper

Murmuring the Judges
9780755358656 • $14.95 Paper

Fallen Gods
9780747263890 • $8.99 Paper

Stay of Execution
978074726390 • $8.99 Paper

Dead and Buried
978075530410 • $8.99 Paper

Death's Door
9780755329113 • $8.99 Paper

Fatal Last Words
9780755329151 • $24.95 Cloth
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PRIMAVERA BLACKSTONE MYSTERY SERIES

Quintin Jardine

Quintin Jardine is the author of the Bob Skinner Mysteries,
the Oz Blackstone series, and the Primavera Blackstone series.

Blood Red
9780755357697
$8.99 (NCR) Paper

As Easy as Murder
9780755340293

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

Inhuman Remains
9780755340231
$8.99 (NCR) Paper

Deadly Business
9780751539554

$15.95 (NCR) Paper

Also available:

As Serious as Death
Quintin Jardine

The fifth entry in the thrilling crime series starring tough-talking Primavera
Blackstone

“Jo Bannister, Peter Turnbull, and Ian Rankin can be considered read-a-
likes, but when it comes to the depiction of a multilevel police force in
action, Jardine . . . stands alone.” —Library Journal on Death’s Door

“Jardine excels at coordinating the multiple crimes crucial to a police pro-
cedural and setting his coppers against the clock.” —Kirkus Reviews on
Fallen Gods

Primavera Blackstone has found a hard-earned contentment in a small Span-
ish village by the sea. A fiercely protective single mother, she doesn’t appreci-
ate an offer of marriage. Nor does she welcome the arrival of a blast from her
murky Scottish past, retired cop Ricky Ross, now a private detective and work-
ing for Jack Weighley, millionaire owner of a budget airline. Jack is a power-
ful, persuasive man with deep pockets, someone one doesn’t say “no” to without
considering the consequences. So Primavera teams up with Ricky to investigate
a series of mystery assaults on Jack’s aircraft. Are they mere acts of vandalism,
or the sinister work of Catalan extremists? When Ricky’s car is fire-bombed
and he narrowly escapes with his life, more questions arise—not least, why is
the Spanish Special Branch involved? As Primavera and Ricky are drawn into
events and the body count rises, she begins to understand the true meaning of
“til death us do part.”

Mystery • 384 pp • 5 x 8
9780755357147 (Replaces 9780755357123) • November
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Book Publishing
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A Death in Calabria
The fourth Chief Superintendent Ferarra case by Michele Giuttari, the second biggest
European crime author in translation, after Stieg Larsson

One of the wildest and most beautiful regions in Italy, known for its rugged coastline and
mountains, Calabria is also home to the deadly ‘Ndrangheta. An organized Mafia crime op-
eration more feared in Italy than the Cosa Nostra or the Camorra, it is shrouded in mys-
tery. Chief Superintendent Michele Ferrara of Italy’s elite Anti-Mafia Investigation
Department is tasked with investigating the deaths of several Calabria citizens—some in
New York, some in the small, isolated villages that dot the Calabrian countryside. To get
to the bottom of the case, Ferrara has to infiltrate the village of San Piero d’Aspromonte,
deep in the Calabrian mountains. And there, he must put his life on the line to learn more
about a family at the center of an ancient, bloody feud.

336 pp • 9780349123097

MICHELE FERRARA

Michele Giuttari

“When you have a former cop who both knows procedure and can craft a suspenseful mystery
with intriguing characters, you have something pretty rare. . . . This character seemingly so closely
modeled after its author, is the most convincing superintendent imaginable. . . . Astonishing plot

range and emotional depth.” —Booklist starred review of A Death in Tuscany

“Fans of Donna Leon will especially love Guittari’s style and sense of place—and may even find that Guittari
is more attentive to Florentine scenery than Leon is to the Venetian landscape.” —Booklist on A Florentine Death

Michele Giuttari is the former head of the Florence Police Force (1995–2003), where he was responsible
for reopening the Monster of Florence case and jailing several key Mafia figures. He is now a special

adviser to the interior minister in Rome, with a special remit to monitor Mafia activity.

Each: Mystery • 5 x 8 • September • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Abacus

The Death of a Mafia Don
Danger surrounds Chief Superintendent Ferrara in his third case

A bomb explodes in the center of Florence, hitting the car of Chief Superintendent Michele
Ferrara of the elite Squadra Mobile. The attack rocks the ancient city to its foundations. Fer-
rara was clearly the target—and he did, after all, just controversially imprison notorious Mafia
boss Salvatore Laprua. A week later, another bomb explodes, bringing tragedy for Ferrara
and a determination to find the culprit. But that same morning, Salvatore Laprua is found
dead in his prison cell. So who is the mysterious influence behind the bombings—someone
even the Mafia fear?

384 pp • 9780349121970
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The Dark Heart of Florence
An evocative, gripping work of detective fiction, from a major European bestseller

“A crime author with impeccable credentials: Giuttari is no less than the former head
of the Florence police force, where he was on the case of the notorious serial killer
the Monster of Florence. Who better to write about the dark undercurrents beneath
the surface of the city?” —Booklist

It was a night that would be long remembered. The Florence police would come to call it
a night of horror, the start of a new nightmare . . .

After enduring years at the mercy of an infamous serial killer, the people of Florence re-
joice at news of his death—until a senator is found brutally murdered. To Chief Superin-
tendent Michele Ferrara the case is very much alive. But, with a powerful adversary conspiring
against him, he is trapped in a spiral of corruption and deadly speculation. As the truth
comes to light, Ferrara is left standing face-to-face with something truly rotten at the heart
of the city.

384 pp • 9780349139333

MICHELE FERRARA

Each: Mystery • 5 x 8 • December • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Abacus

A Florentine Death
9780349120065

A Death in Tuscany
9780349120089

Also available:
Each: $13.95 (NCR) Paper

The Black Rose of Florence
A dramatic return to Florence for Chief Superintendent Michele Ferrara

“The leading Italian crime writer.” —Times

A strikingly beautiful young woman is found dead in her Florence apartment. She lies on her
bed, naked, a black rose between her legs. And the murders do not stop there: shortly after-
wards, a woman is burned to death in a church, and a man is shot on the Ponte Vecchio. Chief
Superindendent Michele Ferrara is all too familiar with the dark side of Florence. But he has
never seen anything of this magnitude before—he is up against a mysterious, powerful enemy
who would do anything to hide his identity, and manages to controls events at every turn. As
more violent deaths occur, Ferrara has to face the most dangerous investigation in his entire
career and must confront deadly secrets from his own past.

464 pp • 9780349000114
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THE WESLEY PETERSON MURDER MYSTERIES

Kate Ellis

“An exciting blend of historical and present-day police procedural . . . Peterson’s skill and intuition make this
is an involving, adventurous, nicely detailed work for all collections.” —Library Journal on The Merchant’s House

“Capable plotting, an absorbing story line, and a cast of appealing characters make this fifth entry
in the Peterson series a good choice for British procedural fans.” —Booklist on The Bone Garden

Kate Ellis is the author of the Wesley Peterson Murder Mysteries and the Joe Plantagenet Murder
Mysteries. She has twice been nominated for the Crime Writers’ Association Short Story Dagger Award.

Also available:

The Shroud Maker
A grisly find, a faceless enemy—will history repeat itself once again in the 18th Wes-
ley Peterson crime novel?

A year after the mysterious disappearance of Jenny Bercival, DIWesley Peterson is called
in when the body of a strangled woman is found floating out to sea in a dinghy. The
discovery mars the festivities of the Palkin Festival, held each year to celebrate the life
of John Palkin, a 14th-century mayor of Tradmouth who made his fortune from trade
and piracy. Now it seems like death and mystery have returned to haunt the town. Could
there be a link between the two women? One missing, one brutally murdered? And is
there a connection to a fantasy website called Shipworld that features Palkin as a su-
pernatural hero with a sinister, faceless nemesis called the Shroud Maker? When ar-
chaeologist Neil Watson makes a grim discovery on the site of Palkin’s warehouse, it
looks as if history might have inspired the killer. And it is only by delving into the past
that Wesley comes to learn a truth that will bring mortal danger in its wake.

Mystery • 368 pp • 5 x 8
9780749958039 (Replaces 9780749958046) • September • $12.95 (NCR) Paper
Piatkus Books

The Funeral Boat
9780749954666

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Plague Maiden
9780749934613

$14.95 (NCR) Paper

The Bone Garden
9780749937058

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

A Painted Doom
9780749937560

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

The Skeleton Room
9780749933760

$9.95 (NCR) Paper

The Merchant’s House
9780749952754

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Armada Boy
9780749953409

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

An Unhallowed Grave
9780749953140

$13.95 (NCR) Paper
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The Death Season
Detective Wesley Peterson investigates another mysterious and deathly case
on his 19th adventure in Kate Ellis’s captivating crime series

When a middle-aged man is found dead in a hotel room, it seems like a routine
matter—until it becomes clear to DI Wesley Peterson that it is a case of cold-
blooded murder and that the identity the victim has been using isn’t his own.
Then DCI Gerry Heffeman, frustrated at being given only cold cases during his
recovery from being shot in the line of duty, discovers from a DNA review that
Wesley’s mystery man was responsible for the murder of a child back in 1979.
But as Wesley delves in to the events of the past, more people die. Meanwhile
archeologist Neil Watson is investigating a ruined village that tumbled into the
sea during a storm at the time of World War I. Events take a cryptic turn when
he encounters a 100-year-old mystery with echoes in the present. As a terrify-
ing truth is revealed,Wesley has to face a great danger, especially if he is to save
someone very precious to him.

Mystery • 304 pp • 5.5 x 8.5 • 9780349403137 • March
$29.95 (NCR) Cloth • Piatkus Books

THE WESLEY PETERSON MURDER MYSTERIES

Also available:

The Shining Skull
9780749938093
$9.95 (NCR) Paper

The Blood Pit
9780749908812

$14.95 (NCR) Paper

A Cursed Inheritance
9780749936068

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Marriage Hearse
9780749937027

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

A Perfect Death
9780749909260

$13.95 (NCR) Paper

The Flesh Tailor
9780749953065

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Jackal Man
9780749955939

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Cadaver Game
9780749953775

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

The Shadow
Collector

9780749958008
$13.95 (NCR) Paper
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Red Ribbons
The first in a chilling psychological crime series featuring criminal psychologist Kate Pearson

“Dark and spooky, but believable.” —Irish Examiner

A missing schoolgirl is found buried in the Dublin mountains, hands clasped together in prayer,
two red ribbons in her hair. A second schoolgirl is found in a shallow grave 24 hours later—
her body identically arranged. The hunt for the killer is on. The police call in profiler Dr. Kate
Pearson to get inside the mind of the murderer before he strikes again. But there’s one vital
connection to be made—Ellie Brady, a mother institutionalized 15 years earlier for the mur-
der of her daughter Amy.What connects the death of Amy Brady to the murdered schoolgirls?
As Kate Pearson begins to unravel the truth, danger is closer than she knows.

9781444743036

The Doll’s House
Winner of the BGE Crime Fiction Book of the Year, this is the second thrilling novel fea-
turing Dr. Kate Pearson, Dublin criminal psychologist

“Philips’ book is laced with tension and gradually builds to a thrilling finale. What’s
particularly great about the novel is the author’s fearlessness in delving into the darker
recesses of the Irish capital.” —Irish Post, Top Ten Irish Books of 2013

Thirty-five years ago Adrian Hamilton drowned. At the time, his death was reported as a
tragic accident but the exact circumstances remained a mystery. Now his daughter Clodagh,
trying to come to terms with her past, visits a hypnotherapist who unleashes disturbing child-
hood memories of her father’s death. And as Clodagh delves deeper into her subconscious,
memories of another tragedy come to light—the death of her baby sister. Meanwhile crimi-
nal psychologist Dr. Kate Pearson is called in to help in the investigation of a murder after
a body is found in a Dublin canal. When Kate digs beneath the surface of the killing, she dis-
covers a sinister connection to the Hamilton family. What terrible events took place in the
Hamilton house all those years ago, and what connects them to the recent murder? Time is
running out for Clodagh and Kate, and the killer has already chosen his next victim.

9781444743067

DR KATE PEARSON

Louise Phillips

Louise Phillips is the author of Red Ribbons; The Doll’s House, which was named
Crime Fiction Book of the Year at the Irish Book Awards; and Last Kiss.

Each: Mystery • 5 x 8 • 416 pp • October • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Hachette Books Ireland
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Jack in the Box
Hania Allen

In an explosive crime debut featuring Detective Veronica “Von” Valenti, members of a
hit show in London’s West End start dying under mysterious circumstances—much like
an unsolved case from 30 years before

Who killed director Max Quincey during a run of the play Jack-in-the-Box in London’s West
End? Who killed the male prostitutes back in 1985, when the show was last performed and
when Max was the star? What is the significance of the Jack-in-the-Box doll found with
the body, the markings on its eyes matching mutilations to Max’s face and identical to the
toys found with each of the original victims? Has the killer returned? Is it a copycat? Or a
revenge slaying for the rent boy murders when Max was prime suspect? The questions are
stacking up for DCI Veronica “Von”Valenti, and her partner, DI Steve English, as she races
against the clock to unravel a tangled web of clues, lies, and half-truths to catch a deranged
killer before they strike again. Von investigates both cases simultaneously as she battles with
a wall of silence and increasingly fractured relationships with the Chief Super, her journalist
boyfriend, and her errant teenage daughter.

Hania Allen is a full-time writer.

Mystery • 276 pp • 5 x 8
9781908754479 • September • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Freight Books

Time to Die
Alex Howard

Introducing fierce new crime heroine DI Hanlon, a policewoman with a ruthless disre-
gard for the rules. For fans of Lynda Laplante, Stieg Larsson, and The Fall.

DI Hanlon: a woman with a habit of breaking the rules and a fierce loyalty to the few peo-
ple she respects. Her boss, Corrigan: looks like a street cop promoted above his ability, but
underestimate him at your peril. Enver Demirel: known in the boxing ring as Iron Hand.
Now soft and gone to seed—but he would do anything for Hanlon. Now the kidnap of a
12-year-old diabetic boy has blown the case of some missing children wide apart and the
finger is pointing at the heart of the Met. Corrigan sends in the only cop in his team who
would care more about the life of a boy than about her own career—Hanlon. And then he
sends Demirel to spy on her.

Alex Howard is the author of the DI Hanlon series.

Mystery • 368 pp • 5.5 x 9
9781781857243 • September • $19.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus

DI HANLON
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White Bones
An ancient Irish mystery and a ritualistic modern-day killer: Ireland’s first female detective Katie
Maguire must find the connection. The first in a mystery series from a master of horror.

“Graham Masterton is a natural storyteller with a unique gift for turning the mundane
into the terrifyingly real. The intricacy of the plotting in the book is rendered expertly
with a telling hand, making White Bones compulsive reading and Katie Maguire someone
we can all cheer for.” —New York Journal of Books

One wet November morning, a field on Meagher’s Farm gives up the dismembered bones of
11 women. In this part of Ireland, unmarked graves are common, but these bones date to 1915,
long before the Troubles.What’s more, these bones bear the marks of a meticulous executioner.
These women were almost certainly skinned alive. Detective Katie Maguire is used to dead bod-
ies. But this is wholesale butchery. Her team think these long-dead women are a waste of po-
lice time. Katie is determined to give them justice. And then a young American tourist goes
missing, and her bones, carefully stripped of flesh, are discovered on the same farm. With the
crimes of the past echoing in the present, Katie must solve a decades-old ritualistic murder be-
fore this terrifying killer strikes again. Previously published under the title A Terrible Beauty.

416 pp • 5 x 8 • 9781781852163 • September • $12.95 (NCR)

Red Light
Someone is murdering the brutal pimps who traffic young girls into Cork, in this third Katie
Maguire installment

In a grimy flat in the city of Cork, a burly man lies dead on a bloodstained mattress. His face
is unrecognizable: seven gunshots have shattered cartilage and bone. Yet Detective Sergeant Katie
Maguire, of the Irish Garda, knows exactly who he is. Amir Xaaji Maxamed, a Somali pimp she
has unsuccessfully been trying to convict for years. Katie knows it’s her job to catch the killer.
But Maxamed was an evil man who trafficked young girls into Ireland to be sold for sex, and
now that he’s dead, the city is a safer place. When a second pimp is killed, Katie must decide.
Are these vigilante murders justified? And how can she stop them spiraling out of control?

384 pp • 5.5 x 9 • 9781781856772 • December • $19.95 (NCR)

Broken Angels
Someone is brutally killing Catholic priests. Revenge or something more sinister? Ireland’s first
female detective must get to the truth in the second Katie Maguire mystery.

One cold spring morning in County Cork, two fishermen find a bundle of rags floating in the
Blackwater River. It is the bloated body of Father Heaney. His hands and feet are bound, and his
neck bears the marks of garroting wire. Worse still, he has been castrated. When a second priest
is found murdered, his body bruised and beaten and the same savage wound hidden beneath his
soutane, Detective Inspector Katie Maguire finds evidence of a sinister cover-up at St. Joseph’s
Orphanage. But the Catholic diocese still wields considerable power here, and the Garda are under
pressure to close the case. Katie has to work alone if she is to catch the killer in time—but first
she must shatter a wall of silence that for decades has hidden a terrible secret—a secret that is
beyond belief.

416 pp • 5 x 8 • 9781781852187 • October • $12.95 (NCR)

KATIE MAGUIRE

Graham Masterton

Graham Masterton has published more than 60 novels, including many acclaimed horror novels.
His books include The 5th Witch, Blind Panic, The Doorkeepers, and Spirit. He is an Edgar Award

and Bram Stoker Award winner and a World Fantasy Award nominee.

Each: Mystery • Paper • Head of Zeus
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The Sixth Soul
A dark, disturbing, compulsively page-turning thriller featuring Herod, a killer of
unimaginable cruelty, with an unthinkable desire

“Intricate, fast-paced . . . Roberts announces himself as a genuinely innovative crime
writer with a taste for the macabre and unexpected.” —Daily Mail

London is in the grip of a barbaric serial killer, dubbed Herod by the tabloid press. Four
pregnant women have been abducted in quick succession, their bodies mutilated and dumped.
When a fifth pregnant woman, Julia Caton, is taken from her home in the dead of night,
DCI David Rosen knows that time is running out to save her. Then Rosen gets a mysterious
phone call from Father Sebastian Flint, an enigmatic priest who seems to know rather too
much about the abductions. When it emerges that Father Flint was once the Vatican’s lead-
ing expert on the occult, the investigation takes an increasingly disturbing turn. But it isn’t
until Rosen discovers the existence of an ancient text—said to be the devil’s answer to the
Bible—that the true horror of Herod’s plan begins to unfold. Rosen is drawn inexorably to
the killer’s lair, where he will discover a terrible truth—that Herod’s retribution is absolute,
and that there are far worse things than death.

368 pp • 9780857897893 • September

What She Saw
The second DCI Rosen novel finds dark forces at work among the children of the es-
tate—serial killer thriller meets occult thriller in a roller-coaster read

When a nine-year-old boy is left to die inside a burning car on a sink estate in Peckham,
DCI David Rosen is drafted in to investigate. The young boy has been severely burned and
is now fighting for his life. As Rosen and his team begin to scour the crime scene for foren-
sic evidence, they discover something chilling: a graffiti image of a sinister eye, drawn in
exquisite detail above the site of the wreckage, and behind it, a series of mysterious mark-
ings etched into the wall. Could the markings represent a secret code left by the killer—a
code that will hold the key to the investigation? Eleven-year-old Macy Conner is the only
witness to the arson attack. Macy is an unusual child, deeply observant and articulate. But
the more Rosen examines her testimony, the more he starts to question her version of events.
Soon, Rosen begins to see that Macy is not quite the innocent, lost little girl she appears
to be. DCI Rosen must fight to get to the truth before another attack takes place, and an-
other soul is taken.

384 pp • 9780857898340 • March

DCI ROSEN

Mark Roberts

Mark Roberts has been a teacher for 30 years, and is
an award-winning playwright. The Sixth Soul is his first novel for adults.

Each: Mystery • 5 x 8 • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Corvus
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Coming, Ready or Not
Michael Fowler

The fourth in a series of realistic police procedurals by a former cop of more
than three decades

Detective Sergeant Hunter Kerr has always been riddled with guilt over the vi-
cious and brutal death of his first girlfriend Polly Hayes. That fateful day has
haunted him for a lifetime and was the reason why he joined the police force—
to make amends and track down her killer. Yet none of the murders he has in-
vestigated have remotely resembled the killing of Polly; so when a woman’s brutally
battered body is discovered wearing an item of his murdered girlfriend’s cloth-
ing, his life is suddenly turned upside down. Is it a cruel trick, or has Polly’s killer
returned to haunt Kerr?

Michael Fowler served as a police officer for 32 years, both in uniform and in
plain clothes, working in CID, Vice Squad, and Drug Squad. He retired in 2006,
in the rank of Inspector.

Mystery • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781907565786 • February • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper
Caffeine Nights Publishing

DS HUNTER KERR

Also available:
Each $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper

Heart of the Demon
9781907565267

Cold Death
9781907565281

Secrets of the Dead
9781907565588
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Dark Country
Darren E. Laws

The second novel featuring FBI agent Georgina O’Neil finds her faced with her most chal-
lenging and disturbing case yet

Genna Dark, a singer on the verge of stardom, goes missing. Her mother and grandmother,
both country and western stars, were kidnapped and murdered 20 years apart as they were
about to hit the big time. Is there a connection or is this the work of a copycat? Is Genna
Dark about to follow the family tradition? FBI agent Georgina O’Neil and ex-detective Leroy
La Portiere find themselves embroiled in the investigation to find Genna Dark, when a sud-
den and catastrophic illness leaves Georgina on the outside of the FBI, fighting for her life
while struggling to save the singer and hold on to everything dear in her life.

Darren E. Laws is the author of Turtle Island, the first Georgina O’Neil novel, and Tripping.

Mystery • 304 pp • 5 x 8
9781907565106 • February • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Caffeine Nights Publishing

No Safe Place
Jenny Spence

What starts off as a normal week turns deadly with two murdered associates and two at-
tempts on Elly’s life—all due to a secret she doesn’t even know she holds

With winter closing in, Elly Cartwright dreams of escaping her inner-city existence for a more
carefree life in the country. On a drizzly Monday morning, the view from her tram window
is grim, and she isn’t looking forward to yet another mundane work week. But Elly’s week
will be anything but mundane, with two people she’s closely associated with murdered in
quick succession and two attempts on her life. Someone believes Elly knows something she
shouldn’t, and she doesn’t have a clue what it is. Her search for answers has her fleeing from
one city to another. But it’s not long before she realizes there’s no safe place for her to run
to. This thrilling debut crime novel by Jenny Spence will keep you on the edge of your seat—
after you’ve locked your doors and windows.

Jenny Spence spent a brief period as an English teacher and a year scriptwriting soap operas
before becoming a technical writer. This is her debut crime novel.

Mystery • 328 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9781743313329 • October • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper • Allen & Unwin

Also available:
Each: $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper

Tripping
9780955407000

Turtle Island
9780955407017



CATO KWONG

Alan Carter

Alan Carter is a crime writer who has been shortlisted for the prestigious CWA Debut Dagger Award, was runner-up
in the Penguin Crime Writing Competition, and won the Ned Kelly Award for Best First Fiction. He is a TV documentary

director who wrote his first book Prime Cut while living as a “kept man” on the coast of Western Australia.

Each: Mystery • 5 x 8 • October • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Michael O’Mara
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Prime Cut
A humorous and tightly plotted Aussie outback crime narrative, drawing in such issues
as immigration, racism, and the economic crisis

“Alan Carter takes us into the dark underside of the mining boom in an atmospheric
and sharply written thriller.” —Saturday Age

“A confident, witty, entertaining and gritty tale with an interesting, multicultural
cast.” —Sunday Times

“An excellent read—let’s hope we get to see more of Carter’s hero, DSC Cato
Kwong.” —West Australian

The world is in economic meltdown but a mining town on the edge of nowhere is boom-
ing. With the town’s population exploding, it’s easy enough to hide a crime—or a dirty past.
Banished to the stock squad after the fallout from a police frame-up, Detective Senior Ser-
geant Cato Kwong is brought in from the cold to solve the case of a torso washed up on
the wild shores of the Great Southern Ocean. When Kwong’s investigation lifts the lid on
the exploitation of migrant workers and disturbs an even darker criminal mind, the fallen
cop faces powerful opposition.

320 pp • 9781782432845

Getting Warmer
The second Cato Kwong mystery finds him back in Perth just as the weather and the crime
start to heat up

Cato Kwong is back. Back in Boom Town and back on a real case—the unsolved mystery
of a missing 15-year-old girl. But it’s midsummer in the city of millionaires and it’s not just
the heat that stinks. A pig corpse, peppered with nails, is uncovered in a shallow grave, and
a body with its throat cut turns up in the local nightclub. As a series of blunders by Cato’s
colleague brings the squad under intense scrutiny, Cato’s own sympathy for a suspect threat-
ens to derail his case and his career.

352 pp • 9781782432852
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Dead Letters
Joan Lock

The third book featuring Inspector Best is a dramatic murder mystery
set against a historic 1880 tragedy

“Multilayered, ingeniously plotted, atmospheric and suspenseful,
with an appealing hero and attention-getting doses of both humor
and tragedy . . . outstanding reading for historical mystery buffs.”
—Booklist starred review

“Lovers of the Victorian era will appreciate the author’s attention to
the details of period life, while recent headlines give her depiction of
the explosion and its aftermath fresh poignancy.” —Publishers
Weekly on Dad Image

It is a beautiful warm August day in 1880: perfect weather for the an-
nual Metropolitan Police Annual Fête held at Alexandra Palace. Inspec-
tor Best is summoned to uncover the identity of “Quicksilver” who has
sent an anonymous note threatening to cause an horrific explosion at the
event.When a second note is received and its threats become increasingly
confusing with their literary allusions, Best seeks out the help of Helen
Franks, a close friend from the past. However, is Quicksilver really in-
tent on causing mass injury on this fine day, or is his desire of a more
personal nature?

Joan Lock is an ex-policewoman and the author of eight nonfiction books.
She has been a regular contributor to the police press and the journal of
the Crime Writers’ Association.

Mystery • 192 pp • 5 x 8
9780750956574 • October • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
The Mystery Press
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Dead Image
9780752464558

Dead Born
9780752464565
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A Thief in the Night
And Other Adventures of the Septimus Society

Stephen Wade

A thrilling collection of six Victorian mystery stories introducing the amateur criminol-
ogists based at the Septimus Club

It’s London 1890, and a group of five amateur criminologists based at the Septimus Club in
Piccadilly set out to investigate a series of mysterious crimes committed in the capital. In-
cluding a professor, a Lord, an ex-jockey, a talented rogue, and a society lady, the sleuths
become embroiled in a murder at a theater, a lost poet, a racing scam, and even a serial killer.
In these, their first six cases, the society take on some challenging crimes, relishing the thrill
of the chase as enemies mount against them and old vendettas return. This collection is a
treat for all fans of vintage crime fiction.

StephenWade is a freelance writer and historian who specializes in crime and military history.

Mystery • 192 pp • 5 x 8
9780750956284 • November • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • The Mystery Press

The Murder of Patience Brooke
J. C. Briggs

The first in a series of Victorian mysteries featuring Charles Dickens turned detective

November 1849. Charles Dickens, the famous author, turns detective. He and Superinten-
dent Jones of Bow Street must find the man who cut the throat of Patience Brooke, assis-
tant matron at Dickens’s Home for Fallen Women—a man who sings as he kills. Their search
takes them into the filthy slums of Victorian London where the fog hides grim secrets.When
a little girl is found dead and another girl disappears from the home, Dickens is forced to
face deeply buried secrets from his own past.

J. C. Briggs is a retired English teacher.

Mystery • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9780750954433 • November • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • The Mystery Press
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Whited Sepulchres
C. B. Hanley

The third book in a trilogy of medieval mysteries featuring commoner-
turned-earl’s-man, Edwin Weaver

“With just enough red herrings for those who delight in puzzling out
identities and motives, the mystery may be solved by some readers
before the brand-new sleuth uncovers the killer. Excellent crossover
appeal for historical fiction buffs as well.” —Library Journal on The
Sins of the Father

“Absorbing. . . . . Fans will look forward to seeing more of this fine
hero.” —Publishers Weekly on The Bloody City

1217: Edwin Weaver has returned to Conisbrough from his blood-soaked
adventure in Lincoln, but he has no chance to rest: preparations are un-
derway for a noble wedding and the earl’s sisters and their families have
arrived at the castle. When the household marshal is murdered and a vio-
lent band of outlaws begins terrorizing the area, the earl asks Edwin to re-
solve the situation so that the wedding plans aren’t disrupted. But Edwin
is convinced that there’s more to the situation than meets the eye, and with
growing horror, he realizes that the real target might be someone much
closer to the earl. With few likely to believe his theory, can he risk public
ridicule and humiliation? If he’s wrong, he’ll have to leave his home to avoid
the repercussions; but if he’s right and says nothing, many of those he knows
and loves could die.

C. B. Hanley is the author of The Bloody City and The Sins of the Father.

Mystery • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9780750956826 • February • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
The Mystery Press
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The Killing of Olga Klimt
R. T. Raichev

The ninth Antonia Darcy and Major Payne mystery novel—a suspenseful whodunnit set
in London

“I have read all of Raichev’s books. They are very clever. I really am a fan.”
—R. L. Stine

“The kind of old-school English mysteries that fans of Christie and Sayers love. . . . But
this will be pleasing to more than traditionalists, because it adds a P. D. Jamesian sub-
tlety to the comfortable Christie formula. Antonia Darcy is a terrific sleuth, and
Raichev is a very clever writer, indeed.” —Booklist on The Hunt for Sonya Dufrette

Do plots involving exchanged murders still work, and who exactly is the victim? Antonia Darcy
never imagined that taking her young grandson to his first day at school would embroil her
in a most baffling case of mistaken identity and murder. Major Payne, on the other hand, be-
lieved that it was their destiny. Olga Klimt played a dangerous game with the affections of
the men in love with her, though she knew perfectly well there might be a high price to pay.
Among the unlikely murder suspects are a rich young heir to a cookie fortune, his Aconite-
addicted mother, his manservant, and the headmistress of a prestigious nursery school. As
the questions mount, husband and wife sleuths Antonia Darcy and Major Payne search des-
perately for answers before the killer strikes again.

R. T. Raichev is the author of eight previous Antonia Darcy mysteries, in-
cluding The Hunt for Sonya Dufrette and Murder at the Villa Byzantine.

Mystery • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9780750958301 • November • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
The Mystery Press

Also available:

The Riddle
of Sphinx Island

9780752492445
$14.95 (Can $16.95) Paper

The Lord Bishop’s Clerk
Sarah Hawkswood

The first in a new series of 12th-century murder mysteries, perfect for fans of Ellis Pe-
ters’ Brother Cafael series

June 1143: the Lord Bishop of Winchester’s Clerk is bludgeoned to death in Pershore Abbey
and laid before the altar in the attitude of a penitent. Everyone who had contact with him
had reason to dislike him, but who had reason to kill him? The Sheriff of Worcestershire’s
thief taker, the wily Serjeant Catchpoll, and his new and unwanted superior, Acting Under-
Sheriff Hugh Bradecote, have to find the answer when nobody wants the murderer appre-
hended—until the next death.

Sarah Hawkswood is the author of From Trench and Turret: Royal Marines’ Diaries & Let-
ters 1914–1918.

Mystery • 256 pp • 5 x 8
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THOMAS HILL

Andrew Swanston

Andrew Swanston held various positions in the book trade, including being
a director of Waterstone & Co., before turning to full-time writing. His Thomas Hill
novels are set during the English Civil War and the early period of the Restoration.

Each: Mystery • 5 x 8 • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Corgi
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The King’s Exile
Thomas is deported to the Caribbean in the second of a fast-paced series that takes
place during Restoration London

Spring, 1648: when Thomas Hill, a bookseller living in rural England, publishes a political
pamphlet, he has little idea of the trouble that will follow. He is quickly arrested, forced on
a boat to Barbados, and condemned to life as a slave to two of the island’s most notoriously
violent brothers. In England war has erupted again, with London under threat of attack.
When news of the king’s execution reaches the island, political stability is threatened and a
fleet commanded by Sir George Ayscue arrives to take control of the island for Cromwell.
The threat of violence increases. Thomas finds himself witness to abuse, poison, rape, and
savage brutality. When a coded message from Ayscue to a sympathizer on the island is in-
tercepted, Thomas is asked to decipher it. A disastrous battle seems inevitable. But nothing
turns out as planned. And as the death toll mounts, the escape Thomas has been relying on
seems ever more unlikely.

448 pp • 9780552166119 • November

Also available:

The King’s Return
9780593068908

$32.95 (NCR) Cloth

The King’s Spy
The first in a series about a quiet intellect thrust into a world of dark secrets, treach-
ery, and vicious murder in the English Civil War

“Wonderful—rich, deep, intelligent and thoughtful with clearly drawn characters and
exactly the right amount of suspense.” —M. C. Scott

Summer, 1643: England is at war with itself. King Charles I has fled London, his negotia-
tions with parliament in shambles. The country is consumed by bloodshed. For Thomas
Hill, a quiet man running a bookshop in a rural town, knowledge of the war is limited to
the rumors that reach the local inn. When a stranger knocks on his door informing him
that the king’s cryptographer has died, everything changes. Aware of Thomas’ expertise in
codes and ciphers, the king has summoned him to Oxford. On arrival, Thomas soon dis-
covers that nothing at court is straightforward. There is evidence of a traitor in their midst.
Brutal murder follows brutal murder. And when a vital message encrypted with a notori-
ously unbreakable code is intercepted, more lives are in danger. Will Thomas decipher it
in time to reveal the king’s betrayer and prevent another violent death?

464 pp • 9780552166102 • September



EMPIRE

Anthony Riches

“Fast-paced and gripping ‘read-through-the-night’ fiction, with marvelous characters and
occasional moments of dark humor. Some authors are better historians than they are storytellers.

Anthony Riches is brilliant at both.” —Conn Iggulden, author, The Gates of Rome

“Stands head and shoulders above a crowded field. . . . Real, live characters act out their
battles on the northern borders with an accuracy of detail and depth of raw emotion that

is a rare combination.” —Manda Scott, author, The Crystal Skull

“A damn fine read . . . fast-paced, action-packed.” —Ben Kane, author, The Forgotten Legion

Anthony Riches holds a degree in military studies. He is the author of the Empire series.

Each: Fiction • 5 x 7.75 • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Hodder Paperbacks
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The Leopard Sword
The fourth book in the series set against the unrest of the Roman Empire takes centu-
rion Marcus to Germania Inferior—and to Tungrorum, home of his auxiliary legion

Britannia has been subdued, and an epic new chapter in Marcus Valerius Aquila’s life be-
gins. The murderous Roman agents who nearly captured Marcus have been defeated by
his friends. But in order to protect those very friends from the wrath of the emperor, he
must leave the province that has been giving him shelter. As Marcus Tribulus Corvus, cen-
turion of the second Tungrian auxiliary cohort, he leads his men from Hadrian’s Wall to
the Tungrians’ original home in Germania Inferior. Tungrorum, the center of a once-pros-
perous farming province, brought low by the ravages of the eastern plague that has swept
through the empire, is now threatened by an outbreak of brutally violent robbery. A ban-
dit chieftain called Obduro, his identity always hidden behind an iron cavalry helmet, is
robbing and killing with impunity. His sword—sharper, stronger, and more deadly than any
known to the Roman army—is the lethal symbol of his unstoppable power. And now he
has moved beyond mere theft and threatens to destabilize the whole northern frontier of
the empire.

400 pp • 9781444711844 • February

The Wolf’s Gold
The Empire series begins a new era—Marcus has fled from Britannia, but the emperor’s
henchmen are still on his trail

Fresh from their victory in Germania, Marcus Aquila and the Tungrians have been sent to
Dacia, on the northeastern edge of the Roman Empire, with the mission to safeguard a major
source of imperial power. The mines of Alburnus Major contain enough gold to pave the
road to Rome. They would make a mighty prize for the marauding Sarmatae tribesmen who
threaten the province, and the outnumbered auxiliaries are entrusted with their safety in
the face of a barbarian invasion. Beset by both the Sarmatian horde and more subtle threats
offered by men who should be their comrades, the Tungrians must also come to terms with
the danger posed by a new and unexpected enemy. They will have to fight to the death to
save the honor of the empire—and their own skins.

416 pp • 9781444711882 • October
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The Emperor’s Knives
The action moves to Rome itself in the seventh novel in the Empire sequence

The seventh novel in the Empire sequence brings Marcus Aquila back to Rome, hunting
the men who destroyed his family, but the revenge he craves may cost him and those around
him dearly. The young centurion’s urge to exact his own brutal justice upon the shadowy
cabal of assassins who butchered his family means that he must face them on their own
ground, risking his own death at their hands. A senator, a gang boss, a praetorian officer,
and, deadliest of all, champion gladiator Mortiferum—the Death Bringer—lie in wait. The
knives are unsheathed, and ready for blood.

400 pp • 9781444731958 • February

Also available:
Each: (NCR) Paper

Wounds of Honour
9780340998588 • $10.95

Arrows of Fury
9780340920350 • $12.95

Fortress of Spears
9780340920381 • $11.95

The Eagle’s Vengeance
The barbarian leader Calgus defies both his barbarian captors and Britannia’s legions—
and Marcus Aquila—once more in the sixth thrilling Empire novel

The Tungrian auxiliary cohorts return to Hadrian’s Wall after their successful Dacian cam-
paign, only to find Britannia in chaos. The legions are overstretched, struggling to man the
forts of the northern frontier in the face of increasing barbarian resistance. The Tungrians
are the only soldiers who can be sent into the northern wastes, far beyond the long aban-
doned wall built by Antoninus, where a lost symbol of imperial power of the Sixth Victo-
rious Legion is reputed to await them. Protected by an impassable swamp and hidden in a
fortress atop a high mountain, the eagle of the Sixth legion must be recovered if the legion
is to survive. Marcus and his men must penetrate the heart of the enemy’s strength, ghost-
ing through a deadly wilderness patrolled by vicious huntresses before breaching the walls
of the Fang, an all-but-impregnable fort, if they are to rescue the legion’s venerated stan-
dard. If successful, their escape will be twice as perilous, with the might of a barbarian tribe
at their heels.

384 pp • 9781444711929 • November



VESPASIAN

Robert Fabbri

Robert Fabbri has worked in film and TV for 25 years. He is an assistant director
and has worked on productions such as Billy Elliot, Hellraiser, Hornblower, and Patriot
Games. His lifelong passion for ancient history inspired him to write the Vespasian series.

Each: Fiction • 5 x 8 • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Corvus
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Masters of Rome
In his fifth adventure, Vespasian fights an evil on two fronts—an ancient evil in Britannia
and political intrigue in the heart of Imperial Rome. In the shadow of Stonehenge, an epic
battle begins.

Britannia, 45 AD: Vespasian’s brother, Sabinus, is captured by druids. The druids want to offer
a potent sacrifice to their gods—not just one Roman Legate, but two. They know that Ves-
pasian will come after his brother and they plan to sacrifice the siblings on midsummer’s day.
But to whom will they be making this sacrifice? What were the gods of this land before the
Celts came? Only the druids still hold the secret and it is one of pure malevolence. Vespasian
must strive to save his brother while completing the conquest of the southwest of the haunted
isle, before he is drawn inexorably back to Rome and the heart of Imperial politics. Claudius’
three freedmen remain at the locus of power. As Messalina’s time as empress comes to a bloody
end, the three freedmen each back a different mistress. But which woman will be victorious?
And at what price for Vespasian?

368 pp • 9780857899651 • March

Also available:
Each: $12.95 (NCR) Paper

Tribune of Rome
9781848879119

Rome’s Executioner
9781848879140

False God of Rome
9780857897435

Rome’s Fallen Eagle
Vespasian’s fourth adventure—can he escape his own Emperor’s wrath?

Caligula has been assassinated and the Praetorian Guard have proclaimed Claudius Em-
peror—but his position is precarious. His three freedmen, Narcissus, Pallas, and Callis-
tus, must find a way to manufacture a quick victory for Claudius—but how? Pallas has
the answer: retrieve the Eagle of the Seventeenth, lost in Germania nearly 40 years be-
fore. Who but Vespasian could lead a dangerous mission into the gloomy forests of Ger-
mania? Accompanied by a small band of cavalry, Vespasian and his brother try to pick
up the trail of the Eagle, but they are tailed by hunters who pick off men each night and
leave the corpses in their path. Someone is determined to sabotage Vespasian’s mission.
In search of the Eagle and the truth, pursued by barbarians, Vespasian will battle his way
to the shores of Britannia.

384 pp • 1 Map
9780857897466 (Replaces 9780857897442) • October
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Sword of Rome
Douglas Jackson

Nero’s turbulent reign draws to a close and Gaius Valerius Varens
returns in his fourth brutal and bloody adventure

“A master of his discipline rightly hailed as one of the best histor-
ical novelists writing today.” —Daily Express

“Superb battle scenes . . . I was gripped from start to finish.”
—Ben Kane, author, The Forgotten Legion

AD 68: the Emperor Nero’s erratic and bloody reign is in its death throes
when Gaius Valerius Verrens is dispatched to Rome on a mission that
will bring it to a close. With Nero dead, the city holds its breath and
awaits the arrival his successor, Servius Sulpicius Galba, governor of
Hispania. The Empire prays for peace, but it prays in vain. Galba prom-
ises stability and prosperity, but his rule begins with a massacre and
ends only months later in chaos and carnage. This will become known
as the Year of the Four Emperors, a time of civil war which will tear
Rome apart and test Valerius’s skills and loyalties to their very limit.
Fortunate to survive Galba’s fall, Valerius is sent on a mission by Rome’s
new Emperor, Otho, to his old friend Vitellius, commander of the armies
of the north. Vitellius’s legions are on the march, and only Valerius can
persuade him to halt them before the inevitable confrontation. In an
epic adventure that will take him the length and breadth of a divided
land, the one-armed Roman fights to stay alive and stave off a blood-
bath as he is stalked by the most implacable enemy he has ever faced.

Douglas Jackson is the author of Caligula and Claudius as well as three
previous titles featuring Gaius Valerius Verrens,Hero of Rome, Defender
of Rome, and Avenger of Rome.
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Hero of Rome
9780552162586 • $9.99
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9780552161350 • $13.95
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The Great King
Christian Cameron

The heroic story of Arimnestos of Plataea continues in the fourth vol-
ume of the series, set amid the epic struggle between Greece and Persia

“Cameron’s gift is for spinning out a rich setting through his obvi-
ous devotion to Classics . . . plus, Cameron’s ability to conjure up
what Homer called ‘the battle haze’ might make the ancient bard
proud.” —Globe and Mail on the Tyrant series

Slave, pirate, husband, and lover—Arimnestos of Plataea has been many
things in the course of his life. But men remember him best as one of the
heroes of the Battle of Marathon, the epic victory that prevented all of
Greece from falling under the Persian yoke. But now there is a new Great
King on the throne, determined to succeed where his father failed. As ru-
mors abound of a vast Persian invasion, an embassy is sent to forestall
the threat. Arimnestos is chosen to escort them—an honor he can hardly
refuse. But as the storm clouds of war gather and factions on both sides
begin to weave their treacherous plots, Arimnestos’ journey begins to look
more and more like a suicide mission.

Christian Cameron is a former U.S. Naval Intelligence officer and the coau-
thor, with his father, Ken Cameron, of the acclaimed Gordon Kent mili-
tary thriller series, as well asWashington and Caesar. He lives in Toronto.
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All in Scarlet Uniform
Adrian Goldsworthy

Spanish troops must be trained and an enemy seeking revenge over a
duel must be avoided in this fourth novel in the Napoleonic War series

“Goldsworthy tells this story with great skill and narrative force.”
—Wall Street Journl on Beat the Drums Slowly

“Goldsworthy is a fine military historian.” —Independent

The year is 1809, and the recruiting sergeants are hard at work as the
British army gathers strength for the next phase of the campaign against
Bonaparte on the Spanish Peninsula. Captain Billy Pringle of the 106th
Foot, however, has a somewhat more urgent reason to leave the country:
having become embroiled in an ill-advised duel with a lieutenant in the
14th Light Dragoons, a posting to Spain would avoid any awkwardness
for the regiment. Along with his friend Lieutenant Williams—whose sis-
ter Kitty was the cause of the duel—and the doughty veteran Sergeant
Dobson, Pringle takes on the task of training Spanish troops to stand along-
side their British allies. But what seems at first like easy duty soon turns
into a desperate fight for survival as they find themselves besieged in the
strategic fortress of Cuidad Rodrigo. For Bonaparte, taking the fortress
will be the first step towards pushing the British back to the sea, and the
task is entrusted to one of his most daring and successful generals, Mar-
shal Ney. And Ney in his turn has found the perfect officer to lead the
assault, a man not only desperate for advancement but also thirsting for
revenge—a man whom Williams knows only too well.

Adrian Goldsworthy regularly contributes to TV documentaries on Roman
themes and has lectured on Roman history in both the UK and US. He
is the author of Beat the Drums Slowly, Caesar, In the Name of Rome,
and Keane’s Company.
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JACK LARK

Paul Fraser Collard

Paul Fraser Collard is the author of the Hack Lark tales.

Each: Fiction • 5 x 7.75 • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Book Publishing
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The Scarlet Thief
The new Richard Sharpe bursts onto the historical adventure scene in a striking,
action-packed debut of Redcoat battle and bloodshed

“This is a brilliant debut and I look forward to reading more of Jack Lark!”
—Bernard Cornwell, author, The Pagan Lord

“I love a writer who wears his history lightly enough for the story he’s telling
to blaze across the pages like this. Jack Lark is an unforgettable new hero.”
—Anthony Riches, author, the Empire series

1854: The banks of the Alma River, Crimean Peninsular. The Redcoats stagger to a bloody
halt. The men of the King’s Royal Fusiliers are in terrible trouble, ducking and twisting as
the storm of shot, shell, and bullet tear through their ranks. Officer Jack Lark has to act
immediately and decisively. His life and the success of the campaign depend on it. But does
he have the mettle? From a poor background Lark has risen through the army’s ranks by
stealth and guile and now he faces the ultimate test. The Scarlet Thief introduces readers
to a formidable and compelling hero—brutally courageous, roguish, ambitious—in a his-
torical novel as robust as it is thrillingly authentic by an author who brings history and
battle vividly alive.

352 pp • 9781472200266 • September

The Maharajah’s General
The second Jack Lark tale is a riveting tale of battle and adventure in a brutal land, where
loyalty and courage are constantly challenged and the enemy is never far away

Jack Lark barely survived the Battle of the Alma. As the brutal fight raged, he discovered
the true duty that came with the officer’s commission he’d taken. In hospital, wounded, and
with his stolen life left lying on the battlefield, he grasps a chance to prove himself a leader
once more. Poor Captain Danbury is dead, but Jack will travel to his new regiment in India,
under his name. Jack soon finds more enemies, but this time they’re on his own side. Ex-
posed as a fraud, he’s rescued by the chaplain’s beautiful daughter, who has her own rea-
sons to escape. They seek desperate refuge with the Maharajah of Sawadh, the charismatic
leader whom the British Army must subdue. He sees Jack as a curiosity, but recognizes a
fellow military mind. In return for his safety, Jack must train the very army the British may
soon have to fight.

336 pp • 9781472200303 • December



PAUL DOHERTY

Paul Doherty

“Resurrectionist magic.” —New York Times on The Templar

“The master of historical whodunnit.” —Booklist

Paul Doherty is the author of several historical mystery series including Mathilde of Westminster,
the Sorrowful Mysteries of Brother Athelstan, the Hugh Corbett medieval mysteries, and the Amerotke series.

Each: Fiction • 352 pp • 5 x 7.75 • December • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Book Publishing
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The Last of Days
In the final days of Henry VIII, one man is there to witness the demise of a legend

King Henry VIII, a fearsome figure of power and stature, lies upon his deathbed diminished
by sickness and haunted by ghosts from his past. Only Will Somers, long-serving jester and
confidant, sees all.While Henry is confined to his chamber,Will begins a journal that will doc-
ument his King’s last turbulent days. The country is fraught with tension. And with the King’s
son and heir just nine years old, there are many power-hungry councilors who will stop at noth-
ing to better themselves. Now as the King’s health fails, rebellion threatens amid widespread
rumors of plots against him. With few allies remaining, will Henry himself become the final
victim of his reckless, bloody reign? Master historian Paul Doherty weaves his magic in an
epic tale of murderous schemes and a blood-smattered political order.

9780755397877

Roseblood
Master historian Paul Doherty brings to life the brutal world of London in 1455 as he tells
the epic story of the advent of the Wars of the Roses

England, 1455: a kingdom on the brink of civil war. The Red Rose: King Henry of Lancaster’s
days are numbered. Deemed unfit for rule, even by his own mother, he surely cannot last on
the throne for long. Simon Roseblood—London lord, taverner, and alderman—is one of few
loyal servants left to fight his cause. The White Rose: Ruthless Richard of York has his eye
firmly set on the crown and plenty of powerful allies who will do anything to help him win
it. Henchman Amadeus Sevigny makes no bones about enforcing his own authority and as-
serting law and order at York’s command.When Roseblood is summoned by Sevigny to stand
trial for a crime he knows he didn’t commit, their paths cross in ways that alter them both
forever. And as the Wars of the Roses looms, an even greater foe is poised to rock the foun-
dations of England, and wreak horror in a hotbed of political unrest.

9780755395989
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9780747264682
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The Seventh Son
A Unique Portrait of Richard III

Reay Tannahill

A superb historical novel about Richard III that will appeal to readers of Josephine Tey,
Philippa Gregory, and Hilary Mantel

The paradox of England’s most enigmatic king is vividly brought to life in this family drama
in the grand tradition, a tale of brother against brother, cousin against cousin, of love, hate
and intrigue, of women inescapably entangled in the fates of their men, and of a mystery that
has exercised people’s minds for more than 500 years. At the heart of it all is the dangerous,
complex man known to history as Richard III, here brought vividly alive—in his private life
cool and sardonic, marrying for gain but learning to love, capable of inspiring great loyalty,
and discovering too late that he can be ruled by emotions he is scarcely aware of possessing;
in his public life, bold, competent, and tireless in pursuit of profit and power, making ene-
mies more easily than friends, and himself in the end falling victim to the most devoted of
those enemies—the mother of the king who is to succeed him, Henry VII. Here, in all its vivid
color, its rich and absorbing detail, is the story of an extended family in medieval England.

Reay Tannahill is the author of Food in History and Sex in History. Her novel Passing Glory
won the Romantic Novel of the Year Award.

Fiction • 448 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781472207920 • September • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Review

The Last Crusaders: Ivan the Terrible
William Napier

Hardened by battle, seasoned by war, four adventurers caught in the past of one of his-
tory’s most enigmatic leaders

After the final defeat of the Ottoman Empire at the great naval battle of Lepanto, it seems
that Europe is safe. But one day Nicholas Ingoldsby is summoned to London for an audi-
ence with the Queen herself. He is to go on a diplomatic mission to Constantinople, the
heart of the old enemy—and then onward, to a little-known but rising power called Mus-
covy. Here the Russian Czar has just proposed marriage to Elizabeth herself. Such a bold
offer should be no surprise, for this is no normal leader: Ivan IV Vasil’evich is known to
his people as Ivan the Terrible. But this rising new Christian power in the North has also
caught the attention of the Ottomans; and their allies, the wild Tatar horsemen of the Asi-
atic steppes, Russia’s ancient enemy. And soon Nicholas and his fellow travelers, Smith, Stan-
ley, and the faithful Hodge, are caught up in their most dangerous adventure yet, trapped
in a doomed Muscovy ruled by a deranged but cunning Czar Ivan, and with a vast army of
Tatar tribesmen riding down upon them, vowed to burn the city to the ground and extin-
guish Russia forever.

William Napier is the author of the Attila trilogy and the Clash of Empires series.

Fiction • 352 pp • 6 x 9
9781409105381 • November • $19.95 (NCR) Paper • Orion Publishing

Also available:
Each: (NCR) Paper

The Great Siege
9781409102830 • $14.95

The Last Crusaders
9781409147626 • $14.95

The Red Sea
9781409105350 • $23.95
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Queen of Bedlam
Laura Purcell

An emotional tale based on historical fact imagining the impact of King George III’s mad-
ness on the lives of his wife and daughters

London 1788: the calm order of Queen Charlotte’s court is shattered by screams. The King
of England is going mad. Left alone with 13 children and with the country at war, Char-
lotte has to fight to hold her husband’s throne. It is a time of unrest and revolutions but
most of all Charlotte fears the King himself, someone she can no longer love or trust. She
has lost her marriage to madness and there is nothing she can do except continue to do her
royal duty. Her six daughters are desperate to escape their palace asylum. Their only chance
lies in a good marriage, but no prince wants the daughter of a madman. They are forced to
take love wherever they can find it, with devastating consequences.

Laura Purcell recently appeared on the PBS documentary The Secrets of Henry VIII’s Palace,
talking about Queen Caroline’s life at Hampton Court. Her novels explore the lives of royal
women during the Georgian era, who have largely been ignored by modern history. Queen
of Bedlam was originally self-published as God Save the King.

Fiction • 384 pp • 5 x 8
9781910183014 • November • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Myrmidon Books

Imperatrix
Russell Whitfield

The third adventure in the visceral female gladiator trilogy that began with Gladiatrix—
Lysandra is back, and she’s going to war

“Brutal, bloody, and loaded with authenticity.” —Anthony Riches, author, Empire series

“A great debut that shines an entirely new light on the glory and the bloodshed of the
Roman arena . . . exciting stuff, with well rounded characters, nail-biting duels to the
death, and vividly depicted settings. Gladiatrix makes Gladiator look very tame in-
deed.” —Simon Scarrow, author, Under the Eagle, on Gladiatrix

In the dirt of the Flavian Amphitheatre, known to history as the Coliseum, lies the blood-
ied body of Spartan priestess Lysandra—cut down by Rome’s adored Gladiatrix Prima, the
beautiful and deadly Illeana, the Midnight Falcon. At the edge of the underworld, the god-
dess Athene offers Lysandra’s spirit a stark choice: reside eternally amid the fields of Ely-
sium, or return to a life that is full of pain and sorrow—but will secure Lysandra a glorious
place in legend for generations to come. Meanwhile, the legions prepare to embark for the
Dacian frontier as the Emperor Domitian seeks revenge for Rome’s worst defeat for almost
a century. With them is the former tribune Gaius Minervius Valerian, anxious to wipe away
the disgrace of being the sole survivor of his own command, annihilated by a swarm of sav-

age warrior horsewomen. And now it seems that Lysandra’s destiny also
lies to the east, as well as the prospect of a final and bloody reckoning
with an old and hated adversary.

Russell Whitfield is the author of Gladiatrix and Roma Victrix.

Fiction • 352 pp • 5 x 8
9781910183038 • March • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
Myrmidon Books

Also available:

Roma Victrix
9781905802418

$12.95 (Can $13.95)
Paper
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Sandra Heath Wilson

Sandra Heath Wilson has won the Romantic Times Review’s Choice Award for Best Regency Author
and for Best Regency Romance. Her books include Breaking the Rules and Second Thoughts.

Each: Fiction • 352 pp • 5 x 8 • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Buried River Press
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Cicely’s King Richard
The first in a historical trilogy exploring the intensity and sensitivity of history’s “wicked”
King and his illicit relationship with his young niece: the perceptive and enticing Cicely

It is 1483, and the children of the late Yorkist King Edward IV have been declared illegitimate
by their own uncle, the new King Richard III. His second niece, Cicely Plantagenet, hardly knows
him but from the outset is fiercely drawn to this charismatic man, with whom she shares tremen-
dous affinity and rarest of all, his trust. But there will be complete, unconditional passion and
the loss of all innocence for Cicely before Richard has to defend his realm, his cause, and his
life, against the invading force of the Lancastrian pretender, Henry Tudor, at the Battle of
Bosworth Field. This impressive trilogy offers a new and compassionate look at the much ma-
ligned, misunderstood Richard, Duke of Gloucester.

9780719812330 • September

Cicely’s Second King
The middle installment in a historical trilogy by a Regency romance master

After the bloody death of her uncle and lover, the Yorkist King Richard III, at Bosworth Field,
Lady Cicely Plantagenet is grief-stricken, alone, and with child. Clinging to Richard’s mem-
ory, and ensconced in the court of his Lancastrian successor—the dangerous, enigmatic Henry
Tudor—Cicely faces a strange new England, where her bitter elder sister, Bess, is to be Henry’s
queen. And Henry is advancing, with a serpentine charm and lascivious determination, to lay
claim to both Plantagenet sisters, threatening harm to her loved ones if Cicely resists. But Henry
killed Richard and poses a mortal threat to her secret son. How can it be possible to find pleas-
ure with this ruthless and relentless man?

9780719812613 • October

Cicely’s Lord Lincoln
The final installment in a poignant historical trilogy

In 1486, after being caught in the arms of her lover, the Lancastrian King Henry VII, Lady
Cicely Plantagenet is estranged from her second husband, Sir Jon Welles. Henry has been co-
ercing her to his bed by threatening harm to Jon and her Yorkist cousin, Jack de la Pole, Earl
of Lincoln, whom Henry suspects of plotting support for a contender to the throne. But Cic-
ely has a great affinity with Jack, with echoes of the intense feeling she shared with her uncle,
and father of her son, the Yorkist King Richard III. And with Jack as Richard’s chosen heir
she believes he should be King of England. With Jack drawing Cicely into his treasons there
are flickering shadows around every corner and she should know better than to trust them.
In this web of duplicity, Henry Tudor and his throne loom large, threatening to steal Cicely’s
great love once again.

9780719813627 • December
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A Fugitive Englishman
Roy Lewis

A successful Englishman flees to America to escape his hidden past—only to get himself
into deeper, more dangerous waters in New York

Edwin James reaches the height of his professional career in the law when, on the brink of
being knighted, legal scandals and debt force him to flee England with his new bride and
attempt to establish a new career in America. There, his involvement with the most sensa-
tional actress of the day soon destroys his marriage, and he quickly finds himself recruited
into Colonel Lafayette Baker’s Secret Detective Service investigating Fenian activity in New
York’s hell-hole, the Five Point. And it isn’t long before he joins forces with former politi-
cal assassin, Carlos Rudio, in the hunt for John Wilkes Booth, the murderer of President
Lincoln. Forced to work with corrupt judges and policemen in New York, James becomes
involved with the most notorious fraudsters of the day, and always in the background lie
the lurking dangers that arise from the shadows of his scandalous past, shadows that threaten
to rise up and engulf him once more.

Roy Lewis is a well-established crime writer with more than 60 novels to his name, including
Bloodeagle, Goddess of Death, and A Secret Dying.

Fiction • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781910208052 • March • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Buried River Press

The Bonds of Earth
E. V. Thompson

Caught between miners desperate for work and locals disapproving of change, the life
of one young man caught in the cross fire of a brewing storm is irrevocably altered

In 1837, when rich deposits of copper ore are discovered, a huge influx of out-of-work min-
ers flock to the area from Cornwall’s far west, bringing with them problems alien to the
hardworking but easygoing countrymen. Young Goran Trebartha, whose working life is di-
vided between two farms, finds ahimself caught between the seemingly incompatible cul-
tures; his problems grow with the arrival of a mine captain and his all-female family. Avarice
and intrigue, the vicissitudes of farming life, and the sheer desperation of hungry miners
all add to bewildering changes that will permanently change the course of Goran’s life.

E. V. Thompson is the author of more than 30 novels, including Chase the Wind, which
won the Best Historical Novel Award. In 2011 Thompson was awarded an MBE for serv-
ices to literature and to the Cornish community.

Fiction • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9780719809385 • October • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Robert Hale

Beyond the Storm
9780709091813

$12.95 (Can $13.95)

Also available:
Each: $12.95 (Can $13.95) Paper

No Less than
the Journey
9780709087557

Churchyard and Hawke
9780709088707

$12.95 (Can $13.95)

Hawke’s Tor
9780709093749

$18.95 (Can $20.95)
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Nothing Undone Remained
Dominic Luke

A perceptive and potent glimpse of youth in Edwardian England, reveling in the naivety
and bluster of a young boy on the fledgling cusp of adulthood and responsibility

Life has been kind to Roderick Brannan in his first 14 years, and in the autumn of 1906
there is nothing he wants more than to make a sporting name for himself at school. But
with the breeze of the shifting seasons comes an imperceptible breath of change for Eng-
land and for Roderick, and when his father dies he must return to the family home. There
follows a tumultuous summer for Roderick and his young cousin, Dorothea. Swapping the
strictures of boarding school for the cloistered quiet of a remote country house leads Rod-
erick to reassess his goals, and awakens in him desires he had never considered possible.

Dominic Luke is the author of Aunt Letitia, Autumn Softly Fell, and Snake in the Grass.

Fiction • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781910208069 • February • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Buried River Press

Cardigan Bay
John Kerr

A sweeping tale of two separate lives brought together in a time of historical crisis

“Fine writing. Kerr spins a compelling tale involving crypto Nazis, the IRA, plans to
end WWII, and a precarious romance to thicken the mix. I can see why people are inter-
ested in this writer.” —C. Michael Curtis, senior editor, Atlantic

When Major Charles Davenport is evacuated to England to recuperate from a battle wound
received at Tobruk, a letter is awaiting him from his wife in London informing him that she’s
in love with another man and wants a divorce. Mary Kennedy is a young Irish-American who
has moved to her grandparents’ cottage in Ireland to mourn the loss of her husband and in-
fant daughter. Participating in a Red Cross morale-building effort, she corresponds with a
young British soldier, but his letters cease abrubtly following the fall of Tobruk. Determined
to learn what has become of him she makes her way to the army hospital in Sussex where
his commanding officer, Major Davenport, kindly explains the young soldier’s fate. Thus be-
gins a love story, carried out almost entirely by letter, crystallized by distance and heightened
by the intimacy of the private written word set against the dramatic events of WWII and cul-
minating in the landings on D-Day at Sword Beach.

John Kerr is a graduate of Stanford University and the University of Texas Law School. A longtime student of European and
American history, he lives in San Antonio, Texas.

Fiction • 224 pp • 6.5 x 9.5
9780719814174 (Replaces 9780972063043)
February • $26.95 (Can $31.95) Cloth • Robert Hale

Also available:
Each: $26.95 (Can $29.95) Cloth

Hurricane Hole
9780709099055

Fell the Angels
9780709098386
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Treason’s Daughter
Antonia Senior

A stunning coming-of-age novel set against the backdrop of the English Civil War, as one
extraordinarily loyal and headstrong girl battles to save the people she loves

In 1640 London 15-year-old Henrietta Challoner dreams of adventure, of a life lived at the
gallop, of the opportunities afforded to her brothers, Ned and Sam. She cannot know how
devastatingly real these dreams will become, as the country slides towards vicious civil war.
The crisis threatens to tear Henrietta’s family apart. As religious and political tensions spill
into the streets, they all must decide what comes first—their family, their country, or their
desires. But while she strives to maintain the peace at home, Henrietta becomes embroiled
in a deeper plot: to hand London over to the King.

Antonia Senior is a writer and journalist. She writes columns, features, and book reviews
for such publications as Financial Times, the Guardian, and the Times.

Fiction • 400 pp • 6 x 9
9781782392644 • October • $19.95 (NCR) Paper • Corvus

The Spice Merchant’s Wife
Charlotte Betts

The stunning third historical novel from Charlotte Betts is a richly imaginative page-turner
opening in 1666 at the time of the Great Fire of London

“A feast for the senses. With the sensual language of Patrick Suskind’s Perfume and
the historical flavor of Philippa Gregory, this is a lush, immersive read for historical
fiction fans, set during one of the most exciting eras of the city’s history.”
—Holiday Magazine

1666: newly married to a wealthy spice merchant, Kate Finche believes all her dreams of a
happy family life are just around the corner until the Great Fire rages through London. She
watches in horror as their livelihood goes up in flames, filling the air with the heady scents
of cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves. As the city is devastated, Kate’s husband Robert is forced
to seek employment to ensure their survival, but when he is found drowned, Kate refuses
to believe that he has taken his own life. Widowed and penniless, she seeks refuge in the
House of Perfume, the home of blind perfumer Gabriel Harte, who awakens Kate’s senses
to a whole new world. But as she flees from this forbidden love, her husband’s murderer
comes looking for her. This stunning novel, bursting with the color and flavor of Restora-
tion London, is perfect for readers of Phillipa Gregory, and Joanne Harris.

Charlotte Betts won the 2013 Romantic Novelist Associa-

Also available:
Each: (NCR) Paper

The Apothecary’s
Daughter

9780749954499 • $13.95

The Painter’s Apprentice
9780749954598 • $12.95

tion Award in the category of historical romatic novel for The
Apothecary’s Daughter. She is also the author of The
Painter’s Apprentice.

Fiction • 400 pp • 5 x 8
9780749959289 (Replaces 9780749959272) • October
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Piatkus Books
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Game
Trevor Shearston

A moving and epic novel about the last days of legendary bushranger Ben Hall

The thought was coming more often. That wherever he was, he was at the centre of a
cage. He couldn’t have said when the notion first entered his head. Some time in the last
months. It was more now than a notion, he could see the damn bars. They were grey
steel, the height of a man on horseback. In a dream he’d ridden out of a clump of boul-
ders and caught them just before they retreated, how he knew what they looked like.

It is 1865. For three years Ben Hall and the men riding with him have been lords of every
road in midwestern New South Wales. But with the Harbourers’ Act made law, coach
escorts armed now with the new Colt revolving rifle, and mailbags more often contain-
ing checks than banknotes, being game is no longer enough. The road of negotiated sur-
render is closed. Jack Gilbert has shot dead a police sergeant. Constable Nelson, father
of eight, lies buried at Collector, killed by John Dunn. Neither time did Ben pull the fatal
trigger, but he too will hang if ever the three are taken. Harry Hall is seven. Ben has not
seen the boy since his wife Biddy left to live with another man, taking Harry with her.
The need to see his son, to be in some way a father again, has grown urgent. But how
much time is left before the need to give the game away and disappear becomes the greater
urgency?

Trevor Shearston is the author of several books, including Something in the Blood, Sticks
That Kill, and White Lies.

Fiction • 336 pp • 6 x 8
9781743315217 • October • $17.95 (Can $21.95) Paper • Allen & Unwin

Dark River Melody
M. D. Murphy

A romp of a novel that vividly brings the sights and sounds of London to life, filled
with interesting characters and one of the most evil villains to populate a page

Tom Gobey is a pamphleteer who has been in prison in Botany Bay for the past seven years.
In 1799, he returns to London in search of his sweetheart, Eileen Dineen. His old repub-
lican friend, Johnny Steadman, explains that Eileen has been injured and has visited the
bone-setter, Mrs. Shapp. It seems that Eileen has abandoned her old political ways and is
now living with a powerful aristocrat, Saffronetti. As soon as this wealthy man, a vicious
castrato with an opium addiction, hears of Tom’s return, he orders his sadistic henchman,
Mr. Sticks, to kill his rival. Tom and Eileen seem thwarted at every turn until fate smiles
kindly and they are reunited; but they are not free to love—Eileen has stolen Saffronetti’s
jewelry and could hang for her crime. Injured and bedraggled they decide to flee to France
in search of liberty.

M. D. Murphy works as an editor.

Fiction • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9781908122636 • April • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Cutting Edge Press



WAR AT HOME

Cynthia Harrod-Eagles

New from Cynthia Harrod-Eagles, the author of the hugely popular and much-loved
Morland Dynasty series, comes the exciting new series War at Home. An epic family drama set

against the backdrop of World War I, the series will include a book a year for each year of the war.

Cynthia Harrod-Eagles is the author of the hugely popular Morland Dynasty novels, which have captivated
and enthralled readers for decades. She is also the author of the contemporary Bill Slider Mystery series.
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Goodbye Piccadilly
War at Home, 1914

Set against the real events of 1914, the first book in an exciting new series from
Cynthia Harrod-Eagles is extraordinary in scope and imagination

In 1914, Britain faces a new kind of war. For Edward and Beatrice Hunter, their chil-
dren, servants, and neighbors, life will never be the same again. For David, the eld-
est, war means a chance to do something noble; but enlisting will break his mother’s
heart. His sister Diana, 19 and beautiful, longs for marriage. She has her heart set on
Charles Wroughton, son of Earl Wroughton, but Charles will never be allowed to marry
a banker’s daughter. Below stairs, Cook and Ada, the head housemaid, grow more
terrified of German invasion with every newspaper atrocity story. Ethel, under house-
maid, can’t help herself when it comes to men and now soldiers add to the tempta-
tion; yet there’s more to this flighty girl than meets the eye. The once-tranquil village
of Northcote reels under an influx of khaki volunteers, wounded soldiers, and Bel-
gian refugees. The war is becoming more dangerous and everyone must find a way
to adapt to this rapidly changing world.

Fiction • 400 pp • 5 x 8.5
9780751556261 • September • $29.95 (NCR) Cloth • Sphere
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First Time Solo
A Novel

Iain Moloney

A distinctive debut novel by a mature new voice sheds light on a previously neglected as-
pect of war, its casualties and victims, and those forces unleashed by a conflict that changed
the world forever

It’s 1943 and Jack Devine, a farmer’s son from the rural North of Scotland, is finally called
up to the RAF. Jack dreams of becoming a pilot, breaking hearts, and returning home a hero.
The realities of training are very different, with boredom, bullying, and casual violence the
norm. Drawn together by a love of jazz music, Jack makes friends with Terry, a worldly Welsh-
man dabbling in the black market; Joe, a fellow Scot and aggressive antifascist; and the pub-
lic school educated Clive. The group form a jazz band to surprising acclaim and for a while
an alternative future to that preordained for each seems possible. But the initial camaraderie
soon gives way to simmering resentment as age-old tensions resurface. When one of the four
dies in a suspicious flying accident, another in the group is suspected of murder. Jack must
not only navigate the demands of pilot training, an errant girlfriend, constant redeployments,
and a bloody war that is getting ever nearer, but also the ever-present danger closer to home
and the increasing realization that the dice are stacked against those like him wishing to es-
cape the shackles of the old order.

Iain Maloney writes about travel, literature, and music. A writer of fiction, nonfiction, and
poetry, he has been published in journals and anthologies around the world. In 2013 he was
short-listed for the Dundee International Book Prize.

Fiction • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781908754615 • November • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Freight Books

Outside Verdun
Arnold Zweig
Translated by Fiona Rintoul

A new translation of a forgotten masterpiece of German World War I literature, based
on the author’s own firsthand experiences of combat

The war, an operation instigated by men, still felt to him like a storm decreed by fate, an
unleashing of powerful elements, unaccountable and beyond criticism.

Arnold Zweig’s novel was first published in 1933 and is based on his own experiences in
the German army during World War I. Following the unlawful killing of his younger brother
by his own superiors, Lieutenant Kroysing swears revenge, using his influence to arrange
for his brother’s unit, normally safely behind the lines, to be reassigned to the fortress at
Douaument, in the very heart of the battle for France. Bertin, a lowly but educated Jewish
sapper through whose eyes the story unfolds, is the innocent man caught in the cross fire.
The book not only explores the heartbreaking tragedy of one individual trapped in a night-
mare of industrialized warfare but also reveals the iniquities of German society in micro-
cosm, with all its injustice, brutality, anti-Semitism, and incompetence. A brilliant translation
captures all the subtleties, cadences, and detachment of Zweig’s masterful prose.

Arnold Zweig (1887–1968) was a German writer and antiwar and antifascist activist. His
books include The Case of Sergeant Grischka. Fiona Rintoul is a writer and translator whose
work has appeared in Gutter and Mslexia.

Fiction • 352 pp • 6 x 9
9781908754523 • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Freight Books
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Every Short Story
From 1951 to 2012

Now in paperback, an authoritative collection of Alasdair Gray’s stories gathered over
the last 25 years, with illustrations and information to amuse the curious reader

“One of the most gifted writers to have put pen to paper in the English language.”
—Irvine Welsh

The first 16 stories in this collection were published in 1983 with the title Unlikely Stories,
Mostly. This collection also has 57 tales from later books, and 16 new ones published here
together for the first time. This last section, Tales Droll and Plausible, shows that Gray’s re-
cent 21st-century fiction is as uncomfortably funny and up-to-date as his earliest.

Fiction • 944 pp • 5.25 x 8.5
9780857865618 (Replaces 9780857865601) • November • $27.95 (NCR) Paper
Canongate UK
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1982, Janine
9781841953465 • $14.95

Lanark
9781841959078 • $17.95

A Life in Pictures
9781847671400 • $29.95

Of Me and Others
An Autobiography

Mixing new and previously published but revised writing, this autobiography explores
Gray’s life and reflects on a half-century of artistic work in his witty, self-deprecat-
ing prose

A winner of the Guardian Fiction Prize and the Whitbread Novel Award, Alasdair Gray
has influenced a stream of authors and artists for 60 years. Now, Gray creates a candid in-
sight into his life with this autobiography, how growing up in postwar Glasgow influenced
his thinking, his relationship with his parents, the influence and work of his peers, how he
came to create his masterpieces such as Lanark and 1982, Janine, and his musings on life,
death, and everything in-between. Funny, moving, and deeply personal, this is the defin-
ing work of the life of one of Britain’s greatest artists.

Autobiography • 480 pp • 5 x 8.5
9781908885401 • September • $45.00 (Can $53.95) Cloth • Cargo Publishing

ALAZDAIR GRAY

Alasdair Gray

Alasdair Gray is the author of 1982, Janine; The Book of Prefaces; Old Men in Love; and Poor Things,
for which he won the Whitbread Novel Award and the Guardian Fiction Prize. His first novel, the loosely

autobiographical, blackly fantastical Lanark, changed the landscape of British fiction, opening up the
imaginative territory inhabited today by writers such as A. L. Kennedy, James Kelman, and Irvine Welsh.

It led Anthony Burgess to hail him as “the most important Scottish writer since Sir Walter Scott.”
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My childhood name was Iwajiro, and I was eight years old when I first entered at the gates of hell. The old monk
looked like one of the gaki, the hungry ghosts. He was gaunt and skeletal, cheeks caved in, skin shrunk tight over the
great craggy dome of the skull, fierce eyes bulging in their sockets under thick black eyebrows that met in the middle
just below the third eye. (When he glowered I could see it there, blazing.)

My father had borugh me to hear a monk deliver a sermon on the Eight Burning Hells. When the monk started to
speak, voice dry and cracked, rasping, I felt he was takling directly to me as if he had singled me out. He glared at me,
pierced me with his gaze, cut me to the core.

I whimpered, grabbed my father’s sleeve. My father shook me off, smacked the back of my legs.

“Sit,” he said. “Listen.”

The hells, the monk explained, descended in order of severity, down and down, ever deeper into the underworld. The
first of them was the Hell of Reviving, and even here, he said, the heat was unbearable, far beyond endurance. The ground
was a searing expanse of white-hot iron and it was impossible to rest your feet even for a second without being scorched.

I felt my feet twitch. It was a hot day and the shoji screens were open to the temple courtyard, shimmering in the
glare. Inside at least it was shaded, cooler. The old wooden beams smelled of pine incense. I watched a little lizard, bright
green, filck and dart across the wall.

In the Hell of Reviving, said the monk, you will be consumed by perpetual rage.

He looked at me, he definitely looked at me.

Night Boat
Alan Spence

Set under the skies of 18th-century Japan, a tale of fear, devotion,
and the power of the spirit against all odds

“A sympathetic, thoughtful chronicle of how we grow and
change, how we deal with what makes us suffer, and how our
creativity can play in. . . . Spence’s elegant prose, subtle wit and
clear passion for his subject make it a rewarding undertaking.”
—Scotsman

“Thoughtful and vivid, the novel adds rich detail to a life known
mostly in broad strokes.” —Publishers Weekly on The Pure Land

My childhood name was Iwajiro, and I was eight years old when I first
entered at the gates of hell . . .

One night in 18th-century Japan, at the hour of the Ox, a young boy
named Iwajiro sits in a state of pure concentration. At the foot of Mount
Fuji, behind screen walls and amid curls of incense smoke, Iwajiro chants
the Tenjin Sutra, an act of devotion learned from his beloved mother.
On the side of the same mountain, 20 years on, he will sit in perfect
stillness as the summit erupts, spitting fire and molten rock onto the
land around him. This is not the first time he has seen hell. This man
will become Hakuin, one of the greatest teachers in the history of Zen.
His quest for truth will call on him to defy his father, to face death, to
find love, and to lose it. He will ask, what is the sound of one hand
clapping? And he will master his greatest fear. This fictionalized account
of a legendary Zen master is the story of a tremendous life.

Alan Spence is an award-winning Scottish poet, playwright, novelist,
and short story writer. He is the author of The Pure Land, and his awards
include the Glenfiddich Award, the People’s Prize, Macallan Short Story
Prize, and the McVitie Prize for Scottish Writer of the Year. He founded
Edinburgh’s WORD Festival and was its artistic director for 12 years,
and he now co-runs a meditation center.

Fiction • 464 pp • 5 x 8
9780857868541 • September • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Canongate UK
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The Song of King Gesar
A Novel

Alai

The first English translation of Tibet’s founding myth, written by an
acclaimed winner of the Mao Dun Prize, China’s top literary award,
and impeccably translated

“A thrilling, beautiful, and moving epic, reminding us again of the
timeless and exhilarating magic of pure story-telling. Alai opens up a
world previously unknown to us, a foreign and yet strangely familiar
world.” —Tan Twan Eng, author, The Garden of Evening Mists

“Exuberantly translated by Goldblatt and Lin. . . . One of the best
of the wave of contemporary Chinese novels translated in recent
years.” —Publishers Weekly on Red Poppies

The Song of King Gesar is one of the world’s great epics, as significant
for Tibetans as the Odyssey and Iliad for the ancient Greeks, and as the
Ramayana and Mahabarata in India. Passed down in song from one gen-
eration to the next, it is sung by Tibetan bards even today. Set partly in
ancient Tibet, where evil spirits mingle with the lives of humans, and partly
in the modern day, the tale tells of two lives inextricably entwined. Gesar,
the youngest and bravest of the gods, has been sent down to the human
world to defeat the demons that plague the lives of ordinary people. Jigmed
is a young shepherd, who is visited by dreams of Gesar, of gods, and of
ancient battles while he sleeps. So begins an epic journey for both the
shepherd and the king. The willful child of the gods will become Gesar,
the warrior-king of Ling, and will unite the nation of Tibet under his reign.
Jigmed will learn to see his troubled country with new eyes, and, as the
storyteller chosen by the gods, must face his own destiny.

Alai was born in Sichuan Province of China, of Rgyalrong Tibetan de-
scent. As well as critically acclaimed collections of poetry, short stories,
and essays, he has written a number of novels, including Red Poppies:
A Novel of Tibet, which was short-listed for the 2002 Kiriyama Prize.

Fiction/Folklore & Mythology • 400 pp • 5.5 x 8.5 • Canongate UK
New in Paper: 9781847672353 • January • $19.95 (NCR)
Cloth: 9781847672339 • Available • $26.95 (NCR)

Also available:
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The Hurricane Party
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Orphans of Eldorado
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WILLIAM MCILVANNEY

William McIlvanney

“The messiah has returned. That’s the rather odd feeling among the Scottish crime-writing community
at the moment—because the so-called godfather of tartan noir is back. . . . Laidlaw’s eponymous
detective is an existentially troubled individual with a strong moral compass and a stronger sense

of socialist justice. The Glasgow he stalks is a brutal place, rife with depravation and poverty, yet depicted
with dark humor and perceptive, poetic prose. . . . In a time when English crime writers were still copying
Agatha Christie, McIlvanney took the hardboiled ethos of Raymond Chandler and Dashiell Hammett and

applied it to the working classes of the city around him. It was a revelation. Now, Laidlaw is back.” —Guardian

William McIlvanney is known as “the father of Tartan Noir” and “Scotland’s Albert Camus.” His first novel,
Remedy is None, won the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize, and with Docherty he won the Whitbread Award for
Fiction. Laidlaw and The Papers of Tony Veitch both gained Silver Daggers from the Crime Writers’ Association.

Strange Loyalties, the third in the Detective Laidlaw trilogy, won the Glasgow Herald’s People’s Prize.

Each: Fiction • 368 pp • 5 x 8 • September • (NCR) Paper • Canongate UK
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Docherty
Winner of the Whitbread Prize, from one of Scotland’s greatest
living novelists

“It’s doubtful I would be a crime writer without the influence of
McIlvanney.” —Ian Rankin

Tam Docherty’s youngest son, Conn, is born at the end of 1903 in a small
working-class town in the west of Scotland. Tam will stop at nothing
to make sure that life and the pits don’t swallow up his boy, the way it
did him. Courageous and questioning, Docherty emerges as a leader of
almost unshakable strength, but in a close-knit community tradition is
a powerful opponent.

368 pp • 9781782111788 • $14.95

A Gift from Nessus
Another harsh, beautiful noir from the writer who influenced a gen-
eration of Scottish crime fiction

Eddie Cameron is a salesman for Rocklight Ltd., an electrical equip-
ment firm in Glasgow, where he has been fiddling the firm’s expenses.
Eddie’s life is in tatters—his wife hates him, and his violent temper has
left his mistress teetering on the edge of sanity.

224 pp • 9781782113034 • $15.95

Remedy Is None
McIlvanney’s first novel, winner of the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize

Charlie Grant, an intense young student at Glasgow University, watches
his father die. Overwhelmed by the memory of this humble yet digni-
fied death, Charlie is left to face his own fierce resentment for his adul-
terous mother. With shades ofHamlet and Camus, William McIlvanney’s
first novel is a revelatory portrait of youth, of society, and of family.

256 pp • 9781782113041 • $15.95
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The Big Man
The basis of a film starring Liam Neeson, the story of a violent man
locked in a struggle with his own nature and background

The big man is Dan Scoular, a legend of physical prowess in a decay-
ing Ayrshire mining community. When a bare-knuckle fight offers both
money and a purpose, he finds it turns into a monumental struggle to
keep his heritage and integrity intact.

272 pp • 9781782113027 • October • $14.95

Walking Wounded
“A superb collection: a series of brief lives which McIlvanney passes
through the eye of a very sharp needle.” —Literary Review

These are the stories of the casualties of social and emotional struggle,
who defy defeat with humor, resilience, and inspiring faith in their dreams.
The walking wounded. These are the stories of ordinary people.

192 pp • 9781782113058 • October • $15.95

The Kiln
Featuring the same family, two generations on, as Docherty

“The best novel yet from the finest Scottish writer of our time.”
—Daily Telegraph

Tom Docherty was 17 in the summer of 1955. With school behind him
and a summer job at a brick works, Tom had his whole life before him.
Years later, alone in a rented flat in Edinburgh and lost in memories,
Tom recalls the intellectual and sexual awakening of his youth. In look-
ing back, Tom discovers that only by understanding where he comes
from can he make sense of his life as it is now.

288 pp • 9781782111900 • November • $14.95

Weekend
“Illuminating and thought-provoking.” —Irvine Welsh

In a Victorian mansion hotel on an island, a group of English litera-
ture lecturers and students gather for a residential weekend. The week-
end proves to be a major turning point in the emotional lives of several
people—just not quite in the way any of them expected.

272 pp • 9781782113065 • November • $15.95
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Crumbs
Miha Mazzini

The best ever selling novel from the former Yugoslavia, this is a hilarious, anarchic, ir-
reverent black comedy about national aspirations and wanting things you can’t have

“A thoroughly unique black comedy . . . delightfully perverse and oddly touching.”
—Publishers Weekly on Guarding Hanna

“Probably the most fascinating novel you will read this year.” —Detroit Free Press

Egon is an amoral but charismatic writer, living on the breadline in a grim, unnamed com-
munist factory town in Slovenia prior to the break-up of the former Yugoslavia. With little
evidence of his real literary ambitions, he makes ends meet by writing trashy romances under
a pseudonym. When not searching out sex with as many women as possible or slagging off
the literary establishment, Egon is full of schemes to feed his pathological need for the ru-
inously expensive aftershave, Cartier pour L’Homme. Around him Egon has gathered a mot-
ley crew of friends and acquaintances, each of whom also has an equally obsessive, unattainable
ambition. Poet is desperate to have his verse published in a leather bound volume, Ibro is
in love with a factory girl to whom he cannot utter a single word, while Selim is convinced
he’ll marry Nastassja Kinski. As Egon’s attempts to secure more perfume become ever more

Articles of Faith
Michael Cannon

An extraordinary tour de force that examines the impact of faith and fanaticism on a
community beleaguered by war

Set during the early part of World War II, this novel follows the fortunes of Campbell and
Gig, two children who move to a shipbuilding town with their alcoholic father. Both come
within the orbit of Miss Aherne, their strict but charismatic primary school teacher, although
she is particularly drawn to Gig. As Campbell and Gig experience life in the war-torn town,
along with a fascinating cast of characters each coping with the privations of conflict and
poverty in their own way, it becomes clear that Miss Aherne is not all she seems. As an all-
out aerial assault on the shipyards by the Luftwaffe draws near, tensions within the commu-
nity rise. It’s left to Campbell and his friend Danny to expose Miss Aherne’s real agenda before
tragedy befalls them all. This beautifully rendered portrait of a community in crisis ex-
plores themes of love, loss, and family, and the consequences of fanaticism for the innocent.

Michael Cannon is the author of The Borough, A Conspiracy of Hope, and Lachlan’s War,
which was published to much acclaim.

Fiction • 256 pp • 5 x 9
9781908754509 • October • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Cloth • Freight Books

degenerate, his grip on his own identity loosens. The consequences are messy, grim, and hilarious, and allude to a nation un-
dergoing radical change. Crumbs is not only a ribald, dirty realist satire, but also a fascinating and utterly unique commentary
on the pathology of self-determination.

Miha Mazzini is an award-winning novelist, short story writer, playwright, scriptwriter, and film director. He has 23 published
books, including The German Lottery, Guarding Hanna, and King of the Rattling Spirits. His novels have been translated into
nine languages and he won a Pushcart Prize in 2012.

Fiction • 240 pp • 5 x 8
9781908754394 • September • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Freight Books
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Cold City
A Novel

Cathy McSporran

A stunning debut novel uses speculative fiction to explore mental illness and our dark-
est feelings about our family

Two weeks after his death, Susan McPherson sees her father on the street in Glasgow. Not
long after, she takes an overdose and is committed to a psychiatric institution. There, she
is given a cocktail of drugs and soon finds herself moving between the reality of hospital
and an alternate city, permanently covered in snow and ice. In her new world her gay brother,
Jamie, is now married to Claire. The country is dominated by militant pagan groups and
Christian fundamentalism is on the rise, led by the charismatic preacher, McLean. Susan is
befriended by Raj, a mysterious man who creates paintings of wolves and Norse legends.
As Susan is drawn into the struggles and relationships of this new parallel world, her grip
on the “first world” loosens further. Can she resolve the crises in the ice-bound city in order
to return to reality? For fans of Marge Piercy’sWoman on the Edge of Time, Scarlett Thomas’s
The End of Mr Y, and Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go.

Cathy McSporran’s fiction has appeared in a wide range of magazines and anthologies such
as Chapman, Eclogia, From Glasgow to Saturn, Mslexia, and Nerve. She has been short-
listed for the Macallan/Scotland on Sunday Prize and was awarded the Constable Award
by the Scottish Association of Writers.

Fiction • 224 pp • 5 x 8
9781908754790 • November • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Freight Books

Any Other Mouth
Anneliese Mackintosh

An outstanding debut collection of stories in a similar vein as Nobody Belongs Here More
than Me; Girl, Interrupted; and Prozac Nation

“A remarkable, daring, and original work. Anneliese Mackintosh is the real thing.”
—M. J. Hyland, author, Carry Me Down

Announcing the arrival of an extraordinary new voice, this is a viciously funny, gut-wrench-
ing, and shockingly frank account of sexual misadventure, familial disintegration, be-
reavement, and self-discovery. To produce this highly autobiographical work, Anneliese
Mackintosh has taken the most intense episodes of her life so far and reimagined them in
these profound, funny, and poignant tales of damaged young women trying to understand
what womanhood means in the 21st century.

Anneliese Mackintosh is an associate editor of indie publisher Cargo. Her fiction has
been broadcast on BBC Radio 4 and BBC Radio Scotland, and published in UK magazines
Edinburgh Review, Gutter, and From Glasgow to Saturn, and U.S. magazines Zygote in
my Coffee, Citizens For Decent Literature, and Up The Staircase Quarterly.

Fiction • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781908754578 • October • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Freight Books
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Indecent Acts
Nick Brooks

A glorious exploration of working-class consciousness, family ties and tensions, mem-
ory, misadventure, and redemption

“Brooks’s humor is as sharp as one of Kay Scapetta’s scalpels, it slices through
a tale that is sometimes disgusting, occasionally bewildering, but always absorbing.”
—Louise Welsh, author, Naming the Bones, on The Good Death

An extraordinary tour de force of working-class fiction, this is a blackly comic, moving
tale of real lives, misadventures, and family. Reported entirely by the protagonist, Grace,
a semiliterate 40-something mother, the novel is soaked in humor and empathy as we fol-
low her precarious family life. Grace cares for Sean, her grandson, and Vincent, her son,
who wants to join the army. She lives in fear that Francis, her drug addict daughter and
mother to Sean, will come back and take the boy away from her. In the spirit of The True
History of the Kelly Gang by Peter Carey, the book is written in Grace’s inimitable pat-
ois, with often hilarious and moving effect.

Nick Brooks is the author of The Good Death and My Name Is Denise Forrester.

Fiction • 276 pp • 5 x 8
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A House Called Askival
Merryn Glover

A stunning and beguiling debut set in India, with a dual narrative; one in the past just after
Partition and the other in the present day

James Connor is a man who, burdened with guilt following a tragic event in his youth, has
dedicated his life to serving India. Ruth Connor is his estranged daughter who, as a teenager,
always knew she came second to her parents’ missionary vocation and rebelled, with equally
tragic consequences. After 24 years away, Ruth finally returns to Askival, the family home in
Mussoorie, a remote hill station in the Northern State of Uttarakhand, to tend to her dying
father. There she must face the past and confront her own burden of guilt if she is to cross
the chasm that has grown between them. In this extraordinary and assured debut, Merryn
Glover draws on her own upbringing as a child of missionary parents in Uttarakhand to cre-
ate a sensitive, complex, and epic journey through the sights, sounds, and often violent his-
tory of India from Partition to the present day.

Merryn Glover was born in a former royal palace in Kathmandu and brought up in South
Asia. Her writing has been published in newspapers and broadcast on radio. She is the au-
thor of the full-length play The Long Way Home. This is her first novel.
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Out There
An Anthology of Scottish LGBT writing

Edited by Zoe Strachan

Bold new writing from Scotland’s leading and emerging gay writers, including Ali Smith,
Louise Welsh, Jackie Kay, Ronald Frame, and Toni Davidson

With 24 pieces that as a whole provide an important snapshot of gay writing in the 21st
century, this is a definitive anthology of prose writing from Scotland’s leading and emerg-
ing gay writers. The collection includes the likes of Ali Smith, whose The Accidental was
nominated for the Man Booker and Orange Prizes and winner of Whitbread Novel of the
Year; Louise Welsh, whose The Cutting Room was nominated for the Orange Prize and won
the Creasey Dagger; Jackie Kay, winner of the Guardian Fiction Prize and short-listed for
PEN/Ackerley and Costa prizes; Ronald Frame, author of Havisham; Toni Davidson, au-
thor of Scar Culture; and many exciting new voices. The writing is as provocative, thought-
ful, moving, and fully charged with energy as one would expect from the country’s celebrated
community of LGBT artists.

Zoe Strachan is the author of Negative Space, which won a Betty Trask Award; Spin Cycle;
and Ever Fallen in Love, which was nominated for a Scottish Book Award, a London Book
Award, and a Green Carnation Prize for Gay Literature.

Literary Collections/Gay Studies • 192 pp • 5 x 8
9781908754684 • December • $23.95 (Can $28.95) Cloth • Freight Books

21 Revolutions
Edited by Adele Patrick

A stunning coffee-table book of artists’ and writers’ creative responses to a unique
collection of artifacts from the women’s movement and social history span-
ning more than a century—includes Denise Mina, A. L. Kennedy, Louise Welsh,
Janice Galloway, and more

In collaboration with the Glasgow Women’s Library, 21 Revolutions pairs 21 artists
and writers with one item each from the library’s archive, providing fascinating
insight and response to the history of the women’s movement, and creating a beau-
tiful book of new writing and contemporary art. Glasgow Women’s Library is unique,
part of the international feminist art and archive movement that has proliferated
since the 1970s, and its collections include an unrivaled range of artifacts and ma-
terial relating to the women’s movement in Scotland. Some of Scotland’s most cel-
ebrated women creatives including Jackie Kay, Jen Hadfield, Anne Donovan, Karen
Campbell, Denise Mina, Elizabeth Reeder, A. L. Kennedy, Helen Fitzgerald, Zoe
Wicomb, Muriel Gray, Louise Welsh, Janice Galloway, Lucy Skaer, Karla Black, Claire
Barclay, Sam Ainsley, Corin Sworn, and many others have created extraordinary
art, poetry, and prose across the fields of social and women’s history, feminism,
and equality.

Adele Patrick cofounded Glasgow Women’s Library and is the learning and cre-
ative development manager.
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9780952227335 • November • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Paper • Freight Books
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The Man Who Wouldn’t Stand Up
Jacob M. Appel

From the acclaimed author of The Biology of Luck comes a hilarious, Kafkaesque satire

“In this inventive and commercially appealing book, Appel sheds a harsh light on a
society that allows its most vocal and least tolerant elements to form the basis of
public opinion.” —Los Angeles Review

“Engaging, funny, ingenious, even charming.” —Philip Pullman

“A darkly comic satire, full of insight into American culture.” —Stephen Fry

Arnold Brinkman is a shy and retiring botanist; he loves his plants more than his coun-
try. But when his refusal to stand for the national anthem at a baseball game causes a
major media incident, he is thrown into a world of pushy patriots, preachers, and press.
And it’s not going to get any easier when he refuses to apologize. A hilarious bullet into
the heart of modern America, this novel mixes the literary sensibilities of Jonathan Franzen
with the raucous satire of D. B. C. Pierre, and was the recipient of the Dundee Interna-
tional Book Prize.

Jacob M.Appel is the author of The Biology of Luck. His fiction has been published in more
than 200 literary journals, including Alaska Quarterly Review, the Gettysburg Review,
the Missouri Review, StorySouth, and Virginia Quartery Review. He has won the New
Millennium Writings contest four times, the Writer’s Digest “grand prize” twice, and the
William Faulkner-William Wisdom competition in both fiction and creative nonfiction.
He has also won annual contests sponsored by Boston Review, Missouri Review, Arts
& Letters, Bellingham Review, Briar Cliff Review, North American Review, Sycamore
Review, and Washington Square. He lives in New York City.

Fiction • 384 pp • 5 x 8
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The Last Tiger
Tony Black

A Tasmania-set tale about a family of Lithuanian immigrants and the secrets they bring
with them to Van Dieman’s Land

It’s 1910 and 12-year-old Myko and his family have fled the czarist occupation of their na-
tive Lithuania for the freedom of America—only to discover their ship has arrived in Tasmania,
the once notorious prison island of the British Empire, known as Van Diemen’s Land. Myko
wonders what will become of them as he watches his father, Petras, and mother, Daina, be-
come anxious about how they will survive in this new land where tigers roam. Myko has never
seen a tiger before, except in his picture books, and is filled with fear as stories of the tigers’
vicious attacks upon the island’s settlers are retold to him. He wishes his brother Jurgis was
with him but knows his sibling’s disappearance is something he should force out of his mind.
But when Petras takes work as a tiger trapper and Myko discovers the den of the last tigers,
the family is thrust into a fight over the last of these beautiful, wild beasts that will force dark
secrets to the surface and pit son against father.

Tony Black is an award-winning journalist, editor, and novelist. He is the author of 16 nov-
els and was described by Irvine Welsh as his “favorite British crime writer.”
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ELSEWHERE

Various

The Elsewhere collection brings together many of the most influential and acclaimed writers in the world today.
In the four themed volumes of Here, There, Somewhere, and Everywhere, these writers explore what it means

to them to be elsewhere. The series was commissioned in 2010 by the Edinburgh International Book Festival, and its
publication marks an innovative publishing and design collaboration between Cargo Publishing and McSweeney’s.

Each: Literary Collections • 154 pp • 6 x 7.5
September • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Cloth • Cargo Publishing
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Everywhere
Everywhere is where young adults find elsewhere

Everywhere bends the rules and lets imagination run wild
through stories, comic strips, and poetry. Features David Al-
mond, Frank Cottrell Boyce, Julia Donaldson, John Fardell,
Keith Gray, Barry Hutchison, Elizabeth Laird, Denise Mina,
Michael Morpurgo, Marcus Sedgwick,Andy Stanton, and Jenny
Valentine.

9781908885081

Here
Here is about the elsewhere at home

Here moves between countries and continents, through fam-
ilies and unlikely encounters to find hope and reconcilia-
tion. Features Gill Arbuthnott, Theresa Breslin, Karen
Campbell, Anne Fine,Vivian French, Debi Gliori, Alasdair Gray,
A. L. Kennedy,Yiyun Li,William McIlvanney,Ali Smith, Miguel
Syjuco, and Alan Warner.

9781908885050

Somewhere
Somewhere is the land of the imagination

Somewhere is a world of fantasy and dreamscapes, the dark
and beautiful legends of elsewhere. This anthology features writ-
ing from Roddy Doyle, Michel Faber, Jen Hadfield, J. A. Hop-
kin, Jackie Kay, Margo Lanagan, Alberto Manguel, Garth Nix,
Gillian Philip, James Robertson, Robin Robertson, and Louise
Welsh.

9781908885074

There
There is about the elsewhere away from home

There is where outsiders search for belonging, visitors discover
new cultures, and travelers are lost and found. Features Alan
Bissett, Amy Bloom, Jason Donald, Anne Donovan, Rodge
Glass, Kirstin Innes, Doug Johnstone, Joan Lingard, Suketu
Mehta, Don Paterson, Allan Radcliffe, Eleanor Thom,
and David Vann.

9781908885067 Also available:

Elsewhere Box Set
9781908885098

$45.00 (Can $5.95) Paper



GUTTER

Edited by Adrian Searle

Gutter Magazine is an outstanding independent literary magazine publishing fiction and poetry from writers
born and living in Scotland, both previously published and unpublished. The work collected here is in turns

diverse, delicate, and dangerous. But with contributions from every corner of Scotland, all the major countries
of Europe and Asia, Canada, and the U.S., it is, most of all, global in attitude. Gutter doesn’t hold to any particular
political outlook but wholeheartedly believes in the power of the creative imagination to challenge the status quo.

Adrian Searle works in design and publishing, edits the literary magazine Gutter, and has edited a number
of award-winning anthologies. He commissioned and cowrote 101 Uses of a Dead Kindle and Dougie’s War.

Each: Literary Collections • 192 pp • 6 x 9 • $10.95 (Can $12.95) Paper • Freight Books
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Gutter 10
A redesign and relaunch of Scotland’s leading and award-win-
ning literary magazine, featuring work from Zoe Wicomb (You
Can’t Get Lost in Cape Town), Alan Spence (The Pure Land),
Ruth Thomas, and Zoe Strachan among others

“Maybe the most pleasing and impressive layout I’ve encoun-
tered in a small magazine of new writing.” —Alan Warner, au-
thor, Morvern Callar

9781908754417 • September

Gutter 11
Perfect for fans of Granta and Five Dials, the magazine features
short fiction, novel extracts, poetry, and reviews from both pre-
viously published and unpublished writers

9781908754653 • November

Also available:
Each: $10.95 (Can $13.95) Paper

Gutter 02
9780954402471

Gutter 03
9780954402495

Gutter 04
9780956613516

Gutter 05
9780956613523

Gutter 06
9781908754004

Gutter 07
9781908754059

Gutter 08
9781908754134

Gutter 09
9781908754295
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Tales from the Mall
Ewan Morrison

Fashion, food courts, lingerie, fire bombing, suicide, free parking—welcome to the mall.
Winner of the Guardian’s Not the Booker Prize and Glenfiddich Writer of the Year.

“Morrison continues Ballard’s tradition of locating menace beneath the sleekness and
shine of postindustrial life. You also learn a lot along the way. A truly interesting book.”
—Douglas Coupland, author, All Families Are Psychotic

“One of the most innovative and groundbreaking books published in the last couple of
decades. Mixing disciplines and drifting between fiction and fact, Ewan Morrison decon-
structs the stultifying Venus fly-trap of the society and culture we’ve constructed under
consumer capitalism.” —Irvine Welsh, author, Trainspotting

“A wonderful and important book that does the most difficult thing: laying bare the
overlooked everyday world in which we live. The darkdreams and lightweight fantasies
of shopping malls and those within them are exposed with incredible acuity and great
tenderness.” —Catherine O’Flynn, author, What Was Lost

Why would one woman threaten to kill another for a pair of discounted shoes? Why are cross-
dressers drawn to mall car parks? What do impulse buys have to do with rioting? How are
some malls “vampiric” while others are “pregnant?”And why are market research companies hiding the truth from us? A mash-
up of fiction, essays, and true stories, this collection tells of the rise of the most iconic symbol of our modern age: the shopping
mall. From more than 100 interviews and confessions, Ewan Morrison retells the true-life tales of those who work, shop, and
even find love inside their walls. With wry wit, insight, and compassion, he reveals how malls manipulate our emotions, how
they are an ideal space to meet a new lover or to kill yourself, and how they are taking over the world. As shopping malls spread
round the globe at the amazing speed of one new mall every 72 hours, and everyone, in every country ends up wearing the same
fashions, Tales from the Mall gives us a page-turning tour of the history of the mall and a vision of our coming future. Packed
full of terribly tweetable facts and gut-wrenching, sometimes hilarious stories, this book will change the way you think about
your hair color, your loyalty cards, the global economy, and your boyfriend or girlfriend—forever.

Ewan Morrison is the author of a trilogy of novels: Swung, Distance, and Ménage, and of the collection The Last Book You
Read and Other Stories. He has been short-listed for the Le Prince Maurice Literary Award and for Arena Magazine Man of
the Year in 2005. He is the winner of a Royal Television Society Award and has been nominated for three BAFTAs. The feature
film adaptation of his novel Swung is being made by Sigma Films.

Social Science • 304 pp • 5 x 8
9781908885012 • September • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Cargo Publishing

Head for the Edge, Keep Walking
Kate Tough

A debut novel about one woman’s life shaken up and the lessons she learns in putting
back together the pieces

Jill Beech’s nine-year relationship is over. She swaps one so-so job for another. She gets tipsy
with off-beat friends. She internet dates. Feeling stuck, life is suddenly flipped on its head
by some shocking news—she has cervical cancer. A simple operation to remove part of her
cervix becomes a two-week hospital stay with Jill refusing to speak, such is the depth of
her shock. But how can Jill recover her life? A kitten called Cyril? A handsome man by the
name of Roy? Nights out with weird and wonderful friends? Jill wonders—is she really bet-
ter? What if Roy wants kids and she can’t have them? And how can she truly be happy?
She may have a happy-ever-after, she may not; but Jill has a lesson to teach us—once you
master the art of falling, rolling with life’s punches becomes so much easier.

Kate Tough is a writer and workshop tutor. Her short fiction and poetry have appeared in
anthologies and magazines. She holds a Scottish Emerging Writer Residency for 2014.

Fiction • 376 pp • 5 x 8
9781908885586 • October • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper • Cargo Publishing
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Silent Noon
Trilby Kent

A sharply observed, atmospheric story of displacement, disinheritance, and the lingering past

“Readers will be swept from vividly brutal scenes of hatred to tender moments of love
and will likely remember Kent’s sensitively drawn characters and artful prose long after
closing the book.” —Library Journal on Smoke Portrait

September 1953: Barney Holland, 14 years old, is promised a fresh start when he is offered a
place at a boarding school on a remote North Sea island. Instead, he is shunned by his peers
for his status as a charity pupil and for being the replacement of a recently deceased student.
The arrival of Belinda Flood, a housemaster’s daughter stigmatized by her expulsion from an-
other school, provides Barney with an unexpected ally. Both outsiders soon fall under the in-
fluence of a charismatic senior pupil who reigns over the forbidden corners of the school: an
abandoned fallout shelter and a haunted basement corridor. A gruesome find and the friend-
ship with a local woman rumored to have been a wartime collaborator draw the three into an
increasingly dangerous web of personal and social shame. Gripped by mounting horror at his
discovery of secrets harbored by the isolated school community, Barney personifies the strug-
gle of a young peacetime generation finding its way out of the shadow of war. A shocking cli-
max reveals a lurking threat more immediate than he’d imagined, adding even greater urgency

to his desire to escape the island once and for all.

Trilby Kent is the winner of the TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award

Also available:

Smoke Portrait
9781846881299

$19.95 (NCR) Paper

for her novel Stones for My Father, which also won the Africana Chil-
dren’s Book of the Year Award in 2012. She is also the author of Smoke
Portrait.

Fiction • 300 pp • 5 x 7.5
9781846882906 • October • $19.95 (NCR) Paper • Alma Books

Spirit House
Mark Dapin

Witty, wise, and deeply moving, this is a remarkable novel, a story of the fall of Sin-
gapore and life as a POW, and of a young boy making sense of his future while old
men try to live with their past

“Spirit House is strikingly original, a novel of war and its terrible legacies that
eschews sentimentality, that is full of uniquely funny and wonderfully human
characters, and is also profoundly moving and honorable. The voices are vivid,
complex, authentic, and richly democratic. This is a remarkably strong book.”
—Christos Tsiolkas, author, The Slap

“The rewards are all over Spirit House, a little masterpiece of comedy and tor-
ment.” —Australian, Books of the Year

“Jimmy and his grizzled Jewish cronies are worth the cover price of the book in
their own right.” —Sunday Telegraph

David is 13 and confused. His mother has left with her lover and dumped David on his
grandparents. David’s grandfather, Jimmy, is 70. He spends his days at the social club grum-
bling with his three best friends, all of them Jewish-Australian survivors of the enforced
labor camps of the WWII Thai-Burma Railroad. But behind their playful backbiting and
irresistible wit, Jimmy and his friends are haunted by the ghosts of long-dead comrades,
and the only person Jimmy can confide in is a 13-year-old from a different world.

Mark Dapin has served as an editor of a number of magazines and is the author of Sex
and Money.

Fiction • 368 pp • 5 x 8
9781782390886 • September • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Atlantic Books
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Doppler
Erlend Loe
Translated by Don Bartlett and Don Shaw

A charming, absurd, and subversive fable with serious undertones and criticism of our
modern consumer society, Doppler is a bestseller in Norway

“The understated, self-regarding voice of Doppler becomes rather addictive, and
when one realizes that the whimsicality is actually sugaring a rather bitter pill, the
experience of reading the book becomes more complex than a simple enjoyment of
its absurdities. . . . A darkly comic fable which makes, en passant, some astringent
points about the way we live today.” —Independent

Doppler has just lost his father. Despite the fact that he has a pregnant wife and two chil-
dren, he decides to move into the woods. Here he starts a lonely and purposefully boring
existence. He has never been so happy. When Doppler kills a she-elk for meat he can’t feel
guilty about it, but he does feel a bit guilty about the calf she left behind. When the baby
elk adopts him, Doppler is tempted to knock it down as well. But the little elk is wily and
escapes death, and gradually they become friends. He names the little elk Bongo—and finds
her to be a very good listener.

Erlend Loe is a Norwegian novelist. His eight books, which include Naive. Super, have
been translated into more than 20 languages. Don Bartlett and Don Shaw have collabo-
rated on two previous novels.

Fiction • 176 pp • 5 x 7
9781781851050 • October • $14.95 (NCR) Cloth • Head of Zeus

The Silver Thread
Kylie Fitzpatrick

A panoramic historical novel of rare beauty set between Victorian England, Ireland, and
Australia during the great age of sail

“Impressively researched and closely imagined. An exciting, spirited, and ambitious
tale.” —Andrew Miller, author, Pure

The day was dove grey, and silk. A melancholic cloth that whispered and rustled.Who could
say what it foretold.

Dublin, 1840: Rhia Mahoney watches in despair as her father’s linen warehouse goes up in
flames. Her family is ruined. Her imagined future, full of pattern and color, plum brocades
and beetle-green taffeta, crumbles to ashes. Seeking work as a governess in dismal London,
Rhia’s life is changed beyond all imagination when her uncle, a shipping merchant, com-
mits suicide. Rhia cannot—will not—believe he would take his own life, but before she can
investigate, she is accused of a crime she didn’t commit and forced to board a prison ship
bound for New South Wales. The voyage is one of dry biscuits and endless sea, made bear-
able by the women’s daily chore: to sew scraps of cloth into an elaborate quilt. What Rhia
does not realize is that with every stitch, she binds herself closer to a journey of discovery
that will not end in Australia. Weaving death, love, and adventure into a vivid tale of the
world at the height of Empire, The Silver Thread is plotted like a murder mystery but nar-
rated with the skill and style of a literary storyteller.

Kylie Fitzpatrick is the author of The Ninth Stone.

Fiction • 488 pp • 5 x 8
9781908800596 • September • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus
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If I Close My Eyes Now
Edney Silvestre

A prize-winning murder mystery novel in which two boy detectives solve a crime in 1960s
Brazil—a coming-of-age tale reminiscent of Niccolo Ammaniti’s I’m Not Scared, Stand
by Me, and To Kill a Mockingbird

“Silvestre has fun with the murder mystery, but his real subject is Brazil, ‘a country ca-
pable of advancing 50 years in only five of full democracy,’ as it lurches out of the de-
veloping world.” —Guardian

“A whodunit and a coming-of-age novel set in a small town in Brazil . . . remarkable.”
—Financial Times

If I close my eyes now, I can still feel her blood on my fingers. If only I had closed my eyes
then, or kept my mouth shut, not told anyone about our discovery by the swimming hole,
we could have gone back to dreaming about spaceships.

A horrifying discovery by two young boys while playing in a mango plantation marks the
end of their childhood. As they finally open their eyes to the adult world, they see a place
where storybook heroes don’t exist but villains and lies do. A bestseller in Brazil, this nos-
talgic murder mystery evokes the special nature of childhood friendships while painting a
picture of a fascinating country.

Edney Silvestre is a Brazilian writer and journalist who hosts a popular TV book program.

Mystery • 266 pp • 5 x 8
9780552778855 • November • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Black Swan

Intermission
Owen Martell

Captivating and hypnotic English-language debut from a Welsh novelist, deftly imagin-
ing the lost months of a jazz giant and the noir feel of 1960s New York music scene

“An introspective, original novel . . . Bill Evans is drawn here in all his quirkiness and
mutability. . . . An apt tribute to a music so full of life that even a pause, a silence,
can go down howling.” —Guardian

“A novel as oblique, elusive but quietly hypnotic as its hero’s own playing.”
—Independent

New York, June 1961. The Bill Evans Trio, featuring 25-year-old Scott LaFaro on bass, play
a series of concerts at the Village Vanguard that will go down in musical history. Shortly af-
terwards, LaFaro is killed in a car accident and Evans disappears. This novel is the story of
what happens next. In measured, evocative prose, it takes a period from the life of one of
America’s great artists and fashions it into a fiction of extraordinarily imaginative skill and
ambition. The story inhabits the lives of four people in orbit around a tragedy, presenting
an intense and moving portrait of the burden of grief and of a man lost to his family and
to himself. It is also a conjuring of a pivotal moment in American music and culture and a
unique representation of the jazz scene in the early 1960s. Intermission is a novel of pure
control and power, sure to find fans in readers of Marilynne Robinson and Paul Harding.

Owen Martell has published two previous novels in Welsh. He won the Wales Book of the
Year Award for the first, and was short-listed for the same prize with his second novel.
This is his first novel written in English.

Fiction • 192 pp • 5 x 8
9780099558828 • October • $15.95 (NCR) Paper • Windmill Books
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Collected Stories
Bernard MacLaverty

For the first time all of Bernard MacLaverty’s unforgettable short stories are gathered to-
gether, with a new introduction by the author

Melding his native Irish sensibilities to those of his adopted west-coast Scotland, these tales at-
tend to life’s big events: love and loss, separation and violence, death and betrayal. But the sto-
ries teem with smaller significant moments too—private epiphanies, chilling exchanges, intimate
encounters. Each of these extraordinary stories—with their wry, self-deprecating humor, their el-
egance, and subtle wisdom—gets to the very heart of life. Since the publication of Secrets and
Other Stories in 1977, Bernard MacLaverty has been celebrated as one of the finest living short-
story writers. Writing in theNewYork Times, William Boyd summoned the shades of Yeats, Joyce,
and Flann O’Brien, insisting that “MacLaverty sits perfectly comfortably” in their company.

Bernard MacLaverty has published five collections of short stories—The Great Profondo, Mat-
ters of Life & Death, Secrets, A Time to Dance, and Walking the Dog—and four novels: The
Anatomy School, Cal, Grace Notes, and Lamb, which was short-listed for the Booker Prize and
won the Saltire Scottish Book of the Year Award.

Fiction • 448 pp • 5 x 8 • Vintage Classics
Paper: 9780099561583 • January • $15.95 (NCR)
Cloth: 9780224097802 • Available • $32.95 (NCR)

While Wandering
A Walking Companion

Edited by Duncan Minshull
Introduction by Robert Macfarlane

An anthology of literary walks—from Austen, Woolf, and Bronte to Colm Toibin, Bruce
Chatwin, and Werner Herzog

This is the ultimate companion for readers and walkers looking to take inspiration from poems,
novels, plays, and journals. Walking is a fundamental act, often taken for granted, yet through
the centuries it has inspired a fascinating literature. This, the first comprehensive anthology on
the subject, delves into why we walk, how we walk, the differences between the country hike
and the city stroll, walking and wooing, and walking into trouble and marching out. A mix of
fiction and nonfiction, poetry, and drama provides the reader with more than 200 booted au-
thors. Xenophone and Baudelaire, Flora Thompson and Julian Barnes, Mark Twain and Roberto
Calasso tramp the pages of this fascinating collection. Previously published with the title The
Vintage Book of Walking.

Duncan Minshull is a senior producer at BBC Radio. Robert Macfarlane is a travel writer whose
books include The Old Ways and The Wild Places.

Literary Collections • 368 pp • 5 x 7.5
9780099593362 (Replaces 9780099276678) • December • $19.95 (NCR) Cloth • Vintage UK

The Son
Michel Rostain

Brilliantly blurs memoir and fiction to tell the story of a father’s journey through grief from
the perspective of his deceased son

We first meet Michel 11 days after the death of his son Lion. Lion was lost, suddenly, to a vir-
ulent strain of meningitis, and it’s left his father and entire family reeling. We join Michel on
his personal journey through grief, but the twist that makes the journey truly remarkable, and
tips this true story into fiction, is the fact that we see it all through Lion’s eyes. In a stunningly
original blurring of memoir and fiction, The Son tackles the very hardest of subjects in the most
readable of ways. Michel Rostain resolutely ducks away from sentimentality and pathos, and
tells his story instead with wit, wisdom, and vitality.

Michel Rostain is an opera stage director.

Fiction • 208 pp • 5 x 7.75
9780755390816 (Replaces 9780755390793) • October • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Tinder Press
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The Peculiar Life of a Lonely Postman
Denis Thériault

A beautifully tragic and thought-provoking tale that perfectly reflects the elegance and
style of Murakami and the skill and plotting of Julian Barnes

“Captivating philosophical tale in which everything happens in slow motion, as in a
dream. Endowed with a powerful imagination.” —Le Devoir

Bilodo lives a solitary daily life, routinely completing his postal rounds every day and re-
turning to his empty Montreal apartment. But he has found a way to break the cycle—Bilodo
has taken to stealing people’s mail, steaming open the envelopes, and reading the letters in-
side. And so it is he comes across Ségolène’s letters. She is corresponding with Gaston, a
master poet, and their letters are each composed of only three lines. They are writing each
other haikus. The simplicity and elegance of their poems move Bilado and he begins to fall
in love with her. But one day, out on his round, he witnesses a terrible and tragic accident.
Just as Gaston is walking up to the post-box to mail his next haiku to Ségolène, he is hit
by a car and dies on the side of the road. And so Bilodo makes an extraordinary decision—
he will impersonate Gaston and continue to write to Ségolène under this guise. But how
long can the deception continue for? Denis Thériault weaves a passionate and elegant tale,
comic and tragic with a love story at its heart.

Denis Thériault is an award-winning author and screenwriter living in Montreal. The Pe-
culiar Life of a Lonely Postman is his second novel.

Fiction • 128 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915362 • January • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • Hesperus Nova

that combines everything in one. But there can only be one such book, and as the alcohol-induced haze clears both men realize
they are not willing to share the limelight. Hilariously quirky and witty, this novel will take readers on a meandering race to
the finish line, throwing plenty of satirical punches along the way.

Peter Stjernström gave up a career in the financial sector to concentrate on writing. This is his third novel.

Fiction • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915164 (Replaces 9781843914808) • December • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper • Hesperus Nova

The Best Book in the World
Peter Stjernström

Who will win the race to write the best book in the world, and to what unimaginable
lengths will they go to get there first? A hilarious tale of authorly competition.

“[A] stupendous feat.” —San Francisco Book Review

“A book that shines bright. You need it!” —Peter Englund, author, The Beauty and
the Sorrow

Titus Jensen is middle-aged, has a fondness for alcohol, and makes ends meet by giving pub-
lic readings from obscure books at festivals. He can’t help thinking there has to be more to
life for an author of his quality. Eddie X is hip, a hit with the ladies, and loves being the
center of attention. A radical poet and regular on the festival circuit, he can’t help think-
ing there has to be more to life for a talented, good-looking man like himself. One night,
after a successful event—Titus reads from The Diseases of Swedish Monarchs and Eddie X
waxes lyrical to the thrashing tones of metal band the Tourettes—the unlikely pair get hor-
ribly drunk together and hatch a plan to achieve worldwide recognition. The answer is to
write the best book in the world—a book so amazing that it will end up on all the best-
seller lists in every category imaginable: thriller, self-help, cooking, business, dieting—a book
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Love and Freindship (Sic)
And Other Delusions

Beth Andrews

Jane Austen’s story Love and Freindship, written at 14, is updated in a sparkling satire.
Also includes the original—complete with uncorrected spelling.

Love and Freindship was written when Jane Austen was just 14 and foreshadows the con-
flict between moral obligation and individual desire that animates Austen’s mature comedic
efforts such as Sense and Sensibility. Now updated in this sparkling satire, the story fol-
lows Isabel and her daughter Marianne when they attend the theater and encounter Is-
abel’s old friend, Laura Lindsay, who gives her journal to Marianne to read. It is a revelation
to the younger woman as she reads of one hilarious madcap romantic escapade after an-
other. There is love at first sight, marriage the same day, the befriending of another young
woman as romantic as Laura herself, exaggerated sentiment, and complete disregard for
the feelings of others. Havoc inevitably ensues. This is Jane Austen retold but retaining
her huge capacity for laughter and enjoyment of the absurd. The book also includes the
Jane Austen version of Love and Freindship in the original.

Beth Andrews is the author of many romances, including A Marine for Christmas, Talk
of the Town, and What Happens Between Friends.

Fiction • 192 pp • 5 x 7
9780719813856 • February • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Cloth • Robert Hale

Yours, E. R.
A Regal Correspondence

Terence Blacker

An affectionately imagined, candid, and often funny view of British life, in the voice of
the Queen

For many years, Her Majesty the Queen has received a weekly report on the news and is-
sues of the day, known at the palace as the “Current Affairs Briefing Document,” from one
of her senior private secretaries. She has replied to them in letters that have expressed her
private thoughts about what is happening in the world outside. Now she has decided to allow
some of these letters from the last 12 months to appear in the public domain. They reveal
for the first time what she really thinks about attitudes to the Royal Family, about the prime
ministers she has met, about Helen Mirren, about why dogs are so superior to cats, about
the great, the good, and the mysteriously famous people she meets as she goes about her du-
ties. She shares what it is really like to jump out of a helicopter to open the Olympics, how
to deal with a media obsessed with taking pictures of one’s grandchildren without their clothes,
and the happy prospect of being a great-grandmother.

Terence Blacker is the author of many books for children and adults. His children’s titles in-
clude Boy2Girl and The Wasp Factory. His adult titles include Kill Your Darlings. He writes
a weekly column for the Independent.

Fiction • 128 pp • 5 x 7.75
9780755365821 • September • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Book Publishing
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Sarah Harrison

Sarah Harrison is a journalist and the author of more than 25 books.

Each: Fiction • (NCR) Paper • Orion Publishing
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The Flowers of the Field
A superbly moving novel of one family and the devastating changes brought upon it byWorld
War I

“A stirring tale of love, loss and loyalty.” —Publishers Weekly

• Has sold more than one million copies around the world
Thea Tennant, eldest daughter of a wealthy industrialist father and beautiful aristocratic mother,
yearns to do more than follow the traditional path laid out for her. When her beautiful but
flighty sister Dulcie brings trouble to the family, both Thea and Dulcie are sent to relatives in
Austria. But with the onset of war, their lives change beyond recognition. It isn’t just the Ten-
nants whose lives have changed: for their parlourmaid, Primmy, the War brings opportunities
she is determined to take. From the Kent countryside to the suffragette movement in London
and the horrors of the Western Front, this is an epic novel of the dreams and aspirations of a
generation who found a voice above history’s most horrifying conflict.

752 pp • 5 x 8 • 9781409128755 • October • $14.95

A Flower That’s Free
A follow-up to The Flowers in the Field, this is an epic novel sent amid the turbulence of
World War II

Kate Kingsley remembers little of her early childhood, other than the devastation of being torn
away from everything she knew in France and sent to live as the adopted daughter of Jack and
Thea in Kenya. Now 20, she leaves Kenya for a new life in London. But this is 1936—a time
of decadence but also turmoil. Kate finds an unexpected ally in her Aunt Dulcie, whose own
life is anything but straightforward. When Kate falls in love—almost despite herself—she be-
lieves she has found a soul mate. But this is just the start of a journey during which Kate con-
fronts personal danger, faces conflicting loyalties, and must make a heartbreaking choice, before
she can find a kind of freedom.

816 pp • 5 x 8 • 9781409128779 • November • $14.95

The Wildflower Path
A powerful and moving tale of family, love, and loyalty

All families have secrets and many are taken to the grave, but those that aren’t can return,
generations later, with devastating consequences. For Kate Drake, now a great-grandmother,
marriage and family brought peace after years of restless uncertainty. Now watching her own
grown children, it seems the world is a no-less-complicated place. Stella, her fiercely independent
daughter, and Will, her handsome, self-indulgent son have challenges of their own to face, while
Will’s daughter, Evie, is bringing up a son on her own. But when a secret from the past casts
its shadow across four generations of the family, a spoiled war veteran gets a second chance,
a stubbornly independent woman opens herself to love, and an older one rediscovers it, while
a young boy begins to understand the complexities of adult life. This installment brings to a
close the remarkable family drama that began with The Flowers of the Field.

Fiction • 480 pp • 6 x 9 • 9781409128885 • December • $17.95
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The Woman Who Fell in Love for a Week
Fiona Walker

A house sitter gets her mojo back in this hilarious and touching love story

Teacher Jenny loves her summer job house-sitting, and she’s looking forward to a fortnight
looking after the Old Rectory, a quintessentially English pile stuffed with glorious artwork
and books. Owned by two celebrated writers, everything about it boasts of a successful fam-
ily, reminding Jenny of her own happy home life before divorce. In a sizzling heatwave, as
Jenny encounters the forceful personalities of the family dog and the eccentric neighbors,
she soon starts to realize that the Lewis family may not be as enviably perfect as their big
portrait above the fireplace suggests. And a new friendship may represent a surprise second
chance in Jenny’s life that paints a whole new picture.

Fiona Walker is the author of 10 previous novels, including Kiss Chase, Love Hunt, and
Well Groomed.

Fiction • 432 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9780751556117 • March • $19.95 (NCR) Paper • Sphere

Bring Me Home
Alan Titchmarsh

A family mystery set in the Scottish highlands, perfect for readers of Kate Morton

“[An] engaging romantic drama.” —Publishers Weekly on Folly

“A perfect love story.” —Katie Fforde, author, Life Skills, on The Haunting

It seems a perfect afternoon in the Highlands. Standing at the door of the lochside castle
that has been his family’s home for generations, Charlie Stuart welcomes his guests to the
annual summer drinks party. Conversation, laughter, and the clinking of glasses soon fill
the air as friends and neighbors come together to toast the laird’s happiness and prosper-
ity. But Charlie sees the truth behind the façade: the sacrifices made to safeguard the es-
tate; the devastating losses that have haunted him for decades, the guilt that lies at the heart
of it all. And in a few hours, he knows, the perfect afternoon will come to an end. The past,
with its dark secrets of love, death, loyalty, and betrayal, is about to catch up with him.
And it could finally tear his family apart.

Alan Titchmarsh is the author of more than 40 gardening books, including How to Be a
Gardener, The Gardener’s Year, The Royal Gardeners; the memoirs Knave of Spades
and Trowel and Error; and the novels Folly, Love and Dr Devon, and Rosie. He has twice
been named Gardening Writer of the Year and in 2004 he received a Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Garden Writers’ Guild.

Fiction • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9780340936931 • December • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Hodder Paperbacks

Also available:
Each: (NCR) Paper

Kiss and Tell
9780751544091 • $12.95

The Love Letter
9780751547894 • $13.95

The Summer Wedding
9780751547948 • $12.95



NO GREATER LOVE

Amanda Prowse

Amanda Prowse’s No Greater Love sequence is a series of contemporary stories with love at their core.
They feature characters whose histories interweave through the generations: ordinary men and women who
do extraordinary things for love. They are stories to keep you from switching off the bedside lamp at night,

stories to remember long after the final page is turned—perfect for fans of Maeve Binchy and Joanna Trollope.

Amanda Prowse is a novelist.

Each: Fiction • 5 x 8 • September • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus
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What Have I Done?
Could you destroy your family to save your children?

“This story of a woman’s fight to rebuild her shattered life is captivating, heartbreak-
ing, and superbly written.” —Closer

Kathryn Brooker is the headmaster’s wife. While her husband spends his days disciplining
unruly teenagers in the grand halls of Mountbriers Academy, Kathryn spends hers baking
scones for her son’s cricket match in a beautiful cottage in the manicured school grounds.
In the evenings, when her husband strides home to compliment her cooking and kiss her
hello—ignoring jokes from their children about grown-up lovebirds—Kathryn Brooker is
the very picture of a fulfilled wife and mother. Anyone who peered through the downstairs
sash window at the four figures sat easily around their scrubbed-pine kitchen table would
see a happy family without a care in the world. They would envy Kathryn her perfect life.
But they would be wrong. Kathryn is trapped in a nightmare. And she is about to do some-
thing to change it. Something only a truly desperate woman would do.

240 pp • 9781781852149

Poppy Day
How far would you go to bring home the one you love? A gripping story of loss and courage,
from an author who is also an Army wife.

“A page turning novel of loss and courage.” —Sun

“A modern-day love story . . . set to become a bestseller.” —Daily Mail

Ever since hairdresser Poppy Day married her childhood sweetheart, Mart, she’s been deliri-
ously happy. Now Mart is fighting in Afghanistan, and Poppy is counting the days until he
returns. It takes one knock at the door to rip Poppy’s world apart. Mart has been taken
hostage, and it’s too dangerous for the army to rescue him. Poppy is determined to bring
him home herself. But her journey will lead her to a heartbreaking dilemma. What price
will she pay to save the man she loves?

384 pp • 9781781851111
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Clover’s Child
A love affair between a British girl and aWest Indian soldier in 1960s London has heart-
wrenching consequences

When 18-year-old Dot meets Sol, she feels that love has arrived at last. Solomon Arbuth-
nott is a man who can bring color and warmth to her drab life in 1960s London—and what’s
more, he is a young, handsome soldier with excellent prospects. He is someone who wants
to give her everything she has dreamed of; someone who can promise her blue skies, laugh-
ter, sun, and love. And for a while, life is truly like a song. They stroll hand-in-hand by
the Serpentine, dance cheek-to-cheek in Soho’s smoky bars, and begin to plan their idyllic
future, growing old together in Sol’s ancestral home on the island of St. Lucia. But this is
1961, and East End girls don’t date West Indian boys, let alone fall in love with them and
leave the country. They stay at home and live the life their parents planned for them. Even
if it leaves them lonelier than they ever thought possible. Even if it rips their heart in two.
Includes book club notes.

384 pp • 9781781854266

A Little Love
Everybody needs a little love in their lives—is it ever too late?

“Romantic, gripping, and filled with sugary treats but it quickly evolves into a more
substantial read with unexpected twists.” —Page to Stage

“I absolutely loved it and stayed up inot the early hours reading.”
—EmmaLou Reads Blog

Pru Plum is the celebrated owner of a famous Mayfair bakery. She wears Chanel and her
hair is expensively cut. Few would believe that this elegant woman turned 66 last year. But
Pru is not the confident, successful businesswoman she appears. She has done shameful things
to get to where she is today, and she will do anything to protect the secrets of her past—
especially when, for the first time in her life, she has finally fallen in love.

352 pp • 9781781854983
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Carole Matthews

Carole Matthews was short-listed for the Romantic Novelists’ Association Romantic Comedy RoNA
for 2012 and inducted into the Reader Hall of Fame by the inaugural Festival of Romance. She is a USA Today–

bestselling author whose novel For Better, For Worse was picked for the “Reading with Ripa” Book Club.
Her other books include Bare Necessity, Girls Night Out, and With or Without You.

Each: Romance • 5 x 8 • September • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Sphere
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Wrapped Up In You
A Christmas fling, or has Janie found the real thing?

Thirtysomething hairdresser Janie Johnson’s single status is a constant source of gossip for her
friends and clients. So after too many nights in with her cat, a blind date disaster, and news
that her ex is getting married, Janie realizes it’s time to do something dramatic with her life.
It’s time for an adventure. Leaving winter behind, Janie takes the plunge and books an exotic
trip to Africa. Her friends think she’s mad and Janie thinks they may very well be right, but
then she falls head over heels for her tour guide—and fully fledged Maasai warrior—Dominic.
But can Janie now face spending a snowy Christmas back home without him?

448 pp • 9780751545098

With Love at Christmas
Can the imperfect family really have the perfect Christmas?

“One of the few writers who can rival Marian Keyes’ gift for telling heartwarming tales
with buckets of charm and laughs.” —Daily Record

Juliet Joyce adores Christmas. She loves the presents, the tree, the turkey, the tinsel, everything.
Already the festive spirit is upon her, which is just as well as this Christmas things are starting
to get out of hand. Her son Tom is out of work and bringing home a slew of unsuitable part-
ners; pregnant daughter Chloe and her little boy have moved back in; Juliet’s father, Frank, is
getting over a heartbreak of his own; and Rita, her eccentric mother, is behaving more errati-
cally each day. And has the chaos got too much for Juliet’s husband Rick? With the big day fast
approaching, Juliet hopes that she can stop everything spiraling out of control, because the only
thing she wants is her family all around her and her home to be filled with love at Christmas.
Also contains Carole’s top tips for surviving a family Christmas!

496 pp • 9780751545487

Calling Mrs Christmas
Join Cassie for a holiday-themed romantic roller-coaster ride

Cassie Smith has been out of work for a while but she has an idea. Drawing on her love of
Christmas, she begins charging for small things: wrapping presents; writing cards; tree-deco-
rating. She’s soon in huge demand and Cassie’s business, Calling Mrs Christmas, is born. Carter
Randall wants to make Christmas special for his children, so he enlists Cassie’s help, and his
lavish requests start taking up all her time. Thank goodness she can rely on her loving partner
Jim to handle the rest of her clients. When millionaire Carter asks Cassie to join his family on
a trip, she knows she shouldn’t go. Suddenly Cassie finds herself facing a heartbreaking choice
that could change her entire life.

480 pp • 9780751545586
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The Chocolate Lovers’ Diet
The beloved characters from The Chocolate Lovers’ Club are back in a delicious follow-up

Survival tips for times of stress: 1. Take deep breaths; 2. Count to ten; 3. Eat chocolate. Lucy thought
she had got her happily ever after with the gorgeous Aidan but things aren’t turning out the way
she had hoped they would. But she’s not the only one with problems—Autumn’s new boyfriend
has yet to meet her parents, Nadia’s husband has sworn he’s given up gambling but she’s finding
that hard to believe, and Chantal is doing all she can to save her marriage. It’s clear that these
girls are going to need a lot of chocolate.

400 pp • 9780751551334 • November

A Cottage by the Sea
Three best friends, their men, and a week in a cottage by the sea

Grace has been best friends with Ella and Flick forever. The late-night chats, shared heartaches,
and good times have created a bond that has stood the test of time. When Ella invites them to stay
for a week in her cottage, Grace jumps at the chance to see her old friends. She also hopes that the
change of scenery will help her reconnect with her distant husband. Then Flick arrives; loveable,
bubbly, incorrigible Flick, accompanied by the handsome and charming Noah. This is going to be
one week that will change all their lives forever.

480 pp • 9780751545531 • November

The Only Way Is Up
What do you do when there’s nothing left to lose?

Lily and Laurence had it all: the money, the car, a beautiful home in the countryside. Then Lau-
rence loses his job and everything disappears. With nowhere to turn, Lily and Laurence are forced
to take their two young children and move to flea-ridden public housing. As they try to pick up
the pieces of their shattered lives, Lily constantly dreams of returning to her old, luxurious life.
Will her dream come true or will she learn that money doesn’t always buy happiness?

464 pp • 9780751551365 • March

Summer Daydreams
Is it really possible to have it all?

Nell McNamara has a happy life: her boyfriend Olly adores her, their four-year-old daughter Petal
is the center of their world, and Nell has a steady job in the local chip shop. When the chippy needs
a makeover, Nell jumps at the chance to unleash the creativity fizzing inside her. Inspired by what
she can achieve—and encouraged by the very best friends a girl can have—Nell is determined to
try something new. Waving goodbye to the chip shop, she starts up a new business making her own
line of must-have handbags, which are soon flying off the shelves. It seems Nell’s dreams are fi-
nally coming true, but her success doesn’t come without a price. Before too long, Nell has to ask
herself if it’s really possible to have it all.

464 pp • 9780751545432 • March
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After the Wedding
Roisin Meaney

It’s back to the island in this sequel to One Summer, a heartwarming tale for fans of
Maeve Binchy

It’s the beginning of May on Roone Island, two years after Nell Mulcahy called off her en-
gagement to the handsome Tim. Now she’s preparing for a very different wedding. But as
she sets off to get married in an old church in County Clare, little does she realize that by
the time she returns home to Roone, life on the island will have undergone a terrible and
terrifying change.

Roisin Meaney is the author of One Summer, Semi-Sweet: A Novel of Love and Cupcakes,
and Something in Common.

Fiction • 416 pp • 5 x 8
9781444743579 • February • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Hachette Books Ireland

The Spanish Letter
Kate McCabe

What happens when you leave your perfect life behind and start really finding out who
you are?

Sandy Devine knows exactly who she is—the owner of a successful music media business
she built from the ground up, and one half of Dublin’s most talked-about couple. But all is
not perfect. Her mother has been diagnosed with late-stage Alzheimer’s and hospitalized.
And when a newspaper publishes a photo of her charming and wealthy boyfriend Sam with
another woman, Sandy is furious and breaks off their relationship. While sorting through
her mother’s belongings, Sandy comes across a 30-year-old letter, stamped “Returned: Ad-
dress Unknown.” The letter was sent by her mother to Alessandro Rodriguez, who Sandy
is shocked to discover is her biological father. Then, Sam comes back into her life, and joins
her as she travels to Spain to try to trace her Alessandro.

Kate McCabe is a popular Irish romance writer whose books include Book Club and Mag-
nolia Park.

Fiction • 384 pp • 5 x 8
9781444726336 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Hachette Books Ireland

Also available:

The Man
of Her Dreams
9781444726305

$12.95 (NCR) Paper

Also available:

One Summer
9781444706826

$12.95 (NCR) Paper
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Fleur McDonald is the author of Blue Skies, Red Dust, and Purple Roads.

Each: Fiction • Paper • Allen & Unwin
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Silver Clouds
An enthralling rural saga about a young woman who must come to terms with past mis-
takes in order to find happiness and love

When marketing executive Tessa Mathison leaves London to attend her great aunt’s funeral
in Australia, her life is in turmoil. An indiscretion during a boozy night out has resulted in
Tessa’s name being mud in London’s cliquey marketing scene, and soon after she arrives in
her homeland she discovers she’s been fired. Tessa’s childhood home, Danjar Plains, is an
isolated station that holds some bad memories for her. She plans to escape it as soon as the
funeral is over, but an unusual request in her Aunt Violet’s will makes it impossible for her
to leave. When charismatic and charming Brendan McKenzie introduces himself to Tessa,
staying at Danjar Plains no longer seems such a hardship. As various secrets begin to un-
ravel, Tessa realizes letting go of her heart may hold the key to unlocking both her past
and her future.

424 pp • 5 x 8 • 9781743318812 • October • $16.95 (Can $19.95)

Crimson Dawn
Laura Murphy will need to call on all her grit and determination to retain her beloved
farm—but will her fierce self-reliance close her off to the possibility of love?

Since inheriting Nambina, the property that’s been in her family for generations, Laura Mur-
phy has worked wonders. Rather than just focus on farming she has set up a successful
school teaching women the basics of managing a property, from fencing and mustering to
handling the financial side of the business. But the notoriously self-reliant Laura is lonely
and still scarred by a tragedy from her past. She’s also grappling with the hostility of her
nearest neighbor and former best friend, Meghan Hunter. The fact that Laura’s ex-boyfriend
Josh is Meghan’s brother only makes things worse. When a lawyer contacts Laura saying
his clients may have a claim over Nambina, her entire world is turned upside down, and
she has to call on all her determination to hold on to the property she’s worked so hard
to build. In the process she realizes she must reach out to friends and loved ones or risk
losing everything.

400 pp • 6 x 9 • 9781743315316 • November • $17.95 (Can $21.95)

Also available:
Each: $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper

Blue Skies
9781742370088

Purple Roads
9781743314203

Red Dust
9781742370057
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From Notting Hill with
Four Weddings . . . Actually

Ali McNamara

Set in the world of all your favorite rom-coms, a gorgeously romantic
new novel by the author of From Notting Hill with Love . . . Actually

“Readers will guess to the end and enjoy the sweet setting and
abundant rom-com references.” —Booklist on From Notting Hill
with Love . . . Actually

Movie addict Scarlett O’Brien is finally living the jet-setting life she’s
dreamed of, but it all hangs by a shiny, golden thread. Flying between
London and New York, running two businesses, and planning her wed-
ding to handsome fiancé Sean along with her best friends Oscar and Mad-
die—life couldn’t be better. Then Scarlett meets paparazzi darling
Gabriella Romero, and life suddenly becomes even more extravagant and
glamorous. But as she begins to experience the other side of being rich
and famous, it’s not only Scarlett’s perfect wedding that’s put in jeop-
ardy, but her whole world.

Ali McNamara is the author of Breakfast at Darcy’s, From Notting Hill
with Love . . . Actually, and Step Back in Time.

Romance • 448 pp • 5 x 8
9780751550245 • February • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Sphere

Also available:
Each: $12.95 (NCR) Paper

Breakfast at Darcy’s
9780751547405

From Notting Hill
to New York . . . Actually

9780751547450

Step Back in Time
9780751550238
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Love Byte
David Atkinson

A romantic comedy about a widowered single father making a very awkward leap
into dating

If your dead wife emailed offering to find you a new girlfriend, what would you do? Andy
Hunter is a single father trying to balance the demands of a two-year-old daughter, an in-
terfering but well-meaning mother-in-law, and a job he is always in danger of losing. So,
when he receives a series of delayed emails from his late wife Lindsay telling him to date,
it seems like a good idea. With Lindsay’s e-mails spurring him on, Andy weaves a path of
disharmony and chaos among his close friends and family, but soon discovers he is not cut
out for modern dating. Filled with laugh-out-loud situations and moments of soul search-
ing, this heartwarming, moving romantic comedy is a bittersweet tale of second chances and
self-discovery.

David Atkinson has previously been involved with repertory theater, performing in various
shows, and contributing to script and production work.

Romance • 272 pp • 5 x 8
9781910208014 • October • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Buried River Press

The Awakening
Kate Chopin
Introduction by Barbara Kingsolver

First published in 1899, The Awakening is widely regarded as one of the forerunners of
feminist literature alongside Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina and Flaubert’s Madame Bovary

“Incisive, brilliant and haunting.” —Maggie O’Farrell, author, The Vanishing Act of
Esme Lennox

Over one long, languid summer Edna Pontellier, fettered by marriage and motherhood, grad-
ually awakens to her individuality and sexuality and experiences love outside of her passion-
less marriage. But as she discovers emotional freedom, so she comes to realize the true extent
of her psychological and social confinement, and its terrible consequences for her future. This
tender, brilliant, seductive, and devastating novel is as beautifully written as it is politically
engaging. The Awakening is as relevant today as when it was first published two centuries ago.

Kate Chopin (1850–1904) was one of the most individual and adventurous of 19th-century
American writers, whose fiction explored new and often startling territory. She is the author
of two novels, The Awakening and My Fault, and several short stories. Barbara Kingsolver
is the Pulitzer–nominated author of 14 books, including Animal, Vegetable, Mineral; The Poi-
sonwood Bible; and Prodigal Summer. She has been awarded a National Humanities Medal,
and each of her books published since 1993 has been a New York Times bestseller.

Classics • 320 pp • 4.5 x 7
9781782114291 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Canongate UK
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The Story of a Nobody
Anton Chekhov
Translated by Hugh Aplin

Combining psychological detail with a strong sense of place and time, this tale bears all
the hallmarks of Chekhov’s genius and perfectly captures the political and social tensions
of its day

A secret terrorist group infiltrates the household of a government official’s son, with a view
to spying on the father and, ultimately, assassinating him. But the young man entrusted with
the task—an ailing, world-weary “nobody”—seized with the purposelessness of life and a sense
of his own impending death, gradually becomes disillusioned with his mission and decides to
embark on a new path which will lead him to tragedy.

Anton Chekhov (1860–1904) was a short story writer, but is perhaps best known for his plays,
among them The Cherry Orchard, The Seagull, Three Sisters, and Uncle Vanya. Hugh Aplin
has translated Mikhail Bulgakov’s A Dog’s Heart and The Fatal Eggs, Fyodor Dostoevsky’s
The Eternal Husband, and Mikhail Kuzmin’s Wings.

160 pp • 9781846882784 (Replaces 9781847491893) • September • $14.95 Paper

Memoirs of a Mother-in-Law
George R. Sims

A hilariously witty rediscovered work by one of the greatest satirists of the turn of the 20th
century

Jane Tressider has never been afraid of speaking her mind, even if she admits that she may
have occasionally given offense by doing so. But as a busy mother of nine children, she can-
not let such a small foible get in the way of her job, which is to keep her feckless husband on
his toes while ensuring the perfect management not just of her own household but also of that
of her married daughters and sons. Since mothers-in-law have always been misunderstood and
no one has ever taken up their side of the argument properly, Jane is determined to set the
record straight and plead the cause of the most maligned race on the face of the earth. The re-
sult is a hilarious comedy of manners and a gentle satire of Edwardian mores and attitudes.

George R. Sims (1847–1922) was one of the leading satirists and playwrights of his time. A
friend of W. S. Gilbert and Ambrose Bierce, he wrote more than 30 plays.

288 pp • 9781847493415 • October • $18.95 Cloth

The Death of Ivan Ilyich
Leo Tolstoy
Translated by Hugh Aplin

One of the most exquisitely constructed novellas by Tolstoy is presented alongside The Devil,
a further work exploring the powerful and destructive nature of obsession

The judge Ivan Ilyich Golovin has spent his life in the pursuit of wealth and status, devoting
himself obsessively to work and often neglecting his family in the process. When, after a small
accident, he fails to make the expected recovery, it gradually becomes clear that he is soon to
die. Ivan Ilyich then starts to question the futility and barrenness of his previous existence, re-
alizing to his horror, as he grapples with the meaning of life and death, that he is totally alone.
Includes pictures and an extensive section on Tolstoy’s life and works.

Leo Tolstoy (1828–1910) is regarded by some as the greatest novelist of all time. With such
masterpieces as Anna Karenina and War and Peace, he influenced generations of writers and
changed the course of world literature. Hugh Aplin has translated Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The
Eternal Husband and Mikhail Kuzmin’s Wings.

192 pp • 9781847493637 (Replaces 9781847491916) • September • $14.95 Paper
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Belkin’s Stories
Alexander Pushkin
Translated by Roger Clarke

A new translation of one of the most popular and accessible works by the Russian master

First published in 1831, Belkin’s Stories was the first completed work of fiction by the found-
ing father of Russian literature. Through a series of interlinked stories purporting to have
been told by various narrators to the recently deceased country squire Ivan Belkin, Pushkin
offers his own variation on themes and genres that were popular in his day and provides a
vivid portrayal of the Russian people. This collection sparkles with humor and is a testa-
ment to the brilliance and versatility of Pushkin’s mind. Contains pictures and an extensive
section on the author’s life and works.

Alexander Pushkin (1799–1837) was a dramatist and poet, penning such influential works
as Eugene Onegin and Boris Godunov. Roger Clarke specializes in translating Pushkin.

192 pp • 9781847493514 • November • $14.95

Leonardo da Vinci
Gods Resurgent

Dmitry Sergeyevich Merezhkovsky
Translated by Ignat Avsey

The first unabridged translation and only edition in print of Merzhkovsky’s most popu-
lar book

‘You seek to uncover the divine proportions,’ the scholar addressed the artist with a conde-
scending smile, ‘to reduce beauty to mathematics?’

This evocative account of the life of the Renaissance’s greatest figure traces Leonardo’s early
development as an artist and court figure to his final years in exile, portraying his loves and
sufferings, as well as his intellectual curiosity and tireless loyalty to his ideals. But it is the
background to his famous painting La Gioconda, or Mona Lisa, and his relationship with
the mysterious Florentine woman who modeled for it, that are at the heart of the novel and
make for an engrossing and unforgettable read. An unjustly forgotten masterpiece of Russ-
ian literature that inspired one of Freud’s most important essays, Leonardo da Vinci also
offers an illuminating snapshot of the society of the period—beset with intrigue and reli-
gious and social tension—and a host of memorable historical figures such as Michelangelo,
Raphael, Machiavelli, and the infamous Borgias.

Dmitry Sergeyevich Merezhkovsky (1865–1941) was a Russian novelist and poet who helped
found the Symbolist movement and was a major figure of the Silver Age of Russian Poetry.
He was twice forced into political exile but continued publishing novels and became a promi-
nent critic of his native country. Ignat Avsey was a distinguished translator of Dostoevsky’s
works, including Humiliated and Insulted and The Karamazov Brothers.

384 pp • 9781847493064 • October • $15.95
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The Mudfog Papers
Charles Dickens

The only edition in print of an unjustly neglected satirical work by Charles Dickens

The Mudfog Papers, a collection of sketches by Dickens published in Bentley’s Miscellany
between 1837 and 1838, describes the local politics of the fictional town of Mudfog—such
as the delusions of grandeur of its mayor Nicholas Tulrumble and his disastrous attempts
at putting on a public show—and the meetings of its Society for the Advancement of Every-
thing, during which the town is overrun by illustrious scientists and professors conduct-
ing ostensibly pointless research. Written at the same time as Oliver Twist—indeed the
serialized version of the novel referred to Mudfog as the protagonist’s home town—this
collection lampoons all manner of journalistic and scientific writing of the time and show-
cases the young Dickens at his satirical best. Includes a wealth of extra material on the au-
thor’s life and works.

Charles Dickens (1812–1870) ranks as the most important Victorian writer and one of the
most influential and popular authors in the English language.

192 pp • 9781847493484 • November • Cloth

Monday or Tuesday
Virginia Woolf

Woolf’s only collection of short fiction published during her lifetime, presented with pic-
tures and a section on her life and works

Originally hand-printed at her Hogarth Press in Richmond,Monday or Tuesday is the only
collection of short stories that Virginia Woolf published during her lifetime, providing a
fascinating insight into the early stages of development of themes that would blossom in
her later masterpieces. From the impressionist description of four groups of people walk-
ing by a flowerbed in the botanic gardens at Kew to the soaring flight of a heron above
the teeming life of towns and cities below, and the reveries of a woman as she looks at a
mark on the wall, the eight pieces included in this volume showcase Woolf’s inimitable ob-
servational powers and her boldly modern style of writing.

Virginia Woolf (1882–1941) was a novelist, essayist, and critic. Her writing established her
as one of modernism’s leading exponents, as well as a pioneering feminist.

128 pp • 16 B/W Photos • 9781847493477 • November • Paper



ALMA EVERGREENS

Why read the best works of literature in poor quality editions or on a flickering screen?
With the new Alma Evergreens series, readers can own stylish and beautifully crafted editions

of the greatest classics of all time, both English and in translation, for a reasonable price.
Lavishly produced, with a wealth of extra material, new translations, and a fresh editorial approach,
the Alma Evergreens will become the new standard editions for all students and lovers of good books.

Each: Classics • 5.5 x 8.5 • September • $8.95 (NCR) Paper • Alma Classics
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The Idiot
Fyodor Dostoevsky
Translated by Ignat Avsey

Includes pictures and an extensive section on Dostoevsky’s life and works

After spending several years in a sanatorium recovering from an illness that caused him
to lose his memory and ability to reason, Prince Myshkin arrives in St. Petersburg and is
at once confronted with the stark realities of life in the Russian capital—from greed, mur-
der, and nihilism to passion, vanity, and love. Mocked for his childlike naivety yet valued
for his openness and understanding, Prince Myshkin finds himself entangled with two women
in a position he cannot bring himself to resolve. Dostoevsky, who wrote that in the char-
acter of Prince Myshkin he hoped to portray a “wholly virtuous man,” shows the work-
ings of the human mind and our relationships with others in all their complex and
contradictory nature.

Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821–1881) is considered one of the greatest writers of all times. His
works include such seminal novels as Crime and Punishment, The Idiot, and The Broth-
ers Karamazov. Ignat Avsey was a distinguished translator of Dostoevsky’s works, including
Humiliated and Insulted and The Karamazov Brothers.

704 pp • 16 B/W Photos • 9781847493439 (Replaces 9781847491503)

Inferno
Dante Alighieri
Translated by J. G. Nichols

A verse translation by a prize-winning translator with facing Italian text

“For sheer liveliness, combined with accuracy and closeness to the text, it will be
hard to rival.” —A. N. Wilson, author, Paul: The Mind of the Apostle

“J. G. Nichols has done superb translations of Inferno.” —Financial Times

Dante’s dramatic journey through the circles of hell in search of redemption—and his
encounter with devils, monsters, and the souls of some of the greatest sinners who ever
walked on earth—is one of the cornerstones of Western literature, the summit of medieval
thinking, and arguably the highest poetic achievement of all time. Inferno, the first part
of Dante’s Divine Comedy, is presented here in a verse translation together with the orig-
inal text facing, extensive notes, illustrations, and a critical apparatus focusing on the
author’s life and works.

Dante Alighieri (1265–1321) is considered to be the father of Italian poetry and one of
the greatest influences in world literature. J. G. Nichols was awarded the John Florio Prize
for his translation of the poems of Guido Gozzano. His translation of Petrarch’s Canzoniere
won the Premio Internazionale Diego Valeri in 2000.

396 pp • 9781847493408
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Frankenstein
Mary Shelley

Extensively annotated, with pictures and a section on Shelley’s life and works

Since it was first published in 1818, Mary Shelley’s seminal novel has generated countless
print, stage, and screen adaptations, but none has ever matched the power and philosophi-
cal resonance of the original. Composed as part of a challenge with Byron and Shelley to con-
jure up the most terrifying ghost story, Frankenstein narrates the chilling tale of a being created
by a bright young scientist and the catastrophic consequences that ensue. Considered by many
to be the first science-fiction novel, the tragic tale of Victor Frankenstein and the tortured
creation he rejects is a classic fable about the pursuit of knowledge, the nature of beauty, and
the monstrosity inherent to man.

Mary Shelley (1797–1851) was an English author. A political radical, she is most famous
for Frankenstein.

Science Fiction • 244 pp • 20 B/W Photos
9781847493507 (Replaces 9781847490230) • September • $8.95

Metamorphosis
Franz Kafka
Translated by Christopher Moncrieff

A brand-new translation of one of the most popular classics of all time

When the young salesman Gregor Samsa wakes up one morning transformed into a mon-
strous insect, his shock and incomprehension are coupled with the panic of being late for
work and having to reveal his appearance to family and colleagues. Although over the fol-
lowing weeks he gradually becomes used to this new existence confined within the bounds
of the apartment, and his parents and sister adapt to living with a grotesque bug, Gregor no-
tices that their attitudes towards him are changing and he feels increasingly alienated. One
of the masterpieces of 20th-century world literature, “Metamorphosis” is accompanied in this
volume by a selection of other classic tales and sketches by Kafka—such as “The Judgement,”
“In the Penal Colony,” and “A Country Doctor”—all presented in a lively and meticulous
new translation, along with pictures and an extensive section on Kafka’s life and works.

Franz Kafka (1883–1924) was one of the giants of 20th-century German literature. Christo-
pher Moncrieff has previously translated the work of Jean-Euphele Milce and Victor Hugo.

256 pp • 16 B/W Photos • 9781847493521 • November • $8.95

The Petersburg Tales
Nikolai Gogol
Translated by Dora O’Brien

A translation of comic tales by one of the key figures in 19th-century Russian literature

Written in the 1830s and early 1840s, these comic stories tackle life behind the cold and ele-
gant façade of the imperial capital from the viewpoints of various characters, such as a col-
legiate assessor who one day finds that his nose has detached itself from his face and risen the
ranks to become a state councilor (“The Nose”), a painter and a lieutenant whose romantic
pursuits meet with contrasting degrees of success (“Nevsky Prospect”), and a lowly civil ser-
vant whose existence desperately unravels when he loses his prized new coat (“The Overcoat”).
Also including “Diary of Madman,” these Petersburg Tales paint a critical yet hilarious por-
trait of a city riddled with pomposity and self-importance, masterfully juxtaposing 19th-cen-
tury realism with madcap surrealism, and combining absurdist farce with biting satire.

Nikolai Gogol (1809–1852) is one of the leading figures in 19th-century Russian literature.
Dora O’Brien is the author of From Moscow.

188 pp • 16 B/W Photos • 9781847493491 • September • $7.95



SHERLOCK

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

The series Sherlock offers a fresh, contemporary take on the original Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
stories and has helped introduce a whole new generation of fans to the legendary detective—

these tie-in editions feature introductions from the show’s creators and actors.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859–1930) produced more than 30 books, 150 short stories,
poems, plays, and essays across a wide range of genres. His most famous creation is the

detective Sherlock Holmes, introduced in his first novel A Study in Scarlet.

Each: Classics/Mystery • 5 x 8 • September • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • BBC Books
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The Return of Sherlock Holmes
Introduction by Mark Gatiss

The detective’s triumphant return from the dead! With an introduction by Mark Gatiss.

After his deadly plunge over Reichenbach Falls, Sherlock Holmes seemed gone forever—
but, as mysteriously as he left, he returns three years later. Now he is reunited with Watson,
and a host of thrilling new adventures through London’s underworld awaits, battling thieves,
kidnappers, and killers alike. But Holmes is about to meet his most despised villain yet: the
dastardly Charles Augustus Milverton.

Mark Gatiss is the cocreator of Sherlock.

374 pp • 9781849907606

His Last Bow
Introduction by Steven Moffatt

The final Sherlock and Holmes adventure, with an introduction by Steven Moffat

Could a woman die of fright alone? And who is the sender of a most grizzly package—two
human ears in a box? Holmes and Watson tackle a whole host of new mysteries before Baker
Street’s most famous detective finally leaves London for the quiet of a Sussex farm. But one
final adventure puts an end to his retirement. As Britain stands poised on the brink of World
War I, can Sherlock Holmes keep a terrible new superweapon from falling into the enemy’s
hands?

Steven Moffat is the cocreator of Sherlock.

276 pp • 9781849907613

Also available:
Each: $12.95 (NCR) Paper

A Study in Scarlet
9781849903660

The Memoirs of
Sherlock Holmes

9781849904063

The Sign of Four
9781849904049

The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes

9781849903677

The Hound of
the Baskervilles

9781849904094



LITTLE WOMEN

Louisa May Alcott

Louisa May Alcott (1832–1888) was born in Pennsylvania, the second of four daughters. Little Women,
loosely based on her own experiences, was published in 1868 and was an immediate success. In her later years
Alcott became involved with the women’s suffrage movement. She published her last novel, Jo’s Boys, in 1886.

Each: Classics • 5 x 8 • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • Hesperus Classics
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Little Women
A beautiful new edition of this timeless family favorite

The four March sisters, Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy, live in Concord, Massachusetts, with their beloved
mother while their father is stationed far away as an army chaplain. The March girls are so deftly
and vividly drawn that everyone who reads this book will identify with one sister in the story, whether
they are reading Little Women for the first time as a child or rereading it for the 100th time as an
adult. Includes an extended character profile of Meg.

392 pp • 9781843915102 • September

Good Wives
The sequel to Little Women sees the March sisters grow up and experience great love and tragedy

It is three years since we last met the inimitable March sisters and much has changed since we left
them as little women. Meg, the eldest and most sensible of the sisters, is preparing to marry Mr. Brooke.
Jo, as ever the life of any gathering, goes to live in New York as a governess. She is concerned that
Laurie, the March girls’ friend, may be planning to propose to her and she will have to refuse him
because she doesn’t love him. Beth, the sweet and kind third daughter, has never recovered from the
scarlet fever and is becoming more ill by the day. And Amy, the darling baby, seems finally to be
catching up with her sisters. This intriguing sequel is a more mature book that is ultimately just as
uplifting as its better-known prequel with a strikingly modern message of female empowerment. In-
cludes an extended character profile of Beth.

320 pp • 9781843915119 • September

Little Men
The third book in the Little Women quartet

After her marriage to Professor Friedrich Bhaer, Jo uses the money from her inheritance from Aunt
March to set up a school at Plumfield. Their latest arrival is Nat Blake, a timid orphan boy whose
life so far has been spent playing the violin to make money on the streets. Nat joins the 10 other
children at the school—a gang made up of neglected children, orphans, and also Meg’s twin boy
and girl. Moving and poignant, Little Men is far from saccharine and emotions run high through-
out, particularly with the death of a prominent character towards the end of the tale.

384 pp • 9781843915126 • September

Jo’s Boys
The fourth and final book in the quartet

Jo’s Boys follows the progress of the Plumfield Boys, 10 years later. Now college students, the boys
have evolved into complex creatures. Falling in love and making their way in life, they are faced
with trials and tribulations and throughout it all Jo presides over her brood, counseling, comfort-
ing, and guiding her “boys.” Touching, moving, and tumultuous, this is Alcott’s writing at its best,
with the reader heavily invested in her complex characters and their fate. Includes an extended char-
acter profile of Jo.

372 pp • 9781843915133 • November
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Mapp & Lucia
E. F. Benson

Meet Mapp and Lucia—two of the
most unpleasant, disgraceful women
you’re ever likely to encounter, in E. F.
Benson’s carefully observed tale of
1930s village life and social ranking

“Bitchily observant.” —Independent

Emmeline Lucas (known as Lucia to her
friends) is emerging from mourning fol-
lowing the death of her husband. Preten-
tious, snobbish, and down-right devious,
she feels her hometown of Riseholme of-
fers no challenges and decides to vaca-
tion in the town of Tilling. She rents
“Mallards” from Miss Mapp. The two
women clash immediately. Miss Mapp is
used to being top of the social ranking in
Tilling, and there is no way she is going
to let a vulgar outsider claim her position.
So begins a battle of one-upmanship, pep-
pered with queenly airs, ghastly tea par-
ties, and unnerving bridge evenings as the
two combatants attempt to out-do each
other to win social supremacy. The
pompous Lucia and malignant Mapp are
characters you will love to hate, wonder-
fully penned by E. F. Benson. Darkly
comic and witty, it is soon to be a new BBC
series written by Steve Pemberton.

E. F. Benson was an English novelist who
wrote almost 100 books in his lifetime.
Mapp & Lucia is the third book in the
Mapp and Lucia series.

Classics • 420 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915461 • January
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics

HESPERUS CLASSICS

Love Insurance
Earl Derr Biggers

A zany, laugh-out-loud romantic com-
edy of improbable proportions, from
the creator of Charlie Chan

Working for an American branch of
Lloyds’ insurers, Owen Jephson is used to
underwriting unusual things—weight loss
in actors, inconvenient rain at garden
parties, twins in the family—nonetheless
he is taken aback when Lord Harrowby
asks him to insure against his fiancée jilt-
ing him at the altar. Never one to turn
down an interesting offer, Jephson agrees,
but swiftly dispatches Dick Minot to
Florida to make sure that Lloyds’ assets
are protected and that Cynthia Meyrick
makes it down the aisle. Unfortunately
Minot promptly falls in love with Cynthia
after accidentally meeting her on a train,
and has to decide where his loyalties
lie—should he sabotage or support the
wedding, especially as it comes to light
Lord Harrowby may not be all that he
seems? This light, sophisticated rom-com
is guaranteed to charm readers.

Earl Derr Biggers (1884–1933) was an
American novelist and playwright. He is
best remembered for his novels, in par-
ticular those featuring the Chinese-Amer-
ican detective Charlie Chan, which were
made into films.

Classics • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915256 • October
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics

Desperate Games
Pierre Boulle
Translated by David Carter

A dystopian sci-fi classic, now in a new
translation

Despairing at the state of world degener-
ation, a group of the world’s most
renowned intellectuals form the new Sci-
entific World Government, aiming to put
the world to rights. Elected into power,
they quickly start making changes for the
better, eliminating world hunger and can-
cer, encouraging scientific thought, and
banning frivolous entertainment. But while
congratulating themselves on a job well
done, they fail to notice that actually, peo-
ple are not happy. The suicide rate has sky-
rocketed and, strangely, it turns out the
public wants a little risk and conflict in
their lives. So to cater to the masses, the
Department of Psychology forms a plan:
they will stage an entertainment show the
likes of which the world has never seen be-
fore. It starts with gladiatorial style bat-
tles, bloodthirsty and brutal, where the
victors become celebrities of unseen pro-
portions, and quickly escalates into chem-
ical warfare and mass destruction.

Pierre Boulle (1912–1994) was a French
novelist best known for The Bridge over
the River Kwai and Planet of the Apes.
David Carter is the author of Brief Lives:
Honoré de Balzac, Brief Lives: Marquis de
Sade, and Brief Lives: Sigmund Freud.

Classics/Science Fiction
208 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915355 • January
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics
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Old Friends & New Fancies
Sybil Brinton

The first-ever Jane Austen sequel written in 1914 follows
Elizabeth Bennett, Mr. Darcy, and many other beloved char-
acters embarking on new stages of life, new friendships, and
new romances

Taking in all of Jane Austen’s preferred locations and back-
drops, this very first Austen sequel takes us from London to
Bath and, of course, to Pemberley. Picking up where Pride and
Prejudice leaves off, Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy are happily mar-
ried and the new bride has taken it upon herself to match-make
for her single family and acquaintance—beginning with her new
sister-in-law Georgiana and Colonel Fitzwilliam. Kitty Bennet
too remains in the market for a husband, now that she has
grown up and sobered up a little. Austen fans will be thrilled
to see such a wide palette of characters making their appear-
ances, with personalities from each of her six novels playing
a role in clever combinations. The union between Mansfield
Park’s Tom Bertram and Northanger Abbey’s Isabella Thorpe
is a wonderful new romance to discover. Yet it is also lovely
to encounter once again the familiar tender relationship be-
tween Emma and Mr. Knightley. Written in a style truly rem-
iniscent of Austen’s and making free use of her characters,
Brinton’s work is a must read for Austen fans.

Sibyl Brinton (1874–1928) was born in Worcester. Little else
is known about her life but it is believed that she married and
emigrated to Ontario in Canada with her husband.

Classics • 368 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915348 • December • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics

HESPERUS CLASSICS

The Professor
Charlotte Brontë

Charlotte Brontë’s first-ever book is a love story full of feel-
ing and emotion told from a male viewpoint—a must read
for Brontë fans

Thinly veiling her personal experiences, Brontë uses a male nar-
rator in this autobiographically inspired romantic love story,
making this a fascinating and unique read. With the action
played out in dark boarding-school classrooms and windy
streets, she weaves a tale of emotion, one that foresees the longer,
better-known saga Villette that was to follow many years later.
Fresh out of Eton, orphaned William Crimsworth finds him-
self in an unenviable situation—a clerk to his caddish mill-
owner brother—until opportunity presents itself for a complete
change of fortune. Crimsworth is offered a job in Brussels as
a teacher in an all-girls boarding school, run by a M Pelet. Later
headhunted to a better position by the beguiling Zoraide Reuter,
Crimsworth believes himself slightly enamored with his new
employer, only to discover her secretly and perfidiously engaged
to M Pelet. His new position almost intolerable, Crimsworth
finds solace in teaching Frances Henri, a young Swiss-English
seamstress teacher with promising intelligence and ear for lan-
guage. Mlle Reuter though, jealous of the young professor’s
obvious partiality, dismisses Frances from her position.
Crimsworth, in despair, is forced to resign from the school and
takes up a ghostly existence in Brussels, roaming the streets in
the hopes of finding his Frances. An often-neglected classic, this
compellingly written novel is fascinating in its concern with
gender issues, religion, and social class, making it a book still
studied today.

Charlotte Brontë (1816–1855) is best remembered for her novel
Jane Eyre.

Classics • 220 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915300 • March • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics
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A Lady of Quality
Frances Hodgson Burnett

A dark and thrilling novel from the
author of The Secret Garden

Set in late-17th-century England, this
gothic tale tackles violence and manipu-
lation, blackmail, and even murder. When
Clorinda is born, the odds seem stacked
against her. She is a girl like all her sisters
before her and her father wants only a son.
Furthermore, her mother dies in childbirth,
and her father, considering all his daugh-
ters worthless, refuses contact. Despite
this, Clorinda Wildairs manages not only
to survive but to grow up into a very re-
markable and strong-willed child. Thus
when father and daughter happen to meet
for the first time, he is astonished and
amused to learn that this little six-year-old
girl is in fact his youngest child and so de-
velops a close bond between them. The
hot-headed young girl grows up to be a
beautiful young woman with a sharp
tongue and a will of iron. But being able
to have anything you want can be dan-
gerous, and surely Clorinda’s good fortune
cannot last forever. When the dark side of
her personality causes her to lash out in
anger and violence at someone she loves,
she may be forced not only into a dramatic
whirlwind of events.

Frances Hodgson Burnett (1849–1924) is
best remembered for her children’s stories.

Classics • 400 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915294 • November
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics

HESPERUS CLASSICS

The Chimes
Charles Dickens

The story of a poor ticket porter whose
outlook is changed from despair to
hope by the spirits of the chimes on
New Year’s Eve

As Trotty’s working day as a lowly mes-
senger draws to a close, his daughter, Meg,
arrives with her fiancé Richard in tow, and
they proudly announce their wedding for
the following day. This is cause for cele-
bration, although their happiness is tem-
pered by the comments of an alderman
and other well-off citizens on the rights of
the poor to marry. During the night,
Trotty hears the chimes of a church bell
and ventures out to climb the belltower.
At the top he is greeted by goblins who tell
him that he died during the climb and must
now spend his time watching his friends
and family live out their lives.What he wit-
nesses makes for grim viewing, and Totty
finds himself attempting to rescue his
daughter from the brink of destruction. He
wakes as if from a dream to the bells chim-
ing out the beginning of a new year, and
finds that no time has passed and it is New
Year’s Day. But as he sees his daughter
cheerfully preparing for her wedding day,
he is baffled as to whether this is just a
dream within a dream.

Charles Dickens (1812–1870) is one of
England’s most important literary figures.

Classics • 160 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915386 • March
$14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics

Mr Harrison’s Confessions
Elizabeth Gaskell

A neglected Gaskell classic

Enjoying the comforts of his well-kept
home, country doctor William Harrison is
prevailed upon by his longtime friend
Charles, a bachelor, to dispense some ad-
vice on the “wooing and winning” of
women’s affections. So begins the fasci-
nating and varied recollections of one of
Gaskell’s best-loved characters. Lured to
rural Duncombe by the promise of a part-
nership in a country practice,William finds
himself trapped in claustrophobic provin-
cial life where society is apparently
presided over by the scheming of a set of
underoccupied middle-aged women. Their
supposed matchmaking prowess in fact
leaves much to be desired; so much so, in-
deed, that before long the hapless young
physician finds himself betrothed to three
women—none of whom is the beautiful
Sophy, the woman he truly desires.
Chaotic, hilarious, and poignant, this
comedy of manners—and of errors—will
resonate with Gaskell aficionados and
newcomers alike.

Elizabeth Gaskell (1810–1865) was one of
the best-known writers of the Victorian
era. Her works offer portraits of a cross-
section of the society she observed, and
much of her work focused on the strug-
gles of the rural poor. She is best remem-
bered for her novel Cranford.

Classics • 128 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915188 • January
$14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics
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Spartacus
Lewis Grassic Gibbon

The original landmark story of the
gladiator Spartacus, a masterpiece of
vivid storytelling

Rome, 73 BC. Kleon, a Greek slave, wakes
early, cuts his master’s throat, and flees
south by a back road, clutching a copy of
Plato’s Republic. His destination is Capua,
where he hopes to join the burgeoning
rebel army of Spartacus, an escaped glad-
iator. So begins the definitive telling of one
of the most famous stories in history. Spar-
tacus and his companions, having de-
feated every Roman force sent against
them, are plundering the countryside and
gathering to their ranks thousands of
fugitives, brigands, and itinerants. They
seek to create a new world, one where men
are not owner and owned. But they must
first escape Italy and the vengeful Roman
legions already marshalling against them.
Brutal and uncompromising in its depic-
tion of the ancient world, Spartacus mas-
terfully evokes the violence, hope, and
despair of the war that shook Rome to its
very foundations.

Lewis Grassic Gibbon was the nom de
plume of James Leslie Mitchell (1901–
1935). His most renowned work, A Scots
Quair has become a landmark in Scottish
literature.

Classics • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915096 • September
$15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics

The Castle of Otranto
Horace Walpole

This provocative and playful tale of me-
dieval dynastic and sexual politics is re-
garded as the first-ever published gothic
novel and has inspired authors from
Stoker to Poe to Rowling

Abounding with unfulfilled prophecies, su-
pernatural occurrences, adventure, sus-
pense, and destiny, it follows the fortunes
of the royal family of Sicily in the 13th cen-
tury. Prince Conrad is crushed to death on
the day of his wedding to the beautiful
Princess Isabella. Heirless and terrified of
an ancient prophecy that foretells the
downfall of his dynasty, his father, King
Manfred, divorces his wife and resolves to
marry the princess himself. Far from en-
amored with her new fiancé, Isabella flees
the royal castle and makes for the sanc-
tuary of a nearby church with the help of
the humble Theodore. When the pair are
captured their respective fates seem in-
escapab le ; but a t the moment of
Theodore’s death, delivery comes from the
most unexpected of places.

Horace Walpole (1717–1797) was an
English historian, politician, and writer. He
revived the Gothic style of architecture
decades before the Victorians, and penned
the proto-Gothic novel The Castle of
Otranto.

Classics • 176 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915201 • February
$14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics

HESPERUS CLASSICS

The Canterville Ghost
Oscar Wilde

Oscar Wilde’s spooky tale of a genteel
English ghost

Canterville Chase possesses all of the trap-
pings of a standard haunted country
house—including large suits of armor and
Gothic paneled library walls. However, it
soon becomes difficult to ignore the spooky
signs that “Sir Simon” is haunting the
house—the usual Halloween fare of rat-
tling chains and bloodstains. Surprisingly,
and hilariously, the Otises, a modern
American family, refuse to be scared; de-
spite all of Sir Simon’s best flamboyant ef-
forts and costume changes: stain remover
is deployed to clean bloodstains and oil is
applied to clanking chains. Instead, the
poor revenant is faced with practical jokes
from the two young twins in the family—
and seeks solace by befriending 15-year-
old Virginia instead. Told from the unusual
point of view of the ghost rather than the
haunted party, it bears the trademark
Wildean moral message but the message is
carried lightly in this entertaining, amus-
ing, and heartwarming Christmas story.
Two other Wilde short stories are in-
cluded: “The Sphinx Without a Secret” and
“Lord Arthur Saville’s Crime.”

Oscar Wilde (1854–1900), notorious for
his flamboyant and unorthodox lifestyle,
is best remembered for the theatrical mas-
terpiece, The Importance of Being Earnest.

Classics • 144 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915287 • February
$14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
Hesperus Classics



VIRAGO MODERN CLASSICS

Angela Thirkell

Angela Thirkell (1890–1961) wrote many works of fiction and nonfiction,
including 29 “Barsetshire” novels, which won her great popularity and acclaim.

Each: Classics • 5 x 8 • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Virago UK
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High Rising
Angela Thirkell

The first of Angela Thirkell’s strikingly satirical English comedies

Successful lady novelist Laura Morland and her boisterous young son Tony set off to spend Christ-
mas at her country home in the sleepy surrounds of High Rising. But Laura’s wealthy friend and neigh-
bor George Knox has taken on a scheming secretary whose designs on marriage to her employer threaten
the delicate social fabric of the village. Can clever, practical Laura rescue George from Miss Grey’s
clutches and, what’s more, help his daughter Miss Sibyl Knox to secure her longed-for engagement?
Utterly charming and very funny, High Rising is irresistible comic entertainment.

288 pp • 9781844088836 • September

Christmas at High Rising
An exclusive, never-before-collected selection of sparkling stories by Angela Thirkell

Originally published in the 1930s and 1940s and never before collected, these stories by the incom-
parable Angela Thirkell relate merry scenes of a trip to the pantomime, escapades on ice, a Christ-
mas Day gone awry, and an electrifying afternoon for Laura Morland and friends at Low Rising, not
to mention the chatter of the arty set at a London private view. Charming, irreverent, and full of mis-
chievous humor, they offer the utmost entertainment in any season of the year.

146 pp • 9780349004303 • September

Pomfret Towers
Alice Barton finds adventure at a grand country house

Pomfret Towers, Barsetshire seat of the earls of Pomfret, was constructed, with great pomp and want
of concern for creature comforts, in the once-fashionable style of Sir Gilbert Scott’s St. Pancras sta-
tion. It makes a grand setting for a house party at which gamine Alice Barton and her brother Guy
are honored guests, mixing with the headstrong Rivers family, the tally-ho Wicklows, and, most charm-
ing of all, Giles Foster, nephew and heir of the present Lord Pomfret. But whose hand will Mr. Foster
seek in marriage, and who will win Alice’s tender heart?

304 pp • 9781844089710 • March

Wild Strawberries
A sparkling 1930s English romantic comedy,

Pretty, impecunious Mary Preston, newly arrived as a guest of her Aunt Agnes at the magnificent wooded
estate of Rushwater, falls head over heels for handsome playboy David Leslie. Meanwhile, Agnes and
her mother, the eccentric matriarch Lady Emily, have hopes of a different, more suitable match for Mary.
At the lavish Rushwater dance party, her future happiness hangs in the balance.

288 pp • 9781844088843 • March
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Emma
Jane Austen

“Jane Austen is my favorite author!
Shut up in measureless content, I
greet her by the name of most kind
hostess, while criticism slumbers.”
—E. M. Forster

“Austen’s characters are unquestion-
ably one key to her greatness. Her
understanding of the human heart is
forensic and also frosted with the
necessary detachment that gives
deeper meaning to her rendering of
human frailty. In Emma, Jane Austen
shows us the halting development of
an adolescent girl from perky narcis-
sism to something approaching em-
pathy.” —Guardian

The real evils, indeed, of Emma’s situation
were the power of having rather too much
her own way, and a disposition to think
a little too well of herself.

Emma is young, rich, and independent. She
has decided not to get married and instead
spends her time organizing her acquain-
tances’ love affairs. Her plans for the mat-
rimonial success of her new friend Harriet,
however, lead her into complications that
ultimately test her own detachment from
the world of romance.

Jane Austen (1775–1817) is the author of
Emma, Mansfield Park, Northanger
Abbey, Persuasion, Pride and Prejudice,
and Sense and Sensibility.

Classics • 576 pp • 5 x 7
9780099589273 • November
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics

VINTAGE CLASSICS

Mansfield Park
Jane Austen

“The most perfect artist among women,
the writer whose books are immortal.”
—Virginia Woolf

“Full of the energies of discord—
sibling rivalry, greed, ambition,
illicit sexual passion, and vanity.”
—Margaret Drabble, author,
The Seven Sisters

“Jane Austen is the pinnacle to
which all other authors aspire.”
—J. K. Rowling

“Austen looks at her world with a
cool, undressing gaze . . . she is a for-
midable opponent of hypocrisy and
sentimentality.” —Observer

Fanny Price’s rich relatives offer her a place
in their home so that she can be properly
brought up. However, Fanny’s childhood
is a lonely one as she is never allowed to
forget her place. Her only ally is her
cousin Edmund. When her cousins be-
friend two glamorous new young people
who have arrived in the area, Henry and
Mary Crawford, Edmund starts to grow
close to Mary and Fanny finds herself deal-
ing with feelings she has never experienced
before.

Jane Austen (1775–1817) is the author
of Emma, Mansfield Park, Northanger
Abbey, Persuasion, Pride and Prejudice,
and Sense and Sensibility.

Classics • 560 pp • 5 x 7
9780099589280 • October
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics

Northanger Abbey
Jane Austen

“Jane Aus ten i s a gen ius , and
Northanger Abbey is hugely under-
rated.” —Martin Amis

“The wit of Jane Austen has for
partner the perfection of her taste.”
—Virginia Woolf

“Jane Austen’s lightest and most
playful novel.” —Independent

Catherine Morland is a young girl with a
very active imagination. Her naivety and
love of sensational novels lead her to ap-
proach the fashionable social scene in Bath
and her stay at nearby Northanger Abbey
with preconceptions that have embar-
rassing and entertaining consequences.

Jane Austen (1775–1817) is the author
of Emma, Mansfield Park, Northanger
Abbey, Persuasion, Pride and Prejudice,
and Sense and Sensibility.

Classics • 304 pp • 5 x 7
9780099589297 • November
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics
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Persuasion
Jane Austen

Written in her final illness, Persuasion
is Jane Austen’s finest novel

“Everyone has their Austen, and this
is mine. . . . This is a novel that tells
us wisely and wittily about the na-
ture of romantic entanglements and
the follies of being human.”
—Nigella Lawson, author,
How to Be a Domestic Goddess

“A subtle and elegiac novel—more
heartfelt than some of her earlier ro-
mances and with a truly appealing
heroine.” —Joanna Trollope

Eight years ago Anne Elliot bowed to pres-
sure from her family and made the deci-
sion not to marry the man she loved,
Captain Wentworth. Now circumstances
have conspired to bring him back into her
social circle and Anne finds her old feel-
ings for him reignited. However, when they
meet again Wentworth behaves as if they
are strangers and seems more interested
in her friend Louisa. In her final novel,
Jane Austen tells the story of a love that
endures the tests of time and society with
humor, insight, and tenderness.

Jane Austen (1775–1817) is the author
of Emma, Mansfield Park, Northanger
Abbey, Persuasion, Pride and Prejudice,
and Sense and Sensibility.

Classics • 320 pp • 5 x 7
9780099589327 • November
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics

VINTAGE CLASSICS

Pride and Prejudice
Jane Austen

The traditional favorite Jane Austen
novel—her enduring story of pride and
prejudice

“Another question I’ve been regu-
larly asked over the past year is what
models I had in mind when writing
Curious Incident. Was it To Kill a
Mockingbird? Was it Catcher in the
Rye? In fact, the book most often in
my mind was Pride and Prejudice.”
—Mark Haddon

When Elizabeth Bennet meets Mr. Darcy
she is repelled by his overbearing pride,
and his prejudice toward her family. But
the Bennet girls are in need of financial se-
curity in the shape of husbands, so when
Darcy’s friend, the affable Mr. Bingley,
forms an attachment to Jane, Darcy be-
comes increasingly hard to avoid. Polite
society will be turned upside down in this
witty drama of friendship, rivalry, and
love—Jane Austen’s classic romance novel.

Jane Austen (1775–1817) is the author
of Emma, Mansfield Park, Northanger
Abbey, Persuasion, Pride and Prejudice,
and Sense and Sensibility.

Classics • 464 pp • 5 x 7
9780099589334 • October
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics

Sense and Sensibility
Jane Austen

Austen’s first published work, portray-
ing the lives of the Dashwood sisters

“Jane Austen is my favorite author.”
—E. M. Forster

“Like Irvine Welsh, I am a great
admirer of Jane Austen.”
—Alexander McCall Smith

Elinor is as prudent as her sister Marianne
is impetuous. Each must learn from the
other after they are they are forced by their
father’s death to leave their home and enter
into the contests of polite society. The
charms of unsuitable men and the schemes
of rival ladies mean that their paths to suc-
cess are thwart with disappointment but
together they attempt to find a way to hap-
piness.

Jane Austen (1775–1817) is the author
of Emma, Mansfield Park, Northanger
Abbey, Persuasion, Pride and Prejudice,
and Sense and Sensibility.

Classics • 448 pp • 5 x 7
9780099589341 • November
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics
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Middlemarch
George Eliot

A stunningly compelling insight into the
human struggle to find contentment

“Perhaps the greatest novel of them
all. . . . An enormous canvas and a
vast and poignant range of character
. . . a marvelous portrait of nine-
teenth-century provincial life.”
—Joanna Trollope, author,
The Other Family

Dorothea is bright, beautiful, and rebel-
lious and has married the wrong man. Ly-
dgate is the ambitious new doctor in
town and has married the wrong woman.
Both of them long to make a positive dif-
ference in the world. But their stories do
not proceed as expected and both they, and
the other inhabitants of Middlemarch,
must struggle to reconcile themselves to
their fates and find their places in the
world. Middlemarch contains all of life:
the rich and the poor, the conventional and
the radical, literature and science, politics
and romance.

George Eliot is the pseudonym of Mary
Anne Evans (1819–1880). Her most fa-
mous novel,Middlemarch, was published
serially in 1871.

Classics • 912 pp • 5 x 8
9780099516231 • May
$9.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics

The Mill on the Floss
George Eliot
Introduction by Marina Lewycka

“Eliot dealt in human relationships and
she was a mistress of the art .”
—Times

Maggie and Tom Tulliver are both willful,
passionate children, and their relationship
has always been tempestuous. As they
grow up together on the banks of the River
Floss, Tom’s self-righteous stubbornness
and Maggie’s emotional intensity in-
creasingly brings them into conflict, par-
ticularly when Maggie’s beauty sparks
some ill-fated attachments. George Eliot’s
story of a brother and sister bound to-
gether by their errors and affections is told
here with tenderness, energy, and a pro-
found understanding of human nature.

George Eliot is the pseudonym of Mary
Anne Evans (1819–1880). Her most fa-
mous novel,Middlemarch, was published
serially in 1871. Marina Lewycka is the
author of A Short History of Tractors in
the Ukraine and Strawberry Fields.

Classics • 608 pp • 5 x 8
9780099519065 • June
$12.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics
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Silas Marner
George Eliot

A heartwarming tale of a lonely man
brought back to life and faith

“A great novel of unquenchable
optimism and boundless humanity.”
—Guardian

Silas Marner lives a friendless and isolated
existence near a country village, hoarding
his gold. One night his fortune is stolen and
Silas loses everything he holds dear. But
then the golden-haired child Eppie appears
in his home, and Silas begins to reform
bonds of faith and human connectedness
that he once renounced forever.

George Eliot is the pseudonym of Mary
Anne Evans (1819–1880). Her most fa-
mous novel,Middlemarch, was published
serially in 1871.

Classics • 216 pp • 5 x 8
9780099519058 • June
$11.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics
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New Grub St
George Gissing
Introduction by Anthony Quinn

George Gissing’s best-known novel
shows us the literary underbelly of
Victorian England and the writers
striving to forge their reputations in
“the street of no shame”

“Remains to this day the most devas-
tating fictive portrayal of the conflict
between materialism and idealism in
the literary and journalistic worlds.”
—Washington Post

Grub Street—where would-be writers aim
high, publishers plumb the depths, and lit-
erature is a trade, never a calling. In a lit-
erary world disfigured by greed and
exploitation, two very different writers rise
and fall: Edward Reardon, a novelist
whose high standards prevent him from
pandering to the common taste, and Jasper
Milvain, who possesses no such scruples.
Gissing’s dark and darkly funny novel
presents a little-seen but richly absorbing
slice of 19th-century society.

George Gissing is the author of By the Ion-
ian Sea, In the Year of Jubilee, and The
Nether World. Anthony Quinn is the au-
thor of Half of the Human Race.

Classics • 576 pp • 5 x 8
9780099589228 • September
$17.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics

Ivanhoe
Walter Scott

Jousts, kidnappings, duels to the death,
a mysterious Black Knight, and the gal-
lant outlaw Robin of Locksley all add
zest to this timeless tale of medieval ro-
mance and adventure

“When Sir Walter Scott, a solicitor
by trade, produced Ivanhoe in 1791,
he invented the historical novel. This
great romantic tale of peril and res-
cue, chivalry and pageantry created a
genre.” —Scotsman

“It’s brilliantly written, the most
tremendous story, a fantastic adven-
ture, and it’s also got this wonderful
love story.” —Tony Blair

It is the dark days of King Richard’s
reign, when the beloved king is fighting in
far-off lands, leaving his corrupt brother
John in charge of his kingdom. Tensions
between Saxon and Norman lords erupt
in bouts of bloodshed or foul play; good
men are banished, forced to turn outlaw
and serve the true king in secrecy and dis-
guise. In this dangerous world, the brave
Wilfred of Ivanhoe must grapple with the
claims of family, crown, truth, and justice
if he is ever to win the hand of his true
love, the beautiful Lady Rowena.

Walter Scott (1771–1832) was a Scottish
historical novelist, playwright, and poet
whose major works include The Heart of
Midlothian, Ivanhoe, The Lady of the
Lake, Rob Roy, and Waverly.

Classics • 464 pp • 5 x 7.5
9780099589624 • October
$14.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics
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Waverley
Walter Scott

The first historical novel—this tale of
romance and adventure during the
1745 Jacobite rebellion will stir the
blood and warm the heart

“Waverley is the first great historical
novel and should be ranked along-
side Stendhal’s The Charterhouse of
Parma or Tolstoy’s War and Peace,
both of which are bathed in the blaze
of Scott’s molten genius.”
—Independent

King George is on the throne, but there are
those in Scotland who swear loyalty to the
Stuart heir, Bonnie Prince Charlie, and are
prepared to stake his claim in conflict and
bloodshed. Young Edward Waverley is
caught in the middle: son of a Hanover-
ian yet nephew and heir to a Jacobite, cap-
tain in the King’s army yet drawn to the
brave Highlanders and their romantic
history. Edward must choose where his
loyalties lie, even as his heart is torn be-
tween gentle Rose Brewardine and the pas-
sionate, principled Flora MacIvor.

Walter Scott (1771–1832) was a Scottish
historical novelist, playwright, and poet
whose major works include The Heart of
Midlothian, Ivanhoe, The Lady of the
Lake, Rob Roy, and Waverly.

Classics • 576 pp • 5 x 8
9780099589631 • October
$16.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics
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Testament
Robert Crawford

In his seventh full-length collection of poems, Robert Burns
scholar Robert Crawford writes of love, loss, belief, and
commitment

“[A] searching and sensitive biography. . . . It is in the
tonal analysis of Burns’s poems that Crawford is at his
best in this outstanding book.” —New York Review of
Books on The Bard

Whether in intimate erotic lyrics or in a sustained engagement
with the politics of Scottish independence Robert Craw-
ford writes with passion, wit, and assurance about struggles
to pass on values and treasures. The book opens with a se-
quence of love poems, and closes with “Testament,” a star-
tlingly fresh gathering of deftly rhymed paraphrases based on
the New Testament. Whether making versions of Cavafy, ele-
gizing fellow poet Mick Imlah, or writing how a father hands
on a piece of marble to his son, Robert Crawford shows how
poetry can communicate from generation to generation aspects
of what makes us most vulnerably and engagingly human.

Robert Crawford is the author ofOn Glasgow and Edinburgh
and Too Much Explanation Can Ruin a Man, and the coed-
itor of The Penguin Book of Scottish Verse. His The Bard:
Robert Burns was Saltire Book of the Year 2009.

Poetry • 80 pp • 5 x 7.5
9780224098076 • October • $18.95 (NCR) Paper
Jonathan Cape
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Thérèse Raquin
Émile Zola
Translated by Adam Thorpe

Adam Thorpe’s unflinching translation brings Zola’s dark
and shocking masterwork to life

“Its force of impact, its narrative muscle and its
psychological clarity make it still, nearly 150 years
on, one of the most shocking books in the canon.”
—Julian Barnes, author, The Sense of an Ending

“In Adam Thorpe’s stark new translation, [Thérèse
Raquin] is revealed in all its queasy glory as a shock-
ingly effective literary mash-up of pulp fiction, melo-
drama and grimly unflinching social realism.” —Metro

Mysterious disappearances, domestic cases, noiseless, blood-
less snuffings-out . . . the law can look as deep as it likes, but
when the crime itself goes unsuspected . . . oh yes, there’s many
a murderer basking in the sun.

When Thérèse Raquin is forced to marry the sickly Camille,
she sees a bare life stretching out before her, leading every
evening to the same cold bed and every morning to the same
empty day. Escape comes in the form of her husband’s friend,
Laurent, and Thérèse throws herself headlong into an affair.
There seems only one obstacle to their happiness: Camille. They
plot to be rid of him. But in destroying Camille they kill the
very desire that connects them. First published in 1867,Thérèse
Raquin has lost none of its power to enthrall.

Émile Zola (1840–1902) is the foremost representative of the
naturalist school and is best remembered for Thérèse Raquin
and his 20-novel cycle, the Rougon-Macquarts.AdamThorpe
is a novelist, poet, and translator. His translation of Madame
Bovary is highly acclaimed.

Classics • 240 pp • 5 x 8
9780099573531 (Replaces 9780099573524) • January
$14.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage Classics
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Why Did You Leave the Horse Alone?
Mahmoud Darwish
Translated by Mohammad Shaheen

A stunning new translation of Mahmoud Darwish’s intertwining poetic narrative, pre-
senting a profound portrait of the Palestinian people, the human condition, and Darwish’s
own hopes and dreams

“Mr. Darwish’s prose gave voice to the Palestinian experience of exile, occupation,
and infighting.” —New York Times

“His is the voice of dispossessed Palestine but its longings, including sheer lust, are
universal.” —Independent

Since Mahmoud Darwish’s death, his poetic writings continue to be read by an audience in
awe. This is a collection of autobiographical poetry designed to give an insight into the wider
human condition. Darwish explores the meaning of life, identity, and the impact of exile.
Hailed as the most important Arab poet of the modern day, Darwish’s voice has come to
represent a generation and the Palestinian people in the midst of the tense political situa-
tion in the Middle East. While Darwish explored themes of lost Eden, exile, and life after
death, he resisted classification as a spokesperson for the Palestinian cause and refused to
use his art for purely political ends. Darwish’s was a nomadic existence, much of it spent
in international exile, and these experiences lent his writing a cosmopolitan edge—they par-
take of a worldwide mythology.

Mahmoud Darwish (1941–2008) won many awards for his poetry and prose and is regarded
as the Palestinian national poet. His awards include the Lenin Peace Prize, the Knight of the
Order of Arts and Letters, and the Lannan Foundation Prize for Cultural Freedom. He lived
in Houston, Texas. Mohammad Shaheen is an author and a highly regarded translator.

Poetry • 208 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915195 • November • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper • Hesperus Classics

Love Poems
Dante Alighieri
Translated by Anthony Mortimer and J. G. Nichols

The only edition to present the complete love poems by Dante Alighieri, with lyrics from
Vita Nuova, Rime, and Convivio

Dante is known to most readers outside Italy for his gritty descriptions of the Inferno, but
there is another, gentler side to his poetry, which found expression throughout his career
in verses that made him, together with his friend Guido Cavalcanti, the leading love poet
of his generation. From the ballads and rime of his youth to the heartrending lyrics writ-
ten on the death of Beatrice and the more sober, philosophical canzoni of his later years,
this volume provides the only English edition of the great Florentine’s complete love poems,
in striking verse translations by Dante specialists J. G. Nichols and Anthony Mortimer.

Dante Alighieri (1265–1321) is considered to be the father of Italian poetry and one of the
greatest influences in world literature. Anthony Mortimer is acclaimed for his translations
of Petrarch and Michelangelo. J. G. Nichols was awarded the John Florio Prize for his trans-
lation of the poems of Guido Gozzano. His translation of Petrarch’s Canzoniere won the
Premio Internazionale Diego Valeri in 2000.

Poetry • 192 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9781847493453 • January • $14.95 (NCR) Cloth • Alma Classics
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The Garden of Eros
The Story of the Paries Expatriates and the Post-War Literary Scene

John Calder

A poignant memoir of the Paris literary scene in the 1950s and 1960s from one of its
central protagonists

“It is humbling to read about a period when publishers actually did have convictions
and moral bravery, and were willing to risk both jail and bankruptcy to counter a re-
actionary and conservative establishment.” —Scotsman

“It is Calder’s endearingly inexhaustible appetite for experimental writing, and its
concomitant internationalism, which have so distinguished his contribution to world
literature.” —Timesdana

Some of last century’s leading cultural figures are brought to life here, people who shaped
our modern thinking and defined the tastes of an entire generation, changing forever the
way we look at literature and the world around us. Drawing from the accounts of two fel-
low publishers—Maurice Girodias and Barney Rosset, who were also active in the heady
days of 1950s and 1960s Paris, London, and New York—and from his own personal rec-
ollections, John Calder talks about the challenges of being a publisher in that era of cen-
sorship and political persecution and the problems faced by such writers as Beckett, Burroughs, Trocchi, and Miller to have
their work accepted and recognized. Told in John Calder’s trademark raconteur style and peppered with salacious, revealing,
and entertaining anecdotes, this book will appeal both to the general reader and anyone who is interested in the social and cul-
tural history of the 20th century.

John Calder has published 18 Nobel Prize winners and around 1,500 books. He has put into print many of the major French
and European writers, almost single-handedly introducing modern literature into the English language. His commitment to lit-
erary excellence has influenced two generations of authors, readers, booksellers, and publishers. He is the author of several plays,
a memoir, and various nonfiction titles.

History/Literary Criticism • 368 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9780957452213 (Replaces 9780957452206) • September • $17.95 (NCR) Paper • Calder Publications

The Haunting of Sylvia Plath
Jacqueline Rose

A classic piece of literary criticism addressing both the writer and the icon

“Original, deftly argued, and bold . . . will render most existing criticism of Plath
obsolete.” —American Literature

“A brilliant achievement. . . . One is dazzled, excited.” —Janet Malcolm, author,
Forty-One False Starts

Since her suicide in 1963 at the age of 30, Sylvia Plath has become a strange icon. This book
addresses why this is the case and what this tells us about the way culture picks out im-
portant writers. The author argues that without a concept of fantasy we can understand nei-
ther Plath’s work nor what she has come to represent. She proposes that no writer demonstrates
more forcefully than Plath the importance of inner psychic life for the wider sexual and po-
litical world.

Jacqueline Rose is the author of Sexuality in the Field of Vision and a regular contributor
to the London Review of Books.

Literary Criticism • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9780349004358 (Replaces 9780674382268) • October • $17.95 (NCR) Paper • Virago UK
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Jane Austen’s Journeys
Hazel Jones

A study of travel in Austen’s works, within the context of the period’s excitement for travel

“Masterful. . . . Brilliantly researched and documented.” —Alice Steinbach, Pulitzer
Prize–winning journalist and author, Without Reservations, on Jane Austen and Marriage

Jane Austen lived in an exciting age for travel. Improvements to roads and carriages meant
that more people than ever were taking journeys for pleasure, to view picturesque scenery, to
visit a spa town or the seaside, or to stay with distant relatives. The Austen family was very
much part of this trend, and Jane was familiar with most of the counties of southern England,
from Kent in the east to Devon in the west, and as far north as Staffordshire. With one ex-
ception, all of her heroines leave home at some point in their story to travel to a different part
of the country and, even in Emma, where the heroine remains in her village, other characters
travel about in quest of health, amusement, or a marriage partner. Hazel Jones provides the
context for this rage for travel, drawing on a wide range of archives and contemporary printed
material, as well as on Jane Austen’s own letters and novels. From maps to inns, from travel-
ing dress to turnpikes, every detail is brought vividly before the reader’s eyes.

Hazel Jones has written for RegencyWorld and Sensibilities and is the author of Jane Austen
and Marriage.

Literary Criticism • 208 pp • 6.5 x 9.5
9780719807503 • February • $26.95 (Can $31.95) Cloth • Robert Hale

Growing Older with Jane Austen
Maggie Lane

A lively, well-researched, expert study of aging in the literature of Jane Austen

There is no doubt that Jane Austen is enduringly popular with both a general readership
and academics. But amid the wealth of approaches to her life and work, no one has made
a full-length study of the concept of aging in her novels, and this book sets out to fill that
gap. With chapters on the loss of youth and beauty, old wives, old maids, merry widows,
and dowager despots, the theme allows for a lively exploration of many of Austen’s most
memorable characters. There are also chapters on hypochondria and illness, age and poverty,
and death and wills. The book draws on the six novels, major literary fragments, Austen’s
own letters, and the reminiscences of family members and contemporaries. Real-life exam-
ples are used to underline the fidelity of Austen’s fictional representation. Austen’s wry ap-
proach to the perils and consolations of growing older is bound to strike chords with many.

Maggie Lane is the author of Jane Austen’s World and Understanding Austen. She has lec-
tured on aspects of Jane Austen’s life and novels to the Jane Austen Societies of the UK,
Canada, the United States, and Australia, is the editor of the Jane Austen Society newslet-
ter, and is consultant editor to the global Regency World magazine.

Literary Criticism • 192 pp • 6.5 x 9.5
9780719806971 • November • $26.95 (Can $31.95) Cloth
Robert Hale
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The Oxford Inklings
Their Lives, Writings, Ideas, and Influence

Colin Duriez

A unique account of one of history’s most intriguing literary groups, which will find itself
on the reading list of every serious Tolkien, Lewis, or Inkling fan

The Inklings were an influential group, along the lines of the Lake Poets or the Bloomsbury
Group. Acclaimed author Colin Duriez explores their lives, their writings, their ideas, and,
crucially, the influence they had on each other. Examining the clear purpose behind the group
while celebrating its diversity and lack of formality, Duriez explains how this eclectic group
of friends, without formal membership, agenda, and minutes, could have a program that shaped
the publication and ideas of the leading participants. The Inklings met weekly for many years
in Oxford, to discuss and read their writings—conversation was as important to them as writ-
ing—and so the city of Oxford, and its pubs where conversations were borne out, feature, as
does the Christian faith of the defining members, which influenced them greatly. C. S. Lewis
and J. R. R. Tolkien were at the group’s center, but who else was involved, and why do Owen
Barfield and Charles Williams matter so much? The Oxford Inklings explores the complex
and fascinating interactions of the group, including the women on the fringes, such as Dorothy
L. Sayers and Lewis’s wife, Joy Davidman.

Colin Duriez is an expert on C. S. Lewis, his writings, and his wider circle. He is also the author of the popular biography
C. S. Lewis: A Biography of Friendship and J. R. R. Tolkien: The Making of a Legend. He has also written widely on other as-
pects of Lewis, Tolkien, and the other members of the Inklings.

Biography • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9780745956343 • January • $16.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Lion Books

The Brontës in Brussels
Helen MacEwan

A fascinating and thorough account of Charlotte and Emily Brontë’s formative stay in
Brussels during 1842–43

The Brontës’ time in Belgium, five years before they became bestselling authors, is the least-
known episode of their lives but is a fascinating and important one. The book follows in
the tracks of the sisters in Brussels, describing their life in the city: though the school where
they came to study French has now disappeared, there is still a lot to be seen of the city the
sisters knew. Two of Charlotte’s four novels (Villette and The Professor) are also based on
her spell abroad, which was pivotal to her both as a writer and personally, since she fell in
love with her teacher Constantin Heger. Charlotte’s moving and harrowing letters to Heger—
a respectable married man—are reproduced in full here and belie the common image of her
as the motherly and strait-laced Brontë. Also including maps of the period, extracts from
Villette reflecting real-life experiences in Brussels and translations of the sisters’ little-known
“Belgian essays,” what emerges is a complete portrait of a slice of literary history—as well
as a haunting evocation of a time and a place that came to haunt the Brontës themselves.

Helen MacEwan has worked as an ESL teacher and a translator, and has lived in Brussels
since 2004. She is highly active in the Brussels Brontë Group, which she founded in 2006
to bring together a group of enthusiasts, researchers, writers, and artists united by their in-
terest in the Brontës in Brussels.

Biography • 300 pp • 5.25 x 8.5 • 12 Color Photos • 12 B/W Illustrations
9780720615883 • September • $23.95 (Can $28.95) Paper • Peter Owen Publishers
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The World of Dylan Thomas
Peter Stevenson

Thomas’s life and famous works are set against the Welsh landscape he inhabited

Although writing predominantly in the English language, Dylan Thomas is regarded by
many as Wales’ finest poet. He became popular in his lifetime and remained so after his
premature death. In his later life he acquired a reputation, which he encouraged, as a
“roistering, drunken, and doomed poet.” Born in Swansea in 1914, Dylan also lived in
London and often toured America. It was on one of his speaking tours that he collapsed
in the White Horse Tavern, in Greenwich Village, New York. He later died on Novem-
ber 9, 1953, in the St. Vincent’s Hospital. This new biography explores Dylan the man,
his poetry, and his life.

Peter Stevenson is the author of Ceredigion Folk Tales and has a passion for Welsh her-
itage, folk tales, poetry, and original stories.

Biography • 32 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 60 Color Photos
9781841655345 • October • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Paper • Pitkin Publishing

The Charles Dickens Miscellany
Jeremy Clarke

The life and works of one of England’s very best writers is explored in this miscellany

Charles Dickens’ life was staggeringly busy and various. This new miscellany will give read-
ers a chance to get to know the man and his work through his writing and its major themes.
With carefully chosen quotations from the novels but also from his sketches and journalism,
discover what Dickens had to say about the big issues like crime, the family, education,
and money. Meet here, too, those wonderful characters that have been handed down to
us like the real figures of history—Mr. Micawber, Fagin, Miss Havisham, David Copper-
field, and many more. Concentrated in these pages is a selection of all the mad humor,
passionate indignation, moral conviction, plain good sense, and sheer unstoppable energy
that made up one of the very greatest of English writers.

Jeremy Clarke has worked in museums and historic buildings for 20 years, teaching all
ages and abilities. In 1998 he joined the Guildhall Museum in Rochester. The life and work
of local writer Charles Dickens is a solid feature of his school program.

Literary Criticism • 192 pp • 4.5 x 7 • 30 B/W Illustrations
9780752498881 • September • $17.95 (Can $21.95) Cloth • The History Press

Also available:

The Agatha Christie Miscellany
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$16.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth

The J. R. R. Tolkien Miscellany
9780752487199

$17.95 (Can $19.95) Cloth
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Hermann Hesse
The Classic Biography
Second edition

Bernhard Zeller

An illustrated biography drawing on Hesse’s own work and on the recollections of his
family and friends

Bernhard Zeller depicts Herman Hesse’s ancestry and childhood, spent in the small German
town where Hesse was born in 1877, and traces his adolescence and early manhood. He de-
scribes his relationship with his first wife, his emigration to Switzerland in protest against
German militarism, his Jungian psychoanalysis, the visit to India that inspired his narrative
masterpieces Siddhartha and Journey to the East, and the breakup of his marriage. Hesse’s
growing literary reputation coincided with his brief second marriage, and with his peaceful
later years in Montagnola spent in the company of his third wife, Ninon, whom he married
in 1931. His stature was not fully recognized outside German-speaking countries until after
his death in 1962. Zeller also recalls Hesse’s circle of friends, including his famous con-
temporaries such as Thomas Mann and Andre Gide. This valuable documentary portrait is
illustrated with photographs from Hermann Hesse’s private collection. In addition, it includes
a bibliography and chronology.

Bernhard Zeller (1919–2008) was one of Germany’s most renowned literary critics and bi-
ographers.

Biography/Literary Criticism • 300 pp • 5.25 x 8.5 • 12 B/W Photos
9780720616163 • September • $23.95 (Can $28.95) Paper • Peter Owen Publishers

Stranger than Fiction
The Life of Edgar Wallace, the Man Who Created King Kong

Neil Clark

The rags-to-riches story of one of the most popular writers of the 20th century

He was the author of 173 books, translated into more than 30 languages. More films were
made from his books than any other 20th-century writer, and in the 1920s a quarter of all
books read in England were written by him. Edgar Wallace, the illegitimate son of a trav-
eling actress, rose from poverty in Victorian England to become the most popular author
in the world and a global celebrity of his age. He scooped the signing of the Boer War peace
treaty when working as a war correspondent, before achieving success as a film director
and playwright. At the height of his success, he was earning a vast fortune, but the money
went out as fast as it came in. Famous for his thrillers, with their fantastic plots, in many
ways Wallace did not write his most exciting story: he lived it.

Neil Clark is a regular contributor to such newspapers as the Guardian, Daily Express,
Mail on Sunday, and the Spectator. In 1993–1994 he was Chair/Organizer of the Edgar
Wallace Society.

Biography • 224 pp • 6 x 9 • 16 B/W Photos
9780752498829 • February • $27.95 (Can $33.95) Cloth • The History Press
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Telling True Stories
Navigating the Challenges of Writing Narrative Non-Fiction

Matthew Ricketson

An invaluable guide to the key challenges in writing narrative nonfiction, showing how some
of the best in the business do it

“In this excellent and provocative book, Matthew Ricketson lays bare the challenges of
modern storytelling. I have found myself thinking about it every day, long after I put it
down.” —William Powers, New York Times–bestselling author, Hamlet’s BlackBerry

“An essential guide for the true storyteller.” —Chloe Hooper, author, A Child’s Book of
True Crime

It’s etched into our neurological pathways; we can’t live without it. Telling true stories is one
of the things that makes us human, and a strong narrative has the power to profoundly change
the way we think. Truman Capote’s groundbreaking In Cold Blood set the tone and narra-
tive nonfiction now appears in print and online journalism as well as in books. Capote’s work
is also a classic case study of the thorny issues arising in telling true stories: how to maintain
editorial independence while becoming close to your subject, how far to take the narrative
when reporting on real events, whether an “omniscient narrative voice” is appropriate for non-
fiction, and what kind of relationship to create with the reader. The stakes are high: true stories deal with real people, often at
turning points in their lives. Matthew Ricketson uncovers the techniques of some of the best international practitioners from
the United States, Australia, and Britain, and shows how to produce
authentic, vibrant, and memorable writing.

Matthew Ricketson is a journalism professor and has worked as a jour-
nalist at the Age, the Australian, and Time Australia magazine. He is
the author of Writing Feature Stories.

Writing • 288 pp • 6 x 9
9781742379357 • September • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper
Allen & Unwin

Travel Writing
The Expert Guide

James Fair

An introduction to the craft of travel writing, explaining to unpublished writers how to
identify suitable markets for their work and persuade editors to take a chance on them

Asking the all-important question, What is travel writing?, this handy guide analyzes aspir-
ing travel writers’ different genre options and explores ways to come up with great ideas and
pitch them successfully. There is a strong emphasis on dissecting the technical aspects of cre-
ating fresh and vivid prose, including the art of writing attention-grabbing openings, com-
pelling descriptions, and authentic quotes. The book assesses how novices can make travel
writing pay and delves into the brave new world of blogging. This guide contains fascinat-
ing interviews with acclaimed travel writing figures. By appraising extracts from the works
of such renowned writers as Gerald Durrell, Peter Matthiessen, and Redmond O’Hanlon, as
well features from key publications such as Lonely Planet and National Geographic Traveller
magazines, the book illustrates exactly what makes memorable writing and what doesn’t.

James Fair has been a journalist, travel writer, and commissioning editor for nearly 15 years. He
is the travel editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine.

Writing • 192 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9780719810688 • October • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper • Robert Hale
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The Art of Screenplays
A Writer’s Guide

Robin Mukherjee

The author of the screenplay for Lore demystifies the screenwriter’s art, providing in-
formed advice in a working handbook for writers with stories to tell

Addressing the key issues of creativity and craft, this guide aims to connect with our nat-
ural understanding of story and to enable fresh, original, and authentic writing. Working
on the central premise that drama reflects nature and screenplays simply echo life as we
know it, the areas discussed here include how to gather, ferment, and communicate story;
understanding structure through observation; delving into the levels of characters; vertical
structure; and the art of not writing dialogue.

Robin Mukherjee has written extensively for theater, television, radio, and film. His widely ac-
claimed first feature film, Lore, was the Australian entry for the Best Foreign Language Oscar
at the Academy Awards as well as a New York Times Critics Pick. It is distributed in the
United States by Music Box Films.

Film/Writing • 192 pp • 5 x 8
9781843442004 • October • $29.95 (NCR) Paper • Creative Essentials

Rocliffe Notes
A Professional Approach to Screenwriting & Filmmaking

Farah Abushwesha

A manual for screenwriters and filmmakers, in the form of notes, on how to take your
career from amateur writer to pro

This book does not explain how to write a screenplay but is rather a step-by-step, common
sense guide on how writers can best present themselves to the industry. Designed for the
enthusiastic amateur preparing to be a professional, it provides insider confidences, from
established industry players to peers. The book assumes that the reader is vigorously writ-
ing and ready to commit to a career. A revelation for all would-be screenwriters, this is a
guide to living the screenwriter’s life—the habits, writing atmospheres, creative processes,
daily passions, and preoccupations. It explores new opportunities within the digital plat-
form as well as how to maximize networking opportunities. This book is an essential ar-
mament in any screenwriter’s store.

Farah Abushwesha is an established writer, producer, and founder of the BAFTA Rocliffe
New Writing Forums. She writes the popular blog Farah’s Rocliffe Notes and has taught
courses and taken part in panels in New York City, Austin, Dublin, London, Paris, Tripoli,
Johannesburg, and Dubai.

Film/Writing • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781843444275 • October • $29.95 (NCR) Paper • Creative Essentials
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Writing for Television
Series, Serials and Soaps

Yvonne Grace

An award-winning television drama producer with 20 years experience in script editing
and development offers a practical guide for anyone interested in the television industry

Written in an engaging, anecdotal tone, this is a no-nonsense, direct look at the television
industry written from the point of view of a television drama producer who’s been there,
done it, fought some battles, and won the odd award. Yvonne Grace gives advice on get-
ting an agent. the type of writer television’s looking for, the tool kit a television writer needs,
the writer–script editor relationship, how to structure a storyline, how to write good treat-
ments and outlines, and what a long-running format teaches writers. Packed full of useful
insights, links, and information, the book includes interviews with successful television writ-
ers working today, pointers on how to work collaboratively in the industry, and how to
make good contacts with the people who can further your career.

Yvonne Grace is an award-winning television drama producer with 20 years experience in
script editing, script development, and drama production for the BBC and other networks,
and she has worked on shows such as EastEnders, Crossroads, and many more. She helps
writers write better scripts through her script-editing and mentoring service scriptadvice.co.uk.

Television/Writing • 192 pp • 5 x 8
9781843443377 • October • $29.95 (NCR) Paper • Creative Essentials

The Top Gear Story
The 100% Unofficial Story of the Most Famous Car Show . . . in the World

Martin Roach

This is the full story of the unstoppable rise of Clarkson, Hammond, May, and the Stig—
and how they created one of the most famous and best-loved TV programs of the 21st
century

From humble beginnings as a 1970s motoring show, Top Gear has achieved world domi-
nation. Reaching a peak in the 1990s thanks to presenter Jeremy Clarkson, the original se-
ries faced the axe in 2001—but Clarkson and producer Andy Wilman successfully pitched
a new format to BBC bosses, and Top Gear returned to become the irreverent, funny, and
often controversial show we now know and love. The addition of Richard Hammond and
James May completed the Top Gear dream team, and ratings soared as viewers tuned in
to see the latest Star in a Reasonably Priced Car, arguments about the Cool Wall, and Power
Laps by the mysterious Stig. Recent series have been defined by their madcap challenges—
with predictably hilarious results. Hour-long specials such as the 1,000-mile journey across
Africa in cars bought for only $2,400, and a race to the magnetic North Pole in which Clark-
son and May became the first people to drive a motor vehicle to the Pole, have cemented
Top Gear’s reputation as much more than just a motoring show.

Martin Roach is a number one bestselling author who has written scores of books on celebrity,
music, youth culture, and fashion. He has contributed to newspapers, magazines, televi-
sion, and radio shows all around the world.

Television/Transportation • 288 pp • 6 x 9
9781782199052 (Replaces 9781843583332) • September • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth
John Blake
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Behind the Sofa
Celebrity Memories of Doctor Who

Edited by Steve Berry
Foreword by Terry Pratchett

More than 150 celebrities share their earliest memories of Doctor Who in this revised
and expanded edition—including a foreword by Sir Terry Pratchett

Steve Berry decided to do something a little bit different to raise funds for Alzheimer’s re-
search. A lifelong Doctor Who fan, he began to interview celebrities, writers, actors, and
people who had worked on Doctor Who, asking for their earliest memories of the show
that sent them cowering behind the sofa. Now he presents the fruits of his four years of
labor—a beautiful, touching book containing short articles and charming memories of one
of the most successful TV shows ever. This revised and expanded edition includes more than 30
new entries from people such as Sophia Myles, Ben Aaronovitch, and John Leeson. Con-
tributors include comedians Al Murray, Stephen Merchant, and Bill Oddie; actors Lynda
Bellingham, Nicholas Parsons, and Rhys Thomas; writers Neil Gaiman, Jonathan Ross, and
Charlie Brooker; and politicians Louise Mensch and Tom Harris. In addition, there is input
from a number of the writers, actors, and production staff who were involved in creating
Doctor Who stories new and old.

Steve Berry is an author and freelance writer who has contributed to a number of maga-
zines, including Maxim, and has been a guest reviewer for Doctor Who magazine. Terry
Pratchett is an English author of fantasy novels, especially comical works. He is best known
for the Discworld series of about 40 volumes. He has sold more than 85 million books world-
wide in 37 languages.

Television/Science Fiction • 240 pp • 5 x 8 • 25 B/W Illustrations
9780575129450 (Replaces 9781780882857) • September • $18.95 (NCR) Cloth
Gollancz

Poirot and Me
David Suchet

David Suchet shares his many memories of creating this iconic television series and re-
flects on what the detective has meant to him over the years

In the summer of 2013 David Suchet filmed his final scenes as Hercule Poirot. After 24 years
in the role, he played the character in every story that Agatha Christie wrote about him (bar
one, deemed unfilmable) and he bid adieu to a role and a character that changed his life. Here
he tells the story of how he secured the part, with the blessing of Agatha Christie’s daugh-
ter, and set himself the task of presenting the most authentic Poirot that had ever been filmed.
David Suchet is uniquely placed to offer the ultimate companion to one of the world’s longest-
running television series. Peppered with anecdotes about filming, including many tales of
the guest stars who have appeared over the years, the book is essential reading for Poirot
fans all over the world.

David Suchet has had a long and successful career as a character actor on television and on
the stage.

Television • 384 pp • 5 x 7.75
9780755364220 • October • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Book Publishing
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Euro Noir
The Pocket Essential Guide to European Crime Fiction, Film & TV

Barry Forshaw

Covering territory from Rififi to Run Lola Run to Spiral, a guide to
the edgy, gritty best of European noir fiction, films, and television

“If you feel drowned by the tsunami that is Nordic Noir but
want to know who or what is the next big thing, get this book.”
—Evening Standard on Nordic Noir

The invasion of foreign crime fiction, films, and TV—and not just the
Scandinavian variety—has opened up incredible new options for crime
fiction lovers, but the sheer volume of new European writers and films can
daunting. This book provides a highly readable guide for those wanting
to look further than the obvious choices as well as a perfect shopping
list for what to watch or read before that trip to Paris, Rome, or
Berlin. Euro Noir presents a roadmap to the territory and is the perfect
travel guide to the genre. From Italy, the guide discusses such influen-
tial authors as Andrea Camilleri and Leonardo Sciascia; Mafia crime dra-
mas Romanzo Criminale and Gomorrah; and of the gruesome Gialli crime
films. From France and Belgium, it covers important writers from Mai-
gret’s creator Georges Simenon to today’s Fred Vargas; cult television
programs Braquo and Spiral; and films from the classic heist movie Ri-
fifi to modern greats such as Hidden, Mesrine, and Tell No One. Ger-
man and Austrian greats include Jakob Arjouni and Jan Costin Wagner,
and such crime films as Run Lola Run and The Lives of Others. The best
crime writing and filmmaking from Spain, Portugal, Greece, Holland,
and other European countries are also covered.

Barry Forshaw is an expert on crime fiction, and writes extensively on
film. He is the author of the Pocket Essentials Italian Cinema and Nordic
Noir, The ManWho Left Too Soon, and The Rough Guide to Crime Fic-
tion. He has written for various national newspapers, edits Crime Time,
and has been interviewed for BBC TV documentaries. He was previously
the vice chair of the Crime Writers’ Association.

Literary Criticism/Film • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781843442455 • October • $16.95 (NCR) Paper • Pocket Essentials Also available:
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Shooting 007
And Other Celluloid Adventures

Alec Mills
Foreword by Sir Roger Moore

A veteran of seven Bond films reveals behind-the-scenes stories of the popular film se-
ries—with a foreword by Roger Moore and many previously unpublished photos

Beloved cameraman and director of photography Alec Mills, a veteran of seven James Bond
movies, tells the inside story of his 20 years of filming cinema’s most famous secret agent.
Among many humorous and touching anecdotes, Mills reveals how he became an integral
part of the Bond family as a young camera operator on 1969’s On Her Majesty’s Secret Serv-
ice, how he bore the brunt of his old friend Roger Moore’s legendary on-set bantering, and
how he rose to become the director of photography during Timothy Dalton’s tenure as 007.
Mills also looks back on a career that took in Return of the Jedi on film and The Saint on
television with wit and affection, and this memoir contains many of his and Eon Produc-
tions’ unpublished behind-the-scenes photographs compiled over a lifetime of filmmaking.
Featuring many big names, this book will be a must-have for both the James Bond and film
history aficionado.

Alec Mills is a retired film camera operator and director of photography. His James Bond
film credits include On Her Majesty’s Secret Service, The Spy Who Loved Me, Moonraker,
For Your Eyes Only, Octopussy, The Living Daylights, and License to Kill. Sir Roger Moore
played James Bond in seven films.

Film/Memoir • 256 pp • 6 x 9.5 • 32 Color Photos • 50 B/W Photos
9780750953634 • October • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Paper • The History Press

All the Best Lines
An Informal History of the Movies in Quotes, Notes and Anecdotes

George Tiffin

An informal history of the movies told through some of cinema’s best-loved scenes,
from the early days of Hollywood to the present day

“Stylish and substantial, this collection of the finest lines in film dialogue is also
a brief history of cinema itself.” —Daily Telegraph

“Sublime . . . lavish . . . a book of inspiring trivia.” —Total Film

Pithy put-downs, hard-boiled snarlings, words of love and regret—they’re all here in
this collection of 500 memorable movie quotes, embracing both one-liners (“My name
is Pussy Galore”) and slices of snappy dialogue from pictures as diverse as King Kong,Ver-
tigo, The Magnificent Seven, Network, This Is Spinal Tap, Fight Club, Superbad, and
Inglourious Basterds. Arranged under such timeless themes as “dreams,”“friends,”“li-
bido,” and “memories,” the quotes juxtapose films and stars from every era and every
genre. Throughout the text are feature capsules focusing on themes and stories in the
movies from Goldwynisms to Mae West, plus a generous scattering of cinema anec-
dotes, making the book both a joy to browse and an authoritative reference. Lavishly
illustrated, this collection will delight and entertain readers in equal measure, reac-
quainting them with favorite movies and introducing some forgotten classics.

George Tiffin is a writer, filmmaker, and director of music videos and commercials.
He is the author of the thriller Mercy Alexander.

Film • 448 pp • 7.5 x 9.75 • 111 Color Photos • 30 B/W Photos
9781781853061 • December • $22.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus
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A Liar’s Autobiography
Volume VI

Graham Chapman

Graham Chapman reveals what it was like to be part of the revolutionary and zany Monty
Python team

Required reading for Monty Python fans, this true and false memoir is Graham Chapman’s
own hilarious account of his life as a Python and as a homosexual. The book equals Joe Orton’s
famous diaries in providing an unblushing account of a gay lifestyle linked to entertainment.
In telling surreal and outrageous fictions, Graham Chapman often uncovers a truth about
himself and colleagues. The stories Chapman relates—whether as mountaineer or medical
student (he was a doctor); actor or alcoholic (he was both); heterosexual groupie-guzzler or
homosexual coming to terms with himself (bit of both)—form a crowded mosaic that is funny,
disturbing, and moving by turns. It is a minor cult classic by a major comic talent.

Graham Chapman (1941–1989) was part of the Monty Pyton’s Flying Circus team.

Autobiography/Performing Arts • 248 pp • 5 x 8
9780413777287 • September • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Methuen

One Leg Too Few
The Adventures of Peter Cook and Dudley Moore

William Cook

The first full-length dual biography of Peter Cook and Dudley Moore, and the first to
be written with the consent and cooperation of both of their estates

This is a book about an extraordinary relationship: a friendship, a partnership—almost, at
times, a marriage. Like a lot of marriages it ended badly, but for nearly 20 years, between
the first date and the inevitable divorce, Peter Cook and Dudley Moore were the funniest
thing on three continents. They were Britain’s greatest double act, and their influence is im-
mense. They inspired several generations of comics, from Monty Python to Ricky Gervais,
and they were stars in America and Australia. Yet their partnership fell apart when they
were barely in their 40s. Dudley went to Hollywood and became an unlikely sex symbol,
while Peter remained in England, his occasional striking cameo punctuated by increasingly
long periods of semiretirement. This is the story of their relationship, and the comedy that
came from it. It features an extensive range of fresh interviews, previously unpublished archive
material, and a wealth of information about the most creative (and explosive) double act
that British comedy has ever produced.

William Cook is the acclaimed author of The Comedy Store, Ha Bloody Ha, and two collections of Peter Cook’s writing. He
has worked for the BBC and written for the Guardian, the Mail on Sunday, and the New Statesman.

Biography • 720 pp • 5 x 8 • 32 B/W Photos
9780099559924 • September • $17.95 (NCR) Paper • Arrow
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Benedict Cumberbatch
The Biography

Nigel Goodall

A comprehensive biography of the star of Sherlock

Benedict Cumberbatch is an award-winning actor with a bright future. His portrayal of Sher-
lock Holmes and a role as the main antagonist in Star Trek Into Darkness have made him
one of the biggest names in acting at the moment. This biography tells his story so far, from
the influence of his actor parents and his education at Harrow to his extraordinary success
in the past few years. Packed with fascinating photographs that let us into the world of this
great talent, including behind-the-scenes shots from his various television and movie roles,
this is the story of an intriguing man who has taken the world by storm.

Nigel Goodall is the author of several celebrity biographies, including Demi Moore, Ray
Winstone, and The Secret World of Johnny Depp.

Biography • 272 pp • 6 x 9 • 16 Color Photos
9780233004167 • September • $27.95 (NCR) Cloth • Carlton Publishing Group

Benedict Cumberbatch
The Biography

Justin Lewis

An intimate portrait of a heartthrob and rising star, best known for his portrayal as
Sherlock Holmes

Benedict Cumberbatch has played detective and monster, barrister and scientist, politician
and painter, comic and spy. Still only in his 30s, and with a string of starring and sup-
porting roles, he has portrayed contemporary icons, historical figures, and fictional fa-
vorites, from Stephen Hawking, to William Pitt the Younger, to Frankenstein. But
inevitably, he is still best known for his idiosyncratic and boldly 21st-century incarnation
of Sherlock Holmes in the BBC TV series, Sherlock. The Sherlock star’s story is a genuinely
compelling addition to a sometimes anodyne genre. This book traces everything from his
travels in Tibet to the trauma of being kidnapped at gun-point in South Africa. His event-
ful personal life, stellar acting career, and the witty, self-effacing interviews he is renowned
for are sure to make him a perfect subject for an in-depth biography.

Justin Lewis has been writing about entertainment, music, and broadcasting for more than
25 years. As well as writing biographies on figures ranging from the actor Andy Serkis to
pop’s Gary Barlow, he has contributed to more than 50 publications, including Guinness
World Records, No Known Cure, and The Rough Guide to Rock.

Biography • 278 pp • 6 x 9 • 24 Color Photos
9781782197638 • September • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • John Blake
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Daniel Radcliffe
The Biography

Sue Blackhall

The true story of the Half-Blood Prince who has become a full-blooded actor and level-
headed young adult

Danielle Radcliffe went from shy schoolboy to the world's most famous boy wizard overnight.
Just 10 when he won the iconic role of Harry Potter, Daniel has often had to beat his own
demons as he met the challenge of combining childhood with being a child star. No one could
have envisaged just how huge Harry Potter would be, or how dramatically life-changing it
would be for the little boy teachers once wrote off as having no prospects. Daniel won the
part out of a staggering 16,000 boys who auditioned. Now it is hard to believe that anyone
but him could have ever played the role. Daniel became a film legend before he was out of
his teens. In a bid to detach himself from being simply the boy with a wand, he bravely took
on projects which were often controversial and challenging—but never dull. His courage at
diversifying has won him a new army of fans. Now established as a leading young actor with
a fame that is literally worth a fortune, having managed to conquer drinking issues, he is
wiser, happier, and looking forward to a future of fulfilled dreams and ambition.

Sue Blackhall is the author of Bill Nighy and Killers in the Water.

Biography/Performing Arts • 288 pp • 6 x 9
9781782199892 • December • $27.95 (Can $33.95) Cloth • John Blake

Hugh Jackman
The Biography

Anthony Bunko

People’s “Sexiest Man Alive” in 2008, host of the Academy Awards 2009, and a 2013
Oscar contender—Wolverine’s stock continues to rise

Hugh Jackman is a true Hollywood juggernaut. The magnetic Australian has joined coun-
trymen Mel Gibson and Russell Crowe as an international superstar thanks to his role as
Wolverine in the X-Men series, and is loved by fans worldwide thanks to his extremely var-
ied career in film and theater. When a young Jackman turned down a role in Neighbours
to study at the prestigious WAAPA in Perth, his gamble paid off handsomely. After a string
of successful Australian musicals, Jackman’s Hollywood break came as he was cast as Wolver-
ine in 2000, catapulting him to heavyweight stardom. He has since reprised the role in box
office hits The Last Stand, Origins, and The Wolverine. With a 2013 Academy Award nom-
ination for his tour de force performance as Jean Valjean in the epic Les Miserables, and a
star turn as Wolverine in X-Men: Days of Future Past in May 2014, Hugh is set to domi-
nate the silver screen for the foreseeable future.

Anthony Bunko is a writer and biographer who is also the author of several acclaimed com-
edy fiction novels. He released an award-winning book of visual poetry, Working Up to the
Slaughterhouse, and collaborated with Stereophonics star Stuart Cable on his autobiogra-
phy, Demons and Cocktails.

Biography/Film • 318 pp • 5 x 8 • 20 Color Photos
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Cara Delevingne
The Most Beautiful Girl in the World

Abi Smith

The first biography on the wonderful and weird fashion icon

Cara Delevingne is living the dream. She is the girl who landed on her feet in the fickle world
of fashion and she’s here to stay. As the face of DKNY, Burberry, and Chanel, Cara’s star-
tling blue eyes, framed by trademark bushy eyebrows, gaze down from billboards across
the world. But she’s not just a pretty face; cutting an edgy swathe through the celeb party
scene, Cara’s quirky character—and frequent controversial antics—are pure box office. She
has even been given a DJ slot on her own radio station in Rockstar’s record-breaking
videogame, Grand Theft Auto V. This is the first biography on the British beauty, and Abi
Smith reveals Cara’s life behind the lens.

Abi Smith is an entertainment writer.

Biography/Fashion & Appearance • 274 pp • 5 x 8 • 17 Color Photos • 1 B/W Photo
9781782198994 • September • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • John Blake

Will Ferrell
Staying Classy—The Biography

Ryan Hutton

An in-depth and enthusiastic biography, ideal for all fans of actor Will Ferrell

From playing the school joker as a young boy to shake off the trauma of his parents’ di-
vorce to becoming one of the world’s most bankable movie stars, Will Ferrell has always
used comedy as a way to bring happiness to others. He doesn’t care if you laugh at him or
with him—if you’re laughing at all, then he’s done his job. From Saturday Night Live to
Elf, Starsky & Hutch, Austin Powers, and Step Brothers, the list of comedies Will Ferrell
has been involved in is endless. Will Ferrell has earned himself a huge and devoted fan base,
particularly with smash hit Anchorman, which has established a legendary cult following.

Ryan Hutton studied journalism at the London College of Printing. He has been interviewing
celebrities and writing showbiz news and reviews for years.

Biography/Film • 288 pp • 5 x 8 • 12 Color Photos
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Midnight Mover
Bobby Womack and Robert Ashton

Honest, insightful and unflinching, this is the authentic voice of the Midnight Mover, a
hard-working and prolific legend in the music business

Bobby Womack is a true legend, a phenomenally gifted musician with 40 albums and 30
million record sales to his name. The success of his songs helped him escape the ghetto and
become a star, but battles with the record industry and hard drugs almost wiped him out.
From his poor childhood growing up in Cleveland and his early forays into music with his
four brothers in the 1950s, Womack tells how he found success with his family gospel group,
the Valentinos. He describes his act being whipped into shape by James Brown, life on the
“chitlin’ circuit” with Jimi Hendrix, being on the road with the likes of Sam Cooke and
Wilson Pickett, and recording in the studio with Eric Clapton and Elvis Presley. But suc-
cess came at a price. His personal life was never far from heartache and pain. Womack lost
his friend and mentor Sam Cooke when the soul star was gunned down in a motel. He in-
curred the wrath of many when, at the age of just 21, he married Cooke’s widow Barbara.
His escape from the criticism was to turn to drugs and his friend Sly Stone, leading him to
spend years as one of biggest party animals in Los Angeles. The years of riotous abuse took
its toll on Womack and those closest to him, including Janis Joplin, who spent her last night

drinking with the singer. His marriage to Barbara broke up, his brother Harry was brutally murdered, and he lost two sons. But
Womack’s talent, searing guitar, and soulful voice always shone through. Now in his 60s, clean and back from the brink, Wom-
ack is cited as an influence by myriad musicians and remains the epitome of cool.

Bobby Womack and his four brothers had a childhood band which became the Valentinos in the early 1960s, one of the most
successful gospel groups of all time. As a solo act Womack went on to sell 30 million records, penned the classics “Midnight
Mover” and “Across 110th Street” and worked with such all-time greats as Elvis Presley, James Brown, Jimi Hendrix, Ray Charles,
the Rolling Stones, Sam Cooke, and Sly Stone. Robert Ashton is the author of three books, The First Rock’n’Roll Bodyguard,
Heroin, and Waking Up. He has also written for numerous magazines and newspapers including Elle, the Independent, the Guardian,
GQ, and the Sunday Times.

Autobiography/Music • 288 pp • 5 x 8
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She Can’t Stop
Miley Cyrus: The Biography

Sarah Oliver

An in-depth biography written by one of Miley’s biggest Smilers

Miley Cyrus first shot to fame at a young age playing Hannah Montana but she has long-
since said goodbye to her good girl image, and is now best known for pushing the bound-
aries both on and off stage. This biography tells of Miley’s extraordinary upbringing, what
it was like growing up with Billy Ray Cyrus as her dad, and how she coped with being a
multi-millionaire by the time she was 15. It tells of her ups and downs, her relationship
breakups, and her difficult search for friends who wouldn’t betray her. From childhood all
Miley wanted to do was perform, whether that be singing or acting. She has had to fight
to get where she is today and has had to face many battles over the years: she was bullied
relentlessly at school, she lost the person she was closest to in the world, and she has had
to deal with a stalker who thinks he is married to her. Fortunately, Miley shares a tight bond
with her siblings, who share her love of music, and she enjoys spending family time with
them and her parents whenever she can. Find out why she will never regret her controver-
sial MTV VMA performance with Robin Thicke and how she felt as she performed her Bangerz
tour around the world.

Sarah Oliver is the author of An A–Z of JRR Tolkien’s The Hobbit, Pollyanne, and Rihanna.
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taking, and the exciting results of his fly-on-the-wall coverage are represented in this unique pictorial odyssey. John’s unrestricted
access has allowed him to capture exclusive images and moments both onstage and off, in nearly 600 spectacular photographs
annotated with individual insights and anecdotes. Providing their legions of loyal fans with an up-close look at the band as they
circumnavigate the globe, this book provides an unprecedented insight into one of the most adventurous rock tours ever un-
dertaken; and into what makes this band so special.

Iron Maiden are one of the most internationally successful heavy metal bands of all time. In a career spanning more than three
decades they have undertaken 20 world tours and released 15 studio albums, six live albums, and numerous videos, DVDs, and
compilation albums, earning them more than 400 platinum and gold discs as well as countless accolades including a 2011 Grammy
Award for Best Metal Performance. John McMurtrie is an award-winning music photographer and the official photographer
for Iron Maiden. He regularly shoots covers for Metal Hammer magazine and Total Guitar magazine and contributes to Rolling
Stone and Q. Bruce Dickinson is the lead vocalist for Iron Maiden.

Music/Photography • 256 pp • 9.5 x 11.5 • 555 Color Photos • 38 B/W Photos
9781409137597 (Replaces 9781409141365) • February • $29.95 (NCR) Paper • Orion Publishing

Iron Maiden: On Board Flight 666
John McMurtrie
Foreword by Bruce Dickinson

Now in paperback, the first and only official book from
one of the world’s biggest heavy metal bands, with a fore-
word by frontman Bruce Dickinson

“This stunning coffee-table tome gives an intimate in-
sight into the touring machine that covered the globe
not once but twice between 2008 and 2011. . . . McMur-
trie puts the reader in the heart of the action with some
excellent photography.” —Guitarist

“A mighty tome, focusing as much on the offstage and
on-plane shenanigans as much as the enormo-shows
themselves . . . tons of gobsmacking scenes to digest—
partly because the epic scale of the tours is so hard to
comprehend. Few other bands have this much budget,
let alone the creative vision, to attempt such a journey:
this book is testimony to that.” —Record Collector

On board their customized Boeing 757 plane named Ed Force
One, and piloted by lead singer and airline captain Bruce Dick-
inson, Iron Maiden, their crew, and 12 tons of equipment tra-
versed the planet and broke the mold of traditional touring
forever by playing concerts in every continent except Antarc-
tica over the course of the Somewhere Back In Time Tour of
2008–2009 and the Final Frontier Tour of 2010–2011. The
band’s official photographer, John McMurtrie, accompanied
them throughout this mammoth and groundbreaking under-
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A Piper’s Tale
Stories from the World’s Top Pipers

Fergus Muirhead
Foreword by Eddi Reader and Carlos Nuñez

From Jack Lee to Finlay MacDonald, Terry Tully to the Red Hot Chilli Pipers, the major
stars of this musical world tell their tales

Gather round the fire, grab a dram and join the world’s top bagpipe players—they have
quite a few stories to tell. Their stories are hilarious, revealing, and often moving as they
speak about a musical and cultural passion that has consumed their lives. Why did the NYPD
leave a crime scene to speak to Willie McCallum? Did Gordon Walker really sleep with the
Crown Jewels? Is there a secret dram for a better performance? What’s it like for traditional
musicians to be treated like rock stars? With a foreword by renowned Scottish musician
Eddi Reader and the world-acclaimed Carlos Nuñez, this is a wild and wonderful tour of
Scotland’s traditional music—funny, deeply personal, heartfelt and essential to musicians
and music lovers alike.

Fergus Muirhead is a broadcaster and author who can be seen regularly on BBC Scotland.
He has played the bagpipes all over the world and has recorded with Scottish folk bands
Molindinar and Ceolbeg as well as with the Chieftains and Carlos Nunez. Fergus has been
involved in every Piping Live Festival since it began and is a regular at the popular William
Kennedy Piping Festival. Eddi Reader is a Scottish singer-songwriter. Carlos Nuñez is a Gali-
cian musician who plays the traditional Galician bagpipe. He appeared on the Chieftans’
Grammy-winning Santiago and has collaborated with such musicians as Ry Cooder, Sinéad
O’Connor, and Altan.

Music • 284 pp • 5 x 8.5
9781908885869 • September • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Cloth • Cargo Publishing

Boy About Town
A Memoir

Tony Fletcher

The author of highly acclaimed Keith Moon and Smiths biographies now tells his own story of
a life in love with music, pre- and postpunk London, via a Top-50 countdown

“The terrific British music writer Tony Fletcher has just published the definitive biogra-
phy of [the Smiths].” —Salon on A Light That Never Goes Out

“Fletcher has written what will surely stand as the definitive word on one of the cen-
tury’s most colorful entertainers. Highly recommended.” —Library Journal on Moon

I was no longer fitting in at school. I was unsure of my friends, and they were increasingly un-
sure of me. I wanted to be a rock star. But while all around, voices were starting to break, acne
beginning to appear, facial hair sprouting, I remained all flabby flesh and innate scruff, with
a high-pitched whine and not a muscle to my name. I was the runt of the class and rarely al-
lowed to forget it. I had no father at home to help me out, and could hardly talk to my mum.
So I took solace in The Jam.

As a boy, Tony Fletcher frequently felt out of place, yet somehow he secured a ringside seat
for one of the most creative periods in British cultural history. This is the story of his forma-
tive years in the pre- and post-punk music scenes of London, told via a Top-50 countdown: attendance at seminal gigs and en-
counters with musical heroes; schoolboy projects that became national success stories; the style culture of punks, mods, and
skinheads and the tribal violence that enveloped them; life as a latchkey kid in a single-parent household; weekends on the foot-
ball terraces in a quest for street credibility; and the teenage boy’s unending obsession with losing his virginity. Featuring a vi-
brant cast of supporting characters from school friends to rock stars, and built up from notebooks, diaries, interviews, letters,
and issues of his now legendary fanzine Jamming!, this is an evocative, bittersweet, amusing, and wholly original account of
growing up and coming of age in the glory days of the 1970s.

Tony Fletcher is a highly acclaimed music writer whose previous titles include All Hopped Up and Ready to Go: Music from
the Streets of New York 1927–77, A Light That Never Goes Out: The Enduring Saga of the Smiths, and Moon: The Life and
Death of a Rock Legend. He lives in the Catskill Mountains, New York.

Memoir/Music • 368 pp • 5 x 8
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50 Moments That Rocked the Classical Music World
Darren Henley and Sam Jackson

An eclectic and informative guide to the 50 moments that changed classical music forever

From technological advances in music recording and practical innovations to landmark con-
certs and the births and deaths of the great composers, this book discusses the moments
that defined classical music. Published in partnership with Classic FM, it will appeal to clas-
sical music fans of all kinds. Seeking equally to educate, inform, and entertain, this book un-
covers a rich and often unexpected history of classical music—making it the perfect gift for a
classical music aficionado, or for anyone new to the genre looking to get their first foothold
on the mountain of classical music.

Darren Henley is the station manager of Classic FM. He has written or contributed to 13
books on classical music. Sam Jackson is the managing editor at Classic FM and is respon-
sible for the station’s music policy. They are the coauthors of The Classic FM Hall of Fame
and Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Classical Music . . . But Were Too Afraid
to Ask.

Music • 240 pp • 5 x 8 • 5 Diagrams
9781908739728 • October • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Elliott & Thompson

Portrait Gallery
A Life in Classical Music

Edward Greenfield
Foreword by Sir Antonio Pappano

An absorbing memoir by an eminent broadcaster and classical music critic, full of an-
ecdotes about nearly every major figure in the classical music world over the last 60 years

“Charming and readable . . . an entertaining and enlightening book which shines light
on corners we may never have the opportunity to otherwise visit and as such is a wel-
come addition to the library of musical experiences.” —ClassicalSource.com

“His avuncular tones on the BBC’s Music magazine were, for me as a schoolboy, iconic
(much more so than the grumpier ones of Julian Herbert, the program’s presenter).
A good deal of all this survives in the book, peeping out from behind its motley, more
or less distinguished crew of dramatis personae.” —Stephen Walsh, Spectator

From Leonard Bernstein to Benjamin Britten, André Previn, and Igor Stravinsky, Edward
Greenfield had the privilege of getting to know some of the 20th century’s greatest com-
posers, conductors, and performers. His lifelong career as a music critic for the Guardian
and Gramophone has taken him around the world and left him with an endless source of

fascinating material. Here for the first time he has brought together a lifetime of memories in this absorbing and fascinating
memoir. Greenfield has worked with such renowned singers as Joan Sutherland, Elizabeth Schwarzkof, Placido Domingo, and
Luciano Pavarotti; he has interviewed luminaries including Yehudi Menuhin, George Martin, and Colin Davis; and he has forged
enduring friendships with the likes of Jacqueline du Pré, Daniel Barenboim, and Edward Heath. His is a career steeped in clas-
sical music and his Portrait Gallery brings that vividly to life.

Edward Greenfield is one of Britain’s most eminent music critics and broadcasters. A regular broadcaster on the BBC, he coed-
its the renowned Penguin Guide to Recorded Classical Music. In 1994 he received the OBE for services to music and journal-
ism. Sir Antonio Pappano is the director of the Royal Opera House.
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Così fan tutte
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

The latest addition to a set of lavishly produced opera guides

Following Le nozze di Figaro and Don Giovanni, Così fan tutte was the last of
the three operas that Mozart wrote with the librettist Lorenzo Da Ponte. Although
well received at its premiere in Vienna in 1790, it was then largely neglected until
the mid-20th century. Its comic but deeply felt portrayal of the foibles of young
people in love has since become recognized as perhaps the most sophisticated and
perfect of all Mozart’s operas. This guide contains articles that describe the gen-
esis of the opera and the circumstances surrounding its first performances, a mu-
sical commentary which takes the reader through the opera’s main themes, and
an overview of the ways in which it fell out of favor in the 19th century. A de-
tailed description of its more recent performance history reflects how the work
has now established a secure position in the repertory of opera houses through-
out the world. The guide also includes a musical thematic guide, the full libretto
with English translation, a discography, bibliography, and DVD and website guides.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) was born in Salzburg, and began com-
posing at the age of five. His subsequent prolific output included the great operas
of his maturity, Le nozze di Figaro, Don Giovanni, Così fan tutte, and Die Za-
uberflöte.
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Under a Mackerel Sky
A Memoir

Rick Stein

The wry, perceptive, and strikingly evocative memoir of a much-respected chef

“[An] engaging memoir.” —Telegraph

“Although it focuses primarily on Stein’s earlier years, the memoir also suggests an
older man’s ongoing wonder about the world in which he lives, the dish he is tasting,
the village cafes he visits, the fish he has caught. It’s pure Stein, and pure magic.”
—Weekly Review

Rick Stein’s childhood in 1950s rural Oxfordshire and North Cornwall was idyllic. His
parents were charming and gregarious, their five children much loved and given freedom
typical of the time. As he grew older, the holidays were filled with loud and lively parties
in his parents’ Cornish barn. But ever present was the unpredictable mood of his bipolar
father, with Rick frequently the focus of his anger and sadness. When Rick was 18 his fa-
ther killed himself. Emotionally adrift, Rick left for Australia, carrying a suitcase stamped
with his father’s initials. Manual labor in the outback followed by adventures in America
and Mexico toughened up the naive public schoolboy, but at heart he was still lost and un-
sure what to do with his life. Eventually, England called him home. From the entrepreneurial
days of his mobile disco, the Purple Tiger, to his first unlikely nightclub where much of the
time was spent breaking up drink-fueled fights, Rick charts his personal journey in a way
that is both wry and perceptive; engaging and witty.

Rick Stein is a chef, restaurateur, television host, and author. His other titles include Rick
Stein’s Far Eastern Odyssey, Rick Stein’s Spain, and Rick Stein’s Seafood, which won the
coveted James Beard Foundation Cookbook of the Year Award.
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A Conversation About Happiness
The Story of a Lost Childhood

Mikey Cuddihy

Orphaned at the age of nine, Mikey Cuddihy left the U.S. to board at an experimen-
tal British school. A vivid and intense memoir of coming of age amidst the unraveling
social experiment of the late 1960s.

“Written with cool-eyed compassion, this is a fascinating examination of the
bittersweet experiments of sixties child rearing. . . . I found it deeply moving.”
—Esther Freud, author, Love Falls

When Mikey Cuddihy was orphaned at the age of nine, her life exploded. She and her
siblings were sent from New York to board at experimental Summerhill School, in Eng-
land, and abandoned there. The setting was idyllic, lessons were optional, pupils made
the rules. Joan Baez visited and taught Mikey guitar. The late 60s were in full swing, but
with total freedom came danger. Mikey navigated this strange world of permissiveness
and neglect, forging an identity almost in defiance of it.

Mikey Cuddihy is an art lecturer, artist, and writer.

Memoir • 264 pp • 6 x 8.5
9781782393146 • September • $19.95 (NCR) Paper • Atlantic Books
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My Life in Agony
Confessions of a Professional Agony Aunt

Irma Kurtz

A Queen of Advice from Cosmopolitan UK and U.S. shares all she’s learned in decades
of answering women’s toughest questions

“The unshockable queen of advice.” —Cosmopolitan

“So wise that she is practically Confucius.” —India Knight, Sunday Times

As a professional advice columnist for the last 40 years, Irma Kurtz has had to deal with the
most intimate problems of successive generations of readers, while having to keep up with
the changing mores and attitudes in British and American society. In these memoirs, she looks
back on the seismic transformations that have taken place over the last four decades, as well
as her own hectic and often difficult life as a single mother from America living in London.
Warm, funny, and perceptive, brimming with wisdom and insight, this book is a meditation
on the subjects that tend to concern and confuse us the most—from mother-daughter rela-
tionships through to eating disorders, office politics, and those perennial areas of interest:
love and sex.

Irma Kurtz was born in New Jersey, and has been Cosmopolitan UK’s agony aunt for the
past 40 years. She also wrote for the American edition for 10 years. She is the author of About
Time: Growing Old Disgracefully.

Memoir • 300 pp • 5 x 7.5
9781846883118 • September • $24.95 (NCR) Cloth • Alma Books

Tsunami and the Single Girl
One Woman’s Journey to Become an Aid Worker and Find Love

Krissy Nicholson

The story of Krissy Nicholson’s journey to become an aid worker and her (seemingly)
never-ending story to find Mr. Right

As a free-spirited traveler, Krissy—now almost 30—needs her life to start taking shape. So
how does a wild night on a dance floor in Vietnam land her a sought-after role in Oxfam
working in emergency relief? And how do the excess of the expatriate scene, a string of Mr.
Wrongs, and a spate of failed romances lead to self-discovery and ultimately self-fulfillment?
Against the backdrop of adrenalin-fueled disaster response, Krissy begins to understand the
power of the human spirit in the face of adversity. Whether coordinating emergency relief
work in the field, or trying to find love in all the wrong places, Krissy takes us on a heart-
felt and surprising adventure.

Krissy Nicholson works for Plan International as the Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene Program
Manager with a focus on Africa. Her programs operate in schools and communities to com-
bat preventable childhood illnesses to increase access to education, strengthen health and hy-
giene, and improve the lives of thousands of children and their communities every year.

Memoir/Social Science • 320 pp • 5.5 x 8
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Starting with Max
How a Wise Stray Dog Gave Me Strength and Inspiration

Ying Ying

A stray dog becomes a source of salvation and strength to a Chinese immigrant having
to come to terms with a new identity in a foreign land

My dog has demonstrated a grand theory about life’s simplest activities. He acts out the
meaning of life by actively living it. Do not think so much about yourself, he tells me. Know
where you’re going, and just get up and go. Be playful and joyous.

Starting a new life upon a move from China to Australia, Ying Ying and her family adopt
a stray dog, the much-loved Max. As changes in Ying Ying’s life bring frustration and sad-
ness as well as surprise and joy, quite unexpectedly she realizes that what remains most
constant in her life is her dog. Ying Ying finds herself driven by her dog to pursue a life of
action and meaning, persistence, and determination. She must not just survive, but thrive,
and it is her faithful four-legged friend who has become her source of wisdom and strength
at this most fragile period of her life. This is not just another book about life with a dog,
but a quest for deeper understanding of humans and their dogs. In her contemplation of
her four-legged friend and all that he is, Ying Ying reflects on matters of significance such
as love, faith, beauty, aging, mortality, and creation.

Ying Ying taught Sociology and Criminal Justice at universities in Hong Kong before she
and her family migrated to Australia. She is the author of two books in Chinese.
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Secrets of a Pet Nanny
A Journey from the White House to the Dog House

Eileen Riley

Laugh-out-loud stories of canine antics from an American high-flying diplomat turned
professional dog-sitter

Aged 28, Eileen Riley had an enviably glamorous life; her globe-trotting career as a diplo-
mat took her from the corridors of power at the White House to postings in Cameroon
and Papua New Guinea, and finally, London—where she decided to give it all up to be-
come a professional dog-sitter. But her diplomatic skills proved to be invaluable in her new
career. Secrets of a Pet Nanny is a fabulous and very funny collection of tales about the
dogs she has looked after, from pedigree puppies to rare Tibetan terriers. Riley is a true
dog devotee, but that does not prevent her casting a caustic eye across her charges—and
their devoted owners. Part dog memoir, part outsider’s perspective on the eternal relation-
ship between dog-owners and their beloved canines, this is sure to appeal to animal-lovers
of all stripes.

Eileen Riley is a professional pet nanny and journalist.

Pets/Memoir • 240 pp • 5 x 7.5
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Capitalism with a Conscience
How We Can Create Wealth . . . Not Destroy It

Charles Hampden-Turner, Tom Cummings, and Fons Tompenaars

A meticulously researched and passionately argued treatise on global capitalist culture and
wealth creation, and how we can rediscover capitalist values to compete in the 21st century

The recent global financial crisis is in fact a moral crisis—from its very beginnings, capitalism
has been a moral movement, a way of dedicating one’s life to something that will outlast the in-
dividual. The West has lost sight of this. Unless we rediscover the conscience within capitalism,
we will continue to be mired in crisis, and will ultimately be usurped by China and other de-
veloping economies. This important and timely book provides a clear-sighted and detailed overview
of the faultlines and contradictions within the current Western model, and shows how govern-
ments, corporations, and individuals can create a stronger and more balanced culture. Drawing
fascinating insights from different business cultures around the world, including modern China,
the Singaporean experiment, the German Mittelstande, and Scandinavian models, and from the
cultures of innovation and collaboration in locations such as Silicon Valley and the “knowledge
community” in Cambridge (UK), the authors make a compelling case for the strengths of capi-
talism while addressing its current weaknesses. This highly topical call to arms is essential read-
ing for experts, lay people, and anyone who cares about the future of our market society.

Charles Hampden-Turner is the author of 18 books on business culture and strategy, including Building Cross-Cultural Com-
petence. He received his MBA and DBA from Harvard Business School and is cofounder of Trompenaars-Hampden-Turner (THT),
a consulting firm in the field of intercultural management. Tom Cummings has served in senior executive roles at Shell, ABN
AMRO, and Unilever. Fons Trompenaars is a world expert on international management, cofounder of THT, and the author of
Riding the Waves of Culture. He was identified by Human Resources magazine as one of the world’s five top management gurus
to watch in the new millennium.
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Breaking News
Sex, Lies & the Murdoch Succession

Paul Barry

Murdoch’s empire is declining, none of his children are both able and willing to take
over, and scandal wracks his life—yet he still manages to thrive despite it all

“[Paul Barry] has a rare talent for understanding complex narrative and unpacking
them.” —Australian Financial Review

“I knew the story well enough, in outline. But when you see it all laid out in devas-
tating, chronological detail, the sheer scale of News International’s lawbreaking,
and the effrontery of its bald-faced and serial lying over half a decade, takes the
breath away.” —Age

At the age of 82, Rupert Murdoch divorced his third wife and is gearing up for the tough-
est challenge of his life: to hand his empire on to his children. But is this the end of the
Murdoch dynasty? Lachlan doesn’t want to succeed him. James is in disgrace. And Elis-
abeth is not a serious contender. His grip on the group has also been weakened by scan-
dal. His British tabloids have been caught hacking phones and bribing officials on an
industrial scale. At least 20 journalists will soon face trial for hacking and corruption

and could be jailed. But Rupert thrives on crisis. He has recently split News Corp in two, doubled his fortune to nine billion,
and is bouncing around like a man in his prime. So can he win this one last battle and keep it all in the family?

Paul Barry has won numerous awards for his work as an investigative journalist. He is a TV host and a regular contributor to
the Sydney Morning Herald and the Sunday Telegraph.

Biography/Business • 480 pp • 6 x 9
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7 SIMPLE STEPS

This six book series aimed at people who want to get into or back into work,
brush up their business skills, or start their own business. Each book features seven short chapters

with clear, practical advice that is always to the point. Cartoons gives the books a light and engaging feel,
and tips, models, and checklists mean readers can start using the book immediately.

Each: Business/Self-Help • 144 pp • 5 x 8 • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK
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Negotiation Skills in 7 Simple Steps
Clare Dignall

Simple steps to flawless negotiations

A successful negotiation results in a win-win agreement for both parties. But where do you
start if you’re up against people or organizations with conflicting objectives, or people who
are just downright difficult? Getting what you want requires determination and tact. You
need to be assertive but know when to compromise. This book will help you refine your per-
suasive skills through verbal and nonverbal communication in seven simple steps. It
will show you how to identify and understand the key issues, distinguish between needs and
interests, and come to an agreement that benefits everyone.

Clare Dignall has worked in both the public and private sectors, in established organizations
and challenging start-ups.

9780007507214 • September

Get that Job in 7 Simple Steps
Peter Storr

Simple steps to help you find your perfect job

Kickstart your job applications and get the job you want. If you’re new to the job market,
back for a restart, or want a change of scenery, this book will help you target what you want
and show you how to get there in seven simple steps. The job market is tougher than ever, and
making a great first impression is everything. Peter Storr will debunk the myths of applying
for jobs, help get your resume into shape, and prepare you for the interview.

Peter Storr is an occupational psychologist with many years of experience in helping people
to identify their key strengths and in interviewing and assessing candidates at organizations
such as the BBC and King’s College London.

9780007507160 • November

Starting a Business in 7 Simple Steps
Alex Ritchie and Natalie Campbell

Simple steps to a successful start-up

So you’ve thought about starting a business, but how do you get started? This book breaks
it down into seven simple steps. This book includes all the advice you need, from working
out the objectives and vision of your company and defining your USPs, to writing a business
plan and developing the sales and marketing strategy. Follow our simple steps and learn every-
thing you need for a successful start up. Before long you’ll be watching your hard work pay
off and doing something you love.

Alex Ritchie runs Alex Ritchie Consulting and is the cofounder and director of the consul-
tancy Venn Street. Natalie Campbell is the founder and director of A Very Good Company,
a social change agency.

9780007507184 • November
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Effective Meetings in 7 Simple Steps
Barry Tomalin

Simple steps to effective meetings that will change the way you work

People spend up to 60 percent of their working day in meetings, but all too often they leave
feeling overwhelmed and confused. Sound familiar? Meetings that involve the wrong people or
are badly organized are a waste of everyone’s time, so whether you need to learn from scratch
or reevaluate your techniques, this is the book for you. Follow the seven simple steps in this
book for more productive, efficient, and successful meetings. With expert advice on everything
from using informal meetings to your advantage to dealing with technical hitches during con-
ference calls, this book contains everything you need to transform the way you spend your work-
ing day.

Barry Tomalin trains companies in international communication techniques and teaches inter-
national communication and management skills at the London Academy of Diplomacy, Uni-
versity of East Anglia. He has worked for the British Council and the BBC World Service.

9780007507207

Presentation Skills in 7 Simple Steps
James Schofield

Simple steps to transform your presentations

Speaking in front of an audience can be tough. Believe it or not, working out what you want
to say is often the easiest part. You may need help overcoming nerves, or practical tips on
body language, using technology, or dealing with tricky questions. This book gives you ad-
vice on how to give well-structured and clear presentations that engage your listeners and
make an impact. No more sweaty palms, just cool, calm, and effective presentations.

James Schofield has worked for various multinational companies and governmental depart-
ments in Asia and Europe for more than 25 years. He is employed by a large electronics com-
pany as a business coach and management trainer with a focus in creativity and communication
in particular presentation skills.

9780007507191

Successful Networking in 7 Simple Steps
Clare Dignall

Simple steps to help you get what you want from networking

Networking: get it right, and it provides an opportunity for learning and expanding your busi-
ness contacts. But there are so many ways to get it wrong. Maybe you’ve learned this the hard
way, or maybe you don’t know where to start. If you’re setting out into the world of business
for the first time, planning a return visit, or want to be the best in the job you’re in, this is the
book for you. Follow these seven simple steps to pick your way through the minefield that is
networking. From creating new opportunities to maintaining valuable relationships, this
book shows you how to make valuable connections and survive any difficult moments along
the way.

Clare Dignall has worked in both the public and private sectors, in established organizations
and challenging start-ups.

9780007507177



HOW TO THINK LIKE

Daniel Smith

Daniel Smith is a writer, editor, and researcher of nonfiction. His previous books include
Go Figure, How to Think Like Sherlock, Is Their Alot Wrong with This Centence?,

The Language of London, and Think You Know It All?
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How to Think Like Mandela
Get inside the mind of Nelson Mandela—one of the 20th century's
great revolutionaries and the most inspiring statesman of our time

Nelson Mandela was one of the few men in recent history who gen-
uinely changed the world—how we think about our place in society
among other ethnic, political, and religious groups and how persever-
ance, moral conscience, and honest dialogue can help us achieve any-
thing. Throughout his long life, he faced struggles against odds and
opposition many of us can only begin to understand: he was impris-
oned for decades for his beliefs yet ultimately stood by them and saw
them vindicated by a nation. This book explores his many speeches; the
forms of resistance—both peaceful and not—that he employed to reach
his ends; and how he accomplished his achievements. Comprehensive
and informative, this is the ideal book for admirers of this great man.

Biography/African American • 224 pp • 5 x 8
9781782432142 • Available • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Cloth
Michael O’Mara

Mandela’s heritage did not fill him with arrogance but it did supply him with a certain level
of self-confidence that fed his instinctive refusal to bow to anyone without good reason. Un-
doubtedly, he was also imbued with a rebellious spirit from his earliest days. Nelson was not the
name given him by his parents. Instead he was called Rolihlahla Mandela. Was there a certain
glint in the eye that his parents quickly recognized? It seems possible, given that Rolihlahla may
loosely be translated as “trouble-maker.”

This inclination to challenge combined with a series of other factors in his youth to create a
“perfect storm.” His father’s death propelled him early into the role of “man of the household”
so that as a pre-teen he already felt responsible for the fates of those around him. Meanwhile,
his love of him homeland was unshakeable. Growing up in a traditional thatched hut and help-
ing to raise livestock, phases of his childhood idyllic. Rural South Africa came to represent a sort
of earthly paradise for him—he would in later years speak wistfully of “the veldt, the green open
spaces, the simple beauty of nature, and the pure lines of the horizon.”
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How to Think Like Steve Jobs
Learn how to view the world through the eyes of Steve Jobs, and you’ll be thinking like a
true innovator in no time

A titan of technological innovation, Steve Jobs thought differently than everyone else. He had
the mercurial ability to know what people wanted before they knew it themselves, and what’s
more, he knew how to sell that idea. An advocator of good design in both function as well
as appearance, his influence in Silicon Valley changed the way the world thinks about tech-
nology. But how did he achieve such success? What were his methods? How to Think Like
Steve Jobs reveals the philosophies and carefully honed skills Jobs used in his journey to the
top and in the consolidation of Apple’s unique place in the public consciousness. With his
thoughts on innovation, how to find inspiration, presenting an idea, advertising, and much
more, you can delve into the mind of the master.

Business • 9781782430681 • September • $18.95 (Can $22.95)

How to Think Like Einstein
Learn how Einstein, the man who evolved and altered the scientific landscape forever,
viewed the world, and how his theories and the way he researched changed what we now
take for granted

The German theoretical physicist, Albert Einstein, developed the world’s most famous equa-
tion, E = mc2, helped to establish quantum theory, and published more than 300 scientific
papers in his lifetime. He questioned the accepted classical world view and tore it apart
with his theories of relativity. It is for many reasons that his name has become synonymous
with the word “genius.”How to Think Like Einstein reveals just how he accomplished his
achievements with a strong determination, visualized his goals to develop a clear strategy,
and viewed each success as a stepping stone for his next challenge, never believing his work
was complete. Comprehensive yet accessible, this book will have you thinking like the great
man in no time.

Biography • 9781782432159 • January • $19.95 (Can $23.95)
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Angela Merkel
The Chancellor and Her World: The Authorized Biography

Stefan Kornelius

An authorized biography of one of the most powerful women in the world sheds light on
the person behind the politician

“Fills in critical gaps in our understanding of Europe’s most powerful political figure.”
—Wall Street Journal

“[Kornelius] gives a compelling description of how Merkel operates . . . and is particu-
larly good on the thinking behind her step-by-step response to the euro crisis.”
—Times Literary Supplement

With the Eurozone engulfed in an unprecedented crisis, one political figure looms largest of
all: Angela Merkel, the leader of its most powerful economy. While foreign affairs have be-
come the central issues of her chancellorship in this crucial election year, the entire world is
anxiously looking to Germany to play its part in Europe’s rescue. From her youthful days of
hitchhiking in Tbilisi to being the guest of honor at a White House state dinner, this book ex-
amines how a girl from East Germany rose to the highest echelons of European power. As
well as explaining how Angela Merkel’s world view was shaped and influenced by her back-

The General
The Ordinary Man Who Challenged Guantanamo

Ahmed Errachidi and Gillian Slovo

A revelatory and necessary survival memoir of five years of illegal detainment and torture
in Guantánamo Bay

“A revelation. People need to read this book.” —Mark Haddon, author, The Curious In-
cident of the Dog in the Night-Time

“Remarkable. . . . The General purports to be the story of just one man but this com-
pelling read speaks for every innocent victim in the War on Terror, from the 3,000 mur-
dered on 9/11 to the 30,000 Iraqi and Afghan civilians.” —Sunday Express

On September 11, 2001, in a café in London, Ahmed Errachidi watched as the twin towers
collapsed. He was appalled by the loss of innocent life. But he couldn’t possibly have pre-
dicted how much of his own life he too would lose because of that day. In a series of terrible
events, Ahmed was sold by the Pakistanis to the Americans in the diplomatic lounge at Is-
lamabad airport and spent five and a half years in Guantanamo. There, he was beaten, tor-
tured, humiliated, and very nearly destroyed. But Ahmed did not give in. This very ordinary,
Moroccan-born London chef became a leader of men. Known by the authorities as The Gen-
eral, he devised protests and resistance by any means possible. As a result, he spent most of his time in solitary confinement.
But then, after all those years, Ahmed was freed, his innocence admitted. This is Ahmed’s story. It will make readers rethink
what it means to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. It will also make readers look anew at courage, survival, justice, and
the War on Terror.

Ahmed Errachidi was born in Tangier but lived and worked as a chef in London for 18 years before being detained in Guan-
tanamo. He now lives back in Morocco with his wife and children and is opening his own restaurant. Gillian Slovo has writ-
ten nine novels, including Ice Road, which was short-listed for the Orange Prize, and Red Dust, which was made into a film
starring Hilary Swank and Chiwetel Ejiofor. Her first play, Guantanamo, was an off-Broadway hit.

Autobiography • 208 pp • 5 x 8
9780099572299 • September • $15.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage UK

ground and ideology, this lively account discusses her personal relations with international counterparts such as David Cameron,
Barack Obama, and Vladimir Putin, as well as her attitude towards the countries and cultures over which they rule.

Stefan Kornelius is head of the foreign policy department of Süddeutsche Zeitung, the largest German national subscription
daily newspaper. He met Merkel for the first time in 1989 in East Berlin when she was the Speaker of the Democratic Awak-
ening. Later Kornelius was a correspondent in Bonn where he was responsible for the CDU party, and where Merkel was a min-
ister in Kohl’s Cabinet and served as an important source for Kornelius. After years working as a foreign correspondent in
Washington, Kornelius returned to Berlin 1999—just in time for the CDU funding scandal and Merkel’s rise to the head of CDU
party. Since 2000 Kornelius has been responsible for foreign policy reporting and is in close contact with the chancellor and
her main advisers.

Biography/Political Science • 300 pp • 5 x 8
9781846883187 (Replaces 9781846883095) • September • $17.95 (NCR) Paper • Alma Books
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Blenheim 1704
James Falkner

The story of one of the turning points of the War of the Spanish Succession

The overwhelming Allied victory at Blenheim ensured the safety of Vienna from the Franco-Bavar-
ian army, thus preventing the collapse of the Grand Alliance. Bavaria was knocked out of the
war, and Louis’s hopes for a quick victory came to an end. France suffered more than 30,000
casualties including the commander-in-chief, Marshal Tallard, who was taken captive to Eng-
land. Before the 1704 campaign ended, the Allies had taken towns on the Moselle in prepara-
tion for the following year’s campaign into France itself. It was a striking victory for
Marlborough, which involved a lightning march of over 250 miles and superb deception—even
of his own Dutch allies. Blenheim must be one of the most well-known battles—because of Blenheim
Palace—but few know why. This book explains both what happened and why.

James Falkner is a leading modern authority on 18th-century warfare. He is the author ofMarl-
borough’s Sieges and Great and Glorious Days: Marlborough’s Battles 1704–09.

40 B/W Photos • 9780752499680 • January

Mafeking 1900
Edmund Yorke

The most famous British action of the Second Boer War

The Siege of Mafeking remains one of the most famous actions of the Second Boer War, with
the British Army defeating a Boer force of more than 8,000 men with only 1,500 troops. The
town of Mafeking was designated a central location due to its rail connections and Robert Baden-
Powell decided to trial his theory of defense rather than attack here. He holed up his troops in
Mafeking, fortifying the city for a siege that lasted for 217 days. Eight hundred men held Mafek-
ing, supported by a cadet corps of 12- to 15-year-olds who later inspired the Scouting Move-
ment. The town withheld attack from the Boers against the odds and was finally relieved on
May 17, 1900. The siege and relief of Mafeking caused much public excitement in Victorian
Britain and Robert Baden-Powell became a war hero.

Edmund Yorke is the author of several other Battle Story titles, including Isandlwana 1879 and
Rorke’s Drift 1879.

60 B/W Photos • 9780750955669 • November

Somme 1916
Andrew Robertshaw

One of the bloodiest battles in military history—what happened and why

The Battle of the Somme raged from July 1 to November 18, 1916, and was one of the bloodi-
est fought in military history. It has come to signify for many the waste and bloodshed of World
War I as hundreds of thousands of men on all sides lost their lives fighting over small gains in
land. Yet, this battle also marked a turning point in the war and was witness to new methods of
warfare, such as all-arms integrated attacks, with infantry units and the new Tank Corps fight-
ing alongside each other. Complete with detailed maps and photographs, as well as fascinating
facts and profiles of the leaders, this is the best introduction to this legendary battle.

Andrew Robertshaw is an acclaimed World War I historian and was the lead historical consult-
ant for Steven Spielberg’s War Horse. He is heading up a major new archaeological project on
Beaumont Hamel, as well as leading battlefield tours for the British Army. In 2012 he constructed
a full-scale trench replica which is now a BBC filming location and educational facility. He is
the author of Somme 1 July 1916: Tragedy and Triumph.

60 B/W Photos • 9780750955652 • October
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On the Western Front
The Great War 1914–1918

Michael Lepine

A centenary collector’s set containing four DVDs along with a highly il-
lustrated book, examining the most major brutal conflict of World War I

UnderstandingWorldWar I is crucial to understanding the history of the 20th
century to the present day. This book and DVD set provides a detailed expla-
nation of why war broke out and how technology and tactics developed through-
out the conflict, and determins which battles were won and lost and how these
were crucial to its outcome.The book contains more than 100 images and maps
of the Western Front. The disks include more than five hours of rare and un-
seen footage for the first time on DVD, including WWI 1914–1918, Battle of
La Marne, the Battle of the Somme, and the Battle of Verdun.

Michael Lepine has written 35 books and has worked extensively in televi-
sion programming. For many years the editor of the Aviation &Military Video
Club, he was instrumental in bringing rare archival film footage to the pub-
lic for the very first time.

History/Military • 120 pp • 10.5 x 10.5
25 Color Photos • 75 B/W Photos
4 DVDs, Run Time: 5 Hrs, 30 Mins
9780957690912 • October
$59.95 (Can $71.95) Hardcover & DVD
Front Row Books

The Great War 100
The First World War in Infographics

Scott Addington

A unique, modern overview of World War I, from the weapons to the
men on the ground

It is 100 years since the start of WWI, and now we have new ways of re-
lating information, including infographics. This cutting-edge work tells the
story of the war in a modern graphical format that brings the subject to
life in a unique way. It doesn’t matter if the reader is a subject matter ex-
pert or if this is their first book on the war, these infographics are engag-
ing and fascinating, and offer information about the conflict in a way that
has not been done before. Easy to flick through, or compelling enough to
study for hours, this history makes World War I unprecedentedly easy to
understand.

Scott Addington is an author and historian who runs a military research
website and has been researching the stories of soldiers, sailors, and air-
men from World War I for more than 10 years.

History/Military • 224 pp • 10 x 10 • 250 Color Illustrations
9780752486390 • September • $45.00 (Can $53.95) Cloth
The History Press
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A Short History of Brazil
Gordon Kerr

Host of the 2014World Cup and the 2016 Olympics, the fifth largest country in the world
is the perfect topic for the next title in the Short History series

Discovered by Portuguese sailor and explorer Pedro Álvares Cabral more than 500 years
ago, Brazil’s history since then has been turbulent, blighted by rebellion, cruelty, dictator-
ship, and poverty. But, it is also a vibrant, exciting, and ethnically diverse nation that has,
in the face of great adversity, emerged as one of the world’s fastest growing major economies.
This book examines the events that have led to Brazil’s ascendancy, looking at the indige-
nous peoples who populated the territory until its discovery in 1500 and chronicling the
tempestuous years since, leading to the economic miracle of recent years. It covers the three
centuries of Portuguese colonial rule when sugar became the main export, produced with
the help of around three million slaves who were forced to make the deadly crossing of the
Atlantic fromAfrica. It describes how Brazil declared independence from Portugal as a monar-
chy in 1822, the monarchy being replaced by a republic in 1889, and details the pattern of
boom and bust in the Brazilian economy since then, covering the lives of some of the au-
thoritarian rulers who seized power along the way. Finally, it looks at the many difficulties
Brazil faces in the 21st century—the devastating social problems resulting from its dramatic

economic inequality and the often ruthless exploitation of the country’s natural resources. With the eyes of the world cur-
rently focused on this immense South American country, there could be no better time to examine the dramatic and fascinating
history that has brought it to this point.

Gordon Kerr is the author of A Short History of Africa, A Short History of China, A Short History of Europe, and A Short His-
tory of the First World War.

History • 160 pp • 5 x 8
9781843441960 • September • $16.95 (NCR) Paper • Pocket Essentials

Also available:
Each: $14.95 (NCR) Paper

A Short History of Africa
9781842434420

A Short History of China
9781842439685

A Short History of Europe
9781842433461

A Short History of the First World War
Land, Sea & Air, 1914–1918

Gordon Kerr

As the war is slipping beyond living memory, this concise history helps ensures that the
conflict is never forgotten

World War I, lasting just four years from 1914 to 1918, was without parallel, the first true
global conflict in which all of the earth’s great powers participated. This book tells the story
of this cataclysmic event. It describes the background to war, the international rivalries and
conflicts of the previous decades that led to the nations of Europe forming virtual armed
camps, the relentless build-up of military and naval hardware that characterized the early
years of the 20th century, and the great figures who tried to prevent conflict or enthusias-
tically pushed for it. Each year of the war is dealt with in its own chapter: the battles, var-
ious battlefronts, and important incidents described and analyzed for their impact on the
conduct of the war. The book also examines the last acts of this “war to end all wars,” pro-
viding accounts of the Russian Revolution, the decisive entry of the U.S. into the hostili-
ties, and the efforts of the Paris Peace Conference after the armistice to apportion blame
and punish the losers.

Gordon Kerr is the author of A Short History of Africa, A Short History of Brazil, A Short
History of China, and A Short History of Europe.

History • 160 pp • 5 x 8
9781843440949 • October • $16.95 (NCR) Paper • Pocket Essentials
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D-Day
Over 100 Maps Reveal How D-Day Landings Unfolded

Peter Chasseaud and Richard Harper

Follow the D-Day landings through a unique collection of historical maps, ex-
pert commentary, and photographs

Written by a historian of military cartography, this is a unique insight into D-Day
landings 70 years later. Along with the maps, key historical events are described,
giving a plotted history the D-Day landings from an expert historian. Starting with
a summary of World War II up to 1944, the book then covers deception schemes,
terrain, intelligence, reconnaissance, and mapping. It discusses Operation NEPTUNE:
naval and air bombardments and the assault landings, and Operation OVERLORD:
establishing the beachheads. The final chapter discusses the break-out, German un-
conditional surrender; and VE Day.

Peter Chasseaud is a historian of military cartography, and the author of definitive
works on trench mapping and toponymy. Richard Harper is an author.

History/Reference • 208 pp • 8.5 x 10.5
39 Color Photos • 67 B/W Photos • 100 Maps
9780007592838 • January • $39.95 (NCR) Cloth • Collins UK

Tannenberg and the Eastern Front; Verdun and the Somme; the Gallipoli Campaign; Battle of Jutland; the Advances to Jerusalem,
Damascus, and Baghdad; Vimy Ridge and Passchendaele; and German 1918 offensives and Allied counter-offensives. Along with
the maps, key historical events are described, giving an illustrated history of the war from an expert historian.

Peter Chasseaud is a historian of military cartography, a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, the founder of the Histori-
cal Military Mapping Group of the British Cartographic Society, a member of the Defence Surveyors’ Association, and the au-
thor of definitive works on trench mapping and toponymy. The Imperial War Museums are a family of five museums in England
that seek to provide for and encourage the study and understanding of the history of modern war and “wartime experience.”

History/Military • 304 pp • 9 x 11 • 50 B/W Photos • 150 Maps
9780007522200 • September • $45.00 (NCR) Cloth • Collins UK

Mapping the First World War
The Great War Through Maps from 1914 to 1918

Peter Chasseaud and the Imperial War Museum

Follow the conflict of World War I from 1914 to 1918 through a unique col-
lection of historical maps, expert commentary, and photographs

“The appeal of this richly illustrated work lies in the maps—barrage maps,
diagrams of ‘battlefield geometry’ for artillery, diagrams showing the eleva-
tion of craters made by exploding mines, and pioneering aerial
photography.” —Guardian

“Brings a lifetime’s work to fruition by telling the war’s story through the
maps that charted it.” —Literary Review

More than 150 maps, some previously unpublished, are used here to demonstrate
how World War I was fought around the world. Small scale maps show country
boundaries and occupied territories, large-scale maps cover the key battles and of-
fensives on all fronts of the war, and trench maps show detailed positions of the
front line.Maps from newspapers are also included, as well as battle planning maps
and propaganda. Key offensives covered include the Battles of the Marne and Ypres;
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‘A Delicate Affair’ on the Western Front
America Learns How to Fight a Modern War in the Woëvre Trenches

Terrence J. Finnegan

The meticulously researched story of the 1918 battle at Seicheprey, France

Could the newly arrived American troops be trusted? They were greenhorns, having seen prac-
tically no action. The surprise attack at Seicheprey on April 20 was spearheaded by the elite
German stormtroopers and was designed as a propaganda coup against the “weak” newcomers.
The Americans fell back in disarray in a hell of hand-to-hand fighting; one U.S. cook killed
two Germans with his meat cleaver. “A delicate affair” is an actual label applied by one U.S.
command report after the battle—and it was an affair with significance beyond its outcome,
as the first engagement between U.S. and German forces. Relying entirely on primary sources
throughout, the author uses the battle as a jumping-off point to describe how all battles de-
veloped in the war and minute-by-minute command decisions.

Terrence J. Finnegan is a retired U.S. Air Force Colonel and senior civil servant whose
career spans four decades of military service. He is the author of Shooting the Front. He lives
in California.

History/Military • 416 pp • 6 x 9 • 70 B/W Photos
9780750952323 • February • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth • Spellmount

Ten Days in August
The Siege of Liège 1914

Terence Zuber

A complete and accurate picture of the siege of Liège, using both Belgian and German sources

In August 1914 the German main attack was conducted by the 2nd Army. It had the missions
of taking the vital fortresses of Liège and Namur, and then defeating the Anglo-French-
Belgian forces in the open plains of northern Belgium. The German attack on the Belgian fortress
at Liège had tremendous political and military importance. Nevertheless, there has never been
a complete account of the siege. The German and Belgian sources are fragmentary and biased.
The short descriptions in English are general, use a few Belgian sources, and are filled with in-
accuracies. Making use of both German and Belgian sources, this book for the first time de-
scribes and evaluates the construction of the fortress, its military purpose, the German plan,
and the conduct of the German attack. Previous accounts emphasize the importance of the huge
German “Big Bertha” cannon, to the virtual exclusion of everything else: the Siege of Liège shows
that the effect of this gun was a myth, and shows how the Germans really took the fortress.

Terence Zuber was a U.S. Army infantry officer who was awarded the Legion of Merit for counter-
espionage operations. He lives in New Martinsville, West Virginia.

History/Military • 256 pp • 6 x 9 • 35 B/W Photos
9780752491448 • November • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • Spellmount

The First Battle of the First World War
Alsace-Lorraine

Karl Deuringer
Translated by Terence Zuber

The fight between the French and German armies that marked the first battle of World War I

On August 7, 1914, a week before the Battle of Tannenburg and two weeks before the Battle
of the Marne, the French army attacked the Germans at Mulhouse in Alsace. Their objective
was to recapture territory which had been lost after the Franco-Prussian War of 1870–1871.
In 1929 Karl Deuringer wrote the official history of the battle for the Bavarian Army, an im-
mensely detailed work of 890 pages; WorldWar I expert and former army officer Terence Zuber
has translated this study and edited it down to more accessible length, to produce the first ac-
count in English of the first major battle of the World War I.

Karl Deuringer described the official account of the battle for the Bavarian Army in 1929. Ter-
ence Zuber was a U.S. Army infantry officer who was awarded the Legion of Merit for counter-
espionage operations. He lives in New Martinsville, West Virginia.

History/Military • 432 pp • 6 x 9.5
9780752460864 • November • $35.00 (Can $41.95) Cloth • The History Press
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The Other First World War
The Blood-Soaked Eastern Front

Douglas Boyd

A challenge to the conventional Western Front bias of World War I history

Unlike the stalemate of the trenches in Flanders, the little-known Eastern Front of World War
I was a war of movement that caused 12 million casualties, including female combatants. After
the war, Britain and France rebuilt themselves and the U.S. was unaffected. In the east, this
savage conflict of atrocities destroyed all the belligerents: the German, Austro-Hungarian, Ot-
toman, and Russian empires. Berlin ended the Eastern Front hostilities prematurely at Brest-
Litovsk, having covertly financed and promoted the Bolshevik Revolution. This unleashed a
“rainbow of death” with the Red Army using famine, poison gas, and concentration camps
against the Green, Blue, and Black armies. This remarkable story of war and attrition is brought
to life by personal accounts from all sides.

Douglas Boyd was an RAF Russian linguist trained in language, culture, and history.

History/Military • 256 pp • 6 x 9 • 40 B/W Photos
9780752493589 • December • $34.95 (Can $41.95) Cloth • The History Press

Peace and War: Britain in 1914
Nigel Jones

A gripping portrait of life in Britain in a year that shook Europe to its foundations

“A historian’s history that deserves pride of place in every library.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Tower

“This is popular history well arranged and well written.” —Booklist on Tower

1914 dawned with Britain at peace, albeit troubled by faultlines within and threats without:
Ireland trembled on the brink of civil war, suffragette agitation was assuming an ever more vi-
olent hue, and suspicions of Germany’s ambitions bred a paranoia expressed in a rash of “in-
vasion scare” literature. Then when shots rang out in Sarajevo on June 28th, they set in motion
a tumble of diplomatic dominos that led to Britain declaring war on Germany. Nigel Jones de-
picts every facet of a year that changed Britain forever: from gun-running in Ulster to an at-
tack by suffragettes on a Velasquez painting in the National Gallery, from the launch of HMHS
Britannic to cricketer J. T. Hearne’s 3,000th first-class wicket, and from the opening of Lon-
don’s first nightclub to the embarking for Belgium of the BEF. Jones traces the events of a mo-
mentous year, its benign domestic beginnings to its descent into the nightmare of European war.

Nigel Jones is an author and a former editor at History Today and BBC History magazines.
His books include Tower: An Epic History of the Tower of London.

History • 272 pp • 5 x 8 • 2 Color Photos • 82 B/W Photos
9781781853351 • December • $16.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus

Into the Danger Zone
Sea Crossings of the First World War

Tad Fitch and Michael Poirier
Foreword by Hugh Brewster

A poignant look at the most vivid, dramatic transatlantic crossings of World War I

As World War I loomed, the transatlantic passenger trade was at its peak and as the enor-
mity of the conflict grew, liners were conscripted into service. In an attempted blockade to
cut off supplies, Germany began sinking Allied merchant vessels until by war’s end just 351
U-boats sank more than 5,000 merchant ships, killing 15,000 sailors. This little-known chap-
ter of the 20th century is explored here with engrossing narrative and a large quantity of rare
and unpublished firsthand accounts, illustrations, and photographs.

Tad Fitch is the coauthor of On a Sea of Glass and Report into the Loss of SS Titanic. He
lives in Cleveland, Ohio. Mike Poirier has been researching ships and shipwrecks for more
than 20 years. He lives in Rhode Island. Hugh Brewster is the coauthor of 882 1/2 Amazing
Answers to Your Questions About the Titanic and the author of Gilded Lives, Fatal Voyage.
He lives in Toronto.

History/Military • 432 pp • 6 x 9.5 • 130 B/W Photos
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1914: The Year the World Ended
Paul Ham

The story of the outbreak of World War I

In July of 1914, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, Britain, and France were poised to plunge
the world into a war that would kill or wound 37 million people, tear down the fabric of so-
ciety, uproot ancient political systems, and set the course for the bloodiest century in human
history. Here, award-winning historian Paul Ham tells the story of the outbreak of WWI from
German, British, French, Austria-Hungarian, Russian, and Serbian perspectives. Along the way,
he debunks several stubborn myths and seeks to answer the most vexing question of the 20th
century: Why did European governments decide to condemn the best part of a generation of
young men to the trenches and four years of slaughter, during which 8.5 million would die?

Paul Ham is the author of Sandakan: The Untold Story of the Sandakan Death Marches, which
was short-listed for the 2013 Prime Minister’s Literary Award for History.

History/Military • 704 pp • 6 x 9.5 • 2 Color Photos • 40 B/W Photos
9781864711424 • September • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth • William Heinemann Australia

Hidden History
The Secret Origins of the First World War

Gerry Docherty and Jim MacGregor

A new theory on how World War I started

Hidden History uniquely exposes those responsible for World War I. It reveals how accounts
of the war’s origins have been deliberately falsified to conceal the guilt of the secret cabal of
very rich and powerful men in London responsible for the most heinous crime perpetrated on
humanity. For 10 years, they plotted the destruction of Germany as the first stage of their plan
to take control of the world. The assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand was no chance
happening; it lit a fuse that had been carefully set through a chain of command stretching from
Sarajevo through Belgrade and St. Petersburg to that cabal in London. Our understanding of
these events has been firmly trapped in a web of falsehood and duplicity carefully constructed
by the victors at Versailles in 1919 and maintained by compliant historians ever since. The of-
ficial version is fatally flawed, warped by the volume of evidence they destroyed or concealed
from public view.

Gerry Docherty is the author of several historic plays. Jim Macgregor has had a life-long in-
terest in the origins of war.

History/Military • 464 pp • 6 x 9
9781780576305 • September • $34.95 (NCR) Cloth • Mainstream Publishing

100 Days to Victory
How the Great War Was Fought & Won 1914–1918

Saul David

A totally original, utterly engaging account of WorldWar I—the first book to tell the story
of the “war to end all wars” through the events of 100 key days between 1914 and 1918

The history of any war is more than a list of key battles, and Saul David shows vividly how
World War I reached beyond the battlefield, touching upon events and lives that shaped the
conduct and outcome of the conflict. Ranging from the young Adolf Hitler’s reaction to the
assassination of Archduke Ferdinand, through a Zeppelin raid on Scarborough, the tragic
dramas of Gallipoli, and the battlefields of the Western Front, Saul David brings people and
events dramatically to life. This is a 360-degree portrait of a global conflict that stretched
east from the shores of Britain to the marshes of Iraq, and south from the forests of Russia
to the bush of German South East Africa. Throughout his gripping narrative we hear the voices
of men and women both eminent and ordinary, some who were spectators on the Home Front,
others who were deeply embroiled in epic battles that changed the world forever.

Saul David is a professor of war studies and the author of Zulu Hart, the first novel in the
George Hart series, as well as several critically acclaimed history books, including The Il-
lustrated Encyclopedia of Warfare and Military Blunders.

Military/History • 544 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781444763386 • September • $15.95 (NCR) Paper • Hodder Paperbacks
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Female Tommies
The Frontline Women of the First World War

Elizabeth Shipton

The extraordinary women who served in World War I, from the U.S., UK, and Canada

Through their diaries, letters, and memoirs, this book tells the story of brave women at
the front line of WWI. Readers will meet the women who defied convention and followed
their convictions to defend the less fortunate and fight for their country. Follow British
Flora Sandes as she joins the Serbian Army and takes up a place in the rear-guard of the
Iron Regiment as they retreat from the Bulgarian advance. Stow away with Dorothy Lawrence
as she smuggles herself to Paris, steals a uniform, and heads to the Front. Enlist in Rus-
sia’s all-female “Battalion of Death” alongside peasant women and princesses alike. Through
the writings of women who were members of organizations such as the U.S. Army Signal
Corps, the Canadian Army Medical Corps, the FANY, WRAF, WRNS, WAAC, and many
others, we learn what life was like for them on the front and discover the courage of the
women who took up arms.

Elizabeth Shipton has worked as a museum archivist, was researcher for the documentaries
At War with Wellington and 100 Years of the Royal Flying Corps, and is a military histo-
rian and locations researcher for the BBC.
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Knitting for Tommy
Keeping the Great War Soldier Warm

Lucinda Gosling

A guide to popular WorldWar I knits—with 40 patterns for knitting balaclavas,
mittens, vests, hats, and other original accessories of the day

During World War I a knitting craze swept across Britain, as women everywhere
wanted to “kit out” their Tommies with socks, mittens, balaclavas, vests, sweaters,
and all manner of knitwear. Millions of socks were sent from the home front to
the front line in a bid to wage war on the dreaded “trench foot,” and often seam-
stresses would tuck a love note or a simple message to the soldier far from home.
Knitting circles and fundraisers became a daily part of women’s lives and institu-
tions and charities across Britain, with the Red Cross printing an official guide to
how to kit out Tommies with the warmest wear. The craze was not just limited to
Britain, as soon as the Americans joined the war; knitting became a national sport
there, too. A social and cultural history, Knitting for Tommy explores the knitting
craze through magazine advertisements, posters, and photographs of the day. Each
chapter opens with an extended introduction, followed by pages of images, including
people knitting and soldiers in knitted garments drawn from newspapers and other
periodicals. In the back of the book, 40 knitting patterns are included, suitable for all levels of knitters.

Lucinda Gosling has contributed to a variety of publications, including History Today and Illustration magazine. She is also the
author of Brushes & Bayonets.

Crafts & Hobbies/History • 144 pp • 6.5 x 7.5
24 Color Illustrations • 93 B/W Illustrations
9780750955966 • November • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper • The History Press
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Fashion: Women in World War One
Lucy Adlington

From munitionettes to High Society, the story of women during World War I unfolds

“I was witnessing the death of luxury.” —Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel

World War I had catastrophic impact on the lives of millions, both on the battlefield and
on the home front too. It was also a time of tremendous social upheaval, bringing new
opportunities and freedoms. Whatever their wartime role—as nurses, naval officers, or
factory workers—women needed the right clothes for the job. From the luxurious silks
of high society, to the boots and breeches of the Women’s Land Army, this booklet ex-
plores the impact of war on fashion 1914–1918 with unique images and beautiful origi-
nal garments.

Lucy Adlington is the founder of History Wardrobe, which gives costume-in-context pre-
sentations to more than 15,000 people across the UK every year, and the author of Great
War Fashion. She works closely with English Heritage and National Trust and has a large
collection of original outfits spanning 200 years of fashion history. She is also a children’s
author and has been nominated for the Carnegie Medal.

History/Fashion & Appearance • 32 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 60 Color Photos
9781841655369 • September • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Paper • Pitkin Publishing

The Country House at War: 1914–1918
Brian Williams

The changing face of the British country house in World War I, encapsulating the
stories of upstairs and downstairs, men and women

In many ways the country house symbolized Edwardian life, with its expensive elegance,
social seasons, and sharp social contrasts. All key families owned country houses and
millions of domestic and agricultural workers depended on the country house and its
estates for their livelihoods. Yet when the shadow of war fell, the long, post-Edwar-
dian, tea-on-the-lawn summer came to an abrupt end. Used during the war as hospi-
tals, convalescent homes, training camps, and for agricultural production, there is also
the human side to the country house at war: male workers conscripted, fathers losing
all hereditary heirs, women taking roles as nurses, and the social barriers as they were
challenged at home and on the front. The country house that emerged in 1919 was a
much changed place. This is its story.

Brian Williams is an author of history books.

History • 32 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 60 Color Photos
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Mud, Blood and Bullets
Memoirs of a Machine Gunner on the Western Front

Edward Rowbottom
Edited by Janet Tucker

A firsthand account of life in the trenches in World War I from a soldier’s perspective

It is 1915 and the Great War has been raging for a year when Edward Rowbotham, a coal
miner from the Midlands, volunteers for Kitchener’s Army. Drafted into the newly formed
Machine Gun Corps, he is sent to fight in places whose names will forever be associated with
mud, blood, and sacrifice: Ypres, the Somme, and Passchendaele. He wrote these memoirs 50
years later, but found his memories of life in the trenches had not diminished at all. The sights
and sounds of battle, the excitement, the terror, and the extraordinary comradeship are all
vividly described as if they had happened to him only yesterday.

Edward Rowbotham survived a bullet wound to the temple, and won the Military Medal for
bravery. Janet Tucker is Edward Rowbotham’s granddaughter. She edited and transcribed his
memoirs.

Memoir/Military • 210 pp • 5 x 8 • 30 B/W Photos
9780750956611 • October • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper • Spellmount

The Good Soldier
The Biography of Douglas Haig

Gary Mead

A balanced look at one of the most controversial commanders of World War I, using inter-
views with his son and new archival material to shed light onto an intensely private man

Posterity has not been kind to Douglas Haig, the commander of the British Expeditionary Force
on the Western Front for much of World War I. Haig has frequently been presented as a com-
mander who sent his troops to slaughter in vast numbers at the Somme in 1916 and at Pass-
chendaele the following year. This account reexamines Haig’s record in these battles and presents
his predicament with a fresh eye. More importantly, it reevaluates Haig himself, exploring the
nature of the man, turning to both his early life and army career before 1914, as well as his un-
stinting work on behalf of ex-servicemen’s organizations after 1918. Finally, in this definitive
biography, the man emerges from the myth.

Gary Mead was a journalist for the Financial Times for 10 years and has worked extensively
with the BBC. He is the author of The Doughboys: America and the First World War.

Biography/Military • 528 pp • 5 x 8.5
9781782392248 • December • $22.95 (NCR) Paper • Atlantic Books

First Victory
1914: HMAS Sydney’s Hunt for the German Raider Emden

Mike Carlton

A chronicle of Her Majesty’s Australian Ship (HMAS) Sydney’s hunt for the German raider,
Emden, as told from an Australian’s point of view

In the opening months of WorldWar I, Emden’s trail of destruction was tremendous. This one
small ship and her skilled and gallant captain wrought havoc on the maritime trade of the
British Empire, capturing and sinking ships at will. Australia, sending wool, wheat, and gold
across the Indian Ocean to sustain the Mother Country, and dispatching tens of thousands of
young men to join the fight, had a vital interest in bringing Emden to her end. The battle, when
it came, was short and bloody, an emphatic first victory at sea for the newborn Royal Aus-
tralian Navy. It remains to this day a celebrated epic of naval warfare. In the century since,
many writers have been there before Mike Carlton. Most were German, some of them sur-
vivors of the battle, others later historians, and they have generally told the story well. British
accounts vary in quality, from good to nonsense, and there have been some patchwork Amer-
ican attempts as well. Curiously, there has been very little written from an Australian point of

view. This book is—in part—an attempt to remedy that, with new facts and perspectives brought into the light of day.

Mike Carlton has been a broadcast news and current affairs reporter, foreign correspondent, radio host, and newspaper colum-
nist. He is the author of Cruiser: The Life and Loss of HMAS Perth and Her Crews.
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Lucinda Gosling

Lucinda Gosling is the former manager of the magazine archive of the Illustrated London News and
is currently historical specialist at Mary Evans Picture Library. She has contributed to History Today, Majesty,
and Illustration magazines, and is the author of Brushes & Bayonets and Debutantes and the London Season.
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A Better ‘Ole
The Brilliant Bruce Bairnsfather and the First World War
A stunning color tribute to a popular World War I cartoonist

Bruce Bairnsfather was the most loved and remains the most famous cartoonist
of World War I. His mix of stunning images and wry, humorous captions have
shaped how many see the war. Captain Bruce Bairnsfather joined the Royal War-
wickshire Regiment in 1914 and served with a machine gun unit until 1915 when
he was hospitalized with shell shock after the Second Battle of Ypres. As he re-
covered, he revisited the trenches from his hospital bed through his amusing and
richly detailed cartoons, which were published in the Bystander and he became
one of the British Tommies’ favorite cartoonists of the war. He then became well
known in America during World War II.

9780750955959

Goodbye Old Man
Matania’s Vision of the First World War
The first book to focus on the war paintings of one of the greatest global
artists of World War I

From the sinking of the Titanic in 1912 through to capturing the coronation
of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953, Fortunino Matania recorded almost every major
event of the century. Yet, for many, it is his World War I paintings that remain
the most haunting. As a war artist, he recorded some of the most emotive scenes
of trench warfare to emerge from the war. His work brought the reality of life
on the frontline home through his drawings and paintings and he became world
renowned as he created patriotic works for Britain and America. This compi-
lation brings the power of his work to a new generation to mark the centenary
of World War I.

9780750955973
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Britain’s Band of Brothers
Tom Keene
Foreword by Major-General Julian Thompson, CB OBE

Fifty hand-picked men formed an elite secret army who attacked, kidnapped, and killed
Germans across Europe during World War II—their story is finally told

They were Britain’s own World War II “Band of Brothers,” a privately selected secret army
of 50 cross-channel raiders who formed the elite Small Scale Raiding Force. In almost 20 dar-
ing missions over two years they kidnapped sentries, ambushed patrols, and shot prisoners,
wreaking havoc along the rim of Hitler’s Festung Europa. One night, they landed in a secret
armed reconnaissance mission at what would become Omaha Beach and ran into a German
patrol. With nowhere to hide but the sea, they were gunned down. Those left behind con-
tinued their extraordinary legacy, told here for the first time.

Tom Keene is the winner of the Royal Marines’ Historical Award, the European Community’s
prestigious Prix Stendhal, and the Roland Lewinsky Scholarship. He is the author of Cloak
of Enemies. Major-General Julian Thompson, CB OBE is a military historian and a former
officer of the British royal marines. He is the author of Call to Arms,Dunkirk, and Royal Marines.
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Operation Crossbow
The Untold Story of Photographic Intelligence and the Search for Hitler’s V Weapons

Allan Williams

The real story behind the top-secret World War II operations Crossbow and Bodyline

The story of the photographic intelligence work undertaken from a country house at Medmen-
ham, Buckinghamshire, is one of the great lost stories of World War II. Their finest hour began
in 1943, during the planning stages of the Allied invasion of Europe, when Douglas Kendall, who
masterminded the interpretation work at Medmenham, led the hunt for Hitler’s secret weapons.
Operation Crossbow grew from a handful of photographic interpreters to the creation of a hand-
picked team, and came to involve interpreters from across the Medmenham spectrum. Through
the combined skill and dedication of the Crossbow team and the heroism of the Allied pilots,
throughout late 1943 and 1944 V-weapon launch sites were located and destroyed, saving hun-
dreds of thousands of lives, and changing the course of the war.

Allan Williams is the curator of the National Collection of Aerial Photography. A leading au-
thority on the history of aerial photography, Allan undertook much of the research for the land-
mark BBC documentary Operation Crossbow.

History/Military • 464 pp • 5 x 8 • 71 B/W Photos
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Over the Ocean
A Wartime Story of Exile and Enduring Love

Erica Fischer
Translated by Andrew Brown

The extraordinary true love story of a couple who were separated during a shameful and
fascinating chapter of British history

Erica Fischer tells her own parents’ astonishing story and at the same time sheds light on a lit-
tle-known, little-discussed chapter in British history. Fischer’s parents met in Austria in the early
1930s. Her mother, Irka, was a Polish Jew and her father, Erich, was a Viennese lapsed Catholic.
In 1938, Irka fled to the United Kingdom, to be followed the year after by her husband. By no
means a rarity as refugees, they found work in southern England. However at the outbreak of
war, Erich was arrested as an “enemy alien,” and he was transported to Australia. Faced with
unimaginable hardships, the deportees banded together in solidarity to face their new life. Erich
and Irka struggled to maintain a correspondence to try to ensure that they would be able to
find each other when the war came to an end. Amazingly crafted, this biography reads like fic-
tion and vividly evokes a chapter in history with which few people are familiar.

Erica Fischer is a freelance writer and translator. Her true-life story Aimée & Jaguar has been translated into 20 languages. An-
drew Brown is the author of Brief Lives: Gustave Flaubert and Brief Lives: Stendhal.
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Railroad of Death
John Coast

A new edition of the bestseller, the best account of forced labor on the Burma Railway

John Coast was a young British Army officer who was taken prisoner at the Fall of Singapore
in February 1942. He took notes and concealed them from the Japanese for nearly three years,
but lost them when he was forced to bury them to avoid repeated searches. Coast had to write
the book all over again while on the voyage home. His book is moving, dramatic, and chilling
in the detail it gives of the cruelty inflicted by Japanese and Korean soldiers on the prisoners and
Asian workers who died in even greater numbers working on the railway. Yet it is at the same
time lyrical in its descriptions of the natural world surrounding the camps and the food and kind-
ness shown by some Thais to the prisoners. This new edition has an introduction and appendices
which include transcriptions of his BBC interviews with his Japanese captors and Takashi Na-
gase. Other appendices include never before published documents which help reveal details about
secret radios and attempted escapes masterminded by the talented group of officers around Coast. It
also includes an index and list of newly identified individuals mentioned in the book.

John Coast (1916–1989) was a prisoner of war that was sent into Thailand to build railways for
the Japanese. The story of that time, Railroad of Death, became a bestseller and was later to form the subject of Return to the
River Kwai, a documentary made in 1969 for the BBC.

Memoir/History • 380 pp • 6 x 9
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Arnhem
Nine Days of Battle

Chris Brown

The ultimate companion to the greatest airborne battle of all time

The greatest airborne operation in history commenced on September 17, 1944. Nine days
later nearly four out five of the British 1st Airborne Division and their Polish comrades were
killed, wounded, or captured as Germany secured her last great battlefield victory of the
war. Drawing extensively on eyewitness experience and unit diaries, and providing a de-
tailed tactical and technical analysis of the arms, equipment and practices of the day, this
book provides a fascinating day-by-day account of one of the most iconic actions of World
War II. Supported by battle maps, time lines, troop diagrams, and touring guides, this is the
perfect companion for the armchair historian or the intrepid battlefield traveler.

Chris Brown is a defense analyst and military historian.
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Hitler’s Last Army
German POWs in Britain

Robin Quinn

This is the story of the half-million German prisoners-of-war held captive in Britain dur-
ing and after World War II

Using recently declassified documents, this book reveals how Britain—in defiance of the Geneva
Convention—went on to detain half a million German soldiers, sailors, and airmen for years
after WWII. As new interviews within these pages show, some Germans were surprised to
discover a freedom unknown in their homeland: “I felt like a guest . . . not any more a POW.
I could hardly imagine that they had been my enemy.” But behind the barbed wire, Nazis
terrorized non-Nazis, guards sometimes maltreated their prisoners, and British girls who
married ex-POWs faced bitter recriminations: “Falling pregnant outside marriage was bad
enough—but with a German POW!”

Robin Quinn is a radio presenter, writer, and producer. He contributes regularly to Family
History Monthly.
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Lancaster and the Tirpitz
The Story of the Legendary Bomber and How It Sunk

Tony Iveson

Written by a former squadron leader who took part in the raid and based around inter-
views with air crew, ground crew, and their German adversaries

This is the story of the Lancaster bomber and the sinking of the battleship Tirpitz. The Lan-
caster was Britain’s main heavy bomber whose role was to take the fight to the enemy, deliv-
ering deadly payloads to targets deep in the heart of Germany. The Tirpitz was Germany’s largest
warship and boasted eight 15-inch guns and weighed 2,000 tons more than her sister ship the
Bismarck. Written by a former squadron leader of the 617 “Dam Busters” Squadron, who took
part in the Lancaster bomber raid that finally sank the Tirpitz in November 1944, this is a first-
hand account full of memories that take the reader to the heart of the action.

Tony Iveson (1919–2013) was a Royal Air Force pilot who took part in 27 operations, including
the sinking of the Tirpitz, and was awarded a Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Efficiency Award,
and Battle of Britain Clasp.

History/Military • 256 pp • 6 x 9 • 30 B/W Photos
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Hitler’s Heroine
Hanna Reitsch

Sophie Jackson

The story of the only woman in World War II to be awarded the Iron Cross

Hanna Reitsch longed to fly. Breaking records and earning the respect of the Nazi regime, she
became the first female Luftwaffe test pilot, earning significant awards and becoming a per-
sonal heroine of Hitler’s. Reitsch was an ardent Nazi and was prepared to die for the cause,
first as a test pilot for the dangerous V1 rockets and later by volunteering for a suggested Nazi
“kamikaze” squadron. After her capture she complained bitterly of not being able to die with
her leader, but went on to live a celebrated flying career postwar, breaking more records for
gliding. When she died a new mystery was created—did Hanna kill herself? Why did she die
when she did? Using firsthand material including interviews with Hannah and newly released
U.S. interrogation records, this book reveals new facts about the mysterious Hanna.

Sophie Jackson has been widely published in magazines including the Antiques Info Maga-
zine, Daily Mirror, Family History Monthly, Your Family History, and Your Family Tree. She
is the author of Churchill’s White Rabbit.
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Agent Cicero
Hitler’s Most Successful Spy

Mark Simmons

Hitler promised to give this spy a villa after the war was over—but instead he paid him
hundreds of thousands in counterfeit money

This is the story of the most successful German spy ofWorldWar II: the Albanian Elyesa Bazna,
an untrained opportunist. While working as a valet to the British ambassador to Turkey in
Ankara, Bazna photographed top-secret material, which he sold to the Germans for vast sums.
He became the most highly paid spy in history. However he never got to enjoy his ill-gotten
gains, for the British banknotes he demanded came from “Operation Bernhard,” the counter-
feiting project set up by the SD, the Nazi foreign espionage department. Cicero even stumbled
across “Operation Overlord,” code name for D-Day. Because of infighting between various
German departments, full use was never made of the information. Having accessed recently
released British Secret Service files, Mark Simmons analyzes all the eyewitness accounts, and
captures the feverish atmosphere of neutral Ankara, a hotbed of spies and intrigue.

Mark Simmons is a correspondent for Warships International Fleet Review, and the author of
The Battle of Matapan 1941 and The Rebecca Code.
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Who Betrayed the Jews?
Betrayal and the Holocaust in the Second World War

Agnes Grunwald-Spier

A groundbreaking study that examines the various ways Jews were betrayed by their fellow
countrymen during World War II

In many cases the Jews betrayed duringWorldWar II regarded themselves as Hungarians, French-
men, etc., first and Jews second, so persecution came as a terrible shock to them. Many had
fought for their country in World War I, but this offered no protection—not even for those
awarded the Iron Cross. Their neighbors and school friends betrayed them to the authorities.
In turn the authorities “legally” withdrew their rights and also stripped them of their posses-
sions under Aryanization policies. Bodies such as the police and railway companies cooper-
ated with the Nazis in transporting Jews to their deaths. The betrayal did not end in 1945.
There is evidence of Holocaust survivors being attacked as they returned home. Historian Agnes
Grunwald-Spier reveals, among other accounts, the story of Prosper de Zitter, a Nazi conspirator
who betrayed hundreds of Jews to the Gestapo.

Agnes Grunwald-Spier is the author of The Other Schindlers.
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Fire and Ice
The Nazis’ Scorched Earth Campaign in Norway

Vincent Hunt

The scorched earth policy—an attempt to obliterate anything which might be useful to one’s
enemies—used in Norway by Hitler led to ruined cities and destroyed lives

The German occupation of Norway began on April 9, 1940, and ended on May 8, 1945, after
the capitulation of German forces in Europe. Hitler’s scorched earth policy in northern Nor-
way in 1944 flattened every building and forced 50,000 people from their homes in an Arc-
tic winter. This book presents stories never before told in English using new interviews from
families caught in the scorched earth policy. Contributors include Soroya Island refugees res-
cued from starvation by the Royal Navy and the sons of six fishermen murdered by Nazi com-
mandos hours before the war ended. Their stories sit alongside the testimony at Nuremberg
of the generals who devastated their land, plus long-forgotten evidence of unspeakable Nazi
cruelty towards Russian POWs in Norway.

Vincent Hunt was a newspaper-trained journalist and editor.
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Jungle Warriors
From Tobruk to Kokoda and Beyond, How the Australian Army Became the World’s
Most Deadly Jungle Fighting Force

Adrian Threlfall

Fascinating and revelatory, how World War II transformed the Australian Army into one of
the best, if not the best, jungle fighting groups in the world

How did the Australian Army transform itself from a military force totally unprepared for con-
flict of any kind in 1939 into a professional, experienced, and highly skilled jungle warfare
force by 1945? Jungle Warriors explores how the 2nd AIF evolved from fighting European and
desert wars, in open country and often with large numbers of troops, to master the very close
warfare of jungle combat. It investigates the extraordinary array of changes to weapons, equip-
ment, tactics, and training. It also reveals the painful lessons learned and the inadequate plan-
ning that resulted in the unnecessary deaths of so many Australian men. Following the story
from the training camps in Australia on to the battlefields of North Africa and the Mediter-
ranean to Milne Bay, Kokoda, and final victory in Borneo, Bougainville, and New Guinea, this
is a comprehensive and coherent interrogation of Australia’s jungle warfare experience. It also
makes significant contribution to World War II military history.

Adrian Threlfall is a lecturer and a member of the education team at Melbourne’s Shrine of
Remembrance.
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Losing the Dead
Lisa Appignanesi

A reissue of a moving, rarely told story of the Jews who survived outside the camps, from
acclaimed writer Lisa Appignanesi

“This book crosses genre, combining profound storytelling and hard history. It is won-
derful and heartbreaking in equal measure, and it remains an astonishing work.”
—Edmund de Waal, author, The Hare with Amber Eyes

“Poetic in its language, compassionate in its portrayal of the past, and poignant in its
search for truth.” —Quill and Quire

As her mother slipped into the darkness of old age, Lisa Appignanesi began to realize how
little she knew of the reality behind the tales she had heard since childhood. She had shunned
her parents’ stories of wartime Poland, but decided to set out to find the truth. In her quest
she flew toWarsaw—imagining and revisiting a past she never knew. This is the moving story
of the Jews who survived outside the camps, but it is also the author’s own voyage of self-
discovery—a family memoir of the rites of passage of emigration, childhood, and growing
up an outsider in a closed community.

Lisa Appignanesi was born in Poland and grew up in France and Canada. She is a novelist,
cultural commentator, and the award-winning author of Mad, Bad and Sad and Paris Re-
quiem, among many nonfiction books. She is the former president of English PEN.

Memoir • 272 pp • 5 x 8
9781844089291 • November • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Virago UK

Hunter Killers
The Dramatic Untold Story of the Royal Navy’s Most Secret Service

Iain Ballantyne

Official Royal Navy definition: Hunter Killer: a submarine designed to pursue and at-
tack enemy submarines and surface ships using torpedoes

Hunter Killers follows the careers of four daring British submarine captains who risked their
lives during the Cold War to keep the rest of the world safe, their exploits consigned to the
shadows until now. Their experiences encompass the span of the Cold War, from voyages in
WWII-era submarines under Arctic ice to nuclear-powered espionage missions in Soviet-dom-
inated seas. There are dangerous encounters with Russian spy ships in UK waters and, finally,
as the communist facade began to crack, they held the line against the Kremlin’s oceanic might,
playing a leading role in bringing down the Berlin Wall. It is the first time they have spoken
out about their covert lives; this is the dramatic untold story of Britain’s most secret service.

Iain Ballantyne has contributed to coverage of naval and military issues in the Sunday Tele-
graph, Scotland on Sunday,Maxim, and Focus as well as prestigious publications published
on behalf of NATO and the Royal Navy.
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The Cathars
The Most Successful Heresy of the Middle Ages

Sean Martin

The gripping, tragic, true story of a peaceful sect that were wiped out in Europe’s
first genocide

Flourishing principally in the Languedoc and Italy, the Cathars taught that the world
is evil and must be transcended through a simple life of prayer, work, fasting, and
nonviolence. They believed themselves to be the heirs of the true heritage of Chris-
tianity going back to apostolic times, and completely rejected the Catholic Church,
regarding it as the Church of Satan. Cathar services and ceremonies, by contrast,
were held in fields, barns, and people’s homes. Finding support from the nobility
in the fractious political situation in southern France, the Cathars also found wide-
spread popularity among peasants and artisans. And again unlike the Church, the
Cathars respected women; they played a major role in the movement. Alarmed at
the success of Catharism, the Church founded the Inquisition and launched the Al-
bigensian Crusade to exterminate the heresy. The Crusade was the first to be di-
rected against fellow Christians, and was also the first European genocide. With
the fall of the Cathar fortress of Montségur in 1244, Catharism was largely oblit-
erated, although the faith survived into the early 14th century. Today, the mystique
surrounding the Cathars is as strong as ever, and Sean Martin recounts their story
and the myths associated with them in this lively and gripping book.

Sean Martin is the author of numerous books, including The Knights Templar and
The Gnostics.
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The Vestal Virgins

Who were these women who were so careless with wills?

1. They were the priestesses of Vesta—goddess of the hearth—who defended the city.

2. Their duty was to tend the sacred fire and make sure it never went out. There
were six of them at any one time with a dozen novices in training.

3. The novices joined from the age of six and took a vow of celibacy for 30 years.

4. A Vestal Virgin who let the fire go out would be whipped.

5. Marrying a retired Vestal not only brought you luck but a very nice state
pension too.

6. Any Roman could go to the temple and get a light for their domestic fire.*

7. A condemned person who saw a Vestal on his/her way to the execution would
be automatically pardoned.

8. Vestal Virgins were daughters of the city—Roman men were sons of the city. So
to have sex with a Vestal was incest as well as treason. The punishment for a
violated Vestal was to be buried alive in a cave. To add to your torment you’d
be left with a little food and water. Nasty.

9. The unlucky man who was caught sedcucing a Vestal Virgin would be whipped
to death.

10. The coming of Christianity led to the disbanding of the Vestals and the
extinguishing of the flame in AD 394. Did Rome fall as a result? Rome fell
within 20 years. Draw your own conclusions.

*Very handy since matches hadn't been invented . . . nor had the practice of rub-
bing two boy scouts together.

Dangerous Days in the Roman Empire
Terry Deary

The author of children’s series Horrible Histories presents the first book in his
new offbeat popular history series for adults—Bill Bryson meets Blackadder

With his trademark crisp, wry writing style and dark sense of humor, Terry Deary
begins with the Roman Empire, in the first in a new series offering concise, in-
formative histories that delve into myths and traditions surrounding its subjects
and attempts to extract cohesion—and possibly even some truth. The Romans have
long been held up as one of the first “civilized” societies, and yet in fact they were
capable of immense cruelty. Not only that, but they made the killing of humans
into a sport. The spoiled emperors were the perpetrators (and sometimes the vic-
tims) of some imaginative murders. This book includes some of the violent ways
to visit the Elysian Fields (i.e. death), including by animal attack in the Coliseum;
by being thrown from the Tarpeian Rock—the fate of 370 deserters in 214 AD
alone (could also occur if the emperor didn’t like your poetry); by volcanic erup-
tion from Vesuvius; by kicking (Nero’s fatal quarrel with the Empress Poppea);
or from poison mushrooms (Claudius). Not to mention great fires, torturous tar-
ring, flogging to death, boiling lead (the invention of “kind” Emperor Constan-
tine), or being skinned alive by invading barbarians. This book looks at the backstory
leading up to the victims’ deaths, and in doing so gives the general reader a con-
cise history of a frequently misunderstood era.

Terry Deary is the author of more than 200 books, including the Fire Thief Tril-
ogy and the Horrible Histories series, and was voted Outstanding Children’s Non-
Fiction Author of the 20th century by Books for Keeps magazine.
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Tropic Suns
Seadogs Aboard an English Galleon

James Seay Dean

A historian and sailor describes how 16th-century voyages from England to the Ameri-
cas were made

When a ship set out for the Americas in the 16th century, the crew faced a long voyage and
a host of difficulties along the way. Shipbuilding, navigation, and provisioning were all cru-
cial to the vessel actually arriving in the New World, which was by no means guaranteed.
In order to reach the destination, both skill and luck played vital roles. By examining a host
of original documents, including logs of voyages, historian and sailor James Seay Dean has
constructed a detailed nautical history of this early period of English exploration of the Amer-
icas, when attention was still focused primarily on the Tropics. He looks at how the ships
were built, how they were navigated in an age before sextants, let alone GPS, and what life
was like for the crews aboard them. This is an important book for anyone with an interest
in the history of colonialism, as well as of ships and the sea.

James Seay Dean is emeritus professor of English and humanities at the University of Wis-
consin–Parkside. He has taught maritime history and published numerous articles in nau-
tical, literary, and historical journals. He is also an experienced sailor and is the author of
Sailing a Square-Rigger. He lives in Racine, Wisconsin.
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Bloody British History
Geoff Holder

Black Death to the Blitz, in one bloody volume

Britain has an incredible history, steeped in all manner of blood, death,
disease, and horror. This amazing collection explores it all, including
Vikings, Saxons, Normans, and Picts; attacks, battles, sieges, and assaults;
dozens of dreadful royal deaths, disease, and disasters; and terrifying true
stories of pestilence and the plague. Not to mention executions, revolts,
executions, and more—all richly illustrated in full color.

Geoff Holder is an author and historian whose previous titles include
Bloody Scottish History and Zombies from History.

History • 160 pp • 6.5 x 7.5 • 148 Color Illustrations
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The King in the North
The Life and Times of Oswald of Northumbria

Max Adams

A stunning recreation of the life and times of Oswald of Northumbria: Christian warlord,
founder of Lindisfarne monastery, and the first great English monarch

“A triumph. The most gripping portrait of 7th-century Britain that I have read. . . .
A Game of Thrones in the Dark Ages.” —Times

“Gripping, hugely enjoyable and deeply scholarly.” —History Today, Books of the Year

“This early ruler had a life, and a legacy that rivals any fable.” —Independent

Oswald Whiteblade lived one of the most influential and colorful lives in early English his-
tory. Before his death in battle against the pagans of Mercia cut short his reign as king of
Northumbria (634–42), he remodeled his northeastern English homeland as a Christian king-
dom, founded the monastery of Lindisfarne, introduced a culture of learning which influenced
all Europe, and became the most powerful ruler in Britain. Max Adams’s thrilling account
rescues Oswald from Dark Age obscurity to reveal an unjustly forgotten English hero—a king
whose return from exile to reclaim his birthright was the inspiration for J. R. R. Tolkien’s
Aragorn in The Lord of the Rings. But this is more than just a biography of the first great
English monarch; it is a stunningly researched, wide-ranging, beautifully written, and reve-
latory portrait of early medieval England in all its aspects.

MaxAdams is the author of Admiral Collingwood and The Prometheans, which was aGuardian
Book of the Week.
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Wolsey
The Life of King Henry VIII’s Cardinal

John Matusiak

An evocative, long-overdue biography of Tudor England’s most fascinating statesman,
who lives on in the popular imagination through texts such as The Tudors and Wolf Hall

• Thomas Wolsey is one of the main characters in Wolf Hall and is a
character in The Tudors

This is arguably the first-ever comprehensive book to explore the many contrasting layers
of Thomas Wolsey’s life and career. Making no assumptions, it looks at the real person in
the cold light of his actions, and uncovers a man of contradictions and extremes whose
meteoric rise was marked by an equally inexorable descent into desperation, as he attempted
in vain to satisfy the tempestuous master whose ambition ultimately broke him. Far from
being one more familiar portrait of an overweight and overweening spider or another cau-
tionary tale of pride preceding a fall, this is the gripping story of how consummate talent,
noble intentions, and an eagle eye for the main chance can contrive with the vagaries of
power politics to raise an individual to unheard of heights before finally consuming him.

John Matusiak is a historian and writer specializing mainly in the Tudor period, a frequent
contributor to History Review, and the author of Henry VIII.
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Marie-Antoinette and Count Fersen
The Untold Love Story
Revised and Expanded

Evelyn Farr

A new edition draws on fresh evidence from archive sources—including decoded secret cor-
respondence—to peel back the layers of misinformation obscuring the Queen’s great love
affair and to reveal its impact on the destiny of the French Royal Family

“Thoroughly enjoyable and required reading for anyone fascinated by the most tragic of
queens.” —Amanda Foreman, author, The Duchess

The tragic life of Marie-Antoinette, last Queen of France, has assumed almost mythical pro-
portions. A victim of political intrigue, she was known as the “Austrian whore” and accused
of every imaginable sexual and political crime. Yet after the French Revolution she was rein-
vented as a martyr, and the image of the woman behind the propaganda grew even more dis-
torted. Daughter of the Austrian Empress Maria Theresa, Marie-Antoinette was married at
the age of 15 to the heir to the French throne. The vivacious Archduchess had charm and in-
telligence, while the Dauphin, crowned Louis XVI in 1774, was boorish, gauche, and unable
to consummate their marriage. Rebuffed by him, the young girl engaged in a hectic social life
and looked elsewhere for love. This book charts her transformation from reckless teenager

to dignified yet misunderstood Queen and maps out in detail her enduring relationship with Axel von Fersen. Their liaison,
based on deep affection and mutual passion, began long before revolutionary storm clouds gathered over France. Although known
to insiders at court, her love for the chivalrous and handsome Swedish Count was suppressed in the many attempts to manip-
ulate the Queen’s image.

Evelyn Farr is the author of Before the Deluge.
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The Playboy Princes
The Apprentice Years of Edward VII and VIII

Peter Beer

A fascinating dual biography proves that controversial Royal Family members are not nec-
essarily only a feature of late 20th- or 21st-century life

Although they were not subjected to the intense media scrutiny that the Royals are today, two
Princes of Wales and two namesakes have appeared and captured the fevered imaginations of
the public in their wilder early days—later to become Edward VII and Edward VIII respec-
tively. Both have uncanny parallels with modern-day princes. The former was, like Charles
today, stooging around for years while waiting for a record-breaking mother to either allow
him to ascend to the throne—or die. Edward’s romances, too, were the subject of much gos-
sip and, incredibly, one of his mistresses was great-grandmother to one Camilla Parker Bowles.
This Edward had slightly more gravitas than his successor and the man who would briefly be-
come Edward VIII played the playboy to the hilt, irresistibly reminding one of Prince Harry
today. Where Harry has caused newspaper and political controversy with his Nazi regalia at
parties, Edward seriously flirted with Fascism—but both have been of more than slight con-
cern to the Establishment. This dual biography offers a compelling portrait of men living for
the moment, knowing that a later life of solemn duty beckons. The story of each resonates in
a fascinating way as he compares them to what England has now in the way of princes.

Peter Beer is a historian with a background in military and royal history. He has written for several historical journals and ap-
peared on radio discussing the British Royal Family past and present.
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The Tudor Miscellany
Elizabeth Norton

From the first Tudor king to the Virgin Queen, a primer on who the Tudors were and why
they remain so popular to this day

This history begins when the dynasty was secured by the plotting of Margaret, the mother of
Henry VII, who returned from exile to take the English throne. In time, a 17-year-old prince
was crowned Henry VIII, ushering in a golden era that would gradually darken as the king broke
away from Rome to establish the Church of England and dissolve the monasteries. His death
brought fresh intrigue that eventually saw his daughter Mary become queen, and her attempts
to restore Catholicism saw hundreds of “heretics” burned at the stake. On her death, her sis-
ter Elizabeth came to the throne, and retained it. She snuffed out plots and defeated rebellions,
and her navy thwarted the Armada sent by the King of Spain. She was a woman who won the
admiration of many, not least for her skillful ability to remain independent while exploiting
the possibility of marriage. Her reign was also an age of exploration, which sawWalter Raleigh
venture to the New World and Francis Drake circumnavigate the world.

Elizabeth Norton is a specialist in the Tudor period and has written seven books that focus on
women from that era, including Anne of Cleves and Jane Seymour.
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Happy and Glorious
The Revolution of 1688

Michael I. Wilson

A concise account of the complex issues surrounding the Glorious Revolution of 1688

The Glorious Revolution of 1688 is a story of intrigue, plot and counter-plot, religious rivalry,
and nationalist fervor. It tells of a stubborn and bigoted king (James VII & II) in conflict with
his subjects—a conflict in which he was finally forced to put aside his crown and make way
for his daughter Mary and her husband William of Orange. Less than 30 years since Charles
II has been restored to the throne, a king was once more deposed (although this time rather
less bloodily), effectively creating the form of government that we have today: after the Rev-
olution it was no longer possible for British monarchs to ride roughshod over the wishes of
their people or to impose religion upon them. Yet, as well as creating a constitutional monar-
chy, it also led to the Jacobite Rebellions in Scotland and the Orange Order marches in North-
ern Ireland. This book tells the story of those momentous events and sets them against the
turbulent backdrop of 17th-century life.

Michael I. Wilson worked for the National Art Library at the Victoria & Albert Museum, and
is now the librarian of Chevening House. He is the author of eight books, including a biog-
raphy of William Kent.
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Blazing Star
The Life & Times of John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester

Alexander Larman

The scandalous life of England’s most notorious libertine, the Earl of Rochester, portrayed
by Johnny Depp in The Libertine

Restoration England witnessed an extraordinary flowering of literature, music, architecture, and
science. At the center of the burgeoning cultural life of the age was JohnWilmot, Earl of Rochester.
A peerlessly witty satirist, Rochester epitomized the manners of the court of Charles II. But he
was also a libertine and drunkard, a writer of scandalously offensive poetry who got himself
banned from court. Rochester died of syphilis at the age of just 33, leaving behind him a mys-
tery as to the true nature of his character. This is a compelling portrait of a remarkable yet com-
plex man and of a cultural golden age that often spilled over into depravity, and the only biography
of the Earl to date to use the uncensored poetry.

Alex Larman is a freelance journalist who has written for the Guardian, the New Statesman,
the Observer, and the Times Literary Supplement.
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The Savage Storm
Britain on the Brink in the Age of Napoleon

David Andress

An extraordinarily gripping narrative of how Britain, seemingly on the ropes after losing
control of America and with growing internal dissent, built the military and naval might
to defeat Napoleon—and in doing so transformed its destiny

“David Andress writes well . . . in a manner that is as thorough as it is enthusiastic, ap-
proaches his subject from a refreshing perspective and fills a serious gap in the historiog-
raphy . . . should be read by all those interested in Britain’s role in the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic Wars.” —Literary Review

“A thorough, bracing primer for students of global history.” —Kirkus Reviews on 1789

In this distinctive, sweeping history of the period, David Andress fuses two hitherto separate
historical perspectives—the military and the social. Britain’s defeat of Napoleon is one of the
great accomplishments in the nation’s history, yet it was by no means certain that Britain it-
self would survive the revolutionary fervor of the age, let alone emerge victorious from such
a vast conflict. From the late 1790s, the country was stricken by naval mutinies, rebellion in
Ireland, and riots born of hunger, poverty, and grinding injustice. As the new century opened,
with republican graffiti on the walls of the cities, and revolutionary secret societies reportedly widespread, King George III only
narrowly escaped assassination. Jacobin forces seemed to threaten a dissolution of the social order. Above all, the threat of French
invasion was ever present. Yet, despite all this, and new threats from royal madness and rampant corruption, Britain did not
become a revolutionary republic. The elites proved remarkably resilient, and drew on the power of an already-global empire to
find the strength to defeat Napoleon abroad and continued popular unrest at home. From the conditions of warfare faced by
the British soldier and the great battles in which they fought, to the literary and artistic culture of the time, this is a searing nar-
rative of dramatic events and an important reassessment of one of the most significant turning points in British history.

David Andress is the author of a number of acclaimed studies of the French Revolution and its international context, including
1789 and The Terror: The Merciless War for Freedom in Revolutionary France. He is currently editing The Oxford Handbook
of the French Revolution.
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Waterloo 1815
Britain’s Day of Destiny

Gregory Fremont-Barnes

A major reassessment of the battle from one of the world’s leading authorities, to com-
memorate the 2015 bicentenary

The Battle of Waterloo is one of the most important moments in military history. This book
seeks to not only tell the story of this great battle, but also to challenge conventional think-
ing about the opposing forces and the British victory. At noon on June 18, 1815, the might
of the Imperial French Army under Napoleon faced the Anglo-Allied Army, commanded
by the Duke of Wellington and bolstered by the Prussian Army. It has recently been argued
that the British Army alone would never have been able to withstand Napoleon’s troops
and that the glory for the victory should be laid at the feet of the Prussians, who swept into
battle in the evening. Leading Napoleonic expert Gregory Fremont-Barnes is one of the first
authors to challenge this stance, proving that the British Army alone was more than equal
to the French, and that victory would ultimately have been theirs with or without the ar-
rival of the Prussians. He uses numerous previously unpublished sources to examine both
armies and give one of the most insightful accounts of the battle yet to be published.

Gregory Fremont-Barnes has written widely on military history, including editing the re-
cent three-volume work, The Encyclopedia of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic
Wars. He is also the author of The Boer War, 1899–1902.
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Queen of the Courtesans
Fanny Murray

Barbara White

The story of an early celebrity, and her journey from rags to riches via prostitution

Fanny Murray (1729–1770) was a famous Georgian beauty and courtesan, desired through-
out England and often found pressed to a gentleman’s heart in the form of a printed disc se-
cretly tucked into their pocket watch. She rose from life in the “London stews” (brothels) to
fame and fortune, through her career as a high-class courtesan. HerMemoirs record her event-
ful life in detail. She was seduced and then abandoned, aged just 12, by Jack Spencer, grand-
son of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough. Her luck turned when she caught the eye of the infamous
Beau Nash, “King of Bath.” But it was her return to London that promoted her to national
fame and notoriety. After 10 years at the top she was heavily in debt, and after some devious
manipulation of the Marlborough family, she managed to secure an arranged marriage to a
respectable man. The scandals of her past caught up with her as she was named in the national
scandal surrounding Wilke’s pornography case at the High Court.

Barbara White is the author of many publications on Georgian England and women.
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Patron Saint of Prostitutes
Joesphine Butler and the Victorian Scandal

Helen Mathers

The charismatic campaigner who fought Victorian exploitation of vulnerable women, and
the state organization of prostitution

The “steel rape” of women is a scandal that is almost forgotten today. In Victorian England,
police forces were granted powers to force any woman they suspected of being a “common pros-
titute” to undergo compulsory medical examinations. Women who refused to submit willingly,
some as young as 13, could be arrested and incarcerated. The scandal was exposed by Josephine
Butler, a beautiful, evangelical campaigner who did not rest until she had ended the violation
and helped repeal the act that governed it. She went on to campaign against child prostitution
and the trafficking of frightened girls to government-planned brothels in India, and was in-
strumental in raising the age of consent from 13 to 16. She challenged taboos and conventions
in order to campaign for the rights of women. Her story is compelling and unforgettable.

Helen Mathers has taught many courses on Victorian and women’s history.
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The Dilly
A History of Piccadilly Rent Boys

Jeremy Reed

A previously undocumented slice of London’s underground sexual history and its influence
upon artists from Oscar Wilde to Francis Bacon and the Stones to Morrissey

Piccadilly Circus has long been London’s principal location for selling sex and this is the first
book to really explore the history of male prostitution at the “Dilly.”Dating from OscarWilde’s
notorious use of the location for pick-ups through to Francis Bacon’s equal attraction to rough
trade and right up to recent history, this is a pioneering piece of counterculture history. Em-
ploying a flair for acute visual imagery, the author maps out Soho’s submerged gay clubs and
drinking rooms in the decades before decriminalization. This is followed by the new masculinity
advocated by the Mod look in the 1960s, the influence of the place on rock and pop stars such
as the Stones, Marc Almond, and Morrissey, and the book closes in the 1990s when online
male escorts replaced rent boys on the Piccadilly railing. Exhilaratingly colorful, this history
is augmented by firsthand interviews with rent boys who worked the meat-rack in the 1970s
as well as a chapter recording the author’s personal friendship with the artist Francis Bacon.

Jeremy Reed is the author of more than two dozen books of poetry, 12 novels, and volumes
of literary and music criticism.
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The Case That Foiled Fabian
Murder and Witchcraft in Rural England

Simon Read

The first book to examine the last ritual witchcraft murder in Britain

On Wednesday, February 14, 1945, the body of Charles Walton was discovered beneath a
willow tree in the sleepy village of Lower Quinton, his torso pinned to the ground by a
pitchfork that had been viciously driven through him. Walton, a lifelong resident of the
town and a retired laborer, was believed by many to be a clairvoyant who could talk to
birds and exercise control over animals. Indeed, with the vast majority of villagers believ-
ing that Walton’s death was carried out according to ritual witchcraft, such was his un-
usual past, the most famous police officer in Britain, Robert Fabian (Fabian of the Yard),
was promptly dispatched by Scotland Yard to help solve this increasingly peculiar and fore-
boding mystery. Fabian was not a man prone to superstition and he had dealt with some
of the most notorious killers of his time. However, there was something in the Walton mur-
der that proved to be unnerving. Moreover, with all the clues continuing to point towards
ritual witchcraft as the modus operandi and faced by a wall of silence from the villagers,
Fabian faced, for the first time in his glittering career, the daunting prospect of failure.

Simon Read is an award-winning newspaper reporter and the author of Human Game, In
the Dark, and On the House. He lives in Roseville, California.
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The Little Book of Ghosts
Paul Adams

An essential pocket guide to the fascinating world of ghosts, poltergeists, and haunted
buildings

This little gem of a book is a repository of intriguing, fascinating, obscure, strange, and
entertaining facts and trivia surrounding ghosts. Within this volume are such chapters as
haunted houses, roads, woods and byways, phantom animals, royal ghosts, poltergeists,
and haunted objects, while not forgotten are spooky séances and time-slip ghosts, as well
as some of the famous ghost-hunters themselves, including Harry Price, Elliot O’Donnell,
and R. Thurston Hopkins. Anyone curious enough to pick up this book will be terrified,
enthralled, and never short of facts about the mysterious realm of ghosts and haunted places.

Paul Adams is a paranormal historian and the cofounder of the Chiltern Society for Psy-
chical Research. He has contributed articles to such publications as Ghost Voices, Vision
and Paranormal magazines and, along with Peter Underwood and Eddie Brazil, coauthored
The Borley Rectory Companion and Shadows in the Nave: A Guide to the Haunted Churches
of England. He is the author of Ghosts & Gallows and coauthor of Extreme Hauntings:
Britain’s Most Terrifying Ghosts.
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Written in Blood
A Cultural History of the British Vampire

Paul Adams

A modern guide to vampires, where every page is truly written in blood

Vampires—those chilling supernatural creatures of the night—do they really exist? The British
Isles has a remarkable association with the realms of the undead, from the 19th-century
world of Croglin Grange, Varney the Vampire, and Bram Stoker’s Dracula, through to Ham-
mer Films and the modern phenomenon of the Highgate Vampire. In this thought-provoking
book, illustrated with many never-before-seen photographs, and drawing on extensive orig-
inal research, paranormal historian Paul Adams explores the history of British vampirism
in both fact and fiction.

Paul Adams is the author of a number of books, including Ghost & Gallows, and has also
contributed articles to Ghost Voices, Paranormal, and Vision magazines, among others.
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The Samurai
Swords, Shoguns and Seppuku

Ben Hubbard

A complete, accessible account of the Japanese samurai—from warlords and female war-
riors to famous battles and ritual suicides

The true nature of the samurai warrior is an elusive and endlessly fascinating enigma for
those in the West. From their inauspicious beginnings as barbarian-subduing soldiers, the
samurai lived according to a code known as bushido, or “Way of the Warrior.” Bushido ad-
vocated loyalty, honor, pride, and fearlessness in combat. Those who broke the code were
expected to perform seppuku, or suicide through belly slitting. By its very design, seppuku
aimed to restore honor to disgraced warriors by ensuring the most painful of deaths. But
as the samurai grew into large warrior clans, the bushido virtues of loyalty and honor fell
into question, as control was seized and the emperor supplanted by a powerful military ruler,
the shogun. This book tells the story of the ensuing centuries-long struggle for power be-
tween the clans, as Japan’s martial elite rose and fell.

Ben Hubbard is the author of Medieval Castle.
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Iain Spragg

Iain Spragg is a journalist and author whose books include London Underground’s Strangest Tales.

History • 5.5 x 8.5 • October • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Pavilion
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London’s Strangest Tales: Historical Royal Palaces
Extraordinary but True Stories
Rude and ridiculous stories from the Tower of London, Hampton Court, Kensington Palace,
Banqueting House, and Kew Palace

From Hampton Court’s regicidal mole to alcohol-fueled escapes from the Tower of London,
and licentious love triangles at Kensington Palace, this collection charts and celebrates the
bizarre and fascinating histories of some of the most-visited residencies in England. Discover
the real story behind the madness of King George, uncover the truth about Kew’s kangaroo
infestation, and fall in love with Sir Horace, the heartthrob of Hampton Court. This alter-
native history includes the wandering inebriated zebras at the Tower of London, the cricket
ball that probably killed a king, and the mystery of the Kew’s disappearing mosque, and a
wealth of other strange and scandalous incidents, unusual guests, hauntings, mysteries, and
romances.

160 pp • 9781909396470

London’s Strangest Tales: The Thames
Extraordinary but True Stories
More than 1,000 years of unbelievable-but-true tales of London’s main waterway

The 19th-century MP John Burns described the Thames as “liquid history” and ever since
the Romans founded Loninium in 43 AD, the river has played a key cultural, economic, po-
litical, and social role in the history of England. This book reveals the bizarre, funny, and
surreal events and episodes over the centuries that have occurred on, beneath, and along the
banks of the famous waterway. From appearances of the world’s first submarine to the raid
on the Sex Pistols river concert, Lord Nelson’s final journey to John Prescott’s watery protest,
the River Thames really has witnessed it all.

176 pp • 9781909396487

Also available:

Dublin’s Strangest Tales
9781907554926

$12.95 (Can $13.95) Paper

London’s Strangest Tales
9781907554643

$15.95 (Can $17.95) Cloth

London Underground’s
Strangest Tales
9781907554971

$12.95 (Can $13.95) Paper
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Princesses on the Ward
Royal Women in Nursing through Wars and Revolutions

Coryne Hall

The first study of queens and princesses in wartime nursing

Beginning with two daughters of Queen Victoria, Princess Alice and Princess Helena, this book
tells the stories and the difficulties queens and princesses faced while carving a worthwhile
role in an age when the place of a well-born woman was considered to be in the home. From
Empress Alexandra of Russia and Queen Marie of Romania to Princess Marina Duchess of
Kent and Princess Alice of Greece (mother of the Duke of Edinburgh), all set an example of
service and duty well beyond that considered necessary at the time. Here, their involvement
in nursing and the lengths they went to is detailed for the first time.

Coryne Hall is a historian, broadcaster, and consultant specializing in royal history. The au-
thor of Imperial Dancer, she is also a regular contributor to Majesty, Royal Digest Quarterly,
Family Tree, Ancestors, and the Lady.

History • 224 pp • 6 x 9 • 16 B/W Photos • 32 B/W Illustrations
9780752488592 • December • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • The History Press

The Little Book of Dublin
Brendan Nolan

A compendium of fascinating, obscure, strange, and entertaining facts about the city of Dublin

Funny and factual, this compendium reveals the most unusual crimes and punishments, eccen-
tric inhabitants, and strange traditions alongside details of its flora and fauna, sporting heritage,
and of course literary traditions. A reliable reference book and a quirky guide, this can be dipped
into time and time again to reveal something new about the people, the heritage, and the secrets
of this ancient country.

Brendan Nolan is an author and professional storyteller. His previous publications include Dublin
Folk Tales and The Irish Companion.

History • 144 pp • 5 x 8 • 34 B/W Illustrations
9781845888152 • September • $17.95 (Can $21.95) Cloth • The History Press Ireland

Scotland’s Castles
Rescued, Rebuilt and Reoccupied

Janet Brennan-Inglis

The amazing stories behind the rescue and restoration of 100 Scottish castles

Is there any other architectural form that is more universally loved than the castle? This book
is a beautifully illustrated celebration and account of the renaissance of Scottish castles that
has taken place since 1950. More than 100 ruined and derelict buildings—from tiny towers
to rambling baronial mansions—have been restored as homes, hotels, and vacation homes,
mainly by new owners without any connections to the land or the family history of the build-
ings, which they bought as ruins. Their struggles and triumphs, including interviews and first-
person accounts, form the core of the book, set in the context of the enormous social, political,
and economic changes of the late 20th century.

Janet Brennan-Inglis bought Barholm Castle in Galloway in 1999, and completed its restora-
tion in 2006. She was awarded a doctorate for her research into Scottish castles in 2011.

Architecture • 192 pp • 6 x 9 • 60 Color Photos • 60 B/W Photos
9780750954457 • November • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Paper • The History Press
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Inheritance
A Psychological History of the Royal Family
Third edition

Dennis Friedman

In exploring Royal dynamics, Inheritance sheds light on problems found in any family

On its first publication in the 1990s, Dennis Friedman’s Inheritance caused a furor in England as
he traced the many problems of the Royal family as it was then back to Queen Victoria’s nurs-
ery, unveiling a host of psychodramas played out against a privileged background of English
palaces and Scottish castles. In a post-Diana age, the arrival of a new Prince George to the seem-
ingly stable and blissfully happy William and Kate seems to refute Fiedman’s thesis—but what
of the notoriously wayward Prince Harry? Many questions are raised in this book addressing
the complex and turbulent royal relationships, perhaps the most fundamental being the rigid
and traditional royal upbringing which still awaits the baby prince. As the royal line is followed
down the generations no direct descendent is overlooked and no issue is sidestepped.

Dennis Friedman is a psychiatrist whose previous works include the biographies Darling Georgie:
The Enigma of King GeorgeV and Ladies of the Bedchamber, and the novel The Lonely Hearts Club.

Biography/History • 330 pp • 5.25 x 8.5 • 12 Color Photos
9780720615944 • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Peter Owen Publishers

Royal Ceremony
The Pageantry Explained

Christopher Lee

A concise, authoritative guide to the meaning behind the ritualized pageantry of the British
royal family—for the fascinated, bewildered, or amused

From Elgar to Elton John, the British have always had a penchant for pageantry. Royalty is
perhaps the best example of their flair for ceremony, yet rarely do they apply the magnifying
glass and question why the Queen and those around her do what they do. This comprehen-
sive new handbook explains the history and reason behind it all. It explains the characters in-
volved, from the Queen’s Piper to the Master of Horse; the dress and costume; the principles
of coronation; the royal funeral and royal wedding; and the presentation of the monarch in
relation to his or her state functions. The author’s experience as a long standing royal com-
mentator and correspondent makes him the perfect guide through the labyrinth of costume
and ritual, both in England and around the world.

Christopher Lee is a former BBC royal correspondent. He advised the BBC on the constitu-
tional and historic aspects of the wedding of Prince William and is a BBC radio commentator.
He is the author of 1603.

Sociology • 288 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781909657359 • October • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Bene Factum Publishing

Eminent Elizabethans
Murdoch, Thatcher, Jagger & Prince Charles

Piers Brendon

A sharp and witty analysis of four characters who have illuminated the age of Elizabeth II

Modeled on Lytton Strachey’s classic portrayal of eminent Victorians, Piers Brendon’s cameo
biographies shed dazzling new light on the age of Queen Elizabeth II. All four of his charac-
ters have loomed large in the annals of their time. All have aroused controversy in the utter-
most corners of the earth, stirring passions as much by personality as by performance. And all
have promoted revolt yet championing continuity, flirting with radicalism yet embracing con-
servatism. Brendon’s cast list is as follows: Margaret Thatcher, Rupert Murdoch, Prince Charles,
and Mick Jagger. Each is vividly and vitally depicted through pungent anecdote, piquant quo-
tation, and mordant commentary. In short, these striking miniatures are as entertaining as they
are illuminating.

Piers Brendon is the author of more than a dozen books, including The Dark Valley and the
highly acclaimed The Decline and Fall of the British Empire.

Biography/History • 304 pp • 5 x 8
9780099532637 • October • $18.95 (NCR) Paper • Vintage UK
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The New Royal Family
Prince George, William and Kate, the Next Generation

Robert Jobson
Photographs by Arthur Edwards

A fully updated insider’s account of the royal romance from trusted
journalist Robert Jobson, NBC’s royal correspondent

It is the love story which captivated the world and, after 8 years together,
William and Kate married in spectacular style at Westminster Abbey on
April 29th, 2011. This is a true insider account of Prince William’s amaz-
ing love affair with Kate Middleton; from their initial meeting at university
in Scotland to married life in North Wales while William pursues his RAF
career. He is the confident young Prince who is the future of the Royal
family. She is the royal bride and future Queen Consort who is thoroughly
modern and confounds all the stereotypes of how a royal partner should
be. Since the Palace announced the Duchess’s much-anticipated pregnancy
in 2012, speculation has gone into overdrive about the pitter-patter of
tiny feet. This in-depth book chronicles the next chapter in this modern-
day fairy tale and is packed with beautiful photographs, fascinating facts,
and expert analysis into the most pivotal royal romance of our time. An
intriguing insight and unrivaled souvenir, this is an essential read for roy-
alists and romantics alike.

Robert Jobson is the official royal commentator for NBC and has ap-
peared as a royal affairs analyst on ABC, CBS, and CNN. He is the au-
thor of Harry’s War and William’s Princess and the coauthor ofthe New
York Times bestseller Diana: Closely Guard Secret. The winner of the
“Scoop of the Year” for his world exclusive that Prince Charles and
Camilla Parker Bowles were to wed in 2005, he has been at the fore-
front of the royal news for 20 years as royal correspondent of Daily
Express, Evening Standard,News of theWorld, and the Sun. Arthur Ed-
wards has been royal photographer for Britain’s bestselling daily news-
paper, the Sun, for more than 30 years.

Biography • 240 pp • 5 x 8 • 23 Color Photos • 2 B/W Photos
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Sheila
The Australian Beauty Who Bewitched British Society

Robert Wainwright

She wedded earls and barons, befriended literary figures and movie stars, bedded a fu-
ture king, was feted by London and New York society for 40 years, and died a Russian
princess

“A marvelously entertaining story that at times resembles a glossy television period
drama.” —Express

“Undeniably enjoyable.” —Spectator

Vivacious, confident, and striking, Sheila Chisholm met her first husband, Francis Edward
Scudamore St. Clair-Erskine, a first lieutenant and son of the 5th Earl of Rosslyn, when she
went to Egypt during World War I to nurse her brother. Arriving in London as a young mar-
ried woman, the world was at her feet, and she enjoyed it immensely. Edward, Prince of
Wales, called her “a divine woman” and his brother, Bertie, the future George VI of Eng-
land (Queen Elizabeth’s father), was especially close to her. She subsequently became Lady
Milbanke and ended her days as Princess Dimitri of Russia. Sheila had torrid love affairs
with Rudolph Valentino and Prince Obolensky of Russia and among her friends were Eve-
lyn Waugh, Lord Beaverbrook, and Wallis Simpson. Sheila is a spellbinding portrait of an
extraordinary woman, in a unique time and a place, who lived an utterly fascinating life.

Robert Wainwright has been a journalist for 25 years and is a senior writer with the
Sydney Morning Herald. He is the author of The Lost Boy, The Killing of Caroline Byrne,
and Rose.

Biography • 424 pp • 5.5 x 8.5 • 33 Color Photos • 8 B/W Photos
9781743311318 • November • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper • Allen & Unwin

Hot Dogs and Cocktails
When FDR Met King George VI at Hyde Park on Hudson

Peter Conradi

From the coauthor of The King’s Speech, the story behind the historic meeting between FDR
and King George VI on the eve of World War II, a meeting that is now the subject of a
major Hollywood movie, Hyde Park on Hudson

“Conradi eloquently lays out the setting for the event and concisely and thoroughly
establishes the backgrounds of the individuals and countries involved. . . . An amusing
read with substance.” —Publishers Weekly starred review

Between June 9th and 12th, 1939, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth were the guests of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt at his country estate in Hyde Park, New York, during what was
the first-ever visit by a reigning British monarch to the United States. Coming at a time when
Britain desperately needed U.S. help in the conflict that now seemed inevitable, the meet-
ing was front-page news on both sides of the Atlantic and imbued with huge political sig-
nificance. This fascinating book re-creates the backdrop to the royal visit, analyzing the
political background and the media’s reaction, and tells the back stories both of the King
and of FDR, whose colorful personal life became entwined with the visit.

Peter Conradi is an author and a journalist who works for the Sunday Times. He is the au-
thor of Great Survivors, Hitler’s Piano Player, and Iris Murdoch: A Life and the coauthor
of The King’s Speech: How One Man Saved the British Monarchy.

History • 288 pp • 5.5 x 8.5 • 37 B/W Photos
9781846883163 (Replaces 9781846882944) • September • $16.95 (NCR) Paper
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The Lighthouse
The Mystery of the Eliean Mor Lighthouse Keepers

Keith McCloskey

What really happened to the mysteriously vanished lighthouse keepers—a true story, evoca-
tive of The Shining

On December 26, 1900, the vessel Hesperus arrived at Eilean Mor in the remote Outer Heb-
rides with relief lighthouse men and fresh provisions. Staffed by three keepers, the light-
house had been in operation for a year, but no light had been seen from Eilean Mor for 10
days. Upon arrival, the superintendent, Robert Muirhead, found the lighthouse to be com-
pletely deserted, and a subsequent search of the surrounding island failed to show any sign
of what happened to the keepers. The last entry in the lighthouse logbook had been made
on December 15 and contained a number of strange and distressing entries that offered
clues as to the mental state of the men. One was reported to have been crying, while an-
other had become “very quiet.” When it was revealed that the men’s oilskin coats were miss-
ing and the clock in the lighthouse had stopped, inevitable theories surrounding the keepers’
fates were soon put forward. These included a giant wave washing them away, murder and
suicide by the men themselves, and more esoteric explanations, as Eilean Mor was believed
to have mystical properties. This book explores this mysterious and chilling story in depth

for the first time and reveals a shocking conclusion.
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Ice Captain
The Life of J. R. Stenhouse

Stephen Haddelsey

The gripping story of J. R. Stenhouse, whose ship, the Aurora, was supposed to give sup-
port to Shackleton during his Antarctic expedition—but instead found itself caught in
an ice floe and drifting out to sea

As Shackleton watched his ship Endurance become trapped in the ice floes of the Weddell
Sea, on the other side of Antarctica the expedition’s second ship, Aurora, suffered an equally
terrifying fate. Under the command of J. R. Stenhouse, the Aurora was torn from her moor-
ings and driven out to sea, becoming trapped in pack ice. For 10 months the ice sawed at
her hull, until, with her rudder smashed and water cascading from her seams, she broke
free and embarked upon her own extraordinary voyage to safe harbor. In Ice Captain, Stephen
Haddelsey reveals both the story of Stenhouse’s achievements aboard the Aurora, but also
his many adventures in later life, from serving as a U-boat hunter in WWI, to digging for
pirate gold, and commanding Scott’s Discovery. A captivating book about a fascinating man.

Stephen Haddelsey is the author of three critically acclaimed books on polar exploration,
including Born Adventurer: The Life of Frank Bickerton and Shackleton’s Dream: Fuchs,
Hillary and the Crossing of Antarctica.
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Mountain of the Dead
9780752491486

$16.95 (Can $18.95) Paper

Keith McCloskey is the author of Airwork: A History and Moun-
tain of the Dead.
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Everest Revealed
The Private Diaries and Sketches of Edward Norton, 1922–24

Edited by Christopher Norton

The unpublished diaries and sketches of mountaineering legend Edward Norton

E. F. “Teddy” Norton was a member of the 1922 Everest expedition and the leader
of the 1924 expedition. Generally considered to be one of the finest climbers of
his generation, in 1924 he reached a height of 28,126 feet without oxygen, a record
that stood for 54 years. A few days later, Norton’s fellow climbers Mallory and
Irvine disappeared high on the mountain, a mystery that has fascinated subse-
quent generations and remains a topic of fierce debate today. The qualities of lead-
ership that Norton showed that year in the face of appalling trials have led to
him being regarded as one of the greatest of all Everest expedition leaders. His
official account of the expedition has since become a classic. Norton’s private di-
aries and sketches, published here for the first time, give a vivid impression of
the joys and trials of the early Everest expeditions.

Christopher Norton is a professor of medieval art and architecture. He is the grandson of E. F. Norton, the pioneering Everest
climber and leader of the 1924 Everest expedition. The Norton family owns E. F. Norton’s diaries and sketchbooks from both
the legendary 1922 and 1924 Everest expeditions.

Memoir/Travel • 144 pp • 9 x 10 • 130 Color Photos
9780750955850 • January • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • The History Press

Shipton & Tilman
The Great Decade of Himalayan Exploration

Jim Perrin

Making use of unpublished diaries, journals, and extensive correspondence, the extraordi-
nary story of two British mountaineers who single-handedly mapped out much of the Hi-
malayas—including Everest—and the mountains of Africa

In the 1930s, Tilman and the younger Shipton pioneered many routes in Africa and the Himalayas
and found the key to unlocking Everest. They crossed Africa by bicycle, explored China with
Spender and Auden, journeyed down the Oxus River to its source and, with no support, opened
up much of the Nepalese Himalaya. In the words of Jim Perrin, “the journeys of discovery un-
dertaken through two decades by this pair of venturesome ragamuffins are unparalleled in the
annals of mountain exploration.” This is a fresh and original portrait of one of the greatest ex-
ploring partnerships in history and of the quirky, humorous friendship that underpinned it.

Jim Perrin is a travel writer and was one of the best British rock-climbers. He is a regular con-
tributor to the Climber, the Daily Telegraph, the Great Outdoors, and the Guardian.

Biography/History • 410 pp • 5 x 8 • 21 B/W Photos
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Drink Time!
In the Company of Patrick Leigh Fermor

Dolores Payás
Translated by Amanda Hopkinson

A delightful and moving account of one of the finest travel writers of the 20th century, the
author of The Broken Road and A Time of Gifts

In 2009 Dolores Payás, Spanish translator of several of Patrick Leigh Fermor’s books, visited her
subject in his house in Greece for the first time. Out of this encounter emerged a friendship that
lasted until Fermor’s death in 2011. It was from those hours spent together chatting that this charm-
ing, personal, and soulful sketch of the English author and traveler was born—a man made fasci-
nating by his life story, his charisma, his generosity and his talent. This short book conveys a portrait
of a man who became indomitable, proud, and charming in old age while retaining his other at-
tributes. A snapshot of the colorful adventurer in his final years surrounded by drinks, guests, and
above all his books, it is an original and witty study in nostalgia mixed with personal fortitude.

Dolores Payás is a translator and her Spanish translations of Patrick Leigh Fermor’s work have
been published by Acantilado. Amanda Hopkinson is a translator.

Biography • 120 pp • 4.75 x 7.25
9781909657625 • January • $11.95 (Can $13.95) Paper • Bene Factum Publishing
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A Shorter History of Australia
Further Revised & Updated

Geoffrey Blainey

Revised and updated, a broad, concise, and inclusive vision of Australia and Australians
by one of the country’s most renowned historians

“Part of Blainey’s magic is that his words float off the page. Here, too, are the puzzles,
oddities and offbeat comparisons of his restless, quirky intelligence, constantly aston-
ished and endlessly engaging.” —Age

After a lifetime of research and debate on Australian and international history, Geoffrey Blainey
is well-placed to introduce us to the people who have played a part and to guide us through
the events that have created the Australian identity: the mania for spectator sport; the sus-
picion of the tall poppy; the rivalries of Catholic and Protestant, Sydney and Melbourne,
new and old homelands and new and old allies; the conflicts of war abroad and race at home;
the importance of technology; defining the outback; the rise and rise of the mining indus-
try; the recognition of our Aboriginal past and Native Title; and the successes and failures
of the nation. For this enlarged edition Blainey has rewritten or expanded on various episodes
and themes and updated relevant matter. He also describes significant events and trends of
the early 20th century. A time line of major events in Australian history is also included.

Geoffrey Blainey is a prominent historian and the author of more than 35 books, includ-
ing A Short History of the 20th Century and A Short History of the World. He is the re-
cipient of Australia’s highest honor, Companion in the Order of Australia. In New York, in
1988, Blainey received the celebrated Britannica Prize “for excellence in the dissemination
of knowledge for the benefit of mankind.”

History • 352 pp • 5 x 8
9780857984388 (Replaces 9781741667714) • October • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper
Vintage Australia

First Footprints
The Epic Story of the First Australians

Scott Cane

The epic story of Australia’s Aboriginal people, as told through astonishing archaeo-
logical discoveries, ancient oral histories, and the largest and oldest art galleries on earth

Some 60,000 years ago, a small group of people landed on Australia’s northern coast.
They were the first oceanic mariners, and this great southern land was their new home.
Gigantic mammals roamed the plains and enormous crocodiles, giant snakes, and goan-
nas nestled in the estuaries and savannahs. This is the epic story of Australia’s Aborigi-
nal people. It is a story of ancient life on the driest continent on earth through the greatest
environmental changes experienced in human history: ice ages, extreme drought, and in-
undating seas. Australia’s first inhabitants were the first people to believe in an afterlife,
cremate their dead, engrave representations of the human face, and depict human sound
and emotion. They created new technologies, designed ornamentation, engaged in trade,
and crafted the earliest documents of war. Ultimately, they developed a sustainable so-
ciety based on shared religious tradition and far-reaching social networks across the length
and breadth of the continent.

Scott Cane is a consultant archaeologist and anthropologist. He has spent long periods
of time with desert people, including some of the last hunter-gatherers on earth. He is
the author of Pila Nguru: The Spinifex People and appears in the ABC TV documentary
First Footprints.
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Yona was 16 years old at the time of the Six Day War, and she remembered being very happy for her father when she
heard they had captured Hebron. She went to the city shortly after the settlers had established themselves in the Park
Hotel. She thought she remembered seeing refugees departing for Jordan, but she was too scrupulous to claim the mem-
ory as her own: “I didn’t even understand what I was seeing—just lines of people. And maybe it’s a fantasy.” The visit
to Hebron was a “very great moment in her life,” and yet it did not inspire her to act out her father’s dream of return-
ing to the city. Far from it: instead of following the right-wing settlers to Hebron, she moved to her uncle’s socialist kib-
butz instead. Her motivation was not political—she wanted to live on the kibbutz because it was “a paradise for children”
and she did not begin to question the political allegiances she had inherited from her parents until after they were dead.

She could not vote for anyone other than Likud while her father and uncle were alive, and the only time she broke
her habit was in the middle of the seventies when she voted for an even more right-wing party, established by the Likud
dissident Geula Cohen: “It’s so funny, I tell it as a joke, because it makes me laugh today. It was so stupid: let me tell
you, I was not twelve, but I was so ignorant.”

The Lebanon War was a turning point for her, as it was for many Israelis, but it was not until the signing of the Oslo
Accords that she began to vote for left-wing parties. Even then, she felt constrained by filial duty: supporting the party
established by the man who sent her father to prison would have been like putting a knife in his back, and instead of
taking one step to the left to vote Labour she took ten steps and voted for Meretz, a small socialist-Zionist party with
links to Ha’tsomer Hatzair. “Really, I tell you I felt like a religious Jew who eats pig.”

The City of Abraham
History, Myth and Memory: A Journey through Hebron

Edward Platt

A journey to the heart of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and an account
of the shared roots of the three great monotheistic religions of the Mid-
dle East

“Thought-provoking. . . .With the impartial eyes of an outsider, and
using a mixture of reportage, travel writing and interviews, Platt ex-
plores the history of the hill and the city . . . illuminating the lives at the
heart of this intractable conflict.” —Choice Magazine

“This first-rate account blends a study of the ‘history wars’ . . . with
sensitive reports on the experience of local people, settlers and sol-
diers.” —Independent

One of the world’s most divided cities, Hebron is the only place in the West
Bank where Palestinians and Israelis live side by side. This book’s journey
begins with a hill called Tel Rumeida, the site of ancient Hebron, where the
patriarch Abraham—father of the Jews and the Arabs—was supposed to have
lived when he arrived in the Promised Land. Through a mixture of travel writ-
ing, reportage, and interviews, Edward Platt tells the history of the hill and
the city in which it stands, and explores the mythic roots of the struggle to
control the land. He meets the Palestinian residents of Tel Rumeida and the
messianic settlers who have made their homes in a block of flats that stands
on stilts on an excavated corner of the site. He meets the archeologists who
have attempted to reconstruct the history of the hill. He meets the soldiers
who serve in Hebron and the intermediaries who try to keep the peace in the
divided city. This book explores the ways in which Hebron’s past continues
to inform its tumultuous present, and illuminates the lives of the people at
the heart of the most intractable conflict in the world.

Edward Platt is the author of Leadville, which won a Somerset Maugham Award and the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize.
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Nick Allen has worked as a journalist for 18 years, including periods as a war correspondent, based in Islamabad in Pakistan
and working in Afghanistan. He has written for many international publications, including the Daily Telegraph, the Guardian,
Der Spiegel magazine, and the Moscow Times.
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Military Wives
From WWI to Afghanistan

Penny Legg
Foreword by HRH Prince Michael of Kent

Military spouses from World War I to Afghanistan tell their stories, presented along with
personal photographs and diaries

At a time when the bravery of armed service personnel is foremost in many minds, this book tells
the other side of the story: the women—and men—who were left to cope as best they could while
their loved ones fought in some of the 20th century’s bloodiest conflicts. These are the backbone
of the armed forces, from the WWI fiancées who lost their opportunity to marry, to the WWII wives
who worked in munitions factories and on the land, through National Service, when male partners
joined the ladies married to a uniform. These stories reveal a picture of just how much those be-
hind the colors contributed to support the uniforms they married, and what it cost them to do so.

Penny Legg is a journalist, magazine editor, author, and former Navy wife. HRH Prince Michael
of Kent is the president of SSAFA, a charitable organization set up to help UK armed forces
members and their families.

History/Military • 224 pp • 6 x 9 • 16 Color Photos • 16 B/W Photos • 70 B/W Illustrations
9780752491073 • Delayed • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • The History Press

Combat Camera
From Auntie Beeb to the Afghan Frontline

Christian Hill

Savagely funny, no-holds-barred reportage of a BBC journalist’s four-month stay in Afghanistan

May 2011, Afghanistan: Camp Bastion is under attack, the Sun’s defense editor is about to catch
the wrong helicopter, and a famous TV war reporter is missing half his kit and wants his shoes
back. Amid the chaos, Christian Hill is preparing to lead his combat camera team on the British
Army’s first big operation of the Helmand summer, inching through the IED-riddled fields of the
notorious Green Zone, very probably getting shot at. A captain in the media operations group, his
job is to promote the war to the British media—and make it look like things are under control and
getting better. This book reveals the inner workings—and absurdities—of the military’s media op-
erations in Afghanistan.

Christian Hill joined the British Army in 1996. After four years he left the army and become a
journalist. In 2009 he returned to soldiering as a reservist in the media operations group, serving
as a combat camera team leader in Afghanistan in the summer of 2011.

Memoir/Military • 288 pp • 6 x 9
9781846883200 • October • $26.95 (NCR) Paper • Alma Books

Embed
To the End with the World’s Armies in Afghanistan

Nick Allen

Detailing the experiences of soldiers from 13 NATO countries, this is truly an international
account of the war in Afghanistan

Between 2006 and 2013, journalist Nick Allen traveled to Afghanistan to “embed” himself with
soldiers on the front line in the war against the Taliban. He was posted with military units from
many countries, including Britain, America, Finland, Poland, Sweden, the Netherlands, New Zealand,
Denmark, and Estonia, and spent time with the Royal Gurkha Rifles, the U.S. Marine Corps, the
39th Combat Engineer Regiment, and the 506th Airborne of Band of Brothers fame. This book is
an unrivaled firsthand account of military operations, from the battlefields of Helmand and Kan-
dahar to the so-called backwaters of the Afghan conflict. This eyewitness portrayal of combat op-
erations, reconstruction, and daily soldiering life faithfully reflects the reality of life on the front
line of a war that had no defined front line. Fully up-to-date as the troops withdraw, it also surely
helps to answer the question: what was the West doing there?



QM2
A Photographic Journey

Chris Frame and Rachelle Cross

A behind-the-scenes photographic journey around the grandest ocean
liner ever built

By the 1970s it looked as if QE2 would be the last of the great transat-
lantic ocean liners. However, more than three decades later the world
watched in awe as Queen Mary 2, the largest, longest, grandest, and
most expensive ocean liner ever to be constructed, set sail on her maiden
voyage in 2004. With 14 decks and beautiful lounges, dining rooms,
and ballrooms, QM2 evokes the glamour of the golden age of ocean
travel. This book allows the reader to experience this unique vessel from
the comfort of their own home. With numerous never-before-
published photographs of each of QM2’s public rooms as well as stun-
ning exterior shots, this book is delightfully complemented by
little-known facts and interesting information from Commodore R. W.
Warwick, QM2’s first captain.
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Also available:

QE2
9780752491509

$32.95 (Can $36.95) Paper

Christopher Frame and Rachelle Cross coauthored The QE2
Story and QM2: A Photographic Journey. They have a website
relating to QE2,QM2,QV, and historic liners at www.chriscu-
nard.com.
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The Times Great Women’s Lives
Edited by Sue Corbett
Foreword by Lucy Worsley

Nearly 150 years of women’s progress is charted in this compilation of significant women’s
obituaries

With entries dating from 1872 to 2013, the latest in the Times’ series of anthologies of its
obituaries focuses attention on almost two centuries of groundbreaking achievements by
more than 100 women from around the world. Mary Somerville (d. 1872), the pioneering
mathematician and scientist with whose obituary the anthology begins, would have been
astonished by what many of the other women remembered here achieved—not least one of
the more prominent graduates of the Oxford college that was named Somerville after her—
Margaret Thatcher (d. 2013). The collection also recalls the lives of actresses, aviators,
botanists, doctors, British royalty, musicians, Nobel Prize winners, novelists, travelers, U.S.
First Ladies, and many other prominent women.

Sue Corbett is a freelance journalist who writes regularly for the Times. Lucy Worsley is a
historian and the author of The Courtiers and If Walls Could Talk.

Biography/Women’s Studies • 384 pp • 6 x 9 • 25 B/W Photos
9780750960564 • December • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • The History Press
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Olympic, Titanic, Britannic
An Illustrated History of the Olympic Class Ships

Mark Chirnside

A pictorial celebration of the world-famous sister ships: the Olympic-class liners

A maritime expert tells the story of the sister ships using previously unseen pictures, passenger diaries, and deck plans, illus-
trating Olympic’s successful career; the premature ends of her two unfortunate sisters; and the experiences of those onboard.
Designed for passenger comfort, they were intended to provide luxurious surroundings and safe, reliable transport rather than
record-breaking speed. Ironically, fate decreed that only Olympic would ever complete a single commercial voyage and she went
on to serve for a quarter of a century in peace and war. Titanic’s name would become infamous after she sank on her maiden
voyage. The third sister, Britannic, saw a brief and commendable career as a hospital ship during World War I, sinking in the
Aegean Sea in 1916.

Mark Chirnside is the author of The Olympic Class Ships, RMS Aquitania, RMS Majestic, and RMS Olympic.
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Great French Passenger Ships
William H. Miller

A nostalgic look back over a century of French ocean
travel—with several previously unpublished photos

France produced some of the finest, most luxurious, best-
decorated passenger ships of the 20th century. Beginning
in 1912 with the four-funnel France, the nostalgic voyage
continues with the great and grand transatlantic liners of
the French Line, the CGT, including the famous Ile de
France,Normandie, and Liberte. Also included are the lesser
passenger ships of the French Line. In addition, focus is also
given to Compagnie de Navigation Sud-Atlantique, Trans-
ports Maritimes, and Chargeurs Reunis operating impor-
tant South American routes and to Messageries Maritimes
operating in Africa, the East, and the South Pacific. Packed
full of nostalgic reminiscence of great ship days gone by,
overall the book explores great liners, mail boats to Africa,
and colonial steamers to Saigon. Presenting many previously
unpublished images alongside insightful text and anecdotes,
this book takes the reader on a nostalgic voyage.

William H. Miller has written more 80 books on passen-
ger ships, including Great American Passenger Ships and
Great British Passenger Ships, and is a world expert in his field. He has received the National Maritime History Award,
the Silver Riband Award, and he created the passenger ship database for the Ellis Island Immigration Museum. He has
appeared in numerous documentaries and news broadcasts and is a frequent guest lecturer aboard cruise ships. He lives
in New Jersey.

Transportation/History • 96 pp • 9 x 10 • 50 Color Photos • 100 B/W Photos
9780752491523 • December • $34.95 (Can $41.95) Paper • The History Press
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Also available:

Great American
Passenger Ships
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$34.95 (Can $38.95)

Great British
Passenger Ships

9780752456621
$35.00 (Can $38.95)
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The Times Great Railway Journeys of the World
Discover the History, Route and Sites of 50 Famous Railway Lines

Julian Holland

Glorious train journeys from each continent, with 35 countries profiled

Discover the fascinating histories and routes of 50 of the world’s most scenic rail-
ways, with detailed text on history, geography, and present-day operations, comple-
mented by Times mapping and a selection of high-quality photographs. Journeys include
Le Petit Train Jaune in the Pyrenees featuring France’s highest railway station; Cape
Town to Kimberley in South Africa—a feat of late Victorian engineering through the
Hex River Mountains and across the Karoo Desert; and the Qinghai-Tibet Railway
in China, which contains the highest railway, tunnel, and station in the world. Read-
ers will also journey along the Trans-Australian Railway in Australia, which contains
the world’s longest stretch of dead-straight track; the Cumbres & Toltec Railroad,
which takes passengers on an awe-inspiring, scenic 64-mile journey through the Rocky
Mountains along the Colorado–New Mexico border; and La Trochita in Argentina
where original oil-fired steam locomotives travel along a narrow gauge railway in the
shadow of the Andes Mountains.

Julian Holland is a railway expert whose other books include Collins Britain’s Best
Railways, Steaming Across Britain, and The Times Mapping the Railways.

Travel/Transportation • 288 pp • 8.5 x 11
9780007559350 • February • $45.00 (NCR) Cloth • Collins UK

The World the Railways Made
Nicholas Faith
Introduction by Christian Wolmar

A new edition of a railway classic: how the “Iron Road” turned the world upside down,
with a new chapter on the future of rail

“A bounty of railroad lore for anyone who fondly remembers Agatha Christie’s Mur-
der on the Orient Express, Thomas Wolfe’s lyrical description of rail journeys into the
American heartland, or even their own rides on the locomotive.” —Kirkus Reviews

The modern world began with the arrival of the railway. The shock was both sudden and
universal: between 1825, when the first passenger service linked Stockton and Darlington,
and the outbreak of World War I, railways redefined, transformed, and expanded the limits
of the civilized world. With railways came the development of modern capitalism, of mod-
ern nations, and the opening-up of new regions. The “Iron Road” transformed all aspects of
society. For some the railway represented the horrors of industrial development, for others
the way toward a brighter future, for all it meant deep and lasting change. From the finan-
ciers who provided unprecedented amounts of capital to the immigrant laborers who built
them, Nicholas Faith explores the mechanical revolution that turned the world upside down.

Nicholas Faith writes for the Independent on Sunday (London) and many other publica-
tions and is the author of The Bronfmans. Christian Wolmar is the author of Blood, Iron
& Gold; Engines of War; and The Great Railroad Revolution.

Transportation • 368 pp • 6 x 9 • 50 B/W Photos
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Head of Zeus
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The Orient Express Story
John Christopher

The intriguing story of the Orient Express, spanning
from 1883 to present-day services

For more than a century the Orient Express has repre-
sented the epitome of luxurious and glamorous rail
travel. It all began when George Pullman created his in-
novative sleeping and dining cars. For the first time long-
distance travelers were able to enjoy gourmet food, sleep
in comfortable beds, and wash in ceramic basins wor-
thy of a four-star hotel. Launched as a service between
Paris and Vienna in 1883, by the interwar years the leg-
endary trains wound their way through the Alps to Bu-
dapest and Bucharest to Constantinople. These trains
conjure up a lost era of romance, adventure, and
style—the luxury train against which all luxury trains
were measured. John Christopher tells the fascinating
story of Pullman’s trains, the creation of the Express
d’Orient, its golden age of international travel, and its subsequent rebirth as the Venice-Simplon Orient Express.

John Christopher is a life-long transport enthusiast, author, and balloon pilot. He splits his time between flying, work-
ing with airships, and writing on all aspects of transportation. He has previously written The Apollo Story, Transatlantic
Airships, and The Zeppelin Story.
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The Flying Scotsman Story
James S. Baldwin

Revealing the esteemed history of the world’s most
famous locomotive

Few locomotives are as widely known or excite so
much interest as the Flying Scotsman. Designed by
Sir Nigel Gresley in 1923, the locomotive became a
flagship for the London and North Eastern Railway
and represented them at the British Empire Exhibi-
tion in 1924 and 1925. Thus began Flying Scotsman’s
fame, which only continued as the locomotive broke
records, becoming the first to exceed 100 mph in
1934 and taking the longest journey of any steam
locomotive in 1988–89. Passing through such hands
as Alan Pegler’s and Pete Waterman’s after her re-
tirement from British Railways, Flying Scotsman is
now in public hands for restoration. Here James S.
Baldwin uses his expert knowledge and unrivaled col-
lection of images to highlight the illustrious career
of this world-famous locomotive.

James S. Baldwin is a historian and industrial ar-
chaeologist and is considered to be the expert on all
things Flying Scotsman. A freelance professional
broadcast TV filmmaker and author, he has just com-
pleted a film for the National Railway Museum at
York about the Flying Scotsman, which is currently
being distributed in North America.
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The Bentley Story
Reg Abbiss

Fabled thundering Le Mans race cars, daredevil Bent-
ley boys, and the most luxurious sports performance
cars ever built

Walter Owen Bentley’s huge, snarling race cars ag-
gressively dominated motor racing for years. Revered
and feared, they were driven in the 1920s by hard-par-
tying young men known as the Bentley Boys. Bentleys
beat all-comers, winning the Le Mans 24-hour en-
durance race five years out of six, and developed into
the world’s most admired sports car. Bought by Rolls-
Royce in 1931 after running into financial trouble, Bent-
ley languished in semiobscurity for half a century as
Rolls-Royce focused on its own marquee. Ironically,
when Rolls-Royce hit financial problems in the 1990s,
Bentley emerged from the wilderness, its glories revived
with mighty turbo-charged luxury super cars and re-
claimed its performance luxury driving identity.

Reg Abbiss was a news anchor and reporter with Speedvision TV Network for 3 years, and was the spokesman for Rolls-
Royce and Bentley Motor Cars International for 16 years. He is the author of The Rolls-Royce Story and Rolls-Royce
from the Inside. He lives in Mahwah, New Jersey.
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Walking Home from Mongolia
Ten Million Steps Through China, from the Gobi Desert to the South China Sea

Rob Lilwall

What else would one do after Cycling Home from Siberia, but walk more than 3,000
miles from the Gobi Desert to Hong Kong?

Starting in the Gobi desert in winter, adventurer Rob Lilwall sets out on an extraordinary
six-month journey, walking 3,000 miles across China. Along the way he and cameraman
Leon brave the toxic insides of China’s longest road tunnel, explore desolate stretches of
the Great Wall, and endure interrogation by the Chinese police. As they walk on through
the heart of China, the exuberant hospitality of cave dwellers, coal miners, and desert no-
mads keeps them going despite subzero blizzards and treacherous terrain. Rob writes with
humor and honesty about the hardships of the walk, reflecting on the nature of pilgrim-
age and the uncertainties of an adventuring career, while also giving insight into life on
the road amid the epic landscapes and rapidly industrializing cities of backwater China.

Rob Lilwall is the author of Cycling Home from Siberia, which was about cycling more
than 35,000 miles from Far Eastern Siberia to London, and was made into a television se-
ries by National Geographic. He is a freelance journalist and motivational speaker.
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Doubling Back
Linda Cracknell

A fascinating and moving account of walking in the footsteps of others, and a master-
work of travel writing

In 1952, Linda Cracknell’s father embarked on a hike through the Swiss Alps. It was the last
walk he would ever take. Linda retraces that fateful journey 50 years later, following the
trail of the man she barely knew. This collection of walking tales take their theme from that
pilgrimage. The walks trace the contours of memories, following friends, writers, and rela-
tions along trails across mountains, valleys, and coasts from the Highlands of Scotland to
Kenya. Each walk is about the reaffirming of memories, beliefs, and emotions, and especially
of the connection that one can have with the past. This book celebrates life, family, friend-
ship, and walking through mountain landscapes richly textured with stories. A masterwork
of travel writing in the vein of Robert Macfarlane and Roger Deakin, this lyrical, poignant
book contains stunning landscape descriptions.

Linda Cracknell writes short stories, drama for BBC, and creative nonfiction. She was short-
listed for the Scottish First Book Award for her story collection Life Drawing and the Robin
Jenkins Literary Award for environmental writing.
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L’Amour Actually
Falling in Love in the Heart of France

Melanie Jones

After deciding she’s fed up with city life, Melanie embarks on a journey to southwest France
with just a suitcase full of optimism and not a little bit of naiveté

After one particularly bad day at work, advertising executive and confirmed city girl Melanie
Jones decides to give up her old life in search of something new and simpler in southwest France.
She has little knowledge of the country, even less of the language, and just the memory of a dis-
astrous school French exchange and a few day trips to Calaisy. Still, how different can life in
France be? After a series of adventures with skirt-ripping tractors, handsome twin farmers, celebrity
not-quite-beens, unusual toilets, and a bonkers ex-pat community, all topped, of course, with
lashings of rosé, Melanie begins to discover that her new life in France isn’t quite what she’d
thought it would be.

Melanie Jones is an ex-pat with a myriad of ex-careers. She is a blogger for the Huffington Post
and has written for the Daily Mail.

Autobiography/Travel • 352 pp • 5 x 8
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Head Over Heels in France
Falling in Love in the Lot

Samantha Brick

Just when life seemed its darkest, Samantha found happiness—Pascal, and his 10-year-old
son, and the rigors of country life—in an unexpected trip to France

“How one woman left the glittering world of media to be with, of all things, a macho
Frenchman. A mad decision? Find out for yourself in this addictive and fast-paced read.”
—Helen Frith Powell, author, All You Need to Be Impossibly French

When Samantha Brick’s life started to unravel—her company in liquidation, homeless, pen-
niless, friendless, and on max-strength antidepressants—it seemed that everything was going
wrong. But a chance week away in France led to the most unexpected of all turn-arounds: a
whirlwind romance with gun-toting, stubborn, and ever-so-macho Pascal. It wasn’t until she
moved in to his cottage in the beautiful Lot region in southwest France that she realized how
shamefully ill-equipped she was for the country life. Like Cinderella in reverse, Samantha had
to learn to cook, clean, chop wood, and keep house, as well as discover how to be a stepmother
to Pascal’s know-it-all 10-year-old son, finding love and happiness along the way.

Samantha Brick is a regular contributor to the Daily Express, the Daily Mail, the Sun, and
You magazine and frequently appears on television and radio.
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À La Mod
My So-Called Tranquil Family Life in Rural France

Ian Moore

A comedic romp through one man’s life in the Loire Valley, France

Comedian, mod, and professional grump Ian Moore has had enough. Tired of being unable to
park anywhere near his cramped house in a noisy town he doesn’t like, he hatches a plan to
move his wife and young son to a remote corner of the Loire Valley in search of serenity and
space. Several years later, Ian finds himself up to his neck in bilingual offspring, feral cats, promis-
cuous horses, dysfunctional spaniels, and needy hens; he’s wrestling with electric fences, a for-
eign language, a mountain of animal waste, and a wife who collects livestock like there’s a biblical
flood on the horizon, all while trying not to dirty his loafers. But despite the ups, downs, and
increasing demands of Ian’s showbiz career, the Moore family persevere to create a unique, col-
orful, and ultimately rewarding life in their new home—à la campagne and à la mod!

Ian Moore is a professional comedian.
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Canoeing the Congo
The First Source-to-Sea Descent of the Congo River

Phil Harwood

An exhilarating and terrifying account of the historic first source-to-sea descent of the
Congo

At 2,922 miles, the Congo is the eighth longest river and the deepest in the world, with a
flow rate second only to the Amazon. Ex-Marine Phil Harwood embarked on an epic solo
journey from the river’s true source in the highlands of Zambia through war-torn Central
Africa. With no outside help whatsoever he faced swamps, waterfalls, man-eating croco-
diles, hippos, aggressive snakes, and spider webs the size of houses. He collapsed from malaria
and was arrested, intimidated, and chased. On one stretch, known as “The Abattoir” for
its history of cannibalism and reputation for criminal activity, the four brothers he hired
as bodyguards were asked by locals, “Why haven’t you cut his throat yet?” But he also re-
ceived tremendous hospitality from proud and brave people long forgotten by the Western
world, especially friendly riverside fishermen who helped wherever they could.

Phil Harwood has worked all around the world as a Royal Marine Commando, expedition
leader, and outdoor instructor. He is qualified as a mountain leader, canoe and kayak coach,
rock-climbing instructor, and wilderness emergency medical technician.
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The Teardrop Island
Following Victorian Footsteps Across Sri Lanka

Cherry Briggs

After discovering the travel writings of a Victorian explorer and writer, Cherry Briggs
decides to retrace his footsteps across the island of Ceylon—now known as the recently
war-torn, tsunami-effected Sri Lanka

Mr Fernando led me into a dark room that was lined with book-cases and smelled of leather
and damp. The polished, concrete floor of the library was covered with white jasmine flow-
ers that had blown through the windows during the storm. He began to select from the shelves
a collection of disintegrating books. ‘If you are going to read any of them, it should really
be this one,’ he said as he passed me two thick volumes, embossed with gold lettering and
spotted with damp. The work was simply called Ceylon and was written by an Irishman
named Sir James Emerson Tennent, who had been sent to the island in 1845 by Her Majesty’s
Government.

The Teardrop Island follows in the footsteps of the eccentric Victorian James Emerson Ten-
nent, along a route which takes Cherry to pilgrimage trails, into tea estates and rural re-
gions inhabited by indigenous tribes, as well as through restricted areas of the former warzone,
delving under the surface of the contemporary culture via cricket matches and fortune tellers.

Cherry Briggs is a former biology teacher who lived in Sri Lanka for a period of time.

Travel/Autobiography • 320 pp • 5 x 8
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A Curious Guide to London
Tales of a City

Simon Leyland

An alternative guide to England’s weird and wonderful capital city

From petticoat duels and lucky cats to the Stiffs Express, Lord Nelson’s spare nose, the Pic-
cadilly earthquake, and the Great Beer Flood of 1814, this guide offers a captivating, wildly
entertaining tour of the city you may think you know, unearthing the capital’s secrets and
commemorating its rich, colorful and unusual history. Brimming with tales of London’s for-
gotten past, its strangest traditions, and its most eccentric inhabitants, this book celebrates
the unique, the unusual, and the unknown, perfect for tourists.

Simon Leyland is a writer.
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Henry VIII and His Six Wives
A Guide to Historic Tudor Sites

Peter Bramley

A unique guidebook to 150 surviving historical sites associated with Henry VIII, his wives,
and his mistresses—battlefields, castles, monasteries, and churches

In his hunt for a male heir, Henry VIII broke with Rome, instigated the Reformation and
the Dissolution of the Monasteries, and acquired six wives successively. Of these, two were
executed, a chilling first in English history. From these tumultuous events a surprising num-
ber of historic sites linked to the Tudors survive, accessible now through this beautifully
illustrated book. The guidebook is arranged by region and covers England and a little of
Europe. With directions to each site, along with full details of the Tudor events and per-
sonalities linked to them, this guidebook will appeal to all who find that visiting a historic
site brings life and color to the study of history.

Peter Bramley is an economist and the author of A Companion & Guide to the Wars of
the Roses and A Companion and Guide to the Norman Conquest.
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The Times Comprehensive Atlas
of the World
14th edition

The Times UK

Complete with a slipcase, the latest edition of the world’s most pres-
tigious and authoritative world atlas

“The ultimate starting point for planning any adventure or
expedition . . . by far and away the greatest book on earth.”
—Sir Ranulph Fiennes, author, Race to the Pole

“Easily the best atlas there is.” —Bill Bryson

“An essential part of my traveling for many years. It is the
whole world in a single volume.” —Paul Theroux, author,
Dark Star Safari

The Times Comprehensive Atlas of theWorld continues to be the bench-
mark of cartographic excellence, relied on and trusted by governments,
media companies, and international organizations around the world
including the UN and the European Commission. New features in-
clude a double page map of the Arctic Ocean, new maps of sub-ice
features in the Arctic Ocean and the Antarctic, and physical maps of
all the continents. Major updates include 5,000 place name changes,
most notably in Iran, Japan, Brazil, South Korea, Taiwan, and Spain;
a beautifully illustrated section on current issues from climate to econ-
omy; updated national parks and conserved areas including the Ka-
vango Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (KAZA TFCA), the
largest conservation zone in the world; and towns and populations
in Brazil and Japan. Other updates include the realignment of the in-
ternational boundary between Burkina Faso and Niger resulting from
the International Court of Justice decision; the addition of Brussel as
an alternative local name form for Brussels as the city is officially bilin-
gual—now shown as Brussel/Bruxelles; new administrative structures
in Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
and Madagascar; and the addition of more than 50 major waterfalls.

The Times UK is a British national daily newspaper.

Reference • 544 pp • 12.5 x 17.5 • 320 Color Photos
9780007551408 (Replaces 9780007419135) • November
$200.00 (NCR) Cloth • Collins UK

THE TIMES ATLASES
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The B&B Guide 2015
More than 3,000 B&Bs in Britain and Ireland rated for quality by travel professionals

All of the establishments featured have been inspected and graded with one to five stars
for quality by the AA’s experts. Gold Stars indicate Highly Commended establishments—
the very best places within three, four, and five star ratings. Useful symbols highlight the
best breakfasts and evening meals; plus there are up-to-date details of room rates, fam-
ily and ground floor accommodations, parking, and credit card information to accom-
pany the establishment descriptions.

512 pp • 9780749576196 (Replaces 9780749574772)

The Hotel Guide 2015
More than 3,000 hotels in Britain and Ireland, quality-rated by numerous professional
AA hotel inspectors

All the establishments featured have been officially inspected and rated for quality by
the AA’s professional inspectors, each graded with one to five stars, with AA Red Stars
highlighting Inspectors’ Choice Hotels. With more choices than competing guides, this
guide features several hundred establishments—including more than 500 budget hotels,
ideal for overnight stops—plus up-to-date details of room prices, accepted credit cards,
parking, directions, and leisure facilities. Central reservation telephone numbers are fea-
tured for the major hotel groups.

656 pp • 9780749576165 (Replaces 9780749574741)

AA LIFESTYLE GUIDES

AA Publishing

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring
travel guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Each: Travel/Reference • 7.25 x 9 • December • $27.95 (Can $33.95) Paper • AA Publishing

The Pub Guide 2015
Fully updated with more than 2,000 pubs rated by AA inspectors

Traditional British countryside inns, taverns, gastro-pubs, and welcoming hostelries are
all included here, carefully selected on merit with no charge for entry. The guide also fea-
tures inspected and rated accommodations. Each entry includes information on opening
times, prices, and food. There are also useful symbols throughout, such as AA Rosettes
and Stars to indicate the quality of food and accommodation.

656 pp • 9780749576189 (Replaces 9780749574765)
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CAMRA’S Good Beer Guide 2015
42nd edition

Edited by Roger Protz

Now in its 42nd year, this guide is fully revised and updated with details of more than
4,500 locations across the UK serving the best real ale—from country inns to urban-style
bars and backstreet boozers

“An unparalleled resource.” —DRAFT magazine

More than just a pub guide, this is a complete book for beer lovers. Completely independ-
ent, with listings based entirely on nomination and evaluation by CAMRA’s 150,000 mem-
bers, it is revised and updated yearly. This means you can be sure that every one of the 4,500
pubs deserves their place, and that they all come recommended by people who know a thing
or two about good beer. The unique “Breweries Section” lists every brewery—micro, regional,
and national—that produces real ale in the UK, and the beers that they brew. Tasting notes
for the beers, compiled by CAMRA-trained tasting teams, are also included. This book truly
is a must-have for anyone wanting to experience the UK’s finest pubs.

Roger Protz is a campaigner, broadcaster, and author of more than 25 books about beer and
brewing, including 300 More Beers to Try Before You Die!. He appears regularly on radio
and TV and contributes to the Guardian and the Morning Advertiser. In 2004, Roger won
a Lifetime Achievement Award from the British Guild of Beer Writers.

Travel/Cooking • 944 pp • 5.5 x 9 • 50 Color Photos • 64 Maps
9781852493202 (Replaces 9781852493127) • December • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Paper
CAMRA Books

AA LIFESTYLE GUIDES

The Restaurant Guide 2015
AA Publishing

The food lover’s guide to enjoying the best cuisine in Britain

This guide features more than 2,000 restaurants awarded Rosettes by the AA’s pro-
fessional inspectors. Rosetted restaurants feature purely on merit with no charge
for inclusion. There are three national AA Wine Awards, with more than 100 no-
table wine list symbols awarded to the runners up. Other features include the AA
Restaurant of the Year Awards for London, England, Scotland, and Wales, and the
Chef’s Chef Award.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of in-
spiring travel guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Travel/Reference • 720 pp • 7.25 x 9 • 200 Color Photos
9780749576172 (Replaces 9780749574758) • December
$27.95 (Can $33.95) Paper • AA Publishing
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2015 Collins Europe Essential Road Atlas
An up-to-date A4 spiral-bound road atlas of Europe

292 pp • 8.5 x 11.5
9780007581207 (Replaces 9780007524822) • December
$19.95 Spiral

INTERNATIONAL ROAD ATLASES

Collins Maps

Collins Maps allow you to explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping
created by Collins UK, a leading information-led publisher of illustrated and narrative nonfiction.

Each: Travel • (NCR) • Collins UK

2015 Collins Britain Big Road Atlas
The very best large-format paperback road atlas of Britain—
with speed camera locations included

176 pp • 11.5 x 15.5
Paper: 9780007555079 (Replaces 9780007497072)
September • $17.95
Spiral: 9780007555086 (Replaces 9780007497089)
September • $19.95

2015 Collins Britain Essential Road Atlas
Get the very latest road and detail changes in the UK from
2014, including speed camera limits and locations and a wide
range of map scales with clear color coding

288 pp • 8.5 x 11.5
9780007555093 (Replaces 9780007497096) • October
$19.95 Spiral

Collins Europe Handy Road Atlas
A road atlas of Europe at A5 format with lie-flat spiral
binding, at 34 miles to inch

180 pp • 6 x 8.5
9780007581160 (Replaces 9780007513239) • October
$9.95 Spiral
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2015 Collins Britain & Ireland
Handy Road Atlas
A handy-sized road atlas with popular lie-flat spiral binding and
extremely clear route planning maps of Britain and Ireland

180 pp • 6 x 8.5 • 9780007555109 (Replaces 9780007497102)
September • $8.95 Spiral

INTERNATIONAL ROAD ATLASES

Each: Travel • (NCR) • Collins UK

2015 Collins Europe Road Map
A new edition of the annually revised, politically colored road
map of Europe

1 pp • 5.5 x 10 • 9780007581177 (Replaces 9780007498239)
December • $7.95 Folded

2015 Collins France Road Map
A new edition of the annually revised, politically colored road
map of France

1 pp • 5.5 x 10 • 9780007581184 (Replaces 9780007498222)
December • $7.95 (NCR) Folded

2015 Collins France Big Road Atlas
A fully revised, large-format road atlas of France

112 pp • 11.5 x 15.5 • 9780007581191 (Replaces 9780007524839)
December • $17.95 Paper
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Look Up Glasgow
Pocket
Now in a handy pocket edition, this book celebrates Glasgow’s world-class architectural
detail, hidden in plain sight at the tops of the city’s iconic buildings

Glasgow is Scotland’s largest city, its streets a constant frenetic bustle of activity, but rarely
do its residents take the time to stop and look up at the extraordinary architectural her-
itage all around. Glasgow’s image belies this world-class architectural detail, comprising
of stunning sculpture, ornament, friezes, gables, and decoration, the vast majority of which
are hidden in plain sight above eye level. Writer Adrian Searle and specialist architectural
photographer David Barbour have scoured the city, bringing together in one volume a fab-
ulous record of the hidden jewels of “the second city of the Empire,” created in a time of
great wealth and virtuoso craftsmanship now long gone. The book also includes poetry
from six of Scotland’s leading poets, responding in very individual ways to Glasgow’s ex-
traordinary urban environment. This collection is a book that those passionate about the
city and about architecture will treasure.

140 Color Photos • 10 B/W Photos
New in Paper: 136 pp • 5 x 7 • 9781908754769 • November • $13.95 (Can $16.95)
Cloth: 224 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 9781908754219 • Available • $24.95 (Can $29.95)

Look Up London
A stunning coffee-table book of London’s world-class architectural detail, hidden in plain
sight at the tops of the city’s iconic buildings

This book explores the UK capital’s extraordinary rooftop architectural heritage. Featuring
stunning full-color photography spanning North, South, East, West, and Central London; help-
ful and informative annotations; and occasional verse from some of the city’s leading poets,
it will prove a delight for residents and visitors alike.

224 pp • 7 x 9 • 150 Color Photos
9781908754721 • February • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth

LOOK UP

Adrian Searle and David Barbour

Adrian Searle works in design and publishing, edits the literary magazine Gutter, and has edited a number
of award-winning anthologies. He commissioned and cowrote 101 Uses of a Dead Kindle and Dougie’s War.

David Barbour is a freelance photographer. For 15 years he was the in-house photographer
at international architectural practice BDP.

Each: Travel • Freight Books

Look Up Edinburgh
A stunning coffee-table book of Edinburgh’s world-class architectural detail, hidden in plain
sight on the tops of the city’s iconic buildings

Exploring the rooftops of Scotland’s beautiful capital, a city of towers, spires, and turrets often
hidden in plain sight, this book offers a seldom-seen look at an extraordinary architectural
heritage. Featuring stunning full-color photography, helpful and informative annotations, and
occasional verse from some of the city’s leading poets, it will prove a delight for residents
and visitors alike.

224 pp • 7 x 9 • 150 Color Photos
9781908754776 • February • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth
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The AA Guide to Cotswolds
With Oxford & Stratford-upon-Avon

272 pp • 9780749575953

AA GUIDE TO

AA Publishing

The best places to visit in the region, including great places to eat and drink,
full-color detailed town plans and maps, and clear A-to-Z of must-visit places for easy navigation

Unlike other guides, the AA’s new travel books offer a fresh way to discover Britain by combining decades
of expert knowledge with a clear, contemporary design and engaging up-to-the-minute commentary from

local writers in the know—a modern guide for the digital age. These guides focus on just the things
readers want—great places to eat and drink, award-winning campsites, and places to visit. They don’t just

tell you what’s there; they give you the inside story so you can decide whether it’s for you. With town plans and
postcodes to help you find your way around on foot or by GPS, the author’s picks of the top things you need
to know and see, and an easily navigable gazetteer, AA Guides are all you need to discover Britain on the go.

AA Publishing is the UK’s largest travel publisher, with an extensive range of inspiring
travel guides, dependable driving books, and trusted maps and atlases.

Each: Travel • 5 x 8.5 • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • AA Publishing

The AA Guide to Wales
352 pp • 9780749576004

The AA Guide to Cornwall
288 pp • 9780749575946
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French: Stage 2
Audio Course

Rosi McNab

48 pp • 9780007521531
(Replaces 9780007287536)
3 CDs, Run Time: 3 Hours
$17.99

COLLINS EASY LEARNING AUDIO COURSE
Easy-to-use language courses with audio CDs, from complete beginner to complete confidence

Stage 1 teaches key words for the most important situations, and lets learners expand their language skills
through a variety of activities. They choose whether to focus on learning the essentials or to progress to

some more challenging activities. Stage 2 helps learners improve their language skills and speak with
greater confidence. Each unit introduces key words or phrases for a different situation with practice

activities, memory tips, and cultural advice. Whether you are a beginner, or just want to refresh and build
upon existing knowledge, you can become confident in a new language without even having to pick up a pen.

Each: Reference • 5.5 x 7.5 • (NCR) • October • CD • Collins UK

French: Stage 1
Audio Course

Rosi McNab

48 pp • 9780007521524
(Replaces 9780007271733)
3 CDs, Run Time: 3 Hours
$13.99

Italian: Stage 2
Audio Course

Clelia Boscolo
Edited by Rosi McNab

48 pp • 9780007521487
(Replaces 9780007287550)
3 CDs, Run Time: 3 Hours
$17.99

Spanish: Stage 2
Audio Course

Ronan Fitzsimons
Edited by Rosi McNab

48 pp • 9780007521500
(Replaces 9780007287543)
3 CDs, Run Time: 3 Hours
$17.99

French: Stage 1
and Stage 2
Rosi McNab

96 pp • 9780007521456
(Replaces 9780007347773)
6 CDs, Run Time: 6 Hours
$25.99

Italian: Stage 1
and Stage 2
Clelia Boscolo

96 pp • 9780007521449
(Replaces 9780007347797)
6 CDs, Run Time: 6 Hours
$25.99

Spanish: Stage 1
and Stage 2
Carmen García del Rio
Edited by Ronan Fitzsimons

96 pp • 9780007521517
(Replaces 9780007347780)
6 CDs, Run Time: 6 Hours
$29.95

Italian: Stage 1
Audio Course

Clelia Boscolo
Edited by Rosi McNab

48 pp • 9780007521470
(Replaces 9780007271740)
3 CDs, Run Time: 3 Hours
$13.99

Spanish: Stage 1
Audio Course

Carmen García del Rio
Edited by Rosi McNab

48 pp • 9780007521494
(Replaces 9780007271757)
3 CDs, Run Time: 3 Hours
$13.99
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German
Audio Course

Rosi McNab

9780007521548 (Replaces 9780007313839)

Greek
Audio Course

Athena Economides
Edited by Rosi McNab

9780007521555 (Replaces 9780007313655)

COLLINS EASY LEARNING AUDIO COURSE

With three CDs and one booklet in each package, these are the perfect
companion for vacations and business trips abroad

These audio courses teach key words for the most important situations and
lets you expand your language through a variety of activities. You choose

whether to focus on learning the essentials or to progress to some more challenging activities—
so whether you’re a beginner, or you want to refresh and build upon your existing knowledge,

you can become confident without even having to pick up a pen.

Each: Reference • 48 pp • 5.5 x 7.5 • October • $19.99 (NCR) CD • Collins UK

Japanese
Audio Course

Fumitsugu Enokida and Junko Ogawa
Edited by Rosi McNab

9780007521432 (Replaces 9780007313662)

Mandarin
Audio Course

Wei Jin
Edited by Rosi McNab

9780007521579 (Replaces 9780007271764)

Polish
Audio Course

Hania Forss
Edited by Rosi McNab

9780007521562 (Replaces 9780007271771)

Portuguese
Audio Course

Margaret Clarke
Edited by Rosi McNab

9780007521463 (Replaces 9780007313648)
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The Book of Magic
Astound and Amaze Your Friends!

David Ovason

From vanishing a coin into thin air to Houdini’s disappearing elephant—the secrets
of the world’s greatest illusions are revealed

Learn clever tricks and daring deceptions with this indispensible guide for the home ma-
gician. Beginning with instruction in simple sleights-of-hand, which may be mastered and
performed by any amateur magician for the delight of their friends, this book also in-
cludes directions in the performance of more sophisticated illusions and exposes the meth-
ods behind such famous feats as levitation or sawing a person in half. This fascinating
look into the art of conjuring provides practical hints, tips, and inspiration for any as-
piring illusionist, and is an essential addition to the library of all magicians.

David Ovason is a distinguished authority on the history and practice of esoteric and oc-
cult ideas. His previous books include The Secret Architecture of Our Nation’s Capital and
The Secret Symbols of the Dollar Bill.

Performing Arts • 240 pp • 5 x 7.5
9780091951597 • October • $18.95 (NCR) Cloth • Ebury Press

Chess
Skills - Tactics - Techniques

Jonathan Arnott

The perfect tool for those wanting to improve their performance, from begin-
ners learning the basic skills to more experience players working on advanced
techniques

A practical, no-nonsense guide, Chess will help give you that all-important advan-
tage. Standard chess rules and basic notation are explained, as is how to use each
piece effectively, three phases of the game—openings, middle games, and endgame—
and tactics and strategy for planning success. Advanced techniques are also offered,
with advice on analyzing a situation, opening repertoires, when to sacrifice, and
endgame principles, as well as hints and tips for developing chess even further. There
is also a section on using computers for analysis and preparation.

Jonathan Arnott is a chess Candidate Master. He captained Yorkshire from 2002 to
2004, leading the county to two national rapidplay titles. He has twice represented
a top British side in the European Club Cup and is an ECF-accredited coach.

Games/Reference • 96 pp • 7.5 x 10 • 7 Color Photos • 253 Diagrams
9781847977052 • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Crowood Press

Also available:

Chess Openings
9780946284740

$19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper
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The Medieval Puzzle Collection
A Fine and Perplexing Tome of Riddles, Enigmas and Conundrums

Tim Dedopulos

A richly illustrated collection of 75 medieval-themed puzzlers

Be transported back to the time of knights, castles, and maidens with a beautiful book of me-
dieval-themed puzzles. Challenge your perception and logic to a mental joust in a narrative
that spans continents and centuries from the glory of Byzantium to the horror of the Black
Death, from the Golden Age of Islam to the Viking invasions. Seventy-five puzzles, each il-
lustrated with authentic medieval imagery, will test your powers of logic, observation, and lat-
eral thinking. Solutions to each puzzle are included.

Tim Dedopulos is an author, puzzle setter, and editor who has worked for Wizards of the Coast
and White Wolf. His other books include Killer Sudoku, The Photo Puzzle Challenge, andMagic:
The Gathering: The Official Deckbuilders’ Guide.

Games • 144 pp • 5 x 8 • 100 Color Illustrations
9781780975771 • January • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Carlton Publishing Group

Sherlock Holmes’ Elementary Puzzle Book
Riddles, Enigmas and Challenges Inspired by the World’s Greatest Crimesolver

Tim Dedopulos

More than 50 riddles and conundrums, themed around the casebook of Sherlock Holmes

“You know my methods, apply them.” —Sherlock Holmes

There’s no greater (fictional) puzzle-solver than Sherlock Holmes, and now puzzlers can learn
Holmes’ methods to become master sleuths. This remarkable collection features all kinds of
specially commissioned puzzles set in the world of Sherlock Holmes, along with superb period
artwork combined with a contemporary design. The puzzles are designed to test readers’ pow-
ers of perception, logic, and deduction, and solutions to each puzzle are included.

Tim Dedopulos is an author, puzzle setter, and editor who has worked for Wizards of the Coast
and White Wolf. His other books include Killer Sudoku, The Photo Puzzle Challenge, andMagic:
The Gathering: The Official Deckbuilders’ Guide.

Games • 144 pp • 5 x 8 • 75 B/W Illustrations
9781780975788 • December • $14.95 (NCR) Paper • Carlton Publishing Group

Games for All the Family
Harry Hilton

A retro-styled collection of simple games for groups of all sizes

Remember the good old days when games were played with simple things like cards, dice, and
dominoes? From Hangman to Thumb Wars to Water Balloon Relay Race, this book of tradi-
tional and fun-filled games will take you back to when life was about simply having fun with
your loved ones. Whether you want to play a card game, word game, drawing game, number
game, outdoor game, game for around the dinner table, or game for the car, this compilation
of traditional family games provides plenty of ideas for sharing time together.

Harry Hilton is the author of Jokes for All the Family.

Games • 144 pp • 5 x 8
9781849534710 • October • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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Pretty Puzzles: Classic Sudoku
For Discerning Solvers
More than 100 Sudoku puzzles in three levels of diffi-
culty, to challenge and delight beginners and experts alike

9781780974859

Pretty Puzzles: Crosswords
For Discerning Solvers
More than 100 puzzles to keep your mind young, fit, and healthy

9781847327871

PRETTY PUZZLES

Carlton Books UK

Who says you have to choose between style and content? Pretty Puzzles is a successful series
for discerning puzzle lovers. Inside the gorgeous covers of each book you’ll find a selection of the

finest brainteasers to give your mind a great work-out—and best of all, you’ll look wonderful doing it.
This is the must-have accessory for everyone who cares about looking, thinking, and being fabulous.

Each: Games • 128 pp • 4 x 6 • October • $5.95 (NCR) Paper • Carlton Publishing Group

Pretty Puzzles: Holiday Puzzles
For Discerning Solvers
More than 100 crosswords, perfect for long journeys and vacations

9781780974866

Pretty Puzzles: Quick Crosswords
For Discerning Solvers
More than 100 crosswords designed for those with little
time on their hands

9781780974873

Pretty Puzzles: Wonderful Wordsearch
For Discerning Solvers
More than 100 wordsearch puzzles, all themed—challenging
and fun

9781780974880
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The Gentleman’s Puzzle Book
Neil Somerville

Test yourself with this challenging mix of crosswords, wordsearches, anagrams, dot-to-
dots, spot-the-difference puzzles, and more brainteasers fit for any gentleman

For your pleasure and amusement we present The Gentleman’s Puzzle Book, a charming
little volume filled with enough crafty conundrums to keep any modern gent thoroughly
engaged and entertained in everyday moments of idleness or ennui.

Neil Somerville is a full-time writer and puzzle compiler. He has written many books and
regularly compiles material for newspapers and magazines both in the UK and overseas.

Games • 176 pp • 4.5 x 7
9781849535946 • November • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale

The Lady’s Puzzle Book
Neil Somerville

Test yourself with this challenging mix of crosswords, wordsearches, anagrams, dot-to-
dots, spot-the-difference puzzles, and more brainteasers fit for any lady

For your pleasure and amusement we present The Lady`s Puzzle Book, a charming little vol-
ume filled with enough crafty conundrums to keep any modern lady thoroughly engaged and
entertained in everyday moments of idleness or ennui.

Neil Somerville is a full-time writer and puzzle compiler. He has written many books and
regularly compiles material for newspapers and magazines both in the UK and overseas.

Games • 176 pp • 4.5 x 7
9781849535939 • November • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Summersdale
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The Times Improve Your Bridge Game
Andrew Robson

An extensive bridge guide aimed at the less experienced or social player who longs to im-
prove his or her game

“If you want to be better, buy the book.” —Spectator

Based on master player Andrew Robson’s weekly in the Times, this book presents common sce-
narios with an outline of what actually happened, as well as what should have happened. The
first section, “The Game,” gives a basic outline of how to play bridge and is subdivided into
“Bidding,”“Declarer Play,” and “Defence.” Featured alongside every deal is a handy tip, “If you
remember just one thing . . .” The reader can either read “The Game” first, paying particular
attention to the tips, or dip in and out of the book, picking a common mistake at random, with
the option to cross-reference to the same tip in “The Game” section. As bridge is now reach-
ing a new audience of all ages, master player Andrew Robson is the go-to expert
on the topic. This book was titled The Times Bridge: Common Mistakes and How to Avoid
Them previously.

Andrew Robson is a professional bridge player, writer, and teacher, and the bridge columnist
for the Times and Country Life. He is the former World Junior Champion and was the first
British player to win a U.S. Major.

Games • 208 pp • 5 x 8
9780007557196 (Replaces 9780007204106) • April • $11.99 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK

The Times Jumbo Crossword: Book 9
John Grimshaw

Compiled by the crossword editor of London’s the Times, this original compilation
will challenge even the most experienced crossword buff

With unique grids of 23 x 23 squares—larger than the standard 15 x 15 grid—these puz-
zles require serious word power and brain bending and are the perfect quizzes for those
looking to test their linguistic prowess to its limit. The clues are a little more testing than
the daily Times2 crossword, to stretch the crossword enthusiast just a bit further, and
provide hours of entertainment.

John Grimshaw is the crossword editor of Times2.

Games • 144 pp • 7.5 x 9.5
9780007580750 • January • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK

The Times How to Crack Cryptic Crosswords
Tim Moorey

An expert crossword solver and setter seeks to demystify cryptic crosswords with an easy
guide to solving them

Dispelling the myth that cryptic crosswords are the preserve of the elite, this new, easy guide
demonstrates that anyone who enjoys words and word play can learn to solve a cryptic cross-
word clue. With clear pictorially presented explanations for many clues, this book allows any-
one to revel in the deep satisfaction that comes from finishing cryptic crossword puzzles. This
new edition contains 15 new practice puzzles from 15 different newspaper and magazine sources;
many new hints and tips to help every solver; greatly expanded lists; a completely new demon-
stration of how one solver tackles a typical daily cryptic; up-to-date sections on the latest help
available online, such as smartphone and tablet apps; and in-depth and clear explanations of
every clue and puzzle answer.

Tim Moorey submitted puzzles to the London Evening News before joining the Sunday Times
team. He now sets crosswords as Mephisto and Owzat in various publications.

Games • 224 pp • 5 x 8
9780007546527 (Replaces 9780007277841) • April • $12.99 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK
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The Times Samurai Su Doku 3
The Times Mind Games

For anyone who loves the challenge of sudoku but manages to solve them within min-
utes—samurai sudoku

With its larger and more complex grid, samurai is sudoku multiplied. It is a five grid in-
terlinked version and, as with traditional sudoku puzzles, every column, row, and 3 x 3
box contains the digits 1 to 9. Where the puzzles overlap, the rows and columns do not
go beyond their usual 9 x 9 length but the interlocking boxes provide more clues—and
more complexity.With 100 samurai sudoku at four levels—30 Mild, 30 Difficult, 30 Super
Difficult, and 10 Deadly—even the speediest of solvers will be agonizing over this col-
lection of ultracomplex, extended brainteasers.

The Times is a British daily national newspaper, first published in London in 1785.

Games • 224 pp • 7.5 x 10
9780007580774 • December • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK

The Times Ultimate Killer Su Doku Book 6
The Times Mind Games

Specially compiled with an extra mathematical element to provide the most devilishly diffi-
cult challenge, the only volume for sudoku enthusiasts who need a puzzle that really tests
their mettle

Prepare yourself for the toughest sudoku challenge there is. These diabolically difficult ultimate
killer sudoku will really put your brainpower to the test as you warm up with the 100 Deadly
Killer puzzles before steeling yourself to take on the 20 Extra Deadly Su Dokus. Are you ready
for the challenge? Not for the faint-hearted, these puzzles use the same 9 x 9 grid as a regular
sudoku but have an extra mathematical element that makes them a real challenge. The aim is
not only to complete every row, column, and cube so that it contains the digits 1 to 9, but also
to make sure that the outlined sections, called cages, add up to the number given in each cage.
Warning: not suitable for amateur puzzlers.

The Times is a British daily national newspaper, first published in London in 1785.

Games • 224 pp • 5 x 8
9780007580767 • December • $10.95 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK

The Times Super Fiendish Su Doku Book 1
The Times Mind Games

A new title in the Fiendish Su Doku series, concentrating entirely on the more difficult Super
Fiendish puzzles

These previously unpublished quality sudoku grids from the puzzle providers to the Times
will help extreme puzzlers who are looking for a real puzzling challenge. The treacherously
difficult puzzles in this collection will stretch even the most advanced sudoku enthusiasts to
use all of their best solving techniques. These puzzles are of the highest quality and are per-
fect for the advanced solver in need of a constant supply of ultradifficult puzzles. They are
guaranteed to provide hours of mind-stretching entertainment.

The Times is a British daily national newspaper, first published in London in 1785.

Games • 320 pp • 5 x 8
9780007580743 • October • $10.95 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK
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The Rabbi and the Weaker Sex
David Bird and Ron Klinger

Learn and laugh in a reissue of the second book in the series featuring the bridge-
playing rabbi

The follow-up to Kosher Bridge, originally titled Kosher Bridge 2, finds the cast returning
in splendid form. The Rabbi, kindly and considerate, maintains an essential balance be-
tween the hilariously warring factions, and the excellence of the bridge ensures that read-
ers will be properly instructed while being immoderately entertained. If you did not read
the first book, you can start with this one. We guarantee you will come back for more.

David Bird is the bridge critic for the Evening Standard, theGlasgow Times, and theMail
on Sunday; a regular contributor to magazines including American Contract Bridge Bul-
letin, Bridge Magazine, Bridge Plus, and English Bridge; and a prolific author with 97
bridge titles to his name, including 52 Great Bridge Tips on Declarer Play and Teach
Yourself Better Bridge. Ron Klinger is a leading international bridge teacher who has
represented Australia in many world championships from 1976 to 2007. He has writ-
ten more than 50 books, including 100 Winning Bridge Tips, 100 Winning Duplicate
Tips, and Improve Your Bridge Memory.

Fiction/Games • 128 pp • 5 x 8
9780297868699 (Replaces 9780575057272) • September • $19.95 (NCR) Paper
Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Collins Bananagrams
Hints & Tips

Collins UK

Inside this little book, you will discover all the hints and top tips for all-day, everyday
success with Bananagrams

We all want to get one over on our friends and family when we play Bananagrams. Most
of us manage to win now and again, but if you’re looking for a permanent performance
boost, this is the book for you. Packed with top tips, this book will help you remember
the most useful and unusual words, along with those crafty tactics that will make all the
difference. Beautifully produced, Collins Bananagrams is a treasure in itself, and makes
a perfect gift for all word enthusiasts and Bananagrams players the world over. Collins
Bananagrams is endorsed by the creators of Bananagrams.

Games/Reference • 128 pp • 4 x 6.5
9780007588305 • December • $9.95 (NCR) Paper • Collins UK

MASTER BRIDGE SERIES
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Odd One Out
The Devilish Quiz for History Lovers

Paul Sullivan

A fun game for British history lovers—can you spot the killer among the kings, or the
cast-off among the Crown Jewels?

Can you tell which of these diamonds is not a part of the Crown Jewels, which of these
buildings is not a royal palace, or which of these aristocrats was not executed for murder?
Do you think you can tell a killer from a king, and a pirate from a pope? There is only one
way to find out for sure. This amazing little quiz contains 60 different “odd one outs.” Fea-
turing royals and reprobates, palaces and poorhouses, take it today and find out just how
much you really know about British history.

Paul Sullivan is the author ofOxford: A Pocket Miscellany andThe Little Book of Oxfordshire.

Games/History • 128 pp • 4.5 x 7 • 128 B/W Photos • 180 B/W Illustrations
9780750955720 • October • $8.95 (Can $10.95) Paper • The History Press

Can Crocodiles Cry?
Amazing Answers to Mind-Blowing Questions

Paul Heiney

The perfect trivia collection for the insatiably curious, provocative poseurs, quizaholics,
and science addicts everywhere

Paul Heiney unravels further science behind those things we take for granted and explains
just why the world and its contents are the way they are. Drawing on questions asked by
the public, this book brings some of the finest scientific minds to bear on how the laws of
science apply to everyday life.

Paul Heiney is a writer, broadcaster, and journalist. He has been a columnist for the Times
and is also the author of Can Cows Walk Down Stairs?, Do Cats Have Belly Buttons?, and
The Nuts and Bolts of Life.

Reference • 224 pp • 5 x 8 • 25 Color Illustrations
9780750960120 • January • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • The History Press

• Featured questions include:

Why can’t dogs talk?

Why do cats have two eyelids?

Can tarantulas change sex?

Can fish love each other?

Why do we have whites in our eyes?

Why does blood turn a rust-like color when it dries?

Why are there ridges on the roof of your mouth?

Why don't we feel the Earth rotating?

If a perfect sphere is placed in contact with a
perfect plane, what is the surface area of the
plane and sphere in contact?
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The Gentleman’s Book of Etiquette and Manual of Politeness
Cecil B. Hartley

From advice on how to treat ladies and behave at a party to rules for traveling abroad,
this handy 19th-century guidebook provides entertaining nuggets of wisdom

Ever wondered what to do in polite society if you find an insect in your food? Or how a
gentleman should ask a lady to dance? And what on earth is the etiquette for smoking ci-
gars? First published in 1860, this classic guide to gentlemanly behavior is a veritable mine
of information and indispensable advice for aspiring gentlemen. No matter if a man finds
himself at home, in the street, or in a place of amusement, he has but to leaf through this
book to learn how best to behave, and indeed how not to behave. And if he can find time
between his numerous invitations to balls and hunting parties, he could benefit from a pe-
rusal of the sections on gentlemanly deportment and conversational technique. Not forgetting,
of course, the all-important advice on how to treat ladies, surely an integral part of any
true gentleman’s training.

Cecil B. Hartley was a 19th-century biographer and etiquette expert. He is the author of
The Gentleman’s Book of Etiquette, The Life and Times of Colonel Daniel Boone, and The
Three Mrs. Judsons.

Reference • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915416 • February • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • Hesperus Classics

The Ladies’ Book of Etiquette and Manual of Politeness
Florence Hartley

Florence Hartley’s insightful etiquette guide was first published in 1860, and yet her
witty and useful advice on behaving like a lady often still rings true down the ages

What should you do if you notice a stranger’s dress is tucked up at the back? What are
you meant to say if you are offered food you don’t like at a dinner party? And what ought
you to wear if you’re invited to a ball? If these questions baffle you, fear not, for help is
at hand with this beautiful, nostalgic guide. You don’t need to live in the 19th century to
agree that it is rude to finish someone else’s jokes. Whatever the situation, you would like
to know how to be as ladylike as possible when seasick or the best color schemes for brides-
maids’ dresses, this thorough and wide-ranging book provides sensible and succinct guid-
ance, and sheds light onto life in the 19th century. Did you know that you could spot a
lady who had laced her corset too tightly from the lack of circulation making her nose go
red? This beautiful guide also contains sections on how to behave at a hotel, conduct in
the street, letter writing, and table etiquette.

Florence Hartley was a 19th-century writer and etiquette expert. She is the author of The
Ladies’ Handbook of Fancy and Ornamental Work and The Ladies’ Book of Etiquette.

Reference • 256 pp • 5 x 8
9781843915423 • February • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • Hesperus Classics
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Screw It!
Traditional Male Skills That Every Woman Should Know

Aubrey Smith

Have you ever wished you knew how to put up a shelf, check the oil in your car, or do
other odd jobs around the house that are traditionally assigned to men?

From changing a car tire and checking brake fluid and coolant to building a campfire and
making a compost bin, this guide features all the traditionally male skills that a woman should
learn to make her more “handy.” Divided into sections focusing on vehicle maintenance,
the home, the garden, and the great outdoors, each task is succinctly explained and ac-
companied by beautifully illustrated instructions with a traditional feel.

Aubrey Smith is the author of How to Build a Robot (With Your Dad).

Reference • 192 pp • 5 x 8 • B/W Illustrations Throughout
9781782431183 • November • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Michael O’Mara

Darn It!
Traditional Female Skills That Every Man Should Know

Sarah Williams

Have you ever wished you could sew on a button, get out a stain, or perform other help-
ful tasks traditionally assigned to women?

From baking bread and making jam to ironing a shirt and treating a sting, this book fea-
tures all the essential skills that a man should learn to make his life that little bit easier.
Divided into sections on housekeeping, craft and make do, the kitchen, and first aid, each
task is succinctly explained and accompanied by beautifully illustrated instructions. The
modern man need never again sheepishly ask for help.

Sarah Williams is a freelance writer.

Reference • 192 pp • 5 x 8 • B/W Illustrations Throughout
9781782431176 • November • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth • Michael O’Mara
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Symbols
A Universal Language

Joseph Piercy

Learn the history behind the most commonly found symbols across the world, includ-
ing the hashtag, the smiley face, the dollar sign, and more

Take a look at the story behind the world’s most famous symbols, from the peace sign to
the smiley face. See just how much importance has been attached to the smallest and sim-
plest of ideas, and read about more than 40 of the most significant symbols from religion,
politics, and popular culture down the centuries. Did you know that 15 percent of all
tweets contain the hashtag symbol? That’s more than 41 million uses of # each day. Or
that the smiley face originated in Massachusetts in the 1960s? This fascinating book high-
lights the roles symbols have played throughout history and how they have shaped our
understanding of the world.

Joseph Piercy is the author of Are You Turning Into Your Dad?, Slippery Tipples: A Guide
to Weird and Wonderful Spirits and Liqueurs, and The Story of English.

Language & Linguistics/Reference • 224 pp • 5 x 8 • B/W Illustrations Throughout
9781782431961 • October • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper • Michael O’Mara

Numberland
The World in Numbers

Mitchell Symons

Pick at these engrossing facts one at a time, or binge on them by section to get a larger
picture of the numbers that make up the world

The world is full of fascinating facts and statistics, but presented without context and in
no particular order they can be overwhelming. By interpreting the world around us through
numbers, you can break the most amazing and revealing of facts down to their bare bones.
For example, did you know that the average eyelash lasts five months? That 400 quarter-
pound hamburgers can be made out of one cow? Or that the average human will grow 590
miles of hair in a lifetime? Ordered in easily digestible sections such as “Around the World,”
“the USA,” “Money,” “Religion,” and “History,” this book allows you to navigate an or-
dered path through a noisy world of information overload.

Mitchell Symons was a principal writer of early editions of Trivial Pursuit and has writ-
ten more than 60 books, including That Book of Perfectly Useless Information, The Book
of More Perfectly Useless Information, and Where Do Nudists Keep Their Hankies?

Reference/Mathematics • 256 pp • 6 x 9
9781782430605 • September • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Michael O’Mara
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The Accidental Scientist
The Role of Chance and Luck in Scientific Discovery

Graeme Donald

The fascinating stories behind the origins of everything from braille to breast enhance-
ment, superglue to stainless steel, and the Post-it Note to Pavlov’s dog

Do you ever wonder how the ideas for some things come about? Surprisingly often it is as
much down to chance as a single person’s brilliance. This book explores the role of chance
and error in scientific, medical, and commercial innovation, outlining exactly how some of
the most well-known products, gadgets, and useful gizmos came to be. From the jacuzzi to
jeans, this book explores many of the discoveries that we are all so familiar with today, yet
have the most interesting origins because of the story behind them. Not all discoveries re-
quire brilliance, and as this book demonstrates, sometimes a special ingredient is needed: luck.

Graeme Donald is the author of a number of books about the meaning of words and pop-
ular misconceptions, including Loose Cannons and The Man Who Shot the Man Who
Shot Lincoln.

Science/Technology • 224 pp • 5 x 8
9781782430155 • September • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Michael O’Mara

Stargazers: Galileo, Copernicus, the Telescope
and the Church

Allan Chapman

A comprehensive history of how the heavens were discovered and mapped, by the lead-
ing astronomers from 1500 onwards

Building on the work of the Greek and Arabian astrologers before him, the idea of a sun-
centered universe was proposed by a church lawyer called Nicholas Copernicus. It was
later popularized by Galileo—a fantastic debater whose abrasive style won him many en-
emies—who presented new evidence, which suggested that the earth moved. This thor-
ough examination of Galileo explores both his achievements and influences. It then goes
on to trace the impact of his ideas on those who followed him, including Sir Francis Bacon,
Dr. JohnWilkins, Dr. Robert Hooke, Sir Isaac Newton, and Rev. Dr. James Bradley. Chap-
man investigates the church’s role and its intriguing relationship with the astronomers of
the day. The support and involvement of the church meant that research could be undertaken,
but at times the relationship was fractious, leading Galileo to famously declare, “the Bible
is to teach us how to go to Heaven, not how the heavens go.” In 1728, the theory of the
moving earth was finally proven by the young Rev. Dr. James Bradley.

Allan Chapman is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and author of eight books,
including Gods in the Sky and Robert Hooke and the English Renaissance. He has ap-
peared in history of science documentaries on BBC2 and National Geographic.

Science/History • 448 pp • 5 x 8
9780745956275 • November • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper • Lion Books
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LITTLE BOOK

The Little Book of the End of the World
Ken Mooney

From the Mayans to modern-day survivalists, a tongue-in-cheek look at the
best and worst predictions of Armageddon

Whether it’s a mighty battle between ancient gods, the Second Coming of a Bibli-
cal savior, or a pesky millennial computer virus, we’ve always wondered how the
world would end. And whether we’d be (un)lucky enough to see it. This book ex-
plores some of the theories about the end of days, looking from religion to science
and everything in between. Some are silly enough to laugh at; others might scare
you to death. Either way, you’ll find the End is nigh; it’s right between these pages.

Ken Mooney works in digital marketing and advertising for a large television com-
pany. He is the author of Godhead.

Social Science • 192 pp • 5 x 8 • 40 B/W Illustrations
9780750956413 • January • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Cloth
The History Press
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The Art of Memory
Frances Yates

A revolutionary book about mnemonic techniques, and their relation to the history of
philosophy, science, and literature

“One of those quite remarkable and unclassifiable books on the history of knowledge
which suddenly makes sense of three or four issues in terms of one commanding
metaphor.” —Observer

The ancient Greeks, to whom a trained memory was of vital importance—as it was to every-
one before the invention of printing—created an elaborate memory system, based on a tech-
nique of impressing “places” and“images” on the mind. Inherited and recorded by the Romans,
this art of memory passed into the European tradition, to be revived, in occult form, at the
Renaissance, and particularly by the strange and remarkable genius, Giordano Bruno. Such
is the main theme of Frances Yates’s unique and distinctive book, in the course of which
she sheds light on such diverse subjects as Dante’s Divine Comedy, the form of the Shake-
spearian theater, and the history of ancient architecture. Aside from its intrinsic fascination,
this book is an invaluable contribution to aesthetics and psychology, and to the history of
philosophy, of science, and of literature.

Frances Yates (1899–1981) achieved a worldwide reputation as a historian.

Psychology • 448 pp • 6 x 9 • 40 B/W Photos
9781847922922 (Replaces 9780712655453) • October • $32.95 (NCR) Paper
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The Intelligent Woman’s Guide
To Socialism, Capitalism, Sovietism and Fascism

George Bernard Shaw
Foreword by Polly Toynbee

A thought-provoking classic of political propaganda exposing the excesses of capital-
ism—entertaining, lucid, and relevant to today’s social movements

“He did his best in redressing the fateful unbalance between truth and reality, in lift-
ing mankind to a higher rung of social maturity. He often pointed a scornful finger at
human frailty, but his jests were never at the expense of humanity.” —Thomas Mann,
author, The Magic Mountain

I also made it quite clear that Socialism means equality of income or nothing, and that under
socialism you would not be allowed to be poor. You would be forcibly fed, clothed, lodged,
taught, and employed whether you like it or not. If it were discovered that you had not
character enough to be worth all this trouble, you might possibly be executed in a kindly
manner; but whilst you were permitted to live you would have to live well.

As a lifelong socialist, Shaw believed that economic inequality was a poison destroying every
aspect of human life, perverting family affections and the relations between the sexes. Ac-
cording to him, all British institutions were “corrupted at the root by pecuniary interest”—
and idealism, integrity, and any piecemeal attempts at political reform were futile in the
face of the gross injustice built into the Empire’s economic system. Begun in 1924—the year
of the British Labor Party’s first period of office under Ramsay MacDonald (who hailed it
as “the world’s most important book since the Bible”)—and first published in 1928, this
guide draws on Shaw’s decades of activism.

George Bernard Shaw (1856–1950) was a Nobel Prize–winning Irish playwright and critic,
as well as an ardent socialist and tireless activist for the working class. Polly Toynbee is a
Guardian columnist.

Political Science • 512 pp • 5.5 x 8.5 • 8 B/W Photos
9781847493330 (Replaces 9781847492432) • September • $15.95 (NCR) Paper
Alma Classics
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Living on the Deadline
Inside Stories, Off-beat Observations and Global Adventures of a Top Sports Writer

Frank Malley
Foreword by Bradley Wiggins

What it’s like to travel the world, covering the biggest stories in sports, for a quarter of
a century

From Sydney to Rome to Tirana to Tokyo, this memoir reveals what it’s really like to be
an international writer on the road. As a columnist with the Daily Express and chief sports
writer with the Press Association, Frank Malley has amassed a wealth of poignant and hu-
morous anecdotes while reporting on World Cups, Ryder Cups, tennis Grand Slams, and
Ashes Test matches. Along the way he has sailed with Ben Ainslie, kicked with JonnyWilkin-
son, and faced Greg Rusedski’s 149 mph serve. His memoir, full of wry observations, con-
tains unique glimpses into the grandeur of George Bes’s funeral inside Stormont Castle,
the up-close brutality of Mike Tyson, the heady emotion of the London Olympics, andWigan
Athletic’s historic FA Cup victory.

Frank Malley is the author of Champions and the Press Association’s chief sports writer.
Bradley Wiggins is a professional cyclist, and in 2012 he became the first British cyclist
to win the Tour de France.

Autobiography/Sports • 320 pp • 5 x 8.5
9781909626461 • October • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper • Pitch Publishing

Nadal
The Biography

Tom Oldfield

An in-depth look at tennis superstar Rafael Nadal’s rise to the top of his game

Every sport has its superstars, but there is a small, elite group reserved for those who truly
transcend their sport. Entering 2014 as the world number one, with 13 Grand Slam titles
to his name, Rafael Nadal belongs in this group. Nadal’s tennis journey began at
age three in his native Mallorca, and he quickly emerged as a natural, surging into the top
50 of the world rankings by the age of 16. Originally considered a clay-court specialist,
he quickly showed he was much more than that. While he continues to make Roland Gar-
ros his second home, the Spaniard has also captured the Wimbledon, Australian Open, and
US Open crowns, completing the full set of Grand Slams in 2010. From his 2008 marathon
against Roger Federer atWimbledon to his classic semi-final victory against Novak Djokovic
at the 2013 French Open, Nadal never disappoints on the big stage. His on-court brilliance
is only matched by his off-court humility. And, at 28, there is plenty more to come. So long
as he stays clear of the persistent knee injuries that have haunted him, the Spaniard is on
pace to finish his career as the greatest player of all time.

Tom Oldfield is the author of Arsene Wenger: Pure Genius, Cristiano Ronaldo: The Bi-
ography, and Rafael Nadal: The Biography.

Biography/Tennis • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781782199090 (Replaces 9781844549498) • September • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
John Blake
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Andy Murray: Seventy-Seven
My Road to Wimbledon Glory

Andy Murray

Andy Murray’s own account of his road to Wimbledon glory

Andy Murray takes readers on a personal journey through his career. In a mem-
oir focusing on the last two dramatic years, he shares his thoughts on the pivotal
moments of his playing career and allows fans a glimpse into his world—his in-
tense training regime, his close-knit team, and his mental and physical battle to
get to the very top. This beautiful, very personal book is a stunning celebration
of Andy’s career so far.

Andy Murray is the 2013 Wimbledon singles champion, the 2012 Olympic tennis
men’s singles champion, and the winner of the Grand Slam singles tournament in
the 2012 US Open.

Memoir/Tennis • 288 pp • 7.5 x 9
158 Color Photos
9780755365968 • September
$29.95 (NCR) Cloth
Headline Book Publishing

Novak Djokovic and the Rise of Serbia
The Sporting Statesman

Chris Bowers

A biography of one of the greatest living tennis players, and his relationship with his home-
land of Serbia

Novak Djokovic is not just one of the world’s great tennis players, he is the de facto am-
bassador for his homeland, Serbia. Not an easy job, given the lingering resonance of Ser-
bia’s role in the 1990s Yugoslav wars in the world’s news bulletins. To this day, the words
“Serbia” and “atrocities” are linked in the minds of many. This study of both Djokovic and
Serbia paints two powerful portraits. It traces the story of the boy from modest surround-
ings, telling how he met the woman who not only taught him tennis but how to deal with
life as a high-profile icon, charts his battle with illness and his relationship with a volatile

father, and how his on-court accomplishments have made
his country proud. But it also tells the story of Serbia, pulling
no punches about its role in the 1990s wars but offering a
sensitive interpretation of the hopes and aspirations of a peo-
ple with a troubled past. This book weaves together these
sporting and geopolitical strands to present a sensitive por-
trait of a man and his people, and how determination mar-
ried with sensitivity can create a sporting statesman.
Chris Bowers is a freelance writer and broadcaster who has covered the global tennis scene for
more than 20 years. He is a commentator for Eurosport and also appears on ESPN and various
radio stations around the world. He is the author of Federer: The Biography.

Biography/Tennis • 300 pp • 6 x 9 • 22 Color Photos
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Running
The Autobiography

Ronnie O’Sullivan

World snooker champion Ronnie O’Sullivan’s frank and honest account of his aston-
ishingly dramatic life

“The snooker legend’s life story reads more like an airport thriller than the usual
bland sports autobiography. . . . Even snooker haters will be rooting for Ronnie in the
game of life.” —OK! on Ronnie

Running is my drug. To be honest, drugs (and alcohol) used to be my drug, but now I’ve
got the healthiest addiction going. Running is what has helped me fight my demons, win
five world snooker championships, and cope with all the crap life’s thrown at me. They
say what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger, and in this book I look at everything that
hasn’t killed me, but has had a good go—my addictive personality, depression, my dad’s
murder conviction, the painful break-up with the mother of my children, and the diffi-
culty of balancing family life with that of a sportsman. Those are the downers. But it’s
also about the great things in my life—my kids, snooker, my dad’s release from prison,
great mates who have helped me, and the psychiatrist Dr. Steve Peters who has taught me
how not to run away from life when it gets tricky. For the first time, I explain some of my

Tennis
Skills - Tactics - Techniques

Jeremy Woods

The perfect book for anyone wanting to improve their performance, from begin-
ners learning the basic skills to more experienced participants working on advanced
techniques

This no-nonsense guide will give any player an all-important advantage. Detailed full-
color photographic sequences show you how to play each shot correctly. Expert ad-
vice is offered on footwork and balance, positional and stroke tactics, finding what
grip works best for you, choosing the right clothes and equipment, and the impor-
tance of eating properly and staying hydrated. Learn how to treat and avoid injuries
and how to prepare both physically and mentally for competition.

JeremyWoods is an LTA licensed Senior Performance Coach with more than 35 years
of experience. He is also an active player on the ITF Seniors tour.

Tennis • 128 pp • 7.5 x 9.5 • 183 Color Photos • 21 Diagrams
9781847977489 (Replaces 9781852234676) • September
$22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Crowood Press

CROWOOD SPORTS GUIDES

madder moments—why I walked out in the middle of a match against Stephen Hendry, why I sat with a wet cloth over my
face in a match against Mark King. This is a book about what it takes to be a champion—the sacrifices you have to make, the
obsessive practice, the selfishness. Finally, it’s a book about what it’s like to get the buzz, and I hope anybody who’s ever got
the running buzz will relate to this.

Ronnie O’Sullivan is widely regarded as the most gifted snooker player ever. In May 2012 he won the World Championship
and announced his retirement. He then returned in May 2013, having not played for a year, to win the World Championship
for a fifth time. He is the author of one previous autobiography, Ronnie.

Autobiography/Sports • 274 pp • 6 x 9 • 23 Color Photos • 2 B/W Photos
9781409149569 • October • $22.95 (NCR) Paper • Orion Publishing
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Fit to Run
The Complete Guide to Injury-Free Running

Phillip Pearson

A must-have guide to avoiding running-related injuries, for beginning and seasoned
athletes alike

Running remains one of the cheapest and most accessible forms of aerobic fitness. All
you need is a pair of running shoes and the courage to step out of the front door. Don’t
let the fear of injury put you off now. This book aims to help runners avoid the kinds
of injuries that disrupt training schedules and plague careers. Aimed at everyone from
the complete beginner to the competitive runner, this book covers it all: warm-up and
cool-down; stretching exercises; technique; core stability and posture; diet and nutri-
tion; treating injuries; and an introduction to current exercise science.

Phillip Pearson is an independent educational consult-
ant in sport and exercise sciences. He is an accomplished
competitive athlete, having represented Great Britain
Masters at European and World Championship level in
both duathlon and triathlon and is a former Great Britain
National Duathlon Champion.
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100 Essential Triathlon Sessions
The Definitive Training Programme for All Serious Triathletes

Steve Trew and Dan Bullock
Foreword by Darren Smith and Jodie Stimpson

Triathlon training advice from two of the sport’s top coaches

The triathlon has seen huge changes in the past few decades: it has grown in popularity,
been recognized as an Olympic sport, and witnessed a rapid increase in standards of per-
formance at all levels. These changes have been accompanied by major developments in
training principles and methods. Two of the UK’s top triathlon coaches have teamed up
to write this definitive training program for all serious triathletes. These 100 sessions—
30 swim, 30 bike, 30 run, and 10 brick—have been developed and honed for many years,
and have proved effective in improving performance.

Steve Trew is a triathlon coach, race commentator, broad-
caster, and journalist. He has coached at European and
World Championships and has been at the last five Olympic
Games in various roles as coach or commentator. Steve was
a BBC triathlon commentator at the 2012 London Olympic
Games. Dan Bullock was 220 Triathlon magazine’s
Triathlon Coach of the Year in 2005/2006.Darren Smith is an international professional triathalon
coach. Jodie Stimpson is a world-champion triathelete.

Sports • 160 pp • 6.5 x 9.5 • 35 Color Photos • 5 Diagrams
9781847976727 • September • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper • Crowood Press
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Mental!
The Toughest, Bloodiest and Hardest Challenges in the World

Helen Summer

A look at more than 60 of the most extreme marathons, triathlons, bike rides, and other
iconic endurance events from around the globe

Each year, thousands of competitors pit themselves against the elements, extremes of ge-
ography, and their own psyches to take part in the world’s hardest physical challenges. From
the cold of the highest peaks to the unforgiving heat of the desert, by sea, bike, or foot,
seemingly ordinary people are undertaking extraordinary feats. Whether seeking to prove
themselves as athletes, or attempting to escape the humdrum, one thing they all have in com-
mon is an unbreakable drive to test the very limits of their endurance. The endurance events
discussed here take in the hottest, coldest, highest, and most remote locations, and the tough-
est, cruelest, and wackiest challenges. With a detailed description of each event, featuring
personal stories from the competitors, this book offers massive highs and excruciating lows,
and shows just what can be achieved in pushing the bounds of human endeavor.

Helen Summer is a running coach who has been involved in running for more than 40 years.
She is the author of Running Crazy.

Sports • 288 pp • 5 x 8 • 12 Color Photos
9781782199236 • November • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper • John Blake

Le Tour de France
The Greatest Race in Cycling History

Ray Hamilton

An intriguing miscellany of stats, facts, and stories for anyone who truly appreciates
the Tour

The Tour de France is one of the most prestigious and physically challenging sporting events
in the world, and is the jewel in professional cycling’s crown. This pocket-sized miscellany
is packed with the Tour’s most memorable moments, with curious facts, amazing anecdotes,
and intriguing statistics from more than a century of unforgettable racing.

Ray Hamilton is a freelance writer and editor. He has edited books on a wide range of
subjects, including politics, history, travel, and sports.

Sports Cycling • 208 pp • 4 x 7
9781849535076 • September
$15.95 (Can $18.95) Cloth
Summersdale
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The Official Tour de France Records
Chris Sidwells

An official reference to one of the world’s most famous sporting events

Delving into the world of the Tour de France, the biggest and most glamorous of all
cycling races, this book highlights the great battles for the race’s jerseys: yellow for
the race leader, polka-dot for the king of the mountains, green for the points com-
petition, and white for the best young rider, since the event began in 1903. There
are also hundreds of stories, features, and statistics on the legendary riders, famous
teams, and back-breaking climbs in the high mountains that have helped to make
the Tour one of the most exciting and popular sports spectacles in the world. The
facts, stats, lists, and tables are brought to life by fantastic photography.

Chris Sidwells, the nephew of British cycling legend Tom Simpson, is a journalist,
photographer, and author who has covered cycling for more than a decade. His writ-
ing and photographs feature in every issue of Cycle Sport and Cycling Weekly. His
books include DK’s Bicycle Repair Manual and A Race for Madmen.

Sports Cycling • 208 pp • 8 x 11 • 350 Color Photos
9781780975665 • December • $35.00 (NCR) Paper • Carlton Publishing Group

Cycling’s Strangest Tales
Extraordinary but True Stories

Iain Spragg

Eighty bizarre cycling stories dating back as far as the invention of the wheel

Welcome to the weird, wonderful, and two-wheeled world of cycling. The velocipede invented
by Baron Karl von Drais in 1817 started the craze for the two-wheeled machine that has had
a renaissance that few would have predicted. During those decades, bicycles have thrown up
more than their fair share of extraordinary and bizarre stories. Iain Spragg has trawled the
bicycle history books to give you the most fascinating collection of stories, from the first bi-
cycle trip across the globe (an Englishman on a penny farthing in 1886, of course), the 1904
Tour de France winner who was disqualified when it emerged he had caught the train, the
1937 Japanese invasion of China spearheaded by 50,000 bicycle-mounted troops, and the
Japanese enthusiast who stayed stationary on a bike for five and a half hours in 1965. With
stories from amateur and professional cycling, this is a thoroughly entertaining collection of
tales for any two-wheeled enthusiast.

Iain Spragg is a journalist and the author of London Underground’s Strangest Tales.

Sports • 176 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9781909396494 • October • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper • Pavilion
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Alex Ferguson
My Autobiography

Sir Alex Ferguson

The celebratory, revealing, inspiring, and entertaining autobiography of the greatest man-
ager in the history of British soccer

“Sir Alex Ferguson has written a lovely conversation. It is the sense of fatherly love that
he brings to the book when he writes about the players club and the sport itself that
makes it shine.” —SILive.com

“[A] masterpiece.” —InternationalSoccerNetwork.com

Over the past four years, Alex Ferguson has been reflecting on and jotting down the high-
lights of his extraordinary career, and here he reveals his amazing story as it unfolded, from
his very early days in the tough shipyard areas of Govan. Sir Alex announced his retirement
as manager of Manchester United after 27 years in the role. He has gone out in a blaze of
glory, with United winning the Premier League for the 13th time, and he is widely consid-
ered to be the greatest manager in the history of British soccer. Over the last quarter of a cen-
tury there have been seismic changes at Manchester United, with the only constant element
the quality of the manager’s league-winning squad and United’s run of success, which included
winning the Champions League for a second time in 2008. Sir Alex created a purposeful, but
welcoming, and much envied culture at the club which has lasted the test of time. He discusses managing these seismic changes,
and the growth of Man U as a global sports power. He shares the farewells to Roy Keane and David Beckham, describes the
process of building a new Champions League side around Ronaldo and Rooney, and ruminates upon the great rivalries with
Liverpool, Arsenal, Chelsea, and City. He also shares his thoughts on the psychology of management, and his passions and in-
terests outside the game.

Sir Alex Ferguson played for Queen’s Park and five other professional soccer clubs including the idols of his boyhood, Rangers.
He went on to manage Manchester United for 27 years.

Autobiography/Sports • 416 pp • 5 x 8 • Hodder Paperbacks
Paper: 9780340919408 • October • $14.95 (NCR)
Cloth: 9780340919392 • Available • $29.95 (NCR)

Fergie the Greatest
The Biography of Sir Alex Ferguson

Frank Worrall

A biography of one of the all-time greats in English soccer, fully updated to include the
2013 Premier League win

Sir Alexander Ferguson, Kt, CBE, is a popular former soccer manager and former player,
managing Manchester United from 1986 to 2013. He is the second-longest serving man-
ager in their history after Sir Matt Busby, while his tenure is the longest of all the current
League managers. During this time, Ferguson won many awards, and he holds many records
including winning Manager of the Year most times in British soccer history. In 2008, he
became the third British manager to win the European Cup on more than one occasion.
He was an inaugural inductee into the English Football Hall of Fame for his services to
the English game, was knighted in 1999 by Queen Elizabeth II, and currently holds the
Freedom of the City of Aberdeen for his services to the city, having managed the city’s soc-
cer club to a host of major trophies in the early to mid-1980s.

Frank Worrell is a journalist who writes regularly for the Sun and the Sunday Times. He
is also the author of the number-one bestseller Roy Keane: Red Man Walking, and count-
less soccer books, including Giggsy, The Magnificent Seven, and Rooney: Wayne’s World.

Biography/Sports • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781782199083 (Replaces 9781782197300) • October • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper
John Blake
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David Moyes
The Chosen One

Frank Worrall

One man, dubbed the Chosen One, has stepped into what they call the impossible job: suc-
ceeding the greatest soccer manager of all time, at the biggest club of them all

On May 8, 2013, Sir Alex Ferguson announced he would retire from Manchester United
after 26 years in the Old Trafford hot seat. The next day, David Moyes, ordained by Sir
Alex himself, was anointed as the man to take up the mantle. Moyes, a tough Scot in the
Fergie mold, would inherit a squad that had won the Premier League in Fergie’s farewell
season, and lead them to new heights. At least, that was the spin put out by the club. The
job would prove much harder than he anticipated: had he actually taken on a poisoned
chalice after 11 steady years at Everton? In this, the first-ever biography on the new Man-
chester United manager, bestselling soccer author Frank Worrall digs deep to provide a
comprehensive picture of the man on whom United’s worldwide army of fans now depend.
The book gives a detailed profile of Moyes the soccer manager, but also Moyes the father,
the husband, the man of integrity and devout faith. It also asks and answers the contro-
versial questions every United fan wants to know. Did David Moyes walk into a club in
need of a squad shake-up from top to bottom, or was he simply not as good a motivator
as the man he replaced? How will Moyes change United—and can he not only survive,
but prosper? Or is he destined to be another Frank O’Farrell or Wilf McGuinness, wilt-
ing in the shadow of Ferguson as that duo did with Sir Matt Busby? This is the inside story
of the Chosen One—the book every Manchester United fan has been waiting for.

Frank Worrell is a journalist who writes regularly for the Sun and the Sunday Times. He
is also the author of the number-one bestseller Roy Keane: Red Man Walking, and count-
less soccer books, including Giggsy, The Magnificent Seven, and Rooney: Wayne’s World.

Biography/Sports • 288 pp • 6 x 9 • 12 Color Photos
9781782199229 • Canceled • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • John Blake

Sven: My Story
Sven-Göran Eriksson

A wonderfully honest and beautifully written memoir from one of the most intriguing
soccer managers of the last 25 years

Perhaps no soccer manager has ever had his personal life dissected as thoroughly as Sven-
Göran Eriksson. Yet the man that monopolized the British press during five tumultuous years
as England manager remains an enigma.Who, precisely, is Sven? Here, in his no-holds-barred
autobiography, the secretive Swede takes us on one of the wildest rides in world soccer. Pop-
ulated by fake sheikhs, Italian lawyers, Nottingham outlaws, and, of course, many of the
biggest names in the game, his is a 40-year-long career that coincides with the evolution
of the sport into a global multibillion-dollar industry. Most of all, this is a surprisingly ten-
der, sometimes heartbreaking, but never bitter account of a simple man with a most com-
plicated story. A man who has reached a crossroads in his life, who until now has never
stopped to ask himself the question: was it worth it?

Sven-Göran Eriksson’s remarkable career spans four decades across as many continents. At
the age of 34, he led mostly amateur side IFK Gothenburg to UEFA Cup victory in one of
the greatest upsets in pro soccer history. In 2001, he became the first foreign manager of
the England national team, reaching three consecutive quarter-finals in major tournaments.
Following managerial positions at Manchester City, Mexico, Ivory Coast, and Leicester, he
is currently the technical director of Al Nasr in the United Arab Emirates league.

Autobiography/Sports • 304 pp • 5 x 7.75
9781472211491 • October • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Headline Book Publishing
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Keano
The Biography

Stafford Hildred and Tim Ewbank

Soccer legend Roy Keane has found extraordinary success as both a player and a manager,
though his attitude and actions have led to no small amount of controversy over the years

Roy Keane is a huge presence, on or off the pitch. Talented, determined, outspoken but al-
ways respected, he continues to exercise enormous influence on the game—and away from
it. Whether lambasting the “prawn sandwich brigade” of Manchester United fans, or dis-
missing his former boss, Sir Alex Ferguson’s criticisms as “insulting nonsense,” he speaks his
mind with the same take-no-prisoners attitude that characterized his battling displays as Man-
chester United’s captain. Throughout a distinguished playing and managerial career that took
in Nottingham Forest, Manchester United, Celtic, and Ireland, as well as working as a com-
mentator for ITV, he has displayed the same qualities of aggression and determination that
mark out his comments off the pitch—not without controversy, for his uncompromising na-
ture and willingness to speak his mind brought him a slew of headlines over the years. Now
fully updated to take account of Keane’s continuing success as assistant manager of the Re-
public of Ireland team, this book reveals all about the man, the player, the manager, and, in-
creasingly, the public figure. By speaking to those close to their subject, as well as members
of the public who have encountered him in their everyday lives, the authors have gained ex-
traordinary insights into the man known affectionately to so many fans as “Keano.”

Stafford Hildred is a reporter. He and Tim Ewbank are the coauthors of several books, including John Thaw,Olivia, Rod Stew-
art, and Sir David Jason.

Sports/Biography • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781782199960 (Replaces 9781844546442) • December • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • John Blake

Rory McIlroy
The Biography

Frank Worrall

A fascinating story of one of golf’s greatest ever talents

Hard-hitting Rory McIlroy was always destined to become a professional golfer from the
moment he recorded a 40-yard drive aged just two. His first hole in one came when he
was nine, and he played in his first professional European tour event as a 16-year-old in
2005. His maiden victory came in the 2009 Dubai Desert Classic, where he endured a nail-
biting final hole, and he has since gone on to win multiple events around the world. After
falling apart at the 2011 Masters, his final breakthrough came in June 2011 when he won
his first major, the US Open. An incredible 2012 followed, in which he became the num-
ber one ranked golfer in the world. But in 2013, despite high aspirations, Rory did not
fare well in major tournaments—not, that is, until the end of the year, when he won the
Australian Open by one stroke.

Frank Worrall is a journalist who writes for the Sun
and the Sunday Times. He is also the author of the
number-one bestseller Roy Keane: Red Man Walking,
and countless soccer books, includingGiggsy, The Mag-
nificent Seven, and Rooney: Wayne’s World.

Sports/Biography • 288 pp • 5 x 8 • 8 Color Photos
9781782199212 (Replaces 9781782194309)
October • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • John Blake
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Messi
Guillem Balague

A rare glimpse into the life and career of Lionel Messi, one of the greatest soccer play-
ers of all time

On May 1, 2005, 17-year-old Lionel Messi scored his first goal for FC Barcelona, becom-
ing, at the time, the youngest player ever to score in a league match for the Catalan club.
Since then, his story has been one of meteoric—and seemingly limitless—success. Now, this
compelling and perceptive biography by respected soccer journalist Guillem Balague gets
to the heart of the mystery and genius that is Messi. From that first, league-winning season
to the present, this chronicle details Messi’s historic feats, analyzing the reasons behind his
barely comprehensible success. It examines the integral role he played during the 2008–2009
season, during which Barcelona won the league, the domestic cup, and the Champion’s League,
as well as the drive and determination that saw him score an astonishing 91 goals in 2012,
becoming—at the age of 25—Barcelona’s all-time top
scorer, and win four consecutive FIFA World Player of
the Year awards. This account also examines Messi’s in-
ternational career, during which, after a slow start, he
has become Argentina’s second top scorer of all time. This

The European Football Yearbook 2014–15
27th edition

Mike Hammond

The 27th edition of the only statistical pro soccer reference book supported by
the UEFA

Lavishly illustrated with maps, artwork, and photos, this ultimate reference contains
everything that a soccer fan needs to watch their favorite team or country as they bat-
tle for glory. It begins with a review of UEFA competitions, at club and national lev-
els, for adults, Under-17, Under-19, and Under-21, plus women’s soccer.A detailed review
of the FIFA World Cup 2014 is followed by the thought-provoking Top 100 Players
of the Season section, with each of the 100 top stars in Europe—not just those who
represent UEFA member nations—discussed with biographical and statistical information.
At the core of the book is the statistical review of all 54 UEFA member nations’ do-
mestic competitions, not just league tables, but a full results service (with dates, ven-
ues, and scorers for every league match), plus appearance information for each club
in the league and main cup competition. The last section concentrates on the clubs in
the top division of each member nation for the upcoming season, with a map of the
country and information on each of their European competition entrants. An appen-
dix gives details of UEFA, an events calendar for UEFA competitions in 2014/15, and
the 2016 UEFA European Championship qualifying competition.

Mike Hammond is assisted by more than 50 soccer experts from around Europe who
supply him with the data from all of the 54 UEFA soccer associations.

Soccer • 1120 pp • 7 x 9 • 300 Color Photos • 300 Color Illustrations • 55 Maps
9781780975672 • December • $39.95 (NCR) Paper • Carlton Publishing Group

is the story of one of the finest players to ever grace the sport of soccer, the diminutive Ar-
gentine who has been named by Diego Maradona himself as his successor and who always
plays with a smile on his face at one of the biggest clubs in the world.

Guillem Balague is a soccer journalist and a regular columnist for the Spanish sports daily
AS and UEFA Champions magazine. He has also contributed to the Observer and the Times.
He serves as the Spanish soccer expert for Sky Sports in the UK, and is the author of Pep
Guardiola: Another Way of Winning and A Season on the Brink.

Biography/Sports • 288 pp • 5 x 8 • 41 Color Photos
9781409146605 (Replaces 9781409146599) • December
$22.95 (NCR) Paper • Orion Publishing
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The Anatomy of Liverpool
A History in Ten Matches

Jonathan Wilson and Scott Murray

A compelling forensic analysis of 10 key Liverpool soccer matches that have shaped the club’s
fortunes for more than a century

Much of the soccer news coverage these days has little to do with what actually occurs on the
pitch. Jonathan Wilson has established himself as one of the sport’s preeminent writers, fo-
cusing on the tactics and how events on the pitch have shaped soccer history. From the long-
lost triumphs of manager TomWatson, who arrived in 1896, to the 1977 European Cup triumph
over Borussia Mönchengladbach, to the astonishing Champions League Final comeback against
AC Milan, the “Miracle of Istanbul,” in 2005, this book covers 10 of the most important Liv-
erpool matches. Legendary players and managers of the stature of Bill Shankly, Bob Paisley,
and Kenny Dalglish populate these pages, which highlight the genius and the flaws of indi-
viduals by examining them in practice. Certain games lie on the fault lines of history. Perhaps
they mark the end of one era or the beginning of another. Perhaps they encapsulate a summa-
tion of a manager’s reign. Or perhaps they mark a crossroads, moments at which soccer looked
one way, and then went the other. But this is not a virtual history of Liverpool FC. Jonathan
Wilson’s prime purpose is not to speculate on what might have been. Rather it tries to deter-
mines why what was, was. The Anatomy of Liverpool tells the story of a great club through a
detailed examination of 10 key matches looking, as a soccer history must, first and foremost, at the ball.

JonathanWilson is the author of Inverting the Pyramid, which won the National Sporting Club Football Book of the Year Award
and was short-listed for the William Hill Sports Book of the Year. He is also the author of The Anatomy of England: A History
in Ten Matches, Behind the Curtain: Travels in Eastern European Football, Brian Clough: The Biography, The Outsider: A His-
tory of the Goalkeeper, and Sunderland: A Club Transformed. He writes for the Guardian, Sports Illustrated, and World Soc-
cer, and is the editor of The Blizzard. Scott Murray is the author of And Gazza Misses the Final, with Rob Smyth, and Football
for Dummies.

Sports • 224 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9781409144410 • October • $32.95 (NCR) Cloth • Orion Publishing

Premier League
A History in 10 Matches

Jim White

A celebration of the history of the Premier League, in 10 definitive matches

“Wonderfully entertaining.” —Sunday Telegraph

The Premier League transformed the violent terrace culture of the 1970s and 1980s into
sophisticated sporting theater with a global audience of billions. Sports writer Jim White
has chosen 10 epic clashes to represent the league’s rise, evoking the sweat and effort
of each match in thrilling detail. White profiles players, managers, and owners; charts the
ebb and flow of club fortunes in soccer and fiscal terms; and brings to life the turning points
and moments of drama, joy, and despair that have punctuated the first 21 years of global
soccer’s most watched league.

JimWhite has written for the Independent, the Guardian, and the Telegraph. He is the au-
thor of Manchester United: The Biography.

Soccer • 400 pp • 5 x 8 • 62 Color Photos
9781781854327 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Head of Zeus
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USA Soccer Guy’s 50 Insane Soccer Moments
USA Soccer Guy

A hilarious exploration of soccer’s greatest moments from the hugely popular Twit-
ter phenomenon USA Soccer Guy—essential reading for fans of Coach Hodgson,
Dwayne Rooney, and the rest of the England Soccer Club guys

If you’re a soccer fan and you’re on Twitter, you probably follow @USASoccerGuy.
His account is that rare thing—a genuinely funny Twitter account that has actually
stayed funny. His persona is that of an American soccer pundit with a very sketchy
knowledge of the British game—live-tweeting along with matches on the television,
he talks in ridiculous ill-informed Americanisms and his best-loved catchphrases in-
clude “goalshot!,” “hand denial!,” and “completion whistle!” Particularly hilarious
are his names for UK soccer teams (which he sells as T-shirts, too)—including the Sun-
derland Red Stripers, Chelsea Blue Lions, and Aston Vanilla. In this exciting and vol-
ume, USA Soccer Guy brings you his unique take on the 25 most awesome moments
in soccer history, including Eric Cantona’s classic kung fu kick in 1995, Maradona’s
Hand Felony of God in 1986, and David Beckham going to LA Galaxy.

USA Soccer Guy is a Twitter phenomenon, with more than 275,000 followers and
counting.

Sports/Humor • 128 pp • 5 x 6.25 • 20 B/W Illustrations
9781909396739 • November • $11.95 (Can $13.95) Cloth • Pavilion

The Nowhere Men
The Unknown Story of Football’s True Talent Spotters

Michael Calvin

A fascinating insight into the enclosed world of soccer scouts

“A magnificent book, full of extraordinary characters and beautifully told.”
—Guardian

“A book you have to read.” —Times

A teenaged boy plays soccer in a suburban park. His name is Raheem Sterling. The call is
made: “Get down here quick. This is something special.” Another boy is eight, going on
28. His name is Jack Wilshere. The referee, an Arsenal scout, spirits him away from Luton
Town.A young goalkeeper struggles on loan at Cheltenham Town in League Two. His name
is Jack Butland.Within months he is playing for England.Welcome to soccer’s hidden tribe.
Scouts are everywhere yet nowhere, faceless and nameless, despite making the informed
decisions worth millions. Award-winning sportswriter Michael Calvin opens up their hid-
den world, examining their disconnected lifestyles, petty betrayals, and unconsidered pro-
fessionalism of men who spend long, lonely hours on the road.

Michael Calvin is a sportswriter who has worked in more than 80 countries and covered
seven summer Olympics and six World Cup finals. He is chief sports writer with the In-
dependent on Sunday, and has held similar positions at the Daily Telegraph, the Times,
and the Mail on Sunday.

Soccer • 344 pp • 5 x 8
9780099580263 • November • $16.95 (NCR) Paper • Arrow
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Chelsea: A Backpass Through History
Follow the authoritative text charting the historical rise from the origins
of Chelsea’s founding father Gus Mears acquiring the Stamford Bridge athletic sta-
dium to their rise to the top. This book offers in-depth statistical information, ad-
ditional career player retrospectives, a focus on the managers who have guided
the club, and a special feature on Jose Mourinho. It also includes four DVDs with
more than four hours of vintage Chelsea matches and profiles some of the clubs
star players, including Kerry Dixon, John Hollins, RayWilkins, and Peter Osgood.

9780957690950 • September

Liverpool: A Backpass Through History
Follow the authoritative text charting the historical rise from its origins of Liv-
erpool’s founding father John Houlding, changing out of the back of the Sandon
Hotel, to the mighty Liverpool Football Club—the team that dominated English
and European soccer throughout the 1970s and 1980s.With additional career player
retrospectives, a focus on the managers who have guided the club, and some in-
depth statistical information, this limited edition book looks at some of those his-
torical moments in this unique collection through image, on film, and on the record.
Four DVDs also include more than four hours of vintage Liverpool matches and
profile some of the clubs star players, including King Kenny, Kevin Keegan, Ian
Rush, and John Barnes.

9780957690905 • October

A BACKPASS THROUGH HISTORY

Michael A. O’Neill

Insights into the unique journeys of the most famous
soccer clubs in the world, highly illustrated and with four DVDs

Limited edition fully illustrated books provide authoritative historical text,
as well as four DVDs of action culled from 30 years of the ITV Sport Archive.

Michael O’Neill has written scripts for, produced, and narrated historical documentaries, which have been
shown on the Discovery Channel and the History Channel. He has written several books about soccer.

Each: Soccer • 112 pp • 10.5 x 10.5 • 75 Color Photos • 25 B/W Photos • 4 DVDs
Run Time: 4 Hrs • $59.95 (Can $71.95) Hardcover & DVD • Front Row Books

Arsenal: A Backpass Through History
Follow the authoritative text charting a nostalgia-packed journey through Arse-
nal’s evolution from its beginnings as a south London munitions factory team right
through to the mighty Gunners and their ascent to the top with some of the most
talented players ever seen. This book offers player career retrospectives and in-
depth statistical information together with a focus on the managers who have guided
the club, including a special feature on ArseneWenger. Four DVDs offer four hours
of vintage Arsenal matches and profile some of the Gunners star players, includ-
ing John Radford, Alan Ball, Malcolm McDonald, Liam Brady, David O’Leary,
Tony Adams, and Thierry Henry.

9780957690943 • September
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Manchester United: A Backpass Through History
Follow the authoritative text charting the historical rise from Man U’s ori-
gins as Newton Heath Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Football Club to
the mighty Manchester United Football Club—the team that has domi-
nated British soccer for the last 20 years. With additional career player ret-
rospectives, a focus on the managers who have guided the club, and some
in-depth statistical information, this limited edition book looks at some of
those historical moments in this unique collection through image, on film,
and on the record, including a special feature on the career of Sir Alex Fer-
guson. Four DVDs also include more than four hours of vintage Man U
matches and profile some of United’s star players, including Best, Law, Charl-
ton, Robson, Hughes, and Giggs.

9780957690929 • September

A BACKPASS THROUGH HISTORY

Each: Soccer • 112 pp • 10.5 x 10.5 • 75 Color Photos • 25 B/W Photos• 4 DVDs
Run Time: 4 Hrs • $59.95 (Can $71.95) Hardcover & DVD • Front Row Books

Manchester City: A Backpass Through History
Follow the authoritative text charting the historic rise from Man
City’s origins starting out as St. Mark’s (West Gordon) through to their
rise to the top of English soccer with some of the most talented players
in the world.With additional career player retrospectives, a focus on the
managers who have guided the club, and some in-depth statistical infor-
mation, this limited edition book looks at those special moments in Man-
chester City’s history using rare photographs, images, and unique
television footage. Four DVDs also include more than four hours of vin-
tage City matches and profile some of the clubs star players, including
Bell, Barnes, Tueart, and Mike Summerbee.

9780957690936 • October
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Rugby Drills
125 Activities to Improve Your Coaching Sessions

Eamonn Hogan

A collection of 125 activities, practices, and games designed to improve coaching ses-
sions at all levels of the game

The rugby drills presented here are organized into chapters according to a particular skill
or phase of the game, from the warm-up to handling, contact, lineout, scrum, kicking,
and defense. Each chapter starts with a series of simple activities before progressing through
to more complex ones, each broken down into step-by-step explanations and diagrams,
as well as guidance on how to increase the level of difficulty. Tried and tested over a num-
ber of years, and proven to work in developing skills and teamwork with players of all
abilities, many of the drills were created by the author, while some have been used by
the most famous coaches in the world. All of them were designed for use without the
need for specialist or expensive equipment.

Eamonn Hogan has been a rugby coach for 22 years, coaching at grassroots youth level
up to senior men’s and women’s international. He is a contributor to the internationally
renowned Rugby Coach Weekly magazine as well as a premier columnist on the website
www.Rugbymag.com.

Sports • 160 pp • 6.5 x 9.5 • 250 Diagrams
9781847976550 • September • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Cloth • Crowood Press

Coaching Youth Rugby
An Essential Guide for Coaches, Parents and Teachers

Keith Richardson

An essential guide for all coaches, parents, and teachers of young rugby players, writ-
ten by an experienced rugby coach

This one-stop practical resource will give a new coach everything needed to deliver fun,
dynamic, player-centered practice sessions and guidance on how to run a team. Coaches
at all levels of the game will find materials and ideas aimed at helping them formulate
simple strategies to suit their level of player ability. Included are lots of practical small-
team games and drills; these enable coaches to run active and fun sessions for young play-
ers, and help teach fundamental rugby skills, from passing and handling to tackling, kicking,
scrum, and lineout. Coaching theories are presented in an uncomplicated and easy-to-
understand manner. This guide has been field tested, and includes age-specific informa-
tion to help you learn how to communicate with players, parents, other coaches, and
officials, to help you manage your team on match days and provide measures for en-
suring player safety.

Keith Richardson is a Level 4 RFU coach and was editor of the RFU Technical Jour-
nal. Keith’s previous book, The Rugby Coaching Manual, was short-listed for the British
Sports Book Awards in 2011.
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Time Heels
Cheating, Stealing, Spandex and the Most Villainous Moments in the History
of Pro Wrestling

Jon Chattman and Rich Tarantino
Foreword by Tommy Dreamer

Celebrate the players in the professional wrestling world—and especially the bad guys,
known as “heels,” whose atrocious actions make the sport worth watching

Girls love bad boys, and it’s no different in the world of professional wrestling. Whether
it was Jake “The Snake”Roberts, “Macho Man”Randy Savage, or Ric Flair, wrestling fans
have historically gravitated toward the “heel” or villain. Just as they’ve previously cov-
ered deceased wrestlers and their unforgettable gimmicks, Jon Chattman and Rich Taran-
tino’s latest head-locking adventure celebrates the not-so-good, the bad, and the downright
terrible acts of villainy in the world of pro wrestling. With a foreword by “The Innovator
of Violence”Tommy Dreamer, Time Heels takes an up-close look at the world of heels over
the past 30 years, counting down the top heinous moments, wacky lists, firsthand fan per-
spectives, foreign objects, and stables in 256 jam-packed pages of why the bad guys do it
better. They say time heals all wounds—well, read this book and you will soon see why
heels have stood the test of time.

Jon Chattman and Rich Tarantino have written several books together, including A Bat-
tle Royal in the Sky and Sweet ‘Stache.Tommy Dreamer is an American professional wrestler
who has performed with the ECW and WWE.
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The All Blackography
The Indispensable Guide to Every All Black

Ron Palenski

Know everything there is to know about all 1,130 All Blacks—past
and current members of the New Zealand team that is current holder
of the Rugby World Cup

From the very first player, James Allan in 1884, to the most recent crop
selected for the All Blacks end-of-year tour in 2013, this is an indispensable
guide to every All Black. A headshot of every player, many in full color,
is accompanied by a short biography, including all playing statistics. This
is the most comprehensive book on the 1,130 players to have represented
New Zealand in rugby ever published.

Ron Palenski is a journalist and historian. He is a former senior corre-
spondent for the New Zealand Press Association in Europe, a former
assistant and acting editor of theDominion andDominion Sunday Times,
and the cofounder of the New Zealand Hall of Fame. He is the author
of several books, including All Blacks: The Authorised Portrait.
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On the Road
Growing Up in Eight Journeys - My Early Years

Richard Hammond

An autobiography of Top Gear cohost Richard Hammond, told through eight signifi-
cant road journeys he has taken

In a new and very appropriate form of autobiography, Richard Hammond tells his life story
through a series of significant driving episodes. He’s a child in the back seat of Dad’s car
on the way to the seaside. He’s on his first bike, a red one; then on his first motorcycle, a
Honda MTX50. He’s at the wheel of his first car, and with his first girlfriend. He is driv-
ing a furniture delivery van as part of his first job. Now he is showing off with a friend,
risking everything. Then he is surging ahead in an open-top, a successful TV star. Next, a
car crash that made national headlines. This is an emotional road map in which each chap-
ter has its own registration number, and its own distinctive interior. This memoir surges on
to its destination, reversing or moving quickly through the gears, reliving the central episodes
and conflicts of Richard’s life. Although there are precious few road-rage monologues against
four-wheel drivers and men in vests in white vans, Richard Hammond’s readers will quickly
recognize the funny, self-deprecating, and balanced ease that has made him a beloved tele-
vision host.

Richard Hammond is internationally famous for cohosting Top Gear. His previous books
include As You Do . . . , On the Edge, Or Is That Just Me?, and Richard Hammond’s Car
Confidential.
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Kelly Moran
A Hell of a Life

Brian Burford

With contributions from his family, friends, and rivals, and written by one his friends,
this book finally brings you the real story of Kelly Moran

This is the book that speedway fans all around the world have been waiting for: the in-
side story of the Californian hell-raiser, Kelly Moran. The charismatic American was one
of the most spectacular and naturally talented riders to race speedway. A three-timeWorld
Finalist, double World Team Champion, and U.S. National Champion, Kelly’s talent as a
racer took him around the world, while his exploits off the track have become legend.
From leading the USA to world glory, via a near-death hotel accident, to joyriding in a
president’s bus, Kelly Moran mixes the legendary tales of excess off the track with the suc-
cess and popularity on it.

Brian Burford is a journalist who has worked in motorcycle racing and the film industry.
He is the author of Breaking the Limits, Leigh Adams, No Bull, and Until the Can Ran
Out, as well as countless articles for Speedway magazines. He and Kelly Moran were great
friends for many years.
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Extreme Sleeps
Adventures of a Wild Camper

Phoebe Smith

In a sometimes scary, frequently funny, and intriguing journey around the UK, Phoebe
attempts to discover and conquer its wildest places

“Portrays vividly the magnification of simple experiences that can make wild camp-
ing so exciting, relaxing, and invigorating.” —Great Outdoors magazine

“Inspiring if you’re planning your first night alone in the wilderness, particularly if
you’re female.” —Adventure Travel

I had become officially infatuated with what I call “extreme sleeping”—a kind of addic-
tive high-adrenaline sport—but rather than being defined by pushing the boundaries of
physical activity, my particular pursuit was marked by a distinct lack of it.

Veteran globetrotter Phoebe Smith sets out to prove that outdoor adventures are available
in the UK which rival anything found elsewhere in the world. From spending the night in
the decaying wreckage of aWorldWar II bomber at Bleaklow, to pitching next to the adren-
aline-inducing sheer drops of Lizard Point, Phoebe’s extreme sleeps defy her perceptions
of the great outdoors and teach her about herself along the way.

Phoebe Smith is the author of The Camper’s Friend. She regularly writes for Country Walk-
ing, the Guardian, Trail, and Wanderlust.
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The Happy Puppy Handbook
Your Definitive Guide to Puppy Care and Early Training

Pippa Mattinson

A comprehensive guide, written by an expert, to help any puppy owner with the care and
training of the newest member of the family

Pippa Mattinson, dog-training specialist, tells you everything you need to know about train-
ing and caring for your new puppy. From preparing the house and garden before the puppy
arrives, to introducing your new friend to all the family (including children and other ani-
mals), and solving problems like crying, night waking, feeding, upset stomachs, biting, chew-
ing, and jumping up, this book is packed with all you need to know as a puppy owner.

Pippa Mattinson is a zoologist and the founder of the Gundog Trust, the UK’s first gundog
training and welfare charity. She is a keen supporter of modern, science-based dog training
methods, and is passionate about helping people to enjoy their dogs. Her first book, Total
Recall, has won praise from many happy dog owners.

Pets • 224 pp • 6 x 9 • Color Photos Throughout
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Academic Art of Riding
A Riding Method for the Ambitious Leisure Rider

Bent Branderup

Explore the knowledge and teachings of the old masters in this well-illus-
trated and easy-to-understand riding book

Based on the knowledge of the old riding masters, such as Xenophon, Pluvinel,
and Steinbrecht, the Academic Art of Riding is rooted in the belief that one must
train one’s horse not only physically, but also mentally, according to the motto:
“Two spirits who want to do what two bodies can.” Fine communication with
the horse as a partner is not only the way to accomplish this, but also the re-
sult. The described gymnastic exercises are made to build up the horse and keep
it healthy. Starting with the horse’s basic training and work in hand, the reader
also gets insight into lateral movements, piaffes, and exercises above ground.
Furthermore, methods for training and physiotherapy for horses in need of cor-
rection, as well the correct seat of the rider, are described. There is also included
a checklist which allows the rider to assess their horse.

Bent Branderup has been a student of the “Escuela Andaluzadel Arte Ecuestre”
in Spain, Nuno Oliviera in Portugal, and Egon von Neindorff in Germany. He
teaches advanced and ambitious leisure riders in the art of academic riding, some-
times via online classes. He is the author of several books on riding.
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Presentation Fly-Fishing
The Definitive Guide to Advanced Techniques

Jeremy Lucas

A comprehensive guide to fly-fishing for trout and grayling, using a minimalistic
approach

Exploring leader-to-hand and leader-only techniques with nymphs and dry flies, this
guide pushes the boundaries of the sport. The established dogma of the old school
is questioned, reaching the limits of what is possible with the conventional ap-
proach, while presentation-based technique, which is radically changing the single-
handed fly rod sport particularly on rivers is explained. Both the fly line-dominated
Western style and the Japanese fixed-line style are considered, converging into the
leader-only style.Watercraft, techniques, tackle, and flies are explained in depth, with
consideration of both rivers and lakes. Focusing on fish rather than on the fly, cast-
ing, or tackle, has resulted in a form of fly-fishing that is particularly effective and
efficient. This book is ideal for anyone who is interested in the many benefits of this
groundbreaking approach to the sport.

Jeremy Lucas is one of the most internationally recognized figures in the contempo-
rary sport of fly-fishing for trout and grayling. A former England international in all
disciplines, both river and still water, he has been European open champion and a
world championship individual bronze medalist, while also winning team gold, sil-
ver, and bronze medals in European and world championships.

Sports • 240 pp • 7.5 x 10 • 200 Color Photos
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In Praise of Bees
A Cabinet of Curiosities

Elizabeth Birchall

A comprehensive study of the bee’s place in human society from
prehistoric cave paintings and inscribed clay tablets, through to
our contemporary world

Covering everything about the relationships between human soci-
ety and bees, this book is filled with nuggets of bee science and prac-
tical beekeeping, myth, religion, politics, philosophy, and folklore,
plus a selection of verse and a rich variety of illustrations ranging
from scientific etchings to modern photographs. It also offers an in-
depth look at bees’ complex society and their present plight. The
ongoing political and scientific controversies regarding pesticides and
other threats are also discussed, given the bee’s importance as plant
pollinator in agriculture and the wild.

Elizabeth Birchall is a writer who has long been interested in bee
lore and mythology.
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John Muir
The Man Who Saved America’s Wild Places

Mary Colwell

An in-depth portrait of John Muir, the founder of the U.S. National Parks and the founder
and first president of the Sierra Club

John Muir was the founder of the U.S. National Parks and a towering figure in the history
of that country’s involvement with ecology. Born into a harsh home in Dunbar, Scotland,
he would often escape to revel in the birds and wildlife of the area. When his father sud-
denly uprooted the family and moved to the United States, the oppression he associated with
his childhood continued—and so did his involvement with the natural world. Despite the
difficulty of his formative years Muir grew up to be a man of great joy—first an inventor
and then an explorer, he found his haven in the mountains of Sierra Nevada. He was a fas-
cinating character: on the one hand a recluse who sought solitude, and on the other a pas-
sionate activist determined to save the places he loved. A strong believer in both God and
the essential goodness of humanity, he was the founder and first president of the Sierra Club.
This wonderful memoir pays tribute to a giant of ecology and is essential reading for lovers
of natural history.

Mary Colwell is an award-winning TV, radio, and internet producer, who makes programs
for the BBC and the independent sector, mainly on nature and the environment. She is also
a presenter and public speaker, a feature writer for the Tablet, and a consultant on the re-
lationship between religion and the natural world. She has won 14 major broadcasting awards,
including a Gold for the Best Internet Production in the Sony Radio Academy Awards.
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My First Summer in the Sierra
John Muir

The classic, best-loved book by the founding father of modern conservation

“Muir’s prose is a miracle of immediacy. His books are illuminated by sunshine
and starlight. The cold mineral air of the mountains and the resiny reek of coniferous
forests lift bracingly off his pages. No other writer is so ceaselessly astonished by
the natural world as Muir, or communicates that astonishment more urgently.”
—Robert Macfarlane, author, The Old Ways

“The richness of Muir’s writing roots deeper into the terrain than any other wilderness
writer known to me.” —Los Angeles Times

In the summer of 1869, John Muir set out from California’s Central Valley with a flock of
sheep and trekked into the foothills of the Sierra Nevadas. His journals describe the sum-
mer he spent in what would become Yosemite National Park. Celebrating the Sierra’s lizards
and mountain lions, tall trees and waterfalls, fierce thunderstorms and bears, Muir intro-
duces a spiritual dimension to our awareness of nature. John Muir is internationally ac-
knowledged as one of the founding fathers of modern conservation and his vision, passion,
and integrity continue to inspire readers today.

John Muir (1836–1914) is America’s most famous naturalist and conservationist. He is the
founder of the Sierra Club; an activist whose work helped to preserve such areas as
the Grand Canyon, Mt. Rainier, Sequoia National Park, and Yosemite Valley; and the au-
thor of books and essays which have been read my millions.

Nature • 224 pp • 5 x 8
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Faith in Food
Changing the World One Meal at a Time

Edited by Sue Campbell and Susie Weldon

An inspirational compilation based on three major themes—issues, food and spiritu-
ality, and action

Eating is a moral act: our choices of what, when, and how we eat have a huge impact
on the Earth, our fellow human beings, and other living creatures. This book presents a
unique vision, combining essays, scripture, storytelling, recipes, initiatives, and general
wisdom in one beautifully produced book, all seeking to change our relationship with
what we eat and how we obtain our food. Altogether this is a groundbreaking collabo-
ration among Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Judaism, Sikhism, and Hinduism, alongside
secular organizations, to get people thinking, acting and eating with a new conscious-
ness. Recipes include dual measurements.

Sue Campbell has been a reporter and sub-editor on British newspapers, run a birding
and fishing camp in Botswana, and co-run a hot-air balloon company in Zimbabwe. Susie
Weldon was a journalist for 20 years in England and Hong Kong, including several years
covering environmental issues for which she won an award. For the past four years she
has headed the Alliance of Religions and Conservation’s food and agriculture programs,
including Faith in Food and sustainable agriculture projects in Africa. She is co-author
of a guidebook to Kyrgyzstan, Kyrgyz Republic.
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Stories of the Stranger
Encounters with Exiles & Outsiders

Collected by Martin Palmer and Katriana Hazell
Preface by Gordon Brown

Encompassing scriptural, historical, folk, and newly commissioned tales, a collection ex-
ploring the centrality of the “stranger” in every major faith tradition—a commonality
that could create a more compassionate world

Every faith has, as a fundamental moment of its formation, the experience of exile, the ex-
perience of losing everything, or being thrown out, of being dispossessed, and of relying on
the generosity, or not, of strangers. Furthermore, every major faith tradition has popular
stories showing how you are more likely to meet the divine in the outcast, the reject, the
beggar, than you are in the king, the prince, or indeed minister, priest, or nun. Faiths are
therefore often the first to welcome and help refugees. Classic tales on this theme have been
retold here from a contemporary perspective, with humor and wit. Sitting alongside pow-
erful illustrations, the tales serve to remind readers of the centrality of the stranger in all
traditions, thereby creating the potential for a more compassionate world. This collection
is a resource for reflection, ideal for storytelling groups, for drama, art, and poetry, and a
unique educational tool as well.

Martin Palmer is a regular contributor to the BBC on religious, ethical, and historical issues,
and co-chair of a joint Alliance of Religions and Conservation (ARC)/United Nations De-
velopment Programme (UNDP) committee. Katriana Hazell has worked for Asia House, Lon-
don; National Museum of Scotland; and Scottish Arts Council. She currently consults for
the ARC on artistic events.Gordon Brown was Prime Minister of the UK from 2007 to 2010.
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Four Meditations on Happiness
Michael Hampe

Can one achieve a happy, perfect life? Can there be a universally applicable theory of
happiness? In this thought-provoking book, a philosopher sets out to find some answers.

“A work in the tradition—albeit with more varied arguments—of the Stoics, Marcius
Aurelius, and others. High praise.” —Times Higher Education

The right and proper path to a happy life is a topic that has been debated for centuries.
There are many theories, from those of ancient philosophy to those of modern neuroscience,
but can any one of them ultimately tell us how the objective of a perfectly fulfilled life
might be achieved? By telling the story of two friends—the unhappy philosopher Stanley
Low and the happy gardener Gabriel Kolk—alongside a presentation of four essays that
examine prominent and very plausible theories of happiness, Michael Hampe illustrates
that there is no easy answer to our search for unadulterated bliss. This is an erudite and
illuminating investigation into one of mankind’s most elusive quests, one that allows us
to reconsider what it means to be happy.

Michael Hampe is a professor of philosophy.

Philosophy • 256 pp • 5 x 8
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Happiness Is a State of Mind
His Holiness the Gyalwang Drukpa

A Buddhist leader explains how to calm anxiety, let go of expectations, and explore the
happiness that is already in our minds

• Drukpa Centers in the U.S. are located in Santa Monica, California;
Eugene, Oregon, and Martinsville, New Jersey

We are all chasing happiness. We spend our lives searching for that one thing we think will fi-
nally make us happy. But is happiness something deeper than that, more fundamental? How
can universal happiness be achieved? In this book His Holiness the Gyalwang Drukpa reveals
that the secret to happiness lies in the mind. Exploring the simple ways we can train our minds
to recognize a happiness that is already there, he gives us the tools to embrace an appreciation
for life as it is, rather than as we feel it should be, and helps us flourish as individuals, and as
part of the wider world. With this guide you can choose to make today a happy one.

His Holiness the Gyalwang Drukpa is the spiritual head of the Drukpa School of Buddhism.
His mission is to promote universal harmony and inner peace by integrating the spiritual
tenets of love and appreciation into daily life.

Body/Mind/Spirit/Spirituality • 352 pp • 5.25 x 8.5
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The Restful Mind
A New Way of Thinking, a New Way of Life

His Eminence Gyalwa Dokhampa

Amid the stress and busyness of modern living, a young, vibrant teacher of the Drukpa
branch of Buddhism offers a new way of thinking—highly accessible Buddhist philosophy
for the modern world

“A very practical book that will be of great value to new Buddhists and seasoned practi-
tioners alike.” —Buddhist Book Reviews

The restless mind is frightened of silence, easily bored, and very busy. The restful mind is cre-
ative and alert, relaxed, and confident. The step from one to the other is all in the way we
think. His Eminence Gyalwa Dokhampa has a real understanding of the pressures of mod-
ern life and how our crowded minds have left us too little space to stretch and grow. He shows
us new ways to calm body and mind, become more aware and better able to deal with prob-
lems, and appreciate the moment. It is with our mind that we create our world. Here’s how
to open it up and let the world in.

His Eminence Gyalwa Dokhampa is a young, charismatic teacher of the Drukpa school of
Buddhism with a wide international following.

Self-Help/Spirituality • 288 pp • 5.25 x 8.5
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Sacred Mountains
How the Revival of Daoism Is Turning China’s Ecological Recovery Around

Allerd Stikker

From a pioneer in the ecological side of business strategy, a look at the effect Daoism
is having on China’s ecology

Author Allerd Stikker witnessed and actively participated in the Daoist resurgence in China,
together with the Alliance of Religions and Conservation (ARC). Here Stikker shares his
fascination for Daoism, and explains how nature conservation is deeply rooted in its phi-
losophy and practice. He tells the story of his cooperation with the ARC in helping Daoist
masters build the first Daoist Ecology Temple in China, and how this ecology movement
has spread throughout China in recent years. He shares the joy he felt when the Chinese
government picked up on this success and officially declared that Daoism should be re-
stored as the heart of Chinese culture. This book is accompanied by a rich variety of unique
photos, beautiful color illustrations by Dutch artist Rosa Vitalie, and contributions from
renowned Western and Chinese scholars, including Martin Palmer, head of ARC.

Allerd Stikker is a executive in the industrial sector who has worked extensively on the
ecological dimensions in business strategy. In 1990 he created Ecological Management Foun-
dation, a public benefit charity in the water sector. He is the author of The Transforma-
tion Factor and Water: The Blood of the Earth.
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What Matters Most
Finding Your Spiritual Balance

Brian Draper

How people can change the world around them, by first changing themselves

It is easy to view the world without hope; to stand back and feel helpless. But what if that
were simply not true? What if we weren’t victims who were done for and done to and started
to set a different standard by living fully, creatively, and spiritually? This book is incisive
and full of practical, spiritual wisdom. Draper goes in search of the positive, the infinite,
and the good, and wants to pass it on. It is time to see the world with fresh eyes, to be in-
spired, and to help others. But it’s not just about spreading a positive message—it’s about
transforming lives, because “transformed people, transform people”—change starts with us.
And that’s when it spreads.

Brian Draper runs Echosounder—an enterprise which works with leaders and organizations
to nurture their spiritual intelligence. He is the author of Labyrinth and Spiritual Intelligence.

Self-Help • 176 pp • 5 x 8
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Calm the Soul
A Book of Simple Wisdom and Prayer
Pocket Edition

The Poor Clares

Using simple prayer ideas and meditations, the Poor Clares teach that success lies in com-
plete trust in God—now in a pocket edition

Prayer and holiness is for everyone in every situation. We will never achieve true happiness
as long as we continue to search for it outside the very source of love, which we know is
God himself.

The Poor Clares look at ways prayer can incorporate into everyday life. They recognize that
in today’s busy world, many people neglect their souls and focus instead on the mind and
body. In direct contrast to those fixated on spectacular results, appearances, control, and a
tireless craving for success, the Poor Clares instead try to live life as Jesus teaches in the
Bible. Using their simple prayer ideas and meditations, everyone can learn to speak to God
in a direct way to bring Him to their everyday lives.

The Poor Clares are members of a contemplative order of nuns in the Catholic Church.

Religion & Theology/Inspirational • 240 pp • 4.5 x 7
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Raising Angels
A Novel Filled with Love and the Wisdom of Angels

Paul Morris Segal

Imagine if you found a dead angel by the side of the road. What would you do?

Perfect for fans of The Alchemist, this charming novel is set against the warmth, challenges,
and love of everyday family life. It illustrates how angels can be messengers for peace and
love. The story gently unfolds after Raphael begins his quest to bring an angel he finds by the
side of the road back to life. Readers will become immersed in the characters’ lives as they
move along an incredible journey of love, loss, and hope. This transformational novel works
like a self-help text, affecting readers long after they’ve finished it.

Paul Morris Segal is a professional speaker and journalist who has coauthored three books,
First Kiss, Laugh Now, and How to Get the Man You Want/How to Get the Woman You
Want. Paul has led programs on laughter therapy and personal effectiveness for educa-
tional institutions, organizations, charities, and businesses and is widely published in news-
papers and magazines.
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The Bad Christian’s Manifesto
How to Reinvent God (and Other Modest Proposals)

Dave Tomlinson

In his follow-up to How to Be a Bad Christian, Dave Tomlinson explains how to make
sense of Christianity for anyone who wants God without the guff

According to Anglican priest Dave Tomlinson, being a “bad” Christian is perfectly good
enough; it is possible to ditch religion without losing the faith. This book continues the con-
versation started in How to Be a Bad Christian, unpacking what spiritual intelligence—from
an unapologetically Christian viewpoint—might look like for all the self-confessed bad Chris-
tians of the world. Join Dave as he explores how to befriend your inner skeptic, make a
virtue of pleasure, and find heaven in the ordinary things of life.

Dave Tomlinson was a house church leader for many years and is now an Anglican priest.
He is the author of the seminal I Shall NotWant, The Post-Evangelical,Re-enchanting Chris-
tianity, and How to Be a Bad Christian.

Religion & Theology • 240 pp • 5 x 7.75
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Paradoxology
Why Christianity Was Never Meant to Be Simple

Krish Kandiah

A compelling argument for why believers should welcome Christianity’s tough paradoxes and
difficult questions, allowing them to better understand their faith

The Christian faith is full of apparent paradoxes: a compassionate God who sanctions genocide,
an all-powerful God who allows horrific suffering, a God who owns everything yet demands so
much from his followers, a God who is distant and yet present at the same time. Many of us
have big questions that the Christian faith seems to leave unanswered. So we push them to the
back of our minds, for fear of destabilizing our beliefs. But leaving these questions unexamined
is neither healthy for us, nor honoring to God. Rather than shying away from the difficult ques-
tions, we need to face them head on. Paradoxology makes a bold new claim: that the paradoxes
that seem like they ought to undermine belief are actually the heart of our vibrant faith, and that
it is only by continually wrestling with them—rather than trying to pin them down or push them
away—that we can really move forward, individually and together.

Krish Kandiah is executive director for Churches in Mission at the Evangelical Alliance, chair
of the Theological Advisory Panel for Tearfund, and lecturer at Regent Park College, Oxford University.

Religion & Theology • 256 pp • 6 x 9.25
9781444745344 • October • $22.95 (NCR) Paper • Hodder & Stoughton



Approaching Easter
Jane Williams

Illustrated throughout with fine art, a beautiful and rewarding Lent and Easter
companion

What controls us? What gives meaning to our lives? How can we live a life shared
with others? The seasons of Lent and Easter are traditionally times to reflect upon
such fundamental questions as these. This gentle, reflective book encourages us
to make space for reflection and, in so doing, to draw closer to God. Many of us
conceive of Lent as a negative time, a time to give things up. This book, however,
encourages us to hear the good news that God loves us, to try to believe it for our-
selves, and then to spend the 40 days of the season attempting to find out what
that means. This might involve giving things up, at least for a while, some of the
things that distract us, but only so that we can focus better on the essentials. As it
moves through Lent to Good Friday and Easter, the book explores themes such
as food, power, love, anger, fear, and complicity, compassion, and waiting. Each
chapter blends personal story, spiritual reflection, and quotations from scripture
or other sources to offer an imaginative and powerful way into the meaning of
the season.
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In the Steps of Saint Paul
An Illustrated Guide to Paul’s Journeys

Peter Walker

Tracing the path of Saint Paul, Peter Walker offers an expert exploration of var-
ious biblical sites and their contemporary counterparts

Drawing mainly on Luke’s account in Acts as well as on Paul’s own letters, Peter
Walker reconstructs Paul’s wide-ranging travels, detailing some of the most impor-
tant sites of the early church. We begin in Damascus, then follow Paul on his first
and second “missionary journeys,” then trace his final visit to Jerusalem and Cae-
sarea, and eventually arrive in Rome. Each chapter focuses on a particular site and
includes a section on Paul’s story within that location, a list of key dates which give
readers an overview of significant events associated with that place, and an explo-
ration of the location as a visitor might encounter it today. Readers are transported
to the rugged “Cilician Gates” of southern Turkey, the marketplaces of Athens,
Corinth, and Ephesus, the bleak expanses of ancient Galatia, and the wintry, wind-
swept shores of Malta.

Peter Walker studied classics and early church history at Cambridge University and
has done extensive research at postdoctoral level on Christian attitudes to Jerusalem.
He is now a professor of Biblical studies at Trinity School for Ministry. He has led
many study tours to the Holy Land. His books include Holy City, Holy Places?, Jesus
and the Holy City, and In the Steps of Jesus.

Religion & Theology • 216 pp • 7.5 x 9.5
9780745955551 • September • $17.95 (Can $23.95) Paper • Lion Books

Also available:

Approaching Christmas
9780745955902

$16.95 (Can $18.95)

JaneWilliams is the author of several books, including Angel,Ap-
proaching Easter, Approaching Christmas, and Faces of Christ.

Religion & Theology • 128 pp • 6 x 7.5 • 36 Color Photos
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Sacred Spaces
Stations on a Celtic Way

Margaret Silf

Drawing on the riches of the Celtic tradition, a look at seven traditional sacred spaces
and their meaning in our own lives

“One of the most interesting books on Celtic notions of intersections of the visible
and invisible worlds.” —Living Church

“A fascinating guide for looking within and living an engaged life.” —Napra Review

There are many books that explore actual, physical, sacred space and pilgrimage sites. This
is a different kind of book. It introduces seven traditional “sacred spaces” but then leads
readers into a deeper reflection on what such “sacred space” means in our own lives and
experience. The various sacred spaces explored are: the Celtic Cross; the infinite knot; hill-
tops; wells and springs; causeways and bridges; thresholds and burial grounds; and bound-
aries. In each chapter, the author introduces a “sacred space” as the main theme and then
illustrates this by associating it with a particular stage of life and a particular sacramental
experience. The ideas are then brought together by means of a scripture story.

Margaret Silf is a well-known retreat leader and the author of numerous books, including
Close to the Heart, Companions of Christ, Inner Compass, Just Call Me Lopez, and The
Other Side of Chaos.

Spirituality • 176 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9780745956510 (Replaces 9781557252784) • October • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper
Lion Books

Spiritual Places
The World’s Most Sacred Sites

Antony Mason

A visual celebration of 50 of the most spectacular holy sites in the world, along
with practical travel tips

• Includes Superstition Mountain (Phoenix, Arizona), Crater Lake
(Oregon), and Chaco Canyon (New Mexico)

Both an inspirational travel guide and a beautiful reference, Spiritual Places com-
bines awe-inspiring photography and memorable narrative to tell the stories of the
holiest temples and ancient ruins, the most hallowed churches, and the places of
ancient power. Each location has been handpicked for its breathtaking scenery and
its uniquely humbling qualities. Spanning every continent on the planet—from the
Mayan pyramids of Chichen Itza in Mexico, through the Carnac stones in France,
and on to the idyllic ancient temples of Angkor Wat in Cambodia—acclaimed travel
writer Antony Mason has carefully selected the most uplifting places the world has
to offer. Encompassing belief systems past and present—via the Temple of Heaven
in Beijing, the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul, and Uluru in Australia—this collection of
stunning images, enlightening text, and essential travel tips will inspire and inform
armchair aficionados and seasoned travelers alike.

Antony Mason is the author of more than 80 books on travel, exploration, history,
and art. He has written on travel for Cadogan Guides, Eyewitness Guides, Reader’s
Digest, National Geographic, and Condé Nast Traveller.

Travel/Spirituality • 192 pp • 8.5 x 11 • 200 Color Photos
9781782068549 • November • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Quercus
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Iga and Koka Ninja Skills
The Secret Shinobi Scrolls of Chikamatsu Shigenori

Antony Cummins and Yoshie Minami

The secret manuals of the oral tradition of the Iga and Koka Ninja, feared and respected
across Japan for centuries—now in paperback

Through patient and scholarly detective work, Antony Cummins and the Historical Nin-
jutsu Research Team have unearthed a Shinobi treasure. The 18th-century military histo-
rian Chikamatsu recorded the oral traditions of the Ninja and passed on those skills in lectures
he gave at his Renpeido school of war in Owari domain during the early 1700s. Chikamatsu
wrote specifically about the Shinobi of Iga and Koka, regions from which warriors were hired
all over the land in the days of war. The lost scrolls are filled with unknown Shinobi teach-
ings, skills that include infiltration, assassination, explosives, magic, and commando tactics,
including an in-depth commentary on Sun Tzu’s famous 13th chapter, “The Use of Spies.”

Antony Cummins is the author of Conversations with an Assassin, The Illustrated Guide to
Viking Martial Arts, To Stand on a Stone, and True Path of the Ninja. He is a martial arts
teacher and a specialist on the ninjutsu manuals of Japan, and has released several DVDs as
well as working as a host in the documentary The Ninja: Shadow Warriors. Yoshie Minami
translated the Shoninki by Natori Masazumi, also in collaboration with Antony Cummins.

Martial Arts • 192 pp • 6 x 9 • 60 B/W Illustrations
9780750956642 (Replaces 9780752493626) • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper
Spellmount

Warrior Origins
The Historical and Legendary Links Between the Bodhidharma’s,
Shaolin Kung-Fu, Karate and Ninjutsu

Hutan Ashrafian

Essential reading for martial arts practitioners and students of Buddhism

This book considers the universal question posed by both martial artists and practition-
ers of eastern religions regarding the origins of each style or school. It delineates the an-
cestries of the most famous and popular martial arts worldwide and identifies the legends
and the known historical facts regarding the roots of the mainstream arts of Shaolin Kung-
Fu, Karate, and Ninjutsu. By doing so it addresses the history of the famous Bodhidharma
as the legendary father of Shaolin Kung-Fu and Zen Buddhism. It offers critical analysis
of significant historical dates in the three disciplines and links these to modern martial
arts practice and culture. The book also reveals facts on the lives of some of the most promi-
nent and famed individuals of these arts from the modern era including Bruce Lee (Kung
Fu) and Fujita Seiko (Ninjutsu).

Hutan Ashrafian is a doctor, scientist, historian, and martial artist. He has three decades
of experience in Karate and holds a 5th Dan Black Belt in the style of Goju-Ryu Karate
and Dan grades and instructorships in several other systems. A winner of two karate world
championship titles, he is also a practicing surgeon.

Spirituality/Martial Arts • 224 pp • 6 x 9 • 50 B/W Photos
9780750956185 • October • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Paper • The History Press
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Soul Mates
Magical and Mysterious Ways to Find True Love

Jenny Smedley

A psychic advisor reveals the secrets to answering the most common question she is
asked: How can I find my soul mate?

“A global phenomenon.” —Sunday Times

“Unique rapport with the natural world.” —Daily Express

For the first time, an expert on past lives unravels the mysteries behind the most sought-
after state—that of being in love with the right person and making it last. She explores what
magical and mystical means there are to help nature along, including color, aura, spells, as-
trology, numerology, and asking one’s angels to help. Providing practical, accessible advice
on all soul mate situations, she not only shows readers how to find their soul mates, but
also offers valuable information about past life soul mates and discusses how to maintain
the most important relationships in their lives.

Jenny Smedley is a past life consultant, aura reader, animal intuitive, angel communicator,
and the author of Forever Faithful and Past Life Angels.

Body/Mind/Spirit/Family & Relationships • 224 pp • 5 x 8
9780749958404 • November • $12.95 (NCR) Paper • Piatkus Books

Create Your Perfect Future
Heal Your Past to Create the Life of Your Dreams

Anne Jirsch and Anthea Courtenay

A psychic and future-life progressionist reveals how to materialize the future you want
by first healing the past

“Imagine you could get fascinating insights into what your future is going to be
and the power to make it an even better one. This book will show you how.”
—Paul Mckenna, author, I Can Make You Thin

What holds people back from the future of their dreams? This book explains to readers how
to free themselves from the past and turn our dreams into reality. In The Future Is Yours
she discussed how to visualize one’s perfect future using the techniques she has taught to hun-
dreds of clients across the globe. This book builds on these successful techniques, explain-
ing not only how to visualize alternative futures and choose the best one, but how to clear
blockages from the past that are holding one back, from past life trauma to childhood prob-
lems. Using these winning techniques, readers can transform their health, love life, friend-
ships, career, wealth, and ultimately their world.

Anne Jirsch is a psychic, tarot consultant, metaphysical teacher, past life regressionist, fu-
ture life progressionist, and the author of Cosmic Energy and The Future Is Yours. Anthea
Courtenay is a former MBS journalist and the author of Simple Paths
to Relaxation.

Body/Mind/Spirit • 254 pp • 6 x 9
9780749959654 • November • $19.95 (NCR) Paper
Piatkus Books

The Future Is Yours
9780749939847
$13.95 (NCR)

Also available:
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Quiet Impact
How to Be a Successful Introvert

Sylvia Loehken

A guide to success taking into account a highly overlooked area of diversity—introver-
sion and extroversion

Most literature on business, communication, and success is focused on extroverts, who feel
comfortable networking, talking and being the center of attention. But at least 30 percent
of the population are introverts, and this book can help them find their voice. Using the
latest psychological research and the author’s own extensive experience coaching introverts
in the workplace, this book is packed with practical advice which is easy to implement. It
identifies 10 strengths specific strengths that introverts often have (such as independence,
perseverance, and writing), and also identifies 10 specific hurdles they often have to over-
come (such as hyperstimulation, intellectualism, and fear of conflict). Readers who have
taken the personal journey of Susan Cain’s bestseller Quiet and want to know more will
find this practical, science-driven guide of particular interest.

Sylvia Loehken is an introvert and a highly sought-after coach and speaker who specializes
in how introverts can make an impact in the workplace. Having originally been a rather
fearful public speaker herself, in 2012 she was named “Speaker of the Year” in Germany.
She works with many of Europe’s leading companies and institutions such as Berlin Regional
Bank, Vienna University of Economics and Business, and the University of Hamburg.

Self-Help/Psychology • 256 pp • 5.25 x 8.5
9781444792850 • October • $18.95 (NCR) Paper • Hodder & Stoughton

This Book Will Make You Think
Philosophical Quotes and What They Mean

Alain Stephen

Succinctly distills each of the great philosophers’ best-known theories through their most
famous quotes—from Aristotle to Wittgenstein

We may have heard of Socrates, Plato, Descartes, and Nietzsche, but what did they be-
lieve? What were their famous aphorisms? This book explains as simply as possible the
ideas behind the world’s most highly regarded philosophers, examining their core beliefs
and presenting choice quotes that succinctly distill their most famous theories. Written in
an accessible and informative style, it will help readers get to grips with the complex con-
cepts of philosophy through the ages, and help match the theories to the names.

Alain Stephen is an author.

Philosophy • 224 pp • 5 x 8
9781782430766 • September • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth • Michael O’Mara
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Women in My Rose Garden
The History, Romance and Adventure of Old Roses

Ann Chapman
Photographs by Paul Starosta

A sumptuously illustrated celebration of 34 remarkable women
and the beautiful heritage roses that are named after them

Many of our best-loved heritage roses are named after women,
and in this charming book, Ann Chapman explores the lives and
stories behind the evocative names. We may be familiar with Mary
Queen of Scots, Amy Robsart, and Jeanne d’Arc, but who were
Adelaide d’Orléans, Nancy Steen, and Nur Mahal? Among
the more than 30 women described here are serene queens,
duchesses, and aristocrats, courageous heroines and pioneers, as
well as the passionate gardeners who contributed much to the cul-
tivation and preservation of the roses named for each one. Each
biography is beautifully illustrated with a portrait of the women
and a sumptuous photograph of her rose by the acclaimed French
naturalist photographer Paul Starosta. Women in my Rose Gar-
den will make a perfect gift, not only for rosarians and garden-
ers, but for all those with a love of history, romance, and adventure.

Ann Chapman and her husband established Trinity Farm Living
Rose Museum in New Zealand more than 20 years ago. The mu-
seum displays more than 1,500 old roses in three acres of garden.

Biography/Gardening • 176 pp • 6 x 8 • 80 Color Photos
9780957148338 • February • $19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth
Palazzo Editions
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English Gardens
A Journey Through the Seasons

Helene Gammack

A glorious celebration of Britain’s most spectacular gardens, packed with in-
spiration for beautiful borders, colorful plants, growing herbs and vegeta-
bles, and creating interest with topiary, water, and architectural detail

The National Trust looks after some of the world’s greatest gardens, and this
glorious guide follows their progress through the seasons. From delicate spring
blossom and carpets of bluebells at Emmets Garden in Kent to luxurious mid-
summer roses and wild meadows at Tyntesfield in Somerset, and from golden
leaves and fiery autumnal landscapes at Stourhead in Wiltshire to winter topi-
ary and snow-dusted statues at Chirk Castle in Wrexham, there is something
for everyone in this beautiful book, whatever the season. Whether you enjoy
visiting gardens, shaping your own outside space, or are simply a flower and
plant enthusiast, this visual feast offers inspiration to everyone and visits a wide
range of gardens—from small herb and vegetable patches to sweeping landscapes.

Helene Gammack worked as sole gardener in a renowned plantsman’s garden
for 10 years, and has worked as a research assistant for the National Trust for
the last two years. She is the author of Kitchen Garden Estate.

Gardening • 232 pp • 8.25 x 9.25 • 150 Color Photos
9781909881204 • February • $24.95 (Can $29.95) Cloth
National Trust

Some Flowers
Vita Sackville-West
Illustrations by Graham Rust

Legendary gardener Vita Sackville-West’s affectionate and inspirational tribute to her
25 favorite plants

“In this lovely reissue boasting full-page watercolors, Graham Rust’s very capable
artistry provides a more fitting accompaniment to Sackville-West’s eclectic
choices.” —Booklist

“Of beauty there is plenty in this book, both in the descriptions of the flowers
in Vita Sackville-West’s clear precise language, and in Graham Rust’s equally
precise illustrations. . . . Get out the seed catalogs, or kick back and dream.”
—Lambda Book Report

In Some Flowers, originally published in 1937, Vita Sackville-West took the novel step
of choosing 25 of her favorite flowers and describing their appearance, origins, char-
acteristics, and the best ways to grow them, in a series of beautifully expressive pen por-
traits, which retain their vitality more than 70 years later. In this fresh edition, the exquisite
watercolors of Graham Rust provide a perfect marriage of words and images, clearly
demonstrating at last the accuracy and ingenuity of Vita Sackville-West’s descriptions.
This glorious second flowering of her personal, erudite, and poetical book will not only
delight her many admirers but also guarantee her reputation with a new generation of
gardening enthusiasts.

Vita Sackville-West (1892–1962) was an author, poet, and gardener. She created the Siss-
inghurst Castle Garden, which is among the most famous gardens in England. Graham
Rust is a painter and muralist and the author of The Painted Ceiling andThe Painted House.

Gardening/Art • 112 pp • 5.5 x 7.5 • 25 W/C Illustrations
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Flora
The Art of Plant Exploration

Sandra Knapp

A lavish, enchanting voyage of discovery through the
history of some of our key garden plants, telling a
story not only of science but also of adventure and
human achievement

“As enlightening as it is entertaining, intriguing
as it is informative, this sweeping guide reveals
the timeless enchantment of exquisite botanical
art. . . . Knapp’s commanding discourse pays
homage to the artists and scientists who endeav-
ored to preserve and protect the world’s exqui-
site and fragile floral treasures.” —Booklist

“Page after page of stunning, beautiful, and in-
tricate illustrations of plants . . . a delightful
glimpse of the history of plant taxonomy, plus a
tasteful blend of art and science.” —Audubon

“Knapp goes beyond the call of duty, taking
readers on a voyage of discovery. . . . A lovely
book . . . recommended for all libraries.”
—Library Journal

Using exquisite botanical paintings from the library
of the Natural History Museum as its starting point,
Flora examines the fascinating history of 20 plants, in-
cluding such favorites as cacti, daffodils, irises, mag-
nolias, poppies, roses, tulips, and water lilies. Sandra
Knapp’s text weaves scientific, historic, cultural, and artistic threads into a rich fabric of plant lore and tells the remarkable sto-
ries of the adventurous botanist explorers who braved disease, slave traders, war, jungles, and assorted dangers to collect plants
now commonly grown in our gardens. With the aid of striking illustrations, Flora considers the compelling link between botan-
ical art and the exploration of plant form and function, thus allowing us to appreciate and enjoy them all the more. The Library
of the Natural History Museum is a repository for one of the most exciting and comprehensive collections of natural history lit-
erature and artworks to be found anywhere in the world. It holds more than half a million artworks, comprising one of Britain’s
biggest art collections and representing all the great natural history artists. Flora was previously titled Plant Discoveries.

Sandra Knapp is an internationally respected botanist and an expert in the taxonomy and phylogeny of the nightshade family.
She is the author of several books on botany and its history, including Alfred Russel Wallace in the Amazon.

Art/Nature • 336 pp • 9.25 x 9.5 • 200 Color Illustrations • Four-color Interior
9780565093341 (Replaces 9781552978108) • November • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth • Natural History Museum, London
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The Botanical Illustrator’s Handbook
Sally Pinhey

A fresh approach to the wonders of botanical illustration from an award-winning
garden artist

Written by a respected artist and drawing on her wealth of experience, this book of-
fers new insights and takes a closer look at how to accurately portray the riches of
the botanical world. Advice is given on the labeling and quality of paper, and choice
of pencils, paints, and brushes, and how to mix and handle greens. There are chap-
ters on magnification, managing detail, and using scale bars, and instructions are
included for using perspective techniques and painting complex structures such as
pine cones, umbellifers, and tricky details such as hairs.

Sally Pinhey has been a freelance horticultural and garden illustrator for more than
20 years. She has won numerous awards, and teaches and exhibits regularly.

Life Sciences/Art • 128 pp • 8.5 x 11 • 160 Color Illustrations
9781847977175 • September • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper • Crowood Press

Understanding the Flowering Plants
A Practical Guide for Botanical Illustrators

Anne L. D. Bebbington

Use this helpful illustrated guide to learn about the parts and purpose of flower-
ing plants, and how to do your own botanical study

To study a plant in detail is to make a fascinating journey of discovery. Even plants
we think we know well will often surprise us as we look at the intricacy of their struc-
ture and how they are put together. This fascinating guide explains what flowering
plants are and their relationship to other groups of plants. With drawings, paintings,
and photographs throughout, it advises on how to carry out a botanical study and
will prove essential reading for botanical artists, photographers, and all those wish-
ing to gain a greater understanding of flowering plants.

Anne L. D. Bebbington gained wide teaching experience in her career as a botanist
and ecology tutor. She specialized in wildflower courses for adults, both in Britain
and further afield in Europe, Canada, and Australia. She is a founding member and
past president of the Institute for Analytical Plant Illustration.

Life Sciences/Art • 256 pp • 8.5 x 11 • 366 Color Illustrations
9781847977588 • October • $45.00 (Can $53.95) Paper • Crowood Press
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Cherry’s Model Engines
The Story of the Remarkable Cherry Hill

David Carpenter

A celebration of the work of the world’s greatest model engineer—
although the word “model” hardly does justice to the intricate, fully func-
tioning glories that she produces

For the past several decades Cherry Hill has created scaled-down versions
of traction engines—and not just run-of-the-mill types, but elaborate Vic-
torian flights of fancy. Extensive research and meticulous design are the se-
crets of her success. She has created almost 20 models over the 60-year period
since her father gave her an old lathe from his agricultural machinery busi-
ness. One of the most impressive aspects of Cherry’s work is that all her
engines are fully working, and what comes out of her workshops in Worces-
tershire and Florida is perfection, both in terms of design and craftsman-
ship. Every last part, even tiny chain links, is made in the workshop from
metal stock. No parts are bought in. Once completed, all her models are
given away: early ones to friends and family and later ones to the Institu-
tion of Mechanical Engineers. Each model typically occupies 7,000 hours’
work, and Cherry’s staggering efforts have been rewarded with the high-
est honors, including nine gold medals and an MBE from the British Queen
for Services to Model Engineering. Here, for the first time, the fruits of her
illustrious career are displayed in all their intricate glory.

David Carpenter is a model engineer, the former editor of Model Engineer
magazine, and creator of a weekly model engineering web magazine.

Crafts & Hobbies/Engineering • 120 pp • 6 x 6 • 120 Color Photos
9780719814211 • January • $45.00 (Can $53.95) Cloth • Robert Hale

Making Scale Models
Mark Friend

The perfect guide for those who have never made a model before or who want to de-
velop or increase their skills

From cutting a straight line to making a scaled human figure that “lives,” through to
creating beautifully detailed buildings and finely detailed furniture, the book takes you
through each stage of the process. The book discusses methods for a wide range of dis-
ciplines, from theater design to railway modeling to interior design. Alongside a prac-
tical guide to tools and materials are the basic techniques for constructing scale models
using simple, readily available materials. There are step-by-step guides to projects de-
signed to practice and develop skills, as well as advanced ideas that focus on color, tex-
ture, and form to bring models to life.

Mark Friend has been making models professionally for more than 20 years. His work
includes large architectural landscapes and small, highly detailed theater models. He has
taught in schools of all kinds and designed productions that range from small-scale plays
and open-air opera festivals to large-scale productions.

Crafts & Hobbies/Reference • 96 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 111 Color Photos
9781847977700 • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Crowood Press
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Making Simple Automata
Robert Race

A superb book that explains how to design and construct small-scale, simple mechanical
devices for fun—perfect for toy makers, woodworkers, crafters, and tinkerers

Designing and making successful automata involves combining materials, mechanisms, and
magic. Illustrated with color photos throughout, this wonderful book explains the six golden
rules for making automata alongside detailed step-by-step projects. Many materials are dis-
cussed, including paper and card, wood, wire, tinplate, and plastics; mechanisms discussed
include levers and linkages, cranks and cams, wheels, gears, pulleys, springs, ratchets, and
pawls. Finally, there is the magic—an unanalyzable charm, a strong fascination so that the
whole is more than the sum of its parts.

Robert Race has been a full-time maker for more than 30 years. His work, including au-
tomata, kinetic sculpture, and moving toys, has been widely exhibited.

Crafts & Hobbies/Technology • 96 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 110 Color Photos
9781847977441 • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Crowood Press

Making Silver Jewellery
Louise Mary Muttitt

Nothing beats the satisfaction of creating and making your own designs, and this book
can show any silversmith how

Silver is an exciting and versatile material for jewelry makers, both beginners and the more
advanced. Full of inspiring ideas and finished pieces, this book explains more than 40 processes,
including the more advanced techniques such as fold forming and keum-boo, and encour-
ages the reader to experiment with their own designs. Included are step-by-step explana-
tions with bench tips from the author’s own experience and advice on the jewelry process,
including how to gather inspiration for designs and considerations for making wearable jew-
elry. There is also a chapter dedicated to the surface finishing and polishing of silver to give
your designs a professional finish.

Louise Mary Muttitt is a practicing silversmith who trades as Louise Mary Designs.

Crafts & Hobbies/Fashion & Appearance • 112 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 324 Color Photos
9781847976833 • November • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Crowood Press

Silversmithing
A Contemporary Guide to Making

Brian Hill and Andrew Putland

With case studies from leading silversmiths, a lavish guide to creating stunning and
innovative designs in silver

As well as promoting the traditional origins of handmaking craft skills, this lavish
book explains the latest techniques and opportunities that exist for today’s designer
silversmith. Written by two experienced designer craftsmen, this book takes a fresh
and exciting approach by converting craft theory into visual language that informs,
educates, and inspires you to try a new technique, extend your skills, and develop
your own personal direction. Included is a comprehensive account of manufacturing
techniques, the cultural and historical context of the making and crafting of silver-
ware, and a unique collection and profile of designers in handmaking, production,
and technology. There is practical hands-on advice throughout the chapters, as well
as world-class examples of surface decoration and specialist aspects of the craft.

Brian Hill taught silversmithing for 40 years. He now works as a consultant secretary
to the Goldsmiths’ Craft & Design Council, as well as serving on the Craft & Indus-
try Committee at the recently opened Goldsmiths’ Centre. Andrew Putland founded
the silversmithing partnership, Padgham and Putland, more than 30 years ago.

Crafts & Hobbies/Reference • 208 pp • 6.5 x 8.5 • 594 Color Illustrations
9781847976154 • November • $49.95 (Can $59.95) Cloth • Crowood Press
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Yeah, I Made It Myself
DIY Fashion for the Not-Very Domestic Goddess

Eithne Farry

A go-to guide for DIY fashion, aimed at women
who are passionate about clothes, and would love
to create something of their own, but who are un-
sure of how to get started

Farry isn’t a fashion designer or professional seam-
stress, but she can cobble together a DIY summer
wardrobe faster than you can say pearl-two. She’s
made most of her own clothes for years. When peo-
ple learn that she makes her own clothes they say,
“I wish I could do that.”And her immediate response
is, “You easily could—I could teach you in a few
hours.” For a few months, when she was a con-
tributing editor at Elle, she ran a featurette that
showed how to make key catwalk accessories using
stuff bought from the local fabric store. The feature
was very popular—the basic premise being “If I can
do it, anyone can.”The ideas are accessible and adapt-
able—it’s all about creating an individual look, ex-
perimenting with ideas, and laughing if it all goes a
bit lopsided. Innovative young designers provide in-
sider tips. There are also crafty inspirational tales
from friends who’ve come up with their own easy-
to-make designs, despite not having a fashion degree.

Eithne Farry is a freelance writer, literary editor, and
radio personality, who makes most of her own clothes

Crafts & Hobbies • 224 pp • 7.5 x 7.5
100 Color Photos • 100 Color Illustrations
9781780226255 • September
$16.95 (NCR) Paper • Phoenix
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Shades of Light
Making Tailored Lampshades

Ruth de Fraga Gomes

Design inspiration and practical instruction for a satisfying home craft needing small
work space, little specialist equipment, and plenty of reusing and recycling

Traditional lampshade-making has been an overlooked craft for many years, as cheap-
to-buy and readily available modern card shades have become the norm. However,
with the resurgence of interest in home crafts, as well as the desire to find something
unique in a sea of chain shops, traditional fabric lampshades are becoming more pop-
ular. An invaluable practical reference guide, which includes both clear-written in-
structions and helpful illustrations, this book explores the history of lampshade-making,
its trends, and design inspirations. It looks at the technical elements required, shows
the techniques needed to make the shade properly in the traditional way, and then
explores more advanced techniques such as chiffon swathing and knife pleating. Once
the reader has understood the potential of the handcrafted shade, he or she can begin
the design process, even using creative skills from other disciplines. The great thing
about lampshade-making is that it doesn’t require a large financial outlay and can in-
volve a lot of reusing and recycling. For readers who want to create something beau-
tiful, unique, and practical but don’t have unlimited resources or a wealth of technical
skills, home craft could be just the project.

Ruth de Fraga Gomes comes from a fashion background. She continues to glean in-
spiration from fashion and indulges her passion for fabrics, trim, and embellishment
through the craft. She works on lampshade commissions and re-coverings and teaches
lampshade-making courses in colleges and creative workshops.

Crafts & Hobbies • 176 pp • 7.5 x 10 • 50 Color Photos • 90 Line Drawings
9780719811050 • November • $27.95 (Can $33.95) Paper • Robert Hale

Willow Basketry and Sculpture
Jo Hammond

An essential volume to get started weaving willow, including patterned projects and
those of your own design

Willow weaving is an exciting and rewarding craft for anyone who wants to reconnect
with the natural world. Included are projects on sculpture, basketry, and folk-art decora-
tions. Basic techniques and basketry terms are explained and clearly illustrated, along with
selection and preparation of materials, and 13 projects are set out in clear and detailed
stages, ranging from practical baskets to planters, lifelike sculptures, and wreaths. Chap-
ters describe four different basketry forms, each with a different set of structures and skills
to learn, and advice is given on adapting recipes and designing one’s own baskets.

Jo Hammond is a fine art graduate who regularly exhibits for basketry and sculpture.

Crafts & Hobbies/Reference • 96 pp • 7 x 9.5 • 160 Color Photos • 17 Line Drawings
9781847976819 • October • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Paper • Crowood Press
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Underwater Photography
Art and Techniques

Nick Robertson-Brown ARPS

A practical guide to the art and science of capturing stunning underwater shots

Underwater photography is a challenging discipline. To capture an underwater world of
glorious colors, extraordinary creatures, and mysterious depths, you must have confidence
in your diving abilities and be very comfortable with your camera. Learn about the equip-
ment needed to get the most from underwater photography, various underwater habitats
and animal behavior, and how to be a responsible photographer. There is also direction
and assistance on topics including composition, natural and artificial lighting, exposure,
and underwater conditions.

Nick Robertson-Brown ARPS is passionate about marine wildlife. Having trained as a div-
ing instructor, he now teaches underwater photography and regularly contributes to the
photographic press.

Photography • 176 pp • 7.5 x 9.5 • 206 Color Photos
9781847976574 • September • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper • Crowood Press

Photographing Birds
Art and Techniques

Mark Sisson

Learn how to develop your own style and approach to bird photography with this prac-
tical guide

Bird photography is one of the most challenging genres of photography and can test even
modern high-specification cameras to their limits. With technical, practical, and creative
insights throughout, this book also emphasizes the importance of field craft and under-
standing your subject. Included is advice on cameras and equipment and explanations of
the importance of light and composition. Readers are encouraged to experiment and take
a creative approach. As well as suggesting project ideas and locations, there are also demon-
strations showing postcapture processing.

Mark Sisson is an award-winning nature photographer. His images regularly appear in
journals, and he jointly runs the wildlife photography business Natures Images.

Photography/Reference • 160 pp • 7.5 x 10 • 160 Color Photos
9781847977137 • October • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper • Crowood Press

Extreme Close-Up Photography and Focus Stacking
Julian Cremona

A guide to achieving superb close-up images and going beyond macro and into the realms
of the microworld

This practical book explains what is meant by macrophotography and how to get even closer
to your subject: not just a close-up of a butterfly, but details of the eye and wing scales.
These techniques, suited to any budget, look at ways to photograph virtually any creature,
whether terrestrial, marine, or from freshwater. All the key elements to achieve extreme
close-ups are built in a clear way, for both outdoor and studio use, and special attention
is given to focus stacking, with both software and further enhancements covered. Aside
from explanations on equipment and technique, advice is given on different lighting and
support equipment, including the practicalities of tanks and aquatic organisms, and sug-
gestions are offered on how to achieve sharpness, detail, and ultimate depth of field.

Julian Cremona is a naturalist, photographer, teacher, and explorer. He runs workshops
on macrophotography.

Photography/Reference • 176 pp • 7.5 x 10 • 219 Color Photos
9781847977199 • October • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper • Crowood Press
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Photographing Children in Natural Light
Bella West

Focusing on the fundamentals of traditional portraiture, this guide encourages you
to create images in your own style and with timeless beauty

This book shows you how to make the most of natural light when photographing
children on location or at home and to take beautiful pictures to cherish. It empha-
sizes the importance of understanding the qualities of natural light at certain times
of the day and in different seasons. The book covers light and exposure, composi-
tion and perspective, and the importance of communication, expression, and creat-
ing visual emotion. There are also ideas for locations and seeing beyond the ordinary.
This text is invaluable for both parents and aspiring professionals.

Bella West has been at the forefront of social photography for 20 years and is a fel-
low of the British Institute of Professional Photography. Her use of location, light,
style, and timeless yet current nostalgia provide a definitive and unique quality to
her work.

Photography/Reference • 128 pp • 7.5 x 9.5 • 222 Color Photos
9781847977113 • January • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper • Crowood Press

The Language of Mixed-Media Sculpture
Jac Scott

A sumptuously illustrated volume that will inspire those intrigued by and inter-
ested in contemporary sculpture

Both a survey and a lavish celebration of contemporary approaches to sculptures that
are formed from more than one material, this book profiles the discipline in all its
expanded forms and recognizes sculpture in the 21st century not as something solid
and static, but rather as a fluid interface in material, time, and space. It reveals the
inspirations, influences, and creative journeys of more than 30 contemporary artists,
and explains the practical processes and raw materials they use. An introductory chap-
ter contextualizes textile perspectives in mixed-media sculpture and discusses elements
that concern the sculptor in the 21st century. Illuminating texts explore the creative
journeys of contemporary artists, insightfully profiling more than 30 prodigious sculp-
tors specializing in mixed-media sculpture. Informative technical information is
also provided on creating sculpture from plastic, rubber, plaster, metal, and paper.

Jac Scott is a nationally renowned artist specializing in issue-led sculpture informed
by science and philosophy. A member of the Royal British Society of Sculptors, she
is a prolific sculptor who has won many commissions from the public and corporate
sectors, and is a recipient of numerous awards from art and environmental organi-
zations. She is the author of Textile Perspectives in Mixed-Media Sculpture.

Art • 224 pp • 8.5 x 11 • 223 Color Photos
9781847977212 • October • $49.95 (Can $59.95) Cloth • Crowood Press
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Painting with Oils
David Howell

This practical book puts the joy of painting with oils within reach of all who want
to develop their skills

Oils give a rich, majestic quality to a painting, but may often be deemed too tricky
or ambitious to try. Examples of landscape, marine, nude, and equestrian paintings
will inspire and show the rich diversity, texture, and depth that oil painting can achieve.
Written by a professional painter, this volume encourages artists of all levels to ex-
periment with the medium and to develop their art. Included is information on the
importance of drawings and a guide to oil paints, suggesting a key range of colors.
Step-by-step examples throughout offer practical tips and advice on composition,
color, and light, and framing.

David Howell is a professional artist who regularly teaches.

Art/Reference • 112 pp • 8.5 x 11 • 108 Color Illustrations
9781847977151 • September • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Paper • Crowood Press

Painting Expressive Watercolour
Bridget Woods

This practical guide allows artists to learn to express sensations and ideas through
watercolor painting

Watercolor offers great potential for expression. Its fluidity, full-color range, gen-
erous spread, and variety of marks can portray a likeness, a response, a feeling—
even the notions of time and speed. It explains the importance of color, tone, shape,
texture, and scale through exercises and shared techniques. But it also encourages
the artist to explore the joy of the medium, to develop handling skills, and confi-
dence, and to find their unique painting “voice.” Included is advice on getting started,
such as collecting materials, the fundamentals, and mark-making; ideas to trigger
the imagination for developing personal style; and a variety of images to inspire and
encourage. There is also help and advice
throughout to practice new skills and gain con-
fidence with a medium that has the potential
magnificence of a “full orchestra,” but which
can be slipped into the pocket.

Bridget Woods is an internationally acclaimed
artist who has specialized in watercolor, life draw-
ing, and painting for more than 30 years. She is
the author of the bestselling Life Drawing.

Art/Reference • 192 pp • 8.5 x 11
259 Color Photos
9781847977502 • October
$34.95 (Can $41.95) Paper
Crowood Press



Basic Watercolour
How to Paint What You See

Charles Williams

A range of artists share their very diverse approaches to painting in

Covering the definition of watercolor and practical materials needed, this guide also
takes readers through the drawing involved and the particularities of painting land-
scape, garden, still life, and portraits. It also discusses using colored paper and opaque
paint, and explores a variety of contemporary artists using watercolor. Watercolor
has an anomalous position in the visual arts. The contradictory ideas that it is very
difficult to use and that it is a beginner’s medium mean that it has long been side-
lined in favor of oil and acrylic paints. But while watercolor painting does have par-
ticular difficulties—it is transparent and therefore fairly unforgiving—its advantages
are huge. It is light and easy to carry the tools around, it is easy to clean and to pre-
pare, it is unobtrusive, and a lot of the material you need you will already have around
the house—a jam jar, water, and toilet paper.

Charles Williams is the author of Basic Drawing.

Art • 208 pp • 6 x 7.5
9780719807411 • November • $27.95 (Can $33.95) Paper
Robert Hale
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Masters of Mosaic
Edited by Oliver Budd

An exclusive insight into the work and specialist skills of 12 premier contempo-
rary mosaic artists

Each chapter in this inspiring look at contemporary mosaic art is written by a dif-
ferent artist and gives their unique story, including their inspirations and influences,
and how they design, create, and install their mosaics. Color photos throughout the
book showcase the artists’ past and present commissions.Whether you work in stone,
glass, or ceramic, and are figurative or abstract in expression, this magnificent vol-
ume, which explores the work of the best artists in the business, is a must for any-
one with an interest in this incredible art form. Featured in the book are Emma Biggs,
Paul Bull, Trevor Caley,Martin Cheek, Gary Drostle, Elaine Goodwin,Maggie Howath,
Tessa Hunkin, Jo Letchworth, Jane Muir, and Norma Vondee.

Oliver Budd is a second-generation mosaic artist and one of the leading exponents
of the craft worldwide.

Art • 224 pp • 8.5 x 11 • 280 Color Photos
9780719806698 • November • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth • Robert Hale
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Practical Ballistics
An Introductory Guide for Rifle and Shotgun Shooters

Lewis Potter

From bullet history dating back from the earliest guns to the present, this guide
provides in-depth coverage, all focused on ballistics

This fascinating book starts with the days of muzzle loading before considering the
various attempts made through the centuries to improve the bullet. It moves on to ex-
amine the development of the cartridge right up to the present day, and provides the
reader with a clear understanding of the principles governing the bullet’s flight. Top-
ics discussed include the development of the bullet and the cartridge, and the factors
that influence ballistic performance and accuracy. The difference between internal bal-
listics—factors influencing performance while the bullet is still in the barrel—and ex-
ternal ballistics—factors affecting the bullet’s flight when it leaves the barrel—are
explained. This title also aims to assist those enthusiasts who make their own bullets
by analyzing faults that have an impact on accuracy, both for rifled firearms and for
smooth-bore guns. A number of interesting experiments are described concerning per-
formance and accuracy. Included in the back is a glossary that incorporates rifle ter-
minology and those terms specific to the shotgun.

Lewis Potter started shooting more than 55 years ago as a boy with an old Lincoln Jefferies air rifle. Time in the Army Cadets
introduced him to the .22 rimfire, .303 Lee Enfield, and the Bren gun. In 1974 he joined a local rifle and pistol club, of which
he is currently the honorary president.

Antiques & Collectibles/Military • 160 pp • 7.5 x 9.5 • 103 Color Photos
9781847977373 • October • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth • Crowood Press

The American Pocket Watch
A Comprehensive Guide to Repair and Servicing

Christopher Barrow

From a pocket watch expert, a guide specifically on the intricacies of American models

Many people have inherited an American pocket watch that sits gathering dust in a drawer,
but they often only need a really good cleaning and some minor repairs to get them work-
ing again. Now this concise and beautifully illustrated step-by-step guide to the intricacies
of American models will allow the enthusiastic amateur to rescue an old watch and perhaps
pass it on to the next generation in full working order. American machine-made pocket watches
first appeared in the 1850s and were so well-made that by the 1890s they had come to dom-
inate the international watch market. The secret of their success was the range of standard
sizes and readily interchangeable parts, plus the facility to be easily customized to suit the
pocket (pun intended) of every purchaser, so that the man who could only afford the nickel
case could be as confident as the wealthy one who chose the solid-gold case that his time-
piece was accurate and reliable. These very popular watches sold in the millions and have
stood the test of time (pun also intended) so that they are still readily available.

Christopher Barrow is a member of the British Horological Society who has been an elec-
tronic design engineer for almost 30 years, and has been cleaning and repairing pocket watches
for 20 years. He is the author of The Pocket Watch and The Verge Pocket Watch.

Antiques & Collectibles • 112 pp • 5.5 x 8.5
9780719810411 • September • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Cloth • NAG Press
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The Little Book of Jack the Ripper
The Whitechapel Society

London’s premier society for the study of Jack the Ripper presents a compact guide to
the most famous case of them all

The Jack the Ripper mystery is recognized as being the greatest “whodunnit” the world has
ever seen. Conjuring up images of swirling fog, top hats, and dark alleys, it is easy to see
why this fascinating tale still continues to capture the imagination. This little book is crammed
full of hundreds of true facts and anecdotes about this most enduring of mysteries—a book
which you can dip in and out of during the twilight hours, if you’re brave enough. Com-
piled by the Whitechapel Society, and drawing on their incredible archives, it will delight
true-crime enthusiasts everywhere.

The Whitechapel Society is London’s premier society for the study of Jack the Ripper and
related Victorian/Edwardian social history. It is a worldwide society, hosting talks, presen-
tations, and guided walks throughout the year. Their magazine, the Whitechapel Journal,
is the largest subscription print magazine in the field of Ripperology.

True Crime • 192 pp • 5 x 8 • 50 Color Photos
9780750958394 • February • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Cloth • The History Press

LITTLE BOOK

Autumn of Terror
Jack the Ripper–A Graphic Tale

Frogg Moody and Perry Harris

An innovative and powerful graphic novel that lays bare the dark, murky world of Jack
the Ripper with a fear-fest that will delight true crime and comic book fans alike

Whitechapel is out of control with a maniac at large. Women are being slaughtered on
the streets of London’s East End and, with the situation escalating, drastic action is needed.
Enter Chief Inspector Abberline, called back from Scotland Yard to solve a series of mur-
ders unparalleled in the history of England.

Frogg Moody has written six books, including Jack the Ripper: The Suspects and Jack the
Ripper: The Terrible Legacy for the Whitechapel Society. He is also the editor of the crit-
ically acclaimed Whitechapel Journal. Perry Harris is an artist and a Ripper enthusiast.

Graphic Novels/History • 96 pp • 6 x 9 • 90 B/W Illustrations
9780750954532 • February • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper • The History Press
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The Disappeared
The Cleveland Kidnappings and Other Shocking Cases

Al Cimino

A deep dive into the depths of human depravity that enables cruel acts of kidnapping, forced
imprisonment, and rape—and a testament to the courage, fortitude, and tenacity of the sur-
vivors

When the news broke in May 2013 that three women had been held captive for more than 10
years in Cleveland, Ohio, the world was stunned. Not only had the women been imprisoned in
an ordinary house a few blocks from where they had disappeared, but their captor, Ariel Cas-
tro, had never been a suspect in their kidnapping. The revelation sent shockwaves through the
community and sparked widespread fear among the inhabitants of seemingly normal neigh-
borhoods everywhere. This is not a standalone case. In 2008, 42-year-old Elisabeth Fritzl emerged
from the cellar of her family home in Austria, having been imprisoned and raped by her father
for 24 years. In the UK, the “British Fritzl” held his two daughters captive for 28 years—mov-
ing frequently enough not to raise suspicion—and fathered seven children by them. In this grip-
ping book, Al Cimino explores the appalling truth behind these and several more cases of the
disappeared. This is a tribute to those victims and a testament to the strength of human spirit,
as well as a forensic study of a particularly heinous crime.

Al Cimino is the author of Great Record Labels, The Mafia Files, and Spree Killers.

True Crime • 276 pp • 5 x 8
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Flight MH370
The Mystery

Nigel Cawthorne

A top true crime journalist takes on a confounding current mystery

On March 8, 00:41, Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 took off from Kuala Lumpur Interna-
tional Airport. At 01:19, the plane and its 227 passengers vanished from the skies. No trace
has been found. The disappearance of flight MH370 has horrified people across the globe. In
an age where a stolen smartphone can be pinpointed to any location on earth, the vanishing of
a cruise liner and 227 passengers is the greatest mystery since the Mary Celeste. Experienced
author and journalist Nigel Cawthorne has researched with incredible swiftness and thoroughness
to reveal the most compelling explanations behind the mystery gripping the world.

Nigel Cawthorne is the author of Confirmed Kill,The Mammoth Book of Killers at Large, and The
Mammoth Book of New CSI.

Social Science • 288 pp • 5 x 8
9781784181123 • August • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper • John Blake

Cellar Girl
Josefina Rivera

The story of one heroic woman who survived kidnap by a notorious serial rapist and killer
in 1980s Philadelphia

“I stood there for a moment, silently speaking to myself: Josefina, you will survive this. You
are strong. You are a fighter. You adapt.”

As a young mother of three, Josefina Rivera was determined to get her troubled life back on
track. But then she met Gary Heidnik and the next four months became a living nightmare.
Along with five women, Josefina was held captive in a cellar in Philadelphia where she was
starved, beaten, and repeatedly raped to fulfill Heidnik’s desire of creating a “family” of 10
children. This book tells the shocking but ultimately inspiring story of how one brave, young
woman saved herself and others from a life worse than hell.

Josefina Rivera lives in Atlantic City, New Jersey.

True Crime/Memoir • 320 pp • 5 x 7.5
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Emissaries of Satan
Serial Killers Under the Microscope

Christopher Berry-Dee

A gripping, if chilling, forensic examination of three savage serial killers who, among them-
selves, brutally murdered 28 innocent women

Michael Ross. Kenneth Bianchi. John Scripps. These are truly the servants of hell, three sav-
age killers without a shred of soul between them. Michael Ross—“The Roadside Strangler,”
a terrifying sexual-sadistic predator, executed by lethal injection in 2005. Kenneth Bianchi—
one of “The Hillside Stranglers,” a rapist and serial killer, still serving a life sentence inWash-
ington State. John Scripps—the British-born “Tourist from Hell,” who slaughtered victims
in Singapore and Thailand and watched them bleed before cutting their bodies up. The hang-
man’s noose ended his spree. Christopher Berry-Dee interviewed both Ross and Bianchi in
prison, witnessed Scripps’s execution in Changi Jail, and has received the full cooperation
of numerous law-enforcement agencies, including state police in New York and Connecti-
cut, Singapore police, and HM Customs & Excise Special Investigations. Besides getting in-
side the characters of three serial killers, Emissaries of Satan also focuses on the irreparable
damage caused by the three monsters, while acknowledging the dedicated men and women
of law enforcement who work tirelessly to end the killing sprees of men like Ross, Bianchi,
and Scripps and bring them to justice.

Christopher Berry-Dee is the author of Born Killers,Monster, and Talking with Serial Killers.
He is an acknowledged authority on serial killers, and several of his books are required read-
ing for students at the FBI’s Behavioral Science Unit.

True Crime • 288 pp • 5 x 8
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Bodies in the Back Garden
True Stories of Brutal Murders Close to Home

Nigel Cawthorne

There is one problem every killer must face: how to get rid of the body

Murderer Dennis Nilsen famously cooked the corpses of his victims and flushed them down
the toilet, only to be caught when the sewers blocked up. But his first 12 victims were dis-
posed of in the back garden of his previous home. Fred and Rosemary West buried the bod-
ies of three of their victims in the back garden. Milwaukee cannibal Jeffrey Dahmer began
his murderous career scattering human remains in the backyard of his parents’ home in Bath,
Ohio. Convicted killer Peter Tobin went back on trial after two more bodies were found in
the back garden of his former home. And grisly granny Dorothea Puente murdered lodgers
at her boarding house in Sacramento, California, dispatching them to the backyard while
continuing to cash their Social Security checks. This book explores these and many other
cases that suggest that, whatever the motive for murder, the back garden is a convenient
place to dump the corpse.

Nigel Cawthorne is the author of House of Horrors, The Mammoth Book of New CSI, and
Tia Sharpe.

True Crime • 288 pp • 5 x 8
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Dark Secrets of the Black Museum
1835–1985: More Dark Secrets from 150 Years
of the Most Notorious Crimesin England

Gordon Honeycombe

A fascinating, if uncomfortable, insight into the minds and methods of those who prac-
tice murder

The Crime Museum of New Scotland Yard—invariably known as “the Black Museum”—
houses a remarkable collection of exhibits, photographs, and documents connected with
some of the most notorious crimes in the country’s history. Although the museum is closed
to the general public, Gordon Honeycombe was granted privileged access to its classified
records, and his book reveals the stories behind 20 murders committed in Britain between
1835 and 1985. The author’s painstaking research, which reaches beyond the Black Mu-
seum to other archives, as well as contemporary newspaper and similar reports, allows
him to give detailed accounts of the murders and manslaughter committed by such infa-
mous characters as William Palmer, Charles Peace, Donald Nielson (the “Black Panther”),
the necrophiliac serial killer Dennis Nilsen, and Ruth Ellis, the last woman to be hanged
in Britain. Here too is the political assassination of the Bulgarian novelist and playwright
Georgi Markov, and the murder by IRA bomb of four soldiers of the Household Cavalry
in London’s Hyde Park.

Gordon Honeycombe is also the author of Murders of the Black Museum.

True Crime • 288 pp • 5 x 8
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Female Executions
Martyrs, Murderesses and Madwomen

Geoffrey Abbott

The fairer sex get it in the neck in these grisly tales from the gallows, guillotine, and
gas chamber

From Nan Hereford, the cloaked highwayman who held up coaches with just her fists, to
the woman who survived the gallows and took her empty coffin away with her, this book il-
luminates history’s darker periods with a detailed and factual approach. Grimly funny and
darkly gripping, interspersed with unusual last requests and black-and-white illustrations
throughout, this is history at its most morbidly fascinating.

Geoffrey Abbott served for many years as a yeoman warder at the Tower of London. He is
the author of 16 books, including the bestselling The Executioner Always Chops Twice. He
has made numerous TV documentaries as consultant or executioner, and has written en-
tries on torture and execution for the Encyclopaedia Britannica.

True Crime • 304 pp • 5 x 8 • 40 B/W Illustrations
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Cocaine Confidential
True Stories Behind the World’s Most Notorious Narcotic

Wensley Clarkson

From those who grow the cocoa to the end dealers—the inside stories of the people involved
in the world of cocaine smuggling

Cocaine is the world’s most notorious narcotic. It underpins a vast, multibillion-dollar under-
world with a dark and deadly side. But who really are the shadowy people behind this chilling
network? The cocoa farmers, the jungle sweatshop workers, the smugglers, the suppliers, and,
ultimately, the dealers who provide for the world’s hundreds of millions of users. This book goes
inside the lives of all these characters to reveal their stories for the first time. Along the way you’ll
go inside a cocaine jail, meet hitmen, terror suspects, crooked politicians, bankers, coke barons,
mules, hardened traffickers, and corrupt cops as the truth is unraveled in a roller-coaster ride
through the secret world of cocaine.

Wensley Clarkson is an author of true crime and conspiracy books, including Hell Hath No Fury
Like a Woman Scorned and Whatever Mother Says.

True Crime • 304 pp • 5 x 8.5
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Hash
The Secret and Chilling Story Behind the Drug’s Deadly Underworld

Wensley Clarkson

An exploration of the sinister underworld behind the planet’s most lucrative drug

For millions of people across the world, lighting up a joint is no more controversial than hav-
ing a cup of tea. But this book explores the dark and sinister side of this multibillion-dollar busi-
ness: one fueled by a brutal underworld network of dealers, drug barons, crooked cops, and
even terrorists. Sex, intimidation, bribery, and murder are all employed in a quest for vast prof-
its. Traveling from the lawless Rif Mountains in Morocco to darkened warehouses in Spain that
are protected by heavily armed gangsters, this is a revelatory roller-coaster ride through the se-
cret world of hash.

Wensley Clarkson is an author of true crime and conspiracy books, including Hell Hath No Fury
Like a Woman Scorned and Whatever Mother Says.

True Crime • 346 pp • 5 x 8
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White Shotgun
The Siclian Mafia in Their Own Words

Attilio Bolzoni

A searing journey into the world of the Sicilian mafia, in their own words

Lupara bianca (White Shotgun)—an Italian term that refers to a Mafia-style killing, in which
no trace of the victim can be found.

For 30 years, prize-winning Sicilian journalist Attilio Bolzoni has reported on the shadowy
activities of Cosa Nostra. Now, for the first time, he has collected a powerful anthology of
rare interviews, court proceedings, and transcripts of phone taps that together capture the essence
of this most hidden of secret societies. From the “traditional”Mafia of the early 20th century
to the “Maxi” show trials of the 1980s and beyond, this book is both a history of modern Si-
cilian crime and an explanation of the twisted logic and language of Cosa Nostra. From the
most humble of foot soldiers to famous pentiti (snitches) and top-level bosses, this is a por-
trait of the men who live by a code of silence—in their own words.

Attilio Bolzoni writes for the leading Italian newspaper La Repubblica. In 2009 he was awarded
the prestigious E Giornalismo Prize for journalism, in recognition of his long career report-
ing on the Mafia and Cammora.

True Crime • 304 pp • 5 x 7.75
9780330528214 • November • $13.95 (NCR) Paper • Pan Books
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Cult Movies
Publicity posters for cinematic masterpieces of horror and sci-fi classics

A spine-tingling collection of eight horror and sci-fi posters ranging from the futuristic dystopia
of Metropolis to the apocalyptic Day of the Triffids and the Gothic terror of Dracula. Each
of these films is a cult classic, from Boris Karloff in Frankenstein to the comic-strip hero
Flash Gordon’s first appearance in cinematic form. Also includes The Day the Earth Stood
Still, The Fly, and The Time Machine.

Film • 9781780974743

Steam Trains
From a Flying Scotsman poster to a USA Railways magazine plate, a range of stunning
images to suit any vintage train or travel enthusiast

A selection of eight posters evoke the glory days of steam trains and the mighty machines
that forged across the UK and the continent. Poster titles include Railway Wonders of the
World, Power for London Transport; Bournemouth Belle, Southern Railway; 1946 USA Rail-
ways magazine plate; Flying Scotsman; A bracing day by the sea! Travel by Train; North
Coast Limited in the Montana Rockies; Great Western Railway–Long Distance Travel to
and from London; and North London Railway, Open Air Route.

Transportation • 9781780971520

The Manga Art of Osamu Tezuka
From the archives of Tezuka productions, these images celebrating the range of his work

Osamu Tezuka’s manga and animated films are known and loved all across the world, in-
cluding such irresistible characters as Astro Boy, Jungle Emperor, and Black Jack, and works
such as Metropolis, Lost World, and Phoenix. This poster collections brings together eight
of Tezuka’s artworks to celebrate the inventive style that transformed Japanese cartoon art.
Images include an ensemble artwork of the best-loved characters: the humanoid robot, Atom,
star of Astro Boy; Astro Boy in “His Highness Dead Cross,” Shonen, 1960; the Three-eyed
One, Weekly Shonen Magazine, 1974 to 1978; Jungle Emperor Leo, Manga Shonen, 1950
to 1954; Astro Boy in “Space Parasites,” Shonen, 1962; Metropolis, 1949; and The Lost
World, 1948.

Graphic Novels • 9781780974781

POSTER PACK
Packaged in themed sets of eight inside sturdy envelopes,

each poster and is beautifully produced in full color, ready to be framed.

Each: Art • 8 pp • 12 x 16 • September • $17.95 (NCR) Poster • Carlton Publishing Group



POSTER PACK
Each: 8 pp • 12 x 16 • $17.95 (NCR) Poster • Carlton Publishing Group
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Classic Motorsport
From the glamour of the Monaco Grand Prix to the prestigious TT Races on the Isle
of Man, these posters evoke the speed and spirit of motor and cycle racing

Share the excitement of the first race held at Indianapolis (1909), the first race on a fast
circuit in France (Rheims, 1938), and the 300thWorld Championship Grand Prix (Kyalami,
1978). Also includes the Swiss Grand Priz (1934), 24 Heures du Mans (1961), and the 10th
International Kesselberg Race (1935).

Art/Sports • 9781780974750 • October

Strictly Hollywood
Stills from classic Hollywood musicals such as Singing in the Rain, Funny Face,and
West Side Story, along with images of stars like Fred and Ginger

Eight posters, some full color and some black and white, offer a close-up view of the beauty
and power involved in dance. Images include Gene Kelly and Leslie Caron in An Amer-
ican in Paris; Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers in Swing Time; Frank Sinatra singing to
Grace Kelly during High Society; a still from On the Town showing Betty Garrett, Frank
Sinatra, Ann Miller, Gene Kelly, Jules Munshin, and Vera Ellen; Marge and Gower Cham-
pion in Show Boat; Gene Kelly in Singing in the Rain; the Jets dancing inWest Side Story;
and Audrey Hepburn and Fred Astaire in Funny Face.

Film/Dance • 9781780975559 • November
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Blue
Pack of Six

5060294290551

Green
Pack of Six

5060294290575

EYE MAGIC SPIRAL CARDS

Tango Books

• Suggested retail price for an individual card is $5.95 (Can $6.95)
Four optical illusion spiral cards, sold in packs of six of the same design.

Each: Stationery • 6 pp • 6.5 x 6.5 • 6 cards per pack
October • $35.70 (Can $41.70) Cards • 2toTango Ltd

ANIMAL POP-UP CARDS

David Pelham

• Suggested retail price for an individual card is $5.95 (Can $6.95)
Here are two brand-new pop-up animal cards designed by master paper engineer

and popular children’s author David Pelham, which are perfect for any special occasion.

David Pelham is an artist and paper engineer. He has created numerous pop-up books,
including Applebee’s Colors, Applebee’s Shapes, Here Comes Santa, and Trail.

Each: Stationery • 6 pp • 6.5 x 6.5 • 6 cards per pack
November • $35.70 (Can $41.70) Cards • 2toTango Ltd

Pink
Pack of Six

5060294290544

Yellow
Pack of Six

5060294290568

Penguin
5060294290469

Reindeer
5060294290476



ELMER POP-UP CARDS

David McKee

• Suggested retail price for an individual card is $5.95 (Can $6.95)
The character made famous by artist David McKee in his bestselling Elmer the Elephant
books—here in colorful pop-ups! These are the perfect cards for kids and nostalgic adults.

David McKee is one of the best-known illustrators of picture books, having created such modern
classics such asthe Elmer series. His first book was published in 1964, and his books are now

published in more than 35 languages throughout the world.

Each: Stationery • 6 x 6 • November • $35.70 (Can $41.70) Cards • 2toTango Ltd
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Elmer & Wilbur Pop-Up Cards
Pack of Six

5060294290766

Elmer’s Bath Time Pop-Up Cards
Pack of Six

5060294290759

Just Elmer Pop-Up Cards
Pack of Six

5060294290735

Elmer & Friends Pop-Up Cards
Pack of Six

5060294290742
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Hey Girl . . . Postcard Box
40 Ryan-Licious Postcards

Various

Hey girl . . . you may want to stock up on postcard stamps

Can you ever have enough Ryan Gosling in your life? We think not. Just what you need
for birthdays, Valentine’s Day, or anytime a soulful pick-me-up is necessary, this fun and
funky gift box holds 40 postcards featuring the iconic Ryan Gosling Hey Girl meme. The
perfect gift for your personal blue valentine, your crazy stupid love, or your young Her-
cules, this set holds original material as well as stunning images of everyone’s favorite
movie heartthrob.

Humor • 40 pp • 4 x 6 • 80 Color Photos
9780857983893 • October • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Boxed Postcard Set
Random House Australia

70s Girls’ Comics
100 Postcards
A sturdy gift box containing 100 strange and wonderful postcards of images from vin-
tage girls’ comics

The 1970s were the golden age of British girls’ comics with titles including Misty, Sally,
Jinty, Tammy, and Penny. This unique collection contains 100 postcards, each featuring
a different girls’ comics image from one of these books. From gymnastics and school hi-
jinks to spine-tingling mystery and menace, there’s an abundance of retro comic images
to enjoy.

Stationery • 100 pp • 4 x 6 • 100 Color Illustrations
9781405268387 • October • $19.95 (NCR) Postcards • Classic Comics
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Battle Postcards
100 Postcards
A sturdy gift box containing 100 Battle comics postcards, the perfect nostalgia gift for
fans both young and old alike of the classic cult comics

From 1975 to 1998, Battle featured moving and graphic accounts of the two World Wars.
This collection contains 100 postcards, each featuring a different Battle comics image. From
Rat Pack and Major Eazy to Johnny Red and Charley’s War, there’s an abundance of clas-
sic images to enjoy.

Stationery • 100 pp • 4 x 6
9781405268370 • October
$19.95 (NCR) Postcards
Classic Comics

Over the Top!
Selected by Calum Laird

A rousing anthology of adventures in the tradition of Commando comics

From the muddy trenches of Flanders to the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea and
the deserts of the Middle East, this special collection of Commando stories fromWorld
War I harkens back to a time when tales of bravery and honor in the face of terrible
conditions were commonplace, as soldiers, sailors, submariners, and airmen faced the
most fiendish of enemies with stout hearts and stiff upper lips. Rip-roaring tales tell
of bitter rivalries, regimental clashes, proven troublemakers coming good, the duel
of heavy artillery, and even the cunning use of a London omnibus on the battlefield.

Calum Laird is the editor of Commando comics.

Graphic Novels/Military • 656 pp • 7 x 8.5 • B/W Illustrations Throughout
9781853759130 • November • $29.95 (NCR) Paper • Prion

COMMANDO

Each pocket-sized anthology contains six classic Commando war stories printed the same size
as the original comics, with a gallery of the original covers in the back of the book.

Achtung!
9781847328212 • $8.95

Action Stations!
9781847328229 • $8.95

Airborne Assault
9781853758928 • $9.95

Banzai!
9781847328199 • $8.95

Behind Enemy Lines
9781853758911 • $9.95

Bombs Away!
9781847329714 • $8.95

The Deadly Seas
9781853758973 • $16.95

Deserts Rats!
9781847329684 • $9.95

Also available:

Thunderbirds Are Go
9781405268936

$19.95 (NCR) Cards

Also available:
Each: (NCR) Paper

Dive! Dive! Dive!
9781847329691 • $9.95

Heroes Fly High!
9781853758997 • $16.95

Marching to Glory
9781853758966 • $17.95

Rampaging Raiders!
9781853758980 • $17.95

Tally Ho!
9781847328205 • $8.95

Tank Attack
9781853758935 • $9.95

Weapons of Vengeance
9781853758942 • $9.95

Who Dares Wins
9781847329707 • $9.95
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The Comic Collection
A collection of comic art from many Anderson shows, including the original vin-
tage artwork

Discover the iconic comic strips that captured the thrill and excitement of Gerry
Anderson’s cult TV shows. With original comic artwork from Thunderbirds,
Stingray, Captain Scarlet, Joe 90, Zero X, Fireball XL5, Lady Penelope, Angels, and
Marina, this exciting collection is perfect for Gerry Anderson fans everywhere.

288 pp • 9781405272667 • $39.95

Inside the World of Gerry Anderson
The secret world of Gerry Anderson’s 21st-century vehicles, machinery, and settings

The perfect book for Gerry Anderson collectors and fans of his shows, Inside the
World of Gerry Anderson is the definitive collection including detailed images from
Thunderbirds, Fireball XL5, Captain Scarlet, and Joe 90, plus lesser-known craft and
locations seen only in the comic strips.

128 pp • 9781405272650 • February • $27.95

GERRY ANDERSON

Gerry Anderson

Gerry Anderson (1929–2012) was a television and film producer, director, and writer known
for his futuristic television shows, the most successful of which was Thunderbirds.

Each: Graphic Novels • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior
February • (NCR) Cloth • Classic Comics
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Thunderbirds Brains Notebook
A Thunderbirds fabric notebook with iconic Pop Art–
style images of Brains

9781405275477

Thunderbirds Faces Notebook
A Thunderbirds fabric notebook with iconic images
of Thunderbirds characters and vehicles

9781405275507

THUNDERBIRDS NOTEBOOKS

Gerry Anderson

A range of four dynamic, retro-style Thunderbirds notebooks each feature cream-lined pages
and eight pages of color Thunderbirds imagery within a fabric-covered hardback with elastic
closure and belly band. Just in time for the 50th anniversary of Thunderbirds in 2015, these

notebooks are perfect for planning your own international rescue!

Gerry Anderson (1929–2012) was a television and film producer, director, and writer known
for his futuristic television shows, the most successful of which was Thunderbirds.

Each: Stationery • 198 pp • 5 x 6 • 16 Color Illustrations
February • $12.95 (NCR) Hardback Blank Book • Classic Comics

Thunderbirds Iconic Notebook
A Thunderbirds fabric notebook with iconic patterns
of Thunderbirds vehicles, numbers, and logos

9781405275491

Thunderbirds Lady Penelope
Notebook
A Thunderbirds fabric notebook with iconic Pop Art–
style images of Lady Penelope

9781405275484
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Thunderbirds Comic Volume 1
Features The Earthquake Maker, Visitor from Space, and The
Antarctic Menace.

9781405272605

Thunderbirds Comic Volume 2
Features Brains Is Dead, The Olympic Plot, The Space Cannon,
and Devil’s Crag.

9781405272612 •

THUNDERBIRDS

Gerry Anderson

Thrilling, futuristic volumes of 1960s Thunderbirds comic strips each feature a “cutaway,”
or cross-section illustration of a spacecraft or building by Graham Bleathman, a foremost

illustrator of Gerry Anderson’s television shows.

Gerry Anderson (1929–2012) was a television and film producer, director, and writer known
for his futuristic television shows, the most successful of which was Thunderbirds.

Each: Graphic Novels • 48 pp • 8.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior
December • $10.95 (NCR) Paper • Classic Comics

Thunderbirds Comic Volume 3
Features The Eiffel Tower Demolition, The Nuclear Threat, The
Hawaiian Lobster Menace, and The Time Machine.

9781405272629

Thunderbirds Comic Volume 4
Features The Zoo Ship, Chain Reaction, and Jungle Adventure.

9781405272636

Thunderbirds Comic Volume 5
Features City of Doom, The Big Bang, and The Mini Moon.

9781405272643
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Fifty Shades of Glasgow
Kieran Gallacher
72 pp • 4 x 6 • Fiction/Humor
9781908885180 • $12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper

Wasted in Love
Allan Wilson
162 pp • 6 x 9 • Fiction
9780956308399 • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper

Publisher Backlist: CCaarrggoo  PPuubblliisshhiinngg

The Immaculate Heart
Andrew Raymond Drennan and Will Self
198 pp • 6 x 9 • Fiction
9780956308313 • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper 

International Writers’
Conference Revisited
Angela Bartie and Eleanor Bell
248 pp • 12 x 8 • Literary Collections
9781908885159 • $36.95 (Can $42.95) Paper 

NeverSeconds
David Payne and Martha Payne
206 pp • 5 x 8 • Autobiography/Health
9781908885166 • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper 

Road to Referendum
Iain Macwhirter
336 pp • 6 x 9 • History/Political Science
9781908885210 • $22.95 (Can $27.95) Cloth

Second Lives
Various
264 pp • 5.5 x 8.5 
12 Color Photos • 4 B/W Illustrations 
Social Science
9781908885029 • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper 

The Year of Open Doors
Edited by Rodge Glass
212 pp • 6 x 9 • Literary Collections
9780956308382 • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper 

140 Characters
Simon Sylvester
Foreword by Rebecca Woodhead
Illustrations by Richard Todd
162 pp • 6 x 9 • Fiction
9780956308337 • $15.95 (Can $18.95) Paper 

Nothing Human Left
Simon Ashe-Browne
172 pp • 6 x 9 • Fiction
9780956308368 • $18.95 (Can $22.95) Paper 
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Lazy Days
Erlend Loe
Translated by Don Bartlett and Don Shaw
224 pp • 5 x 7 • Fiction   
9781781855171 • $15.95 (NCR) Cloth 

Publisher Backlist: HHeeaadd  ooff  ZZeeuuss  //  MMeetthhuueenn

The Politics of Humanity
John Holmes
432 pp • 6 x 9 
Social Science/Political Science
9781781850916 • $32.95 (NCR) Cloth 

The Methuen Book of
Poems for Every Day
Methuen 
548 pp • 6.5 x 9.5 • Poetry   
9780413774569 • $29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth 

The Queen’s Stamps
Nicholas Courtney
Foreword by HRH the Duke of York
384 pp • 7 x 9 • Antiques & Collectibles   
9780413772282 • $39.95 (Can $47.95) Cloth 

Top Dog
Norman Thelwell
128 pp • 5 x 8 • Pets/Humor
9780413762306 • $13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper 

Monty Python’s 
Flying Circus
Monty Python
336 pp • 5 x 8 • Performing Arts   
9780413741004 • $14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper 

Monty Python’s 
The Meaning of Life
Monty Python
130 pp • 8 x 10.5 • Performing Arts   
9780413774101 • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper 

The Very Best 
of Monty Python
Monty Python
300 pp • 5 x 6.5 • Humor/Performing Arts
9780413776150 • $16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper 

HHeeaadd  ooff  ZZeeuuss

MMeetthhuueenn
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1066 & All That
W. C. Sellar
128 pp • 5 x 8 
55 B/W Illustrations •
History/Humor
9780413772701 • $12.95 (Can
$15.95) Paper 

Building Radar
Colin Dobinson
686 pp • 6 x 9.5 
Technology/Military
9780413772299 
$45.00 (Can $53.95) Cloth 

The Fateful Split
Chris Ryder
360 pp • 5 x 8 
History/Political Science
9780413772237 
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper 

Fillums
Hugh Leonard
240 pp • 5 x 8 • Fiction/History
9780413771674 
$12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper 

Glasgow Dreamer
Ivor Cutler
96 pp • 5 x 7.5 • Fiction/Humor
9780413736000 
$12.95 (Can $15.95) Paper

Home Before
Night
Hugh Leonard
208 pp • 5 x 8 
Autobiography/Irish Studies
9780413771681 
$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper 

Publisher Backlist: MMeetthhuueenn  //  UUppssttaarrtt

The Hubris 
Syndrome
David Owen
228 pp • 5 x 8 • Political Science   
9780413777270 
$14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper 

In Search 
of H. V. Morton
Michael Bartholomew
352 pp • 5 x 8 • Biography   
9780413774873 • $13.95 (Can
$16.95) Paper 

In Search 
of Ireland
H. V. Morton
292 pp • 5 x 8 • Travel/Essays
9780413548504 
$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper

In Search 
of Scotland
H. V. Morton
352 pp • 5 x 8 • Travel/Essays
9780413544803 
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper

In Search of Wales
H. V. Morton
320 pp • 5 x 8 • Travel/Essays
9780413407405 
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper

London 
in Landscape
Karen Neale
Each: 100 pp • 6 x 8 • Art
$19.95 (Can $23.95) Cloth 

Volume 1
9780413776198 
Volume 2
9780413776860 

Out After Dark
Hugh Leonard
224 pp • 5 x 8 
Autobiography/Irish Studies
9780413771483 
$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper 

Sailors
Peter Earle
272 pp • 5 x 8 
History/European Studies
9780413776341 
$14.95 (Can $17.95) Paper 

The Shooting Star
Geoffrey Elliott
256 pp • 6.5 x 9.5
Biography/Military
9780413776846 
$29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth 

A Special Kind
of Courage
Chris Ryder
352 pp • 9.5 x 6.5 
History/Military
9780413772763 
$29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth 

A Stranger
in Spain
H. V. Morton
384 pp • 5 x 8 • Travel/Essays
9780413522009 
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Paper

Thelwell Country
Norman Thelwell
96 pp • 5 x 8 • Humor   
9780413776686 
$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper 

Thelwell’s Book
of Leisure
Norman Thelwell
84 pp • 5 x 8 • Humor   
9780413776174 
$16.95 (Can $19.95) Cloth 

Thelwell’s 
Sporting Prints
Norman Thelwell
64 pp • 5 x 8 • Art/ Humor
9780413619006 
$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper 

Turmoil
Paul Henke
500 pp • 5 x 8 • Fiction   
9780413777041 
$13.95 (Can $16.95) Paper 

The Victorian
Cross and the
George Cross
Edited by Christopher Wright
Each: 8 x 11 • History/Military
$150.00 (Can $80.00) Cloth 

Volume 1
848 pp • 9780413772183 
Volume 2
960 pp • 9780413772176 
Volume 3
1,024 pp • 9780413777515 
Boxed Set of 3 Volumes
2,232 pp • 6 x 8.5 
9780413777522
$450.00 (Can $540.00) Boxed Set 

2014 Rugby
Almanack
Clive Akers, Adrian Hill, 
and Geoff Miller
464 pp • 5.5 x 8.25 
28 Color Photos • Sports/Reference
9781927262115 
$39.95 (Can $47.95) Paper 

Loose Amongst
the Legends
Phil Gifford
240 pp • 6 x 9.25 • 60 Color Photos 
Biography/Sports 
9781927262047 
$29.95 (Can $35.96) Paper 

Robbie Deans
Matt McIlraith
368 pp • 6 x 9 • 60 Color Photos
Sports/Biography 
9781927262122 
$37.95 (Can $45.95) Cloth 

Nah, Really
James Griffin
160 pp • 8.25 x 11.75 
80 Color Photos 
History/Cooking
9781927262153 
$29.95 (Can $35.95) Cloth 

UUppssttaarrtt  PPrreessss
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